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CONTRACT OBJECTIVES

The purposes of the studies carried out in fulfillment of this contract

were twofold. The major effort was expended on studies pertaining to

spacecraft charging at geosynchronous orbit which had as their aims:

1. The specification of the environment at geosynchronous

orbit

2. The evaluation of the effectiveness ot active control
systems as a function of environmental condition

3. Verification and updating of computer code models for
satellite potentials.

A secondary effort involved studies of the large scale electric fields

in the high latitude ionosphere. The work made extensive use of the Air Force

Geophysics Laboratory instrumentation on SCATHA (P78-2), on S3-2 and on the

DMSP satellites.

The SCATHA (P78-2) results are given in Section I which is divided into

three tasks according to the listed aims; environmental specification, active

control systems, and computer code verification. The large scale electric

fields results are in Section II. Each of these sections gives a very brief

description of the progress made in that area with references to the over 30

papers that have been prepared. The details of the work can be found in the

papers which have been published as technical reports or are appended.

References to each of these papers are made in the text. These references are

not superscripted and the reader should consult the technical reports or the

appended papers. References to papers not supported by this contract are

superscripted and the appropriate reference appears at the foot of the page.



SPACECRAFT CHARGING AT GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT

PARTICLE AND FIELD ENVIRONMENT

Knowledge of the plasma envrionment at near geosynchrunous orAiL is

required for optimal design of satellites intended to operate for long periods

ot time in that area of space. From the time of ATS 1 it was known that

frequently the satellite was immersed in a hot plasma.1  Experiments on ATS5

and ATS6 showed that the vehicles could attain spacecraft charging potentials

of as much as several kilovolts negative with respect to the plasma.2 Arcing

and differential charging also occurred.

One of the purposes of the SCATRA P78-2 satellite was to investigate and

describe the environment that caused charging. To this end a complex system

ot instruments was carried into space, including electric and magnetic field

monitors and instruments to observe electron and ion parameters over a broad

energy range. It was envisioned that data from the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory Rapid Scan Particle Detector and its Thermal Plasma Analyzer would

be used in carrying out the work on this contract. Unfortunately, the Thermal

Plasma Analyzer malfunctioned soon after it was turned on. However, the Rapid

Scan Particle Detector (SC-5) operated well and data from that instrument were

used in several of the studies described in this Section. A brief discussion

of the instrument's operation is given in Appendex I and in the papers

referenced there.

Because the major threat ot charging occurs when the vehicle is within

the plasma sheet, environmental specification focused on that region of the

magnetosphere. As described below, investigations were made of the behavior

lFreeman, J. W. and J. J. Maguire, J. Geophys. Res. 72, 5257, 19b7

2 0e Forest, S. E. and C. E. Mcli wain, J. Geophys. Res. 76, 3587, 1971
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of the boundaries of the plasma sheet and of the fluxes observed to occur

within it. It was found that the position of the equatorward boundary of the

plasma sheet, as implied from the equatorward extent of diffuse auroral

electron precipitation was unexpectedly strongly related to the Kp index of

the geomagnetic variability. It was also found that at certain positions of

SCATHA's orbit the spacecraft routinely probed the boundary of trapping of

high energy particles even at low levels of geomagnetic activity. SCATHA is

the lirst satellite to routinely penetrate this region. The description of

the fluxes within the plasma sheet was carried forward by a map showing the

regions of highest electron fluxes in the energy range 10 to 80 keV which is

so important to spacecraft charging, and it was found that the region of 6 to

7 Re is more frequently hazardous than the region between 5 and 6 Re or

between 7 and 8 Re. The most severe environment associated with charging was

extensively described. A multiple satellite study of plasma injections showed

our data was inconsistent with existing models and a new scenario of plasma

injections was developed. These studies are described in more detail below.

If the near geosynchronous environment is to be well described and

understood so that predictions of hazardous regions can be made, a

magnetospheric model based on the operative physical principles must be

developed. A status report on our progress in that regard is given.

It is well established that there is a statistical relation between

geomagnetically disturbed conditions and spacecraft charging at geosynchronous

orbit. We therefore undertook the development of a method of prediction of

geomagnetic conditions to be used for spacecraft design. We found that if the

yearly average value of one of the geomagnetic activity indices could be

predicted the number of disturbed and hence hazardous days in the expected

year is easily estimated. We also showed, however, that there is a 90 year
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cycle in geomagnetic activity and the last minimum was about 1901 and so the

level of activity can now be expected to generally decline in the next decade

relative to the last two decades. However, activity can be expected to be

quite erratic and generally unpredictable, suggesting the spacecraft design

should be conservative with respect to charging.

There are several other factors besides the particle and field properties

that strongly influence spacecraft charging. The most important of these is

the ultraviolet flux that causes secondary electron emmision from satellite

surtaces. A model was developed of the attenuation of UV due to the earth's

atmosphere and the entry into eclipse. In addition, the fate of ion

contaminant clouds from spacecraft effluents was studied.

MAJOR BOUNDARIES OF THE PLASMA SHEET

Equatorial Edge

The position of the equatorward edge of the plasma sheet was investigated

indirectly by studying the equatorward edge of electron precipitation in the

50 eV to 20 keY energy range as observed by the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory detector onboard the polar orbiting DMSP/F2 satellite (Gussenhoven

et al. 1981a, appended paper 1). The detectors and their operation and

calibration are described in Hardy et. al. (1979 AFGL-TR-79-0210). It is

widely accepted that diffuse auroral electrons come from the central plasma

sheet and thus it is expected that the equatorward boundary is the equatorward

edge of the plasma sheet. An extensive study of the position of the

equatorward boundary was completed in which the corrected geomagnetic latitude

of more than 6000 boundary crossings was determined. The time sectors covered

were in the 1b00-2300 and 0400-1000 MLT magnetic local time sectors. In the

evening the equatorward boundaries could be precisely determined from the rise

in the total electron tlux. The morningside boundary could not always be

4
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clearly delineated. Data were divided into I hour magnetic local time bins

with approximatley 400 samples per bin. In each of the MLT bins the position

of the equatorward boundary was found to be strongly related to the degree of

geomagnetic disturbances as measured by Kp. Typical correlation coefficients

were 0.8 to 0.9 in most of the time zones studied. The typical value of the

slopes of the regression lines in each bin (latitude =/vhKp +b) was two.

The values ot the latitude of the equatorward edge determined from these

regression lines were projected to the magnetic equatorial plane using the

Mead-Fairfield magnetic field model. The projected boundaries are not in good

agreement with the injection boundaries of Mauk and Mclllwain but are best fit

to boundaries derived using Volland-Stern type electric fields with the axis

of symmetry rotated into the evening sector for Kp r 2 and into the afternoon

sector for Kp > 2 as shown in figure 12 of Gussenhoven et. al, (1981a). In

another paper Gussenhoven et. al. (1980 appended paper 2), suggest that most

of the 30% increase that had been reported by Mengl (1979) in his study of the

diurnal variations of the size of the quiet time auroral oval could be

explained as simply a reflection of diurnal shifts in the satellites

trajectory in the (magnetic local time)-(magnetic latitude) frame of reference

and hence is not physically real.

Boundary of the hg Energy Trapping Region

The near geosynchronous orbit of SCATHA, (P78-2) is ideal for extending

studies of features earlier detected by geosynchronous satellites. SCATHA,

(P78-2) sweeps through the geosynchronous region and samples the

magnetospheric environment over a widened range of latitude and distance from

the earth. Geosynchronous satellites had earlier experienced sudden

disappearances and reappearances of electrons and ions with energies above 50

keV. These events were called dropouts and the major kilovolts charging event

l 5 ng1 99,-I. Diurnal variation of the auroral oval size, J. Geophys. Res.
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of March 28, 1979 was caused by a particle return from a dropout. A survey of

the nightside particle environment as observed by the AFGL Rapid Scan Particle

Detector frequently shows dropouts. A scan of the first 88 days of data in

the period from January 20 to August 8 permitted the identification of 39 days

on which dropouts occurred. A study of the position and geomagnetic activity

dependence of these days is described in Feynman et al. (1981b AFGL-TR-81-0270).

It was found that the days grouped themselves into dropout rich and dropout poor

periods. This is interpreted as an orbit effect and most dropouts at low

geomagnetic activity occur on L shells > 7. There was also a region of latitude

about iU degrees wide in which dropouts did not occur during quiet times. The

geomagnetic activity dependence of dropout occurrence also was investigated and

it was concluded that at SCATHA's orbit both the orbital position and

geomagnetic activity must be taken into account in evaluating the chances of

experiencing a dropout.

FLUXES WITHIN THE PLASMA SHEET

Multiple Spacecraft Study of Injections

Three different types of particle flux enhancements a..sociated with the

plasma sheet have been distinguished; entry into the plasma sheet by crossing

the equatorward boundary of convection, entry by crossing the boundary of high

energy trapping (return from "dropouts") and sudden increases (injections)

experienced when the satellite is already within the plasma sheet. The first

two types of enhancements have been discussed above. Tht. injections were

examined in a cooperative study with the University of New Hampshire which has a

plasma detector on ATS-6 at geosynchronous orbit (Moore et al, 1981, appended

paper 3). Several injection events were identified on three different days dur-

ing which SCATHA and ATS-6 were in favorable positions for joint studies. These

events were studied in detail, using SCATHA SC-5 (Rapid Scan Particle Detector)
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electron and ion data from the detector looking parallel to the spin axis. In

addition to these two major satellites, the studies used data from the AFGL

magnetometer chain. This permitted the spatial and temporal behavior of the

events to be determined more precisely than was possible for most past studies.

It was found that the most usual scenarios that were used to describe the typv

of dynamic injection event studied were not an adequate description. On the

basis of these observations, an alternative scenario was developed in which

these dynamic injections correspond to the passage across the spacecraft of a

"precipitation-flow boundary." Although this type of structure has not been

widely discussed in recent years, theoretical treatments of the formation of

precipitation-flow boundaries can be found in the literature and earlier obser-

vations have been reported (see Moore et al. 1981 for references). The proposed

structure is due to the precipitation of particles that are convecting in towards

the earth under the influence of the magnetospheric electric field. It separates

a region of hot quasi-maxwellian plasma far from the earth from a region of

cooler plasma closer to the earth. At the time of substorms the boundary thins

and moves radially inward past near-geosynchronous satellites at a speed of a few

tens of m/sec in close association with an inward propagating magnetic

disturbance. As the boundary recedes outward after the substorm it produces

gradual decreases with higher energies decreasing first. Although our study

showed that the usual models of substorm injections were invalid the validity of

this new description of substorms can only be established by further research.

Electron Fluxes in the 10-80 keV Range

The importance of 10-80 keV electron flux levels to spacecraft charging has

been established in empirical studies and is also reflected in the charging

levels predicted in the NASCAP code. Intense 10 to 80 keV electron fluxes

combined with an absence of low energy electrons are associated with major

charging events both in sunlight and in eclipse. In order to define the
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particle environment of 10-80 keV electrons an extensive survey of SCATHA data

was carried out.

To describe the environment in a single and convenient tormat the near-

geosynchronous region was divided into bins, each bin covering one hour in mag-

netic local time and one earth radius in equatorial distance. The frequency of

occurrence of selected tlux levels in each bin was determined. For each flux

level and energy range, the "degree of hazard" tor a bin was defined as the

percentage of passes the satellite made through that bin that were accompanied

by fluxes higher than the chosen level. The method of analysis and the resulting

flux maps are described in more detail in Appendix 11. At both energy levels the

most hazardous time periods appear in the post midnight quadrant and into the

early morning hours. The most hazardous region moves toward midnight for the

higher flux levels. In addition, there is a clearly distinguishable 3 bin region

between OI0 and 0400 MLT and between 6 and 7 Re in which high 10 to 80 keV

electron fluxes are more than twice as common as in the surrounding region.

Hence a satellite at geosynchronous orbit would have experienced significantly

more frequent high flux levels than were experienced by SCATHA.

Worst Case Charging Environment

A survey of data from the first year of the P78-2 SCATHA satellite

operations showed that the highest level spacecraft frame charging (Yf) both in

the sunlight (-340V) and in eclipse (>-SkV) occurred on 24 April 1979. Analysis

of the data in Mullen et. al. (1981) (AFGL-TR-dl-0231) showed that if the

sunlight charging environment had been present during eclipse, the vehicle would

have charged in excess of 15kV which is above any known charging level observed

to data for the SCATHA satellite. Therefore, the environment at the peak of the

sunlight charging at -0650 UT 24 April 1979 was chosen for the "worst case"

study. The environment at this time is characterized by an injection ot high

8



energy (30-335 keV) electron fluxes whose combined current correlates with *f

with a correlation coefficient of 0.95. The fluxes are highly anisotropic,

maximizing perpendicular to the magnetic field. The low energy ions are near

background. The measured electron distribution functions, when fit to double

Maxwellians by a least squares technique, showed that the high and low

temperatures remained nearly the same, while the density of the high energy

component followed the charging levels. The injection occurred simultaneously

with the rapid return of the magnetospheric magnetic field to a more dipole-like

configuration.

STATUS OF NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE

The purpose of the magnetospheric modelling effort is to develop a computer

program to predict the particle and field environment of Air Force satellites.

Beginning with the Rice University computer program developed by R. A. Wolf and

M. Harel, we plan to extend the model to include more physical mechanisms and

larger regions of the Earth's magnetotail. Tasks completed or in progress under

this contract include the following:

(i). The Rice University magnetospheric simulation computer program has

been run successfully on the VAX 11/780 at Boston College. Extensive tests done

in close collaboration with the Rice group have shown that the program functions

normally.

(2). We have developed an initial version of our own modificaion of the

magnetospheric simulation program. The program solves the same equations as the

Rice program and should give the same results. The approach is designed to

eliminate difficulties associated with the Rice group's treatment of inner

edges. One advantage of the present approach is that it can handle localized

injection in a natural way.

(3). We have begun an effort to include parallel electric fields in the

9
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model. The nature of the effort, which is in progress, is to establish a

variational principle which simultaneously accounts for the particle

distribution and profile of the potential along each magnetic field line, taking

into account the thermal And drift motions of the particles.

SCATHA MISSION TIME GEOMAGNETIC CONDITONS AS A SAMPLE OF PAST AND FUTURE

CONDITIONS

In order to apply our understanding of the relationship between spacecraft

charging and particle and field environments to the problems of spacecraft

design, it is necessary to be able to estimate the frequency with which

particular hazardous environments can be expected to occur in the orbit of the

vehicle. This problem is made tractable by the description of magnetospheric

conditions in terms of typical conaitions associated with different levels of

geomagnetic activity and then by studying past geomagnetic activity with the

aim of identifying trends and patterns that permit a reasonably accurate

prediciton of activity levels that would be experienced by the satellite during

its active lifetime. The complexity of this problem can be appreciated by

considering the results of Feynmanl (1979) who, in 1977 attempted to predict the

annual average level of geomagnetic activity that would prevail in 1979 and

1980, the period of the SCATHA mission. Her predictions were made using all the

then available knowledge of trends and periodicities in geomagnetic and solar

data. She concluded that it was necessary to understand two types of cyclic

variations in yearly average activity, a "long cycle" due to a variation with a

period of about 90 years, and a solar cycle variation with a period of II years.

The two variations are about equal in amplitude so neither can be neglected.

Since little was known about the long cycle, Feynman had no alternative but to

IFeynman, J. The 218 t solar cycle: aa index of geomagnetic, Solar
Terrestrial Predictions Proceedings. Boulder, CO 1979.
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base the prediciton on the assumption that the level of the long cycle variation

would remain the same during the SCATHA period as it had been for the last 15

or 20 years.

The actual activity was barely within the range of the predicted levels

during the first year of the SCATHA mission but was well below the range tor the

second year, suggesting that the long cycle variation was eftecting the activity

level in an important way. In the work carried out under this contract the

problem of prediction was approached in two ways, one by comparing the positions

of important magnetospheric boundaries to activity indices and the other by

studying the past occurrence of activity.

Studies of the position of the high latitude trapping may also be possible

from studies ot low altitude DMSP data (Feynman and Hardy, in progress). We

have tentatively identified the boundary between electron precipition

characteristic of diffuse and of discrete aurora as the low altitude expression

of the trapping boundary. Over two thousand boundaries in the Northern

hemisphere were identified from the DMSP data and a statistical analysis of the

relation of the boundary latitudes as a function ot Kp was carried out. The

time periods covered were 1900 to 2200 and 0400 and 0800 and correlation

coefficients of about 0.4 to 0.8 were found.

The long term behavior of the plasma sheet position was studied by Feynman

and Silverman, (1980) (appended paper 4) and Silverman and Feynman (1981)

(AFGL-TR-81-0I72) through studies of latitudes at which aurora were seen in

Sweden and the United States during the period from 1721 to 187b. A more

equatorward position of the observation of aurora indicates that the plasma

sheet has moved inward. They found that during the period from 1868 to 187b.

the number of aurora seen in Sweden was strictly proportional to Kp (a

correlation coefticient of 0.97) but they warn that the relationship may change

it
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trom time to time. They also found that the data were most reasonably

interpreted as indicating that a minimum of the long cycle (80-100 years) of

geomagnetic activity occurred about 1811 and was characterised by a low level of

activity occurring relatively far north. Comparison of Swedish and American

sightings showed that throughout the 18 th and 19th centuries aurora appeared in

a characteristic band of latitudes for periods of perhaps 20 to 35 years and

then, over a period of 2 or 3 years, moved to a new characteristic latitude.

The causes of this behavior remain unknown but if it continues to occur during

this century the average position of the plasma sheet within the magnetosphere

would remain more or less constant for many years and then change relatively

rapidly (in response to some change in the solar wind). This has not yet been

observed to occur but systematic observation of plasma sheet positions have only

a short history. Such a change would cause a relatively sudden and severe

change in the average properties of the environment experienced by a

geosynchronous satellite.

The problem of identifying patterns and trends in geomagnetic activity with

the aitu ot advancing our predictive ability was studied in Feynman (1980a)

(appended paper 5), and Feynman (1981) (appended paper b). The question of how

many indices are necessary to characterize the condition of the magnetosphere

was approached by studying the behavior of the ring current index Dst, and the

midlatitude three hour index am (or equavalently aa) over the last two solar

cycles. Both am index an ap measure disturbance levels in a three hour

interval. The Uat index is a measure of the magnetospheric particle population

in the energy range of perhaps 10-100 keV. It was found (Feynman, 1980) that

the annual averages of the midlatitude indices and the Dst appeared to be

linearly related during solar cycle 19, but the annual average Dst remained

remarkably constant in spite of a strong variation of the annual average

12



midlatitude indices during solar cycle 20. Further, the two types of indices

were related to different functions of solar wind parameters, from which it can [
be concluded that the ring current is not directly produced by substorm

injections. Apparently the increased ring current and substorm activity are two

separate aspects of magnetospheric convection and ideally indices of both type

are necessary to completely characterize the condition of the magnetosphere.

These results were used in the selection of days made for the SCATHA Atlas in

that care was taken to include data from periods with as wide a selection of

both Dst and Kp conditions as possible.

In a second study of patterns, one hundred years of data on the yearly

average aa index (aa is a less accurate version of am and is computed from two

stations for early periods when am is not available) were studied (Feynman, [981

appended paper 6) and remarkably systematic behavior was discovered. It has

been known for at least 30 years that geomagnetic activity did not vary as

sunspot number. During each 11 year sunspot cycle, in addition to the high

activity associated with sunspot maximum, geomagnetic activity shows another

peak about 3 years later. This second peak may be either stronger or weaker

than the sunspot related peak. Further, whereas geomagnetic storms at sunspot

maximum typically do not recur 27 days later, storms in the second peak are re-

current. It was found in Feynman (1981) that the yearly average aa index could

be considered as the sum of two terms, one strickly proportional to the sunspot

number and the other defined as the remainder. Dividing the time series of

the annual average aa from 1870 to 1975 in this way it was found that the series

decomposed into the sum to two equally strong periodic variaitons, each having

the period of the sunspot cycle but differing in phase by almost but not quite

180%. The amplitudes of the two periodic variations are very closely related.

The amplitudes of both oscillations increase smoothly and steadily from

13
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1900 to 1960, corresponding to the ascending branch of the Long Cycle of solar

activity which has been established elsewhere as occurring in the solar wind

with an average period since the Middle Ages of 87 years. The smooth and

orderly evolution of the oscillation amplitudes was interrupted in 1960 when a

pair of less intense oscillations occurred. This interruption of pattern

suggests that we are now in the declining phase of the Long Cycle which is to be

expected since the average cycle period is eighty-seven years and the last

minimum was in the first decade of this century. Thus, all our space based

studied have been made during a declining Long Cycle phase. We do not know if

the solar wind is much the same or vastly different during the ascending phase.

However, the small amount of data that we have since 1960 and from the last

declining Long Cycle phase during the final quarter of the 19 th century suggests

that the value of the annual average aa index may be less well ordered during a

declining phase than during an ascending phase. It may, therefore, be unusually

difticult to predict geomagnetic behavior in the coming years, suggesting the

wisdom of a conservative approach in the estimation of the expected frequency ot

hazardous space environments.

It a prediction of the annual average ap (or equivalently aa) index is made

it is then required to evaluate what the prediction implies in terms of

frequency of harzardous environments. In order to do this we studied the

distribution of values of aa indices in years with a wide selection of annual

average aa. (Feynman, in progress). Using the 730 half day aa indices for each

year, we found that the distribution of values depended almost entirely on the

value of the annual average, it did not depend on the phase of the 11 year

sunspot cycle or on the phase of the Long Cycle. Further, the number of quiet

half days (aa < 10 which corresponds to a 3 hour Kp > 4) is strongly related to

the annual average aa. These results can be used to estimate the expected
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number of disturbed and quiet days as a function of the expected annual average

aa. For example, if the expected annual average aa is about 20 then

approximately 30 to 40 disturbed half days and of the order of 200 to 250 quiet

half days can be expected to occur. It is planned to include these results in

the SCATHA Atlas.

OTHER TOPICS p

Solar Flux Effects

In order to analyze the varying potentials during eclipse entry or exit, a

detailed understanding of the variation of the solar-generated photoelectric [

flux is required. As materials can have radically different photo-emission I -

properties as a function of wavelength, it is important that the amount of

illumination as a function of wavelength be specified. A detailed model of

photoemission was derived based on first principles (Forbes, and Garrett, 1980

AFGL-TR-80-0185, Garrett and Forbes, 1981 appended paper 7). The model allows a

determination of the photoelectron flux as a function of wavelength which, when

coupled with a model of atmospheric density, permits an estimation of the total

photoelectron current as a function of satellite position in the earth's

penumbra. The model of the variations in solar flux was developed in terms of

wavelength, atmospheric attenuation and 11 year solar cycle.

As a test of the model it was successfully applied to the case of a tungsten

surface on ATS 5, for which the photoemission properties were known. The model

also fit observations of the photoelectron flux during eclipse passage at

geosynchronous orbit and allowed estimates of the corresponding saturation

current.

Ion Contaminant Clouds

The creation, ionization and subsequent transport of an artifically

produced contaminant cloud in the immediate vicinity of a spacecraft at
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geosynchronous orbit was examined by Garrett and Forbes (1979 AFGL-TR-80-0185).

The results indicated that there was a small chance that Xe emitted from SCATHA

P78-2 would be detectable by GEOS 1I. An experiment of this type was carried

out but it was unsuccessful. The analysis was also applied to roughly estimate

the ionization cloud that could be expected from such projected systems as large

space stations (air leakage) or a solar power satellite (argon thrusters). It

was found that only for a truly large geosynchronous space habitat would the ion

density exceed 1000 cm- 3 over a significant volume.

Ion Trajectories

Particle trajectories in a model electric field were studied (Shima et al.

981) (AFGL-TR-81-0167) in order to determine the feasibility of neutralizing

the potential differences on a spacecraft. It has been proposed that the

neutralization can be accomplished by emitting ions from the positively charged

surface region of the spacecraft and by letting this current impact on the

negatively charged surface region. In order to investigate the main features of

the proposed scheme the geometry of the problem was approximated by two

conducting infinite half planes. The trajectories of a positive ion emitted at

some point on the positively charged infinite half plane with given initial

velocity and given direction of emission where investigated.

PARTICLE BEAMS

THE EVENTS OF MARCH 30, 1979

On March 30, 1979 The P78-2 electron gun, SC4-1, was operated for the tirst

time to eject a beam of energetic electrons from the spacecraft. A wide dynamic

range of electron currents and energies was available and was used to charge the

spacecraft frame positive with respect to the ambient plasma. The use of the

electron gun had many scientific and engineering results. Some of these results

were unexpected and some not only unexpected but quite undesirable. In this
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latter class are the failure of two instruments and the momentary interruption

of the normal telemetry stream caused by the ejection of b mA of 3 keV

electrons. The operation of the gun and its effects on the spacecraft on March

30 were studied by a team of experimenters (Cohen et al. 1981a)

(AFGL-TR-81-U270).

The gun was operated before the satellite entered eclipse and during the

time of eclipse. The ranges of ejected electron currents and energies were troum

0.1 mA to 13 mA, and 0.3 keV to 3 keV. The spacecraft frame and dielectric

surfaces on the spacecraft went positive with respect to points 50 meters from

the satellite when the gun was opeated. Depending on ejected electron currents

and energies, spacecraft frame-to-ambient-plasma potential differences between

several volts and 3 kV were generated. Simultaneously, lower potential

differences were created between the satellite and a point 3 meters from the

satellite. Sample surface potentials were measured during gun operations. When

the electron gun was turned off, the vehicle frame swung sharply negative.

Arcing was detected by pulse monitors in several electron beam modes of

operation. The ejection of a beam of 6 mA of 3 keV electrons caused three

distinct payload failures and created a transient problem in the telemetry

system. An attempt was made to determine the exact time, nature, and cause of

these failures; a specific effort was made to identify which components failed

and why they failed. Analytical and modeling techniques were used to examine

possible spacecraft and payload responses to the electron beam ejection which

might have contributed to the arcing and payload failures. An analysis of

circuitry has identified the components that were affected and has established

the basis for determining the causes of the problems. Theoretical studies and

measurements analysis have focused on two hypotheses: arcing along the boom to
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the SC2 sphere, and impact of beam electrons on the SC2 sphere. These

investigations still left a great uncertainty as to the destructive mechanism.

During the March 30 electron beam operations, in sunlight and in eclipse,

the Rapid Scan Particle Detector, measuring electrons and ions in the energy

range -0.05-103 keV, (both perpendicular and parallel to the spin axis of the

satellite), operated when the electron beam was operating. These data have been

studied by Gussenhoven et al. 1981b (AFGL-TR-81-02707, 1981). The shift in

the electron distribution function indicated that the satellite became I.i
positively charged to a value much less than beam energy for 0.01 mA, and a

value approaching beam energy for 0.10 mA. Complex pitch angle modulations of

the spectra were separately decomposed for each beam operation. When electrons

were emitted perpendicular to the magnetic field with an energy of 3 keV and a

current of 0.10 mA they returned as a coherent beam only to the parallel

detector. Throughout the beam operations the pitch angle distributions showed

electrons with energy less than beam energy streaming along the field line.

Analytic expressions tor the satellite electric field were constructed and

particle trajectories were determined for the observed initial conditions on the

electron beam.

DISCHARGING TECHNIQUES

Since spacecraft charging at geosynchronous altitude is caused by the

accumulation ot negative charge due to high energy electrons, a method of

ejecting electrons should be used on satellites to discharge the spacecraft.

There are several different techniques of ejecting electrons from space vehicles,

with comparative advantages and disadvantages for each. The use of the

SC4 payloads on the P78-2 satellite presented the opportunity to compare three

techniques: the ejection of a beam of electrons from an electron gun; the

emission of electrons from a heated, baised filament; and the ejection of a
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plasma containing energetic positive xenon ions and low energy electrons.

Comparisons of these techniques were made during April, 1979 and are reported on

by Cohen et al. (1981 AFGL-TR-81-0270). On April 22, 1979 when the P78-2

satellite ground-to-plasma potential difference reached several hundred volts,

each of the three techniques was able to completely discharge the satellite.

The comparative effectiveness of the techniques were clearly shown on this day.

On April 24, 1979 the satellite charged to -8 kV upon entering eclipse. The

electron gun, emitting I mA of electrons with 150 eV energy, reduced the

difference in potential between satellite ground and the ambient plasma to -1 V

kV, but could not completely discharge the satellite. The plasma source

completely discharged the satellite. It was concluded from these operations

that a plasma source represents the best way of discharging spacecraft in

geosynchronous orbit.

SPACECRAFT CHARGING ANALYSIS

NASCAP/AFGL

The NASCAP/AFGL code simulates the electrostatic charging of a three

dimensional object at geosynchronous environments. The charge distribution on

the spacecraft surfaces is calculated from the total current to the spacecraft

taking into account proton and electron incidence, backscattering, and secondary

emission (electrons only). The NASCAP/AFGL code has excellent graphics tor

object representations and external potential contour plotting.

A large number of runs of the NASCAP/AFGL code were made on the CDC-6600

computer at AFGL in order to update, verify and validate the code. These runs

were documented and reported in the form of two AFGL technical memoranda, (Tautz

et al. 1979, AFGL-TM-22, Tautz et al. 1980, AFGL-TM-39).

Every NASCAP/AFGL code run yields information about the spacecraft ground

potential relative to plasma ground and about potentials of dielectric surfaces

relative to spacecraft ground. 19



Careful modeling of the SCATHA spacecraft fed into the NASCAP/AFGL code and

accurate automated modeling of the measured plasma environment, used as input to

the code, resulted in spacecraft charging predictions which compare well to

measured values of spacecraft ground potentials and to differential charging

potentials which were measured by the SC-i surface potential monitors. Details

of the comparisons between theory and experiment can be found in Rubin et al.

i981) (AFGL-TR-6l-0270) and in Saflekos et al. (1981b). Some or our principal

results are stated below.

A quick approximation of the potential to which a material would charge in

a geosynchronous plasma can be obtained using a subprogram of NASCAP/AFGL

called MATCHG (Materials Charging).

The NASCAP/AFGL simulations for various days compare well to SCATHA data

including conditions of sunlight, penumbra, eclipse and electron gun emissions.

based on measured solar UV intensity profiles the NASCAP/AFGL predicts

correct forms of sun-shade asymmetric surface potentials consistent with the

SSPI! (Spacecraft Surface Potential Monitor) measurements. Even transient

potentials of deviation less than 30 seconds have been successfully simulated by

the NASCAP/AFGL code.

In an active experiment simulation the NASCAP/AFGL code, with its single

particle trajectory treatment of spacecraft potential affected by electron

emissions, has predicted the spacecraft ground potential to within 200 volts.

An extensive study of spacecraft charging was undertaken using data from

the SC-5 instrument on SCATHA and the NASCAP/AFGL code (Saflekos et al. 1981b).

investigated were the floating potential and the differential charging of the

spacecraft as deduced from Liouville's theorem and computed by the NASCAP/AFGL

code. The highest res,'lution data trom the SCATHA SSPM experiemnt were comT7ared

to the SC-5 charged particle fluxes and to the NASCAP/AFGL computations. Lhis

study led to the following conclusions: a) Short-time charging events on the
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spacecraft are associated with short-time increases of the intensity ot L0 kcV

to I MeV electrons, b) Short-time changes of the spacecraft ditterential

potential are associated with short-time changes of the spacecraft floating

potential, c) Solar UV intensities in penumbra, as monitored by the solar panels

total current, anticorrelate with the spacecraft floating potential, d) Based

on the measured profiles of UV intensities, NASCAP predicts correct forms ol

sun-shade asymmetric surface potentials consistent with the SSPM measurements,

e) Certain enhancements of the intensity of energetic ions (Ei > 100 keV) hav

been observed to diminish the absolute value of the spacecraft surface

potential, f) Spacecraft discharging events in time shorter than 20 sec. have

been observed without obvious changes in the spectrum of the energetic (E > 10

keV) plasma, g) Partial discharging of the spacecraft has occasionally been

observed upon entry into a magnetically depleted region, h) Steady state

potentials and transient potentials of duration less than 3) seconds have been

successfully simulated by the NASCAP code.

HIGH LATITUDE AND PLASMA FIELDS

Studies were undertaken of the electric and magnetic fields at high

latitudes. The studies were focused on the ionosphere-magnetosphere

interaction. In addition, two studies of the lower latitude ionosphere were

completed and are reported on in this section.

POLAR CAP

For the polar cap Smiddy et al. (1980 appended paper 8) presented

relationships between convective electric fields, Birkeland currents and

ionospheric conductivity at high latitudes. These phenomena were investigated

using simultaneous measurements of S3-2 electric and magnetic fields and

electron fluxes. Cases in which the polar cap was in sunlight and darkness were

studied to assess the importance of ionospheric conductivity. It was found that

when the ionospheric conductivity was higih, as it normally is in the auroral
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zones and the sunlit polar cap, Birkeland current sheets exist that deflect

the magnetic field approximately in the direction of the convection, typically

anti-sunward in the polar caps and sunward in the auroral zones. Under winter

conditions (a dark polar ionosphere), no large-scale anti-sunward deflection of

magnetic field lines is found in the polar cap. Magnetic field deflections in

the auroral zone are the result of the region 1/region 2 current systems. In

the cases studied, region 2 currents are not observed to extend significantly

poleward of the electric field reversal. This result was interpreted as

indicating the uxistance of strong conductivity gradients near the poleward

boundary ot the auroral oval, even in sunlit conditions. Deflections ot

magnetic field lines in the summer polar cap result rrom currents which serve to

link the high latitude generator to the polar ionospheric ioad. Two types of

linkage appeared in the data: (1) Region I currents are greater than region 2

with the excess region I current flowing across the polar cap from dawn to dusk.

k2) An extra set of field-aligned currents exists which is clearly detached

from those of region 2 and is entirely poleward of the convective electric field

reversal. It was found that the evidence for anti-sunward convection on closed

lines threading the boundary layer which had been reported by others

earlier, was inconclusive. With our more complete data set, there was some

evidence at ionospheric altitudes for a boundary layer, but in such cases there

was only a modest (few kV) potential drop across the layer and insignificant

8irkeland currents.

The electric and magnetic field characteristics of discrete arcs in the

polar cap were studied by Burke et al. (1982) (appended paper 9). Simultaneous

electric tlield, magnetic tield and electron flux measurements from three dawn-

dusk passes of S3-2 were analyzed for signatures of sun-aligned arcs in the

polar cap. Two of the passes were over the summer and oue over the winter polar

cap. In all three cases IMF had a stron ly northward component. During the pass
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over the winter polar cap the electric tields were highly irregular but tracked

with nearly one to one correspondence to the transverse magnetic fluctuations.

Upward Birkeland currents were embedded in regions of negative space charge.

The carriers for the upward Birkeland currents were weakly field aligned fluxes

of electrons with a temperature of a few hundred eV that had been accelerated

through a potential drop of -1 kV. The two summer polar cap passes differed

from each other in their large scale electric field patterns. In one pass the

electric field was irregular with the upward Birkeland currents in negative

space charge regions. In the other summer hemisphere pass convection was

sunward in the central polar cap. Small-scale Birkeland current systems,

possibly signatures of arc-like structures were found in regions of both sunward

and antisunward convection. In this pass variations in the electric and

magnetic field did not always show the strong correlation found in the other two

cases, due to the effects of electrojet activity near the flanks of the polar

cap. The measurements were found to be consistent with a "static" model for the

electrical coupling between the ionosphere and magnetosphere with the generator

at the magnetopause.

AURORAL REGION

In the auroral zone studied, Saflekos et al. (1981a) (appended paper 10)

presented the variabili-ty of field-aligned currents using dual spacecraft

observations in the configuration of the mother-daughter experiment. From an

analysis of four near-coincident passes of S3-2 and Triad satellites it was

established for the first time that the field-aligned current sheets are a few

degrees thick, extend to 1100 km in the east-west direction and cover an

altitude range from 300 to 800 km. Furthermore, the field-aligned current

sheets exhibit small motion in the north-south direction while preserving their

latitudinal widths. The field-aligned current densities do not show pronounced

gradients either with altitude or with longitude. The convective electric field
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reversal is located at the poleward termination of regions I fteld-aligned

current system or equatorward of this boundary, not deviating by more than one

and a half degree from it. Simultaneous small scale magnetic and electric tield

variations superimposed on the region I disturbance and observed at widely

separated local time may correspond to discrete auroral arcs on closed as well

on an open magnetic field lines. To our knowledge, except for statistical

studies, these are the first reported sets of measurements suitable for making

the distinction between the spatial and the temporal nature of transverse

magnetic field variations.

The paper by Shuman et al. (1981) (appended paper 11) discussed

measurements by the S3-2 satellite of magnetic field, electric field, and

auroral electron precipitation during a multiple polar magnetic substorm. The

principal findings of this study are listed below:

(1) The observed direction of the electric field component indicated closure

tor the major field-aligned current pattern by Pedersen current flow in the

ionosphere, consistent with a magnetospheric current source. (2) Values of the

height-integrated Pedersen conductivity, calculated from the gradients of the

electric and magnetic field components, were typically in the range of 10-30 "-1

in the current-carrying regions during active times. At such times, particle

precipitation on the nightside became the major factor in controlling the

magnitude of the ionospheric conductivity, outweighing the influence that

sunlight has in quiet times. (3) In regions of increased fluxes of

precipitating electrons in the nightside auroral oval, current densities

calculated from electron fluxes in the energy range 0.08- to 17-keV accounted

for up to 50% of the upward currents, increasing to better than 70Z during the

most intense substorms period. (4) In each of the three auroral oval crossings

on the nightside, an intense upward current sheet was observed at the

equatorward side of the westward etectrojet, just poleward of the electric iield
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reersal associated with the Harang discontinuity. (5) During the most intense

current period, the region of field-aligned currents was compressed down to L

shell values 2.2 to 5.1 within the trapping region, indicating that the

equatorial source of these currents was the inner magnetospheric plasma inside

the outer Van Allen radiation zone rather than the distant plasma sheet or the

boundary layer.

Burke et al. (1980a) (appended paper 12) presented detailed observation

from a late evening sector pass of S3-2 over the northern auroral zone which

were compared with nearly simultaneous DMSP imagery. HIigh time resolution

measurements were presented from electric field, magnetic field, energetic

electron (80 eV o E *. 17 keV), and thermal plasma detectors. The region of

diffuse aurorae was characterized by nearly isotropic electron fluxes and slowly

varying (- 20 m V/m) electric fields. The Birkeland currents in this region

were predominantly into the ionosphere with embedded, narrow sheets of upward

currents. Simultaneous magnetometer and satellite potential fluctuations show

that the upward current sheets are real and that these upward currents are

probably carried by precipitating, low-energy plasma sheet electrons. Poleward

of the diffuse aurorae, the convective electric field varied rapidly in

magnitude, anticorrelating with the intensity of precipitating electrons. An

inverted-V structure was observed above a visible arc. An intense downward

current sheet (> 10 p A/m2 ) was found near the equatorward edge of the arc. At

this place the ionospheric thermal plasma was near marginal stability for the

onset of 0+ ion cyclotron turbulence. An electric field component parallel to B

of - I0 mV/m was measured in this region of strong downward current. The plasma

and electric field distributions in the vicinity of the arc suggest that the

auroral electrojet was distributed over the region of diffuse aurora but was

most intense near the equatorward boundary of the auroral arc.
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In the subauroral latitudes an examination of regions of strong convection

electric tields (E> 5U n V/m) equatorward of the auroral zone was made on the

basis of data from the S3-2 satellite in 1976 (Rich et al. 1980 (appended pp't-.r

13)). Only seven examples were found, which indicated a low occurrence rate

even after accounting for the gaps in data coverage. While this phenomenon did

not correlate with the magnitude of Kp or AE, it was always substorm related.

The electric field and magnetic field data indicated that the electric field is

generated by plasma sheet ions being driven closer to the earth than plasma

sheet electrons by magnetospheric convection in the evening sector. The

existence of a net field-aligned current into the ionosphere through the region

Indicated the presence of latitudinal conductivity gradients. The depletions of

ionospheric particles near regions of strong field-aligned currents (>I PA/m2 )

into the ionosphere indicated that upward moving ionospheric electrons carry the

current. The evacuation of the E region approximately I minute after the onset

of the electric field as suggested elsewhere was not supported by the data, but

it may occur on a time scale of - 30 min. If both the F region and E region are

depleted in the strong convection regions, the result may be a naturally occurr-

'hole' in the ionosphere.

LOW LATITUDE iONOSPHERE

The interaction of the magnetosphere and ionosphere is discussed in several

studies that utilized S3-2, as has already been noted. In addition, two studies

concentrating on the ionosphere itself were carried out using Defense

Meteorological Satellite Programs (DMSP) thermal ion density measurements.

(Burke et al., 1979, Burke et al., 1980b) (appended papers 14 and 15). in one,

the observations were used to study the longitudinal distribution of equatorial

spread F occurrence in the topside ionosphere. The data iere taken in the

postsunrlse local time sector during the September 1977 magnetic storm. In

agreement with previous studies of the longitudinal variability of evening
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sector spread F, a higher frequency of occurrence was found in the American than

the Asian sector. The results were interpreted using a quasi-three-dimensional

model of the collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability. It was shown that for the

same initial ionospheric conditions and the same initial depletion at the

magnetic equator, large plasma bubbles are more apt to reach the topside at

longitudes of the American sector than at longitudes of the Asian sector. In

the other study (Burke et al., 1979) the plasma density measurements showed the

existence of significant plasma depletions near the magnetic equator in the

postsunrise hours at 840 km. The phenomenon was observed regularly during

magnetically quiet times near the equinoxes. The magnitude of the depletion

depended upon longitude and the time elapsed since sunrise in the lower F

region. It was significantly less pronounced or absent near the solstices.

During magnetically active periods the low-latitude topside ionosphere was

modified due to vertical E x B plasma drifts in the predawn sector. The quiet

time equinox observations were interpreted in terms of a diurnal flux tube

filling model. It was suggested that the observed equatorial depletions result

from a pair of plasma fronts that are moving upward from conjugate ionospheres

and that are associated with the early stages of the postsunrise refilling

process of the low latitude topside ionosphere.
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Appendix I

Operation and Data Processing of the SC-5 Rapid Scan Particle Spectrometer

Considerable effort was expended in studying the data collected by the Air

Force Geophysics Laboratories Rapid Scan Particle Spectrometer, SC-5, on the

SCATHA, P78-2 satellite. This data formed the basis of many of the

investigations undertaken in the fulfillment of this contract. Before this data

could be used for these studies extensive investigations had to be carried out to

understand completely the operation, strengths and limitations of the instrument

as it actually operated in space. Some of the results of these investigations

have been included in formal reports (Hanser et al., 1981), other results have

been presented somewhat less formally (Gussenhoven, 1980) (appended paper Ib) or

simply taken account of the way the data was processed and used (Feynman,

Gussenhoven, Saflekos and Spjeldvik).

The SC-5 instrument has two identical sets of particle detectors viewing

parallel and perpendicular to the satellite spin axis. A complete spectral

measurement is made every second, so 58 complete spectra are measured every

satellite rotations (58 seconds). In order to handle this enormous amount of

information various methods of data presentation were devised that condensed the

information while maintaining the essential characteristics. Of course, the

characteristics that are considered essential will vary according to the use to

which the data is put. One convenient presentation used in several of the

studies performed under this contract involved one minute averages of the ocunt

rate collected by the detector parallel to the satellite spin axis (nominally

perpendicular to the earth's field). Using this data format almost a complete

set of data for the first year of operation of SC-5 was made available for study

under this contract. Unfortunately, the full year's data was not completed for

our use until the last four months of the contract period. However, data for

special events and a more limited set of survey data was available and used
earlier. 31



The quality of the data received from SC-5 was excellent. Each of the two

particle detector sets consist of two electron/ion electrostatic analyzers

(ESA's), a low energy set (0.05 to 1.7 keV) and a high energy set (1.7 to 60 keV)

and, in addition, a pair of solid state detector spectrometers (30-1X10 3 keV

electron and 1XI0 3 to 8XI0 3 keV protons). ESA's normally degrade with the total

number of counts made during their lifetimes. This effect was controlled by

several methods; shutting off the detectors when they would view the sun

prevented the accumulation of high count rates due to solar ultraviolet rays;

operating ESA's every other day permitted partial recovery; and inflight

calibration allowed corrections for degradation to be made. The alternate-day

ESA operations, while resulting in a much less complete data set in the ESA

energy range than in the solid state range, allowed reliable ESA operation for in

excess of one year.

Comparisons of SC-5 with SC-2-3 and SC-9 were made by Gussenhoven (1980) of

SC-5 and SC-9 by Saflekos, (1981b) and between SC-5 and SC 2-6 by Feynman and

Spjeldvik. In evaluating the differences found with SC 2-3 and SC-9 is should be

remembered that SC-5 was the most extensively cailbrated instrument. The SC 2-6

and SC-5 agreed remarkably well for the ions in the SC-5 solid state energy

range. At lower energies (20-80 keV) the causes of the differences between the

observations from the two instruments is not entirely understood.

Appendix II

Electron Fluxes in the 10-80 keV Range

A complete survey was made of flux leveis for 365 days of SC-5 electroni data

in the 10-80 keV range. The region of space swept out by the SCATHA P78-2 orbit

was divided into bins, each bin covering one hour in magnetic local time and one

Re in equatorial distance. The frequency of cccurrence of fluxes exceeding

selected flux levels in each of two energy bands was determined. For each 7:ux



level and energy range, the 'degree of hazard' for a bin was defined as the

percentage of passes the satellite made through that bin that were accompanied by

fluxes higher than the chosen level. The data used was from the AFGL Rapid Scan

Particle Detector, SC-5, and more particularly from the electrostatic analyzer

mounted parallel to the spin axis. The two energy steps studied were the 9 to 35

keV range and the 27-80 keV range. One minute averages of the electron count

rates were scanned for the entire first year of data. For each of the three flux

levels selected in each channel the periods (in magnetic local time, MLT) during

which the flux exceeded the chosen levels were identified from the graphical

printouts of the data. Because the SC-5 electrostatic analysers were not always V

turned on it was necessary to scan all of the data to see how many data

collecting passes were made in each bin, regardless of flux level, during the

year. The results are shown in Figure 1. The number of samples in each bin

varies from a high of 128 data collecting passes in the MUJ 03-04, Re 5.0-6.0 bin

to a low of 37 in the MLT 11-12, Re 6.0-7.0 bin. The percentages of passes

auring which the flux exceeded the assigned values are shown in Figure 2 through

Figure 7.

For the lowest flux level in both energy bands the region near dusk had the

smallest incidence of intense fluxes. For the lowest flux level of the 23 keV

channel the hours betwee about 0200 MLT and 1000 MLT had the highest incidence

of intense flux. About 90% of the passes between 6 and 9 Re exceeded the

selected flux level. The incidence of flux exceeding that level was generally

lower between 5 and 6 Re then at greater distances and fell off towards midnight

where eclipse charging occurs. The high iv zidence of enhanced flux observed in

the It to 12 MLT and 6 to 7 Re bin may be a statistical fluctuation since only 37

passes were made through that bin. Note also that although in the region of 0600

hours the incidence was low for R - 5 to 6 Re relative to larger radii; it was

relatively high at 5 to 6 Re in the region around 1800 hours.
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The 23 keV channel tiux-level in Fig. 3 shows a somewhat different pattern

of high flux level incidence at this level the maximum incidence is about 50'

which again appear in the region of 0600 MLT. However, the distribution in

distance has changed markedly with 5-6 Re being considerably more hazardous Lnen

7-8 Re. The most hazardous time period for 7-8 Re has shifted in the direction

of midnight and is now centered at 0200 MLT. At the highest flux level for 10-35

keV electrons Figure 4 shows that 0600 is no longer the most hazardous region.

Instead, the most hazardous region has shifted to be centered on 0300 and the

degree of hazard is above 10% in the region foom about 2200 to 0700 UT, with the

precise boundaries depending somewhat on region. There is a well marked region

of maximum hazard (which is not > 25%) between 6 and 7 Re centered at 0230 MLT.

Hence a satellite in geosynchronous orbit would be expected to have experienced

more frequent high level electron fluxes in sunlight during SCATHA's first year

than did a satellite in SCATHA's orbit. The variation with radius at this level

was less marked in the midnight sector so that eclipse charging would not be

aftected by a change in radial distance.

At the flux levels chosen, the pattern of hazard in the 27-80 keV energy

range is somewhat different from the pattern in the 10-35 keV range. The most

hazardous region in the 6 to 7 and 7-8 Re distance range is centered at about

0400 MLT, with the 5 to b Re hazard region shifted towards noon. Also, in the

predawn sector, the hazard at 5-6 Re is definitely lower than that at the larger

distances. This dependance on distance does not appear in the morning sector.

In Fig. b the most hazardous region is centered on 0230, as it was for the 10-35

keV electrons shown in Fig. 4. In fact these two hazard patterns are very much

the same, with the maximum hazard at about 30% between 6 and 7 Re for both energy

ranges and less frequent at larger and smaller distances.

The results for the very highest tlux level in the 27-80 keV range are shown

in the last graph. In this figure the number represent the actual number of
34



passes rather than percentages. These± data are from 4 different days, two of

which were highly disturbed geoauagn'-tically with Kp's of 7- and 8i- and the otier

two were more moderate with Kp of 4 and 4-.

It is planned to include these results in the SCATrHA Atlas.
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titotechoice of auroral boundaries are illustrated in Fig-
ure I First. wie have found that the condition J,,., > 10' (cmlV sr 0'e

s) indicated in the figure by the horii.ontal line, providc a
genecrally usefuil critcrino r selecting both the polewiird and
the equatorward boundaries of" the oval. The poleward '0I
boundaries selected in the case given in Figure I are marked
for purpose% of illustration. They and their attendant selection
problems will not be discussed here. Second, the evening
equatorward boundary is sharper than its morningside coun- :5 0 0 V

terpart. On the morningside. J_, rose from background to 10' 5500eV

(cm' sr s)- over 1.4* latitude, whereas the eveningside rise
was nearly instantaneous. Generally, flux gradients are found
near both equatorward boundaries. The gradient never ex- .- -

tends more than a few degrees of latitude in the evening sector .-

but can cover as much as 10" on the morningside. where it is
always perceptibly present. Third. equatorward of the evening
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1- if, 3 S amc . s F igure 2. but for a pass over the morn ings: de ur nraW

I zone hsoundarv

0and morning valutes of A.,Pm there are slight rises in J_,, with
I 0ev L) relatively large values of J,, and E._ These increases% are duc

to radiation belt particles that penetrate the detector casing

-, ~ ~and directls stimulate the. channoltrons; they must be dttferen-
A Poo tiated from the aujoral electtons when determining bounda-

W . ' ries. Because of the geometnical configurations of the two die-
ttors. radiation belt contamination is largely limited to the

energy channels of the I - to 20-keV detector.
AI ~ rpvThe boundary of the oval. A,,, cannot ailways be deter-

mined uniambiguotisl. On both the nlorningside arid the cve-
I; ningside of the oval the onset of electron precipitation can he

' LAK obscured in various ways. In the evening the principal prob-
-,55 65 $55 665 lm is contamination of the low-energy channels of the detec-

,,ORAPHIC t ATITUlF tor by photoelectrons. As an example, in Figure 2 we hAsi-
Hig 2 (iotnis in selected channeli of the SSJ/3 detector plotted plotted the count rates in representative channels of the detes>

iA tundtPon of incredsing geographic latitude for a pass over the eve- tor as a function of increasing geographic latitude. Arrous
ning..ide auroral ?one houndar) show where there is a significant increase in counts due to the
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Fig 5 Precipitating lectron data for a north pole pass on January 21. 1978. The format is the same as that in Figure I

in the equatorial boundary only for a small percentage of the both the northern hemisphere (top traces) and the southern
total cases. On the eveningside. approxim'ately 90% of the hemisphere (bottom traces) are given in Figures 6 and 7. The
boundaries were determined with no ambiguity. On the morn- average value and the standard deviation of the boundaries
ingside -he figure was approximately 70%. within each KP bin are shown. Solid lines represent linear re-

More than 6000 auroral oval boundary crossings were de- gressions performed with all the points in the MLT sector
termined by using data from September 1977 to December versus KP (not with the mean valuesl The equation for the
1978. Over two thirds of the crossings occurred during north line is given in the upper right-hand corner of each plot The
pole fall and winter months. It was necessary to use spring correlation coefficient (cc) is also given.
and summer data to obtain a good statistical sample for high From an examination of data contained in these hgures sev-
A P values. The measurements are binned into I-hour units of eral points can be made. (I) KP orders the eqiatorward au-
MLT and to all steps in KP (0, 0+, I-, ...). Cases were se- total boundarieF linearly throughout the entire range. The
lected to insure that 20-25 samples were included in each KP mean values lie on or very near the line. The fit is exceptional
_: 6 element. In some MLT sectors a statistically significant for the evening values, and while there is more variation in
number of samples were available for KP > 6 elements. Ow- the morning, no trend other than linear is apparent. The cor-
ing to the orbital characteristics of DMSP/F2, these criteria relation coefficients across the whole KP range are sery high:
were largely met in the 1700-2300 and 0400-1000 MLT sec- <-081 for the four cases shown. (2) Standard deviations
tors of the northern hemisphere and the 1700 2100 and 0400- aDout mean values tend to increase with increasing KP. Also
0900t sectors of the southern hemisphere. The major ex- standard deviations in the morning sector are greater than
ceptions were the 1I) 1900 MLT sector of the northern hem- those found in the evening sector. This reflects our general oh-
ispher. in which only 103 samples were found, and the 100- servation that auroral electron precipitation patterns are far
IWaK) MLT sector in the Southern hemisphere. having 107 more vanable in the morning than in the evening sector. (3) In
samples. The small sample size resulted from the fact that the MLT regions of ovelap, A,,M has iower values in the south-
DMSP/F2 orbit drifted slowly out of (and into) these regions ern hemisphere The difference is greater in the morning for
over the tune interval used, low KP values. The slopes in the straight-line fit have larger

negative values in the north pole, and the difference between
OBSERVATIONS the boundaries approaches /er, for large AP. The difference

may be due to north-south as,mmetries in mirror points ot
Examples from the evening (1900-2000) and morning plasma sheet elecfron It may aluo reflect a iummer-winter

(07W-0800) MLT sectors in which coverage is available from asymmetry due to the tilt of the dipole noted by K-W. Recall
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sible for many reasons. Correlated quantities were not the

same and were sampled largely in different M.r sectors S C

A ' 224 C. °used optical rather than particle signatures to idenify the cor-'i ?-11, .. .rected magnetic latitude of the cquatorward boundary as a

: " : .- ,,r ,, . unt~inn of KP K-W studied the invariant latitude of the

boundary as a function of IMF B, Although B influences
geomagnetic activity, its relationship with AP is not a siniple

one However. sonic semiqualitalivc comparisons of the .ari
ous results can be made if we assume that linies wheii i

I 4+(-)5 correspond to periods of low (high) geomagnetic actv -

ity. With these simplifying assumptions we have plotted in
Figure 8 *values' oCA,,,, observed by the various I)MSP and
Isis satellites tor periods of magnetic quiet and disturbance.
The encircled dots and the crosses refer to DMSP/F2 north-
ern and southern hemisphere observations, respectively The

high- (low-) latitude points were calculated for cases of KP I

0 (5) using the regression coefficients of Tables I and 2. 'ihe
S' ,triangles refer to boundary values calculated using regression

coefficients given in Table I of K-W with B. - ±5 y The
T squares refer to measurements at MLT = 01W. 200X. and

2200 for KP - 0 and 5 as taken from Figures 2 and 8 of'S-C.
, - . *"The auroral boundary derived from the three data sets for

. ) - , periods of magnetic quiet shows a remarkable consistency, in

M LT sectors of common measurements the quiet time results
are within V of each other. The boundary appears to be con-

tiuous across the entire nightside. The one anomalous point
in the 0300-0400 MLT sector was based on a data set of eight
points and is virtually without statistical significance. It is in-

Fig. 6 Mean values and standard deviations of equatorward teresting to note that Meng et al. [19771 have shown that the
boundaries in each KP line plotted as a function of KP for the north poleward boundary of the quiet auroral oval can be repre-
and south poles in the 1900-2000 MLT sector. The solid line results
from a linear regression performed with individual boundary determi- sented by an offset circle. During magnetically quiet times the

nations. Linear regression results are summarized for given KP ranges. oval tends to be of narrow latitudinal width. Perhaps not sur-

that most of the data points used in the present study were ac-
quired within 3 months of the December 1977 solstice. -

The entire data set is summarized for the morning and eve-
ning sectors in Tables I and 2. respectively. Here we have A *" 2 2 " ""A

listed values of An and a calculated from the regression for-
mula A,,m = ±(A. + aKP), where the plus (minus) sign re- .- i - -

fers to the north (south) pole. Also listed are the number of - - 0 ,

cases N and the correlation coefficient cc. Even including the ,

MLT sectors for which the statistical sample was small the ,

correlation coefficients lie in the range -0.58 >_ cc -> -0.90.
For the full samples, correlation coefficients were less than
-0.7 in the morning and less than -0.8 in the evening. This "

suggests that KP is better than IMF B for organizing Acom.

Correlation coefficients reported by K-W were in the -0.4
cc _> -0.7 range. Evening sector values of A,,,. for a given

value of XP decreased with increasing MLT. According to K-
W this decrease continues into ,e postmidnight sector. In the

dawn sector, Ak increases with increasing MLT. However, at
KP = 6. dawn and postdawn sector values of AaM approach A

a constant value of -57'_ Values of a fall in the restricted
range -1.6 ± 0.4 in the evening sector and -1.75 ± 0.4 in the , .

morning sector. The largest negative values of a were at 0700- . ,
0800 MLT and 1800-1900 MLT, indicating that the greatest "
variability in the boundaries occurs near dawn and dusk.

DIscUSSION "

(omparion With Measured A -

Iononpheric Boundaries ."

Direct quantitative comparisons of results presnted in the
previous wectoon with the work of S-C and K-W are not pus- Ig 7 Same as I igure hb t for the 07Wti OS Ml I f
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FALE1 Summary of the Results of Performing a Linear Reglression Analysis 0.1 the Auroral
t;.4uatoiw~trd hoidanes And KP fosr a 6iven Magnetic Local Timne CMLT) in the Moirning Sectoir

North South

MLT A, a N cc A,, N c

0"-500 67.4 -1.35 171 -0.58
0300-060 678 -1.1(7 365 -075
06M0-0701() 68 5 -1.96 403 -0,82 614 -1.67 376 -074
070010800 70.2 -2.15 367 -0.83 68.3 -1.97 411 -0.H I
tfllOO-090ti) s8 7 -1.88 302 -07'2
019001000 69.1 -1.64 217 -067

The linear relationship may bie written A, iM-A,. + aXP. where A., is the intercept and a the slope Ar
is the number of houndanes used, and cc the correlation coefficient Values are given for both the north.
emn and the souithern hemisphere.

prisingly. A, can also be well fit to an offset circle. (The syin- times p at which the ATS 5 satellite at 6.7 R, encountered
bol A, ts used in comparing I)MSP with equatorward bound- sharp increases in low-energy IkeV) plasma fluxes as a func-
arics of S-C and K-W. rather than the symbol A, ,;., which is lion of KP. A least squares regression analy.sis gave the rela-
rserved for DMSP/F2 data alone.) In Figure 8 the quiet time tionship

boundary is fit to a circle of radius 21' that is centered at oL=67-255-.KP P:s5 ()
880' and 02.7 MLT kdashed line). DMSP/F2 values fall =67 55-lSI P~5 I

within the circle at 1800 2000 MLT and 06W0-0800 MLT. de- To extend these points and to give a generalized plasma
viations which will later be shown to have significance. boundary, Mauk and Mellwar u~ed Crarpenter and Park'N

Attimes of high geomagnetic activity, agreement between [19731 relationship between the position of the plasinapause at -
the data sets is not as good. The boundary for KP -5 derived , - 0600 (L,,) and KP; L,, =5.7 - 0.47KAP. The C arpenter

frmDMSP/F2 measurements is smooth in the evening and and Park relationship v%as derived by using the highest values
morning sectors. The high-activity boundaries from S.C and of KP in the previous 24 hours rather than its current valuc

KWare mutually consistent but are displaced poleward of Mauk and Mcllwain assumed that the shape of the houndarv
F2results by 2* tn the prernidnight region. No comparison is was of the formi

possible for the postmidnigsc region. Variation front S-C data
can be accounted for as a difference between optical and par- L(ap. KP) SL,i(4 + ()(2

ticle boundaries. On the other hand, in their analysts. K-W By forcing the boundary to pass through L -6.7 at local times
noted that for the same value of B. the value of A, could be specified tn (1) it can be shown that the constants S andC
shifled cquatorwatrd by several degrees if a substorm was in have values of 21.4 and -7.3, respectively
progress. During times of KP -5 it is expected that stibstorms The term injection boundary is not without ambiguity [AM
would almost always be in progress. Examining the distribu- velIson et al.. 19791. It may either signify a dynamic plasma
lon ofirotnts in Figure 8 of' K -W. we see that in the 2000.. boundary which is suddenly pushed earthward to the posi .tion

21(9, MLr sector fat H. = -.5 nT. A, was observed at 610 and of the satellite or refer to a cluasi-static boundary that is
-S9'*, where the repressioni valie is 630. In general, most of K. crossed by the satellite. In the dynain~c case the elec'tron lux
W's data ponts taken during times when substtirms were in shows little or no energ\ -time dispersion. in the quasi-static
progress lie well beow the regression line. Evidentlv, the case, electrons are first detected at low energies and then a,.
value of A, reflects the dynamic siate of the niagnetosphere. higher energies as the satellite penetraics further into the
which depends on physical parameters other than just the boundary. Kivelson el a. [19791 have suggested that this en-
hourly average (if B.. ergy-time dispersion is characteris;tic of the satellite's crossing

the Alf"&n heundantes of electrons with higher and higher
Cormpariso-n K$oh Masgna'ro pheric Bouandaries energies. As is discussed below. Aifvft boundaries mark

The notion aolan ijction boundary wa3 firs~t proposed by boundaries between open and closed niagnetospheric tra iec-
Alaa and 114rllwamn 119741 to systematize magnetic local tortes for particles of given charge and magnetic moment. The

rADLF 2 Summary of the Results oif Performing a Linear Regression Analysis on the Auaaral
Uquaiaorward Boundarie% and KI'tor A Given Magnetic Local Time (MiT) in the Evening Secor

North South

MLT A, a N cc AO ccP a

I NXY 1700 71.3 -1. 19 107 -0.65
PLO.11t8WM .0.7 -1 20 2%6 -069
1 8W019083 71 f, -28.1 103 -0.90 706 -1 60 127 -0.801
1910) 2(".8 7112 -1.96 426 -0.89 70).n -1 Q. 447 -0.87
20(X)2)(91 rig 4 -1.145 452 -0.82 695 -1.89 345 -0.84

22(10 2300. 6813 -1 7u 184 -0.,0

The linear relationship may he Nrte ,i ,, + ,.KP where A., is the intercept And a the sloipe N
iN the number of boundaries used, And cc the citctaion coefficient. Values aic given fo.r h..th the north-
en and the southern hemiphere
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B'Fig. It0. Coprsnof the Carpenter-Park values of the plAsma-
pause at dawn to the inner edge of the plasma sheet at dawn as deter-
mined by the DMSP/F2 bundaries.A

shteet. A quasi-slatici mnjection boundary R, can be determined
from A( ,, by mapping these latitudes into the equatorial

*SH-EEHAN CAROVILLANO KV C,.5 lnweecmaio a hnh aet h ak
K AMIDE -WINNINGHAM Bir, 5 v plnweecmaio a hnb aet h ak

NORT POL K-0 5Mcllwain injection boundary.

SO r POLE -17-

+ FUg IEBefore making this comparison several points should be

Fig.8. Equatorward boundary of the aurora] oval as a function of kept in mind. First, the mapping is extremely sensitive to
MLT for high and tow levels of magnetic activity. Data marked by magnetic field models, and small variations in A,,,,, appear as
the encircled dots, crosses, triangles, and squares come from the north large variations in L shell. Figure 9 illustrates both of' these
and south hemisphere measurements of DMSP/F2 (KP - 0. 5), inna-
srenents of Isis (11, - 0 y), and DSP optical imagery (KP - 0 5) po-ts. Here we have mapped the best circle fit to the quiet

respectively. The quiet tume oval has been fit to an offset citrc auroral oval shown in Figure 8 onto the equatorial plane us-
(dashed line). ing a dipolar projection (dashed line) and a projection ustng

the Mead-Fairfield magnetic field model for KP 2 (solid

zero-energy Alfvtn layer is thus the boundary between open line) Isee Fairfield and Mead, 19751. The difference between

and closed equipotential surfaces in the magnetosphere. For the two can be as large as 2 R, in the evening sector. Also

the remainder of tbis paper we treat quasi-static injection shown in Figure 9 is the best smooth fit to the data points.
boundaries and Alfven layers as equivalent concepts. A,(,,. mapped by using the Mead-Fairfield magnetic field

The energy-latitude dispersion shown in Figure 2 to be (dashed-dotted line). The north and south pole values are at-
characteristic of the equatorward edge of auroral precipitation c-aged for overlapping MLT sectors. The small deviation of'
in the evening sector is precisely what would be expected from Ae,,4 from the circular fit in the o8rW2() MIT sector.
mapping a quasi-static injection boundary into the ionosphere which was pointed out previously, results in a significant
and gives credence to our association of' the DMSP/F2 boundary change in the equatorial plane.

boundaries with the inner edge of the established plasma Because the representation of the Mauk-Mlwain bound-

ary gtven in (2) is valid only at local times prior to 0200. com-

parisons with DMSP/F2 boundaries are limited to the evening

sector. We can, however, directly compare he DMSP0M F2
-- - - - boundary with Carpenter and Park's 119731 plasmapause in a-

sur-enienis at dawn. Figure It) shows this comparison. 'rite
DnSP values are calculated from averages of A_, in the

/ . N 0500-0600 and O ,)0 -0700 MLI" sectors The inner edge ol the
4 1 plasma sheet as determined by I)MSP/ F2 auroral boundaries

/ lies beyond the plasmapause, asymptotically approaching a
constant separation of -0.3 R, for large K'. This separation

is- L--.-- ,--+- . .. o6 is within that of the standard deviation in At,,. The devia-
tion from linearity for small KP cannot be accounted for in

- F ,this way and indicates that the assumption L I_.,, in (2) for a
/ ,0POLAR Bes /~ef given local time is a poor one for low KP.

\ "-, . .Figure I I compares the Mauk-Mcilwain injection bounda-

", .- "ries (dashed lines,) for KP - 0. 2, and 5 to the inner edge ol the
- plasma sheet as determined from A,,, values for the same

- -- KP levels (solid lines) For KP - 2 and S the Mauk-Mcliwain

00 injection boundaries lie within the plasma sheet. This is con-

sistent with photometric auroral observations at the foot of
Fig. 9. Projections of the circular fit of KP- 0 boundarie to the the ATS 5 field line by Eather t at 11976). They found that

ecliptic plane using a dipolar projection (dashed line), and the Mead-
Fairfield (M-F) magnetic field model (solid line). The dashed-dotted substorm-related injections occurred within the existig

curve is the projection by means of a Mead-Fairfield magnetic field plasma sheet in the premidnight sector. These injections were
model of a smooth fit to the individual boundary values for KP = 0 furthest from Rp at dusk and approached R, near midnight.
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MALuk-Mctlwain Statistics include all injection boundaries en- 19721, &'lland 119731 and Stern 114)75) suggested that the con-
countered, a mix of dynamic and quasi-static boundaries. The vcctisc field is not unifor-mly dawn it, dusk. Fjri et al [1W7hJ
boundary that results, Ru,. N should then lie within the derived an analytic expression for the tero-energy Alfvtn
plasma sheet, or at RN- >R,.. This is the relationship that boundary tinder nonuniform eleciric field situations that uses
the Matik-Mcllwatn boundary has to the DMSP/F2-detcr- a shaping factor y. Recently. Kaye and Kii'elson 119811 sug-
mined boundary for KP = 2 5. with R. Rp near mid- gested ihai ihe value of y reflects the degree to which space
night, charges shield the convective electric field front the inner

Fot A/' 0 the two boundaries differ greatly. particularly magnetosphere. The case y - I corresponds to situations of
in the evening secior. The local time at which A IS 5 statisti- uniform dawn to dusk fields in which there is nt, shielding
cilly crosses the quiet time injection boundary is 0130. which The major effect of the near-ter-r-tiattor conductivity gradient
pinta compares very favorably with the inner edge of the is to rotate the dusk bulge of the Alfvkn boundary into the
plasma sheet as measured by DMSP/F2. Using higher values evening sector I Wolf. 114701.
for the inner edge of the plasma sheet at dawn than those In the equatorial plane of the magnetospherc the potential
gisen by Carpenter and Park will expand the Mauk-Mellwain from which the total electric field is derived is assumed ito be
boundary, but the essentially different shape of the DMSP/F2 of the forni
boundary indicates that for low KP values the Mauk-Mcll- R,1+4,si(3
wain boundary is valid civer a very restricted local time range. t.l=--2BR,'R+A'si('- ) ()
This is not surprising. since geosynchronous orbits rarely enter where it is the angular spin velocity of the earth, B, is the
the plasma sheet during very qiet times and when they do. it niagneti. field strength at the magnetic equator on the earth's
is postmidnight. far from the dusk boundary in question. surface. R is the distance from the center of the earth, andio is

.4 Qasi-EmpiicalReprsenttionthe local time meaured counterclockwise fromt midnight. The
.4 Qti~s-bnaracl Reres't~aionphase angle OA, represents the rotation of the axis of symmetry
of te Oservd Bundaiesaway from the dawn-dusk meridtan. The boundary between

Chargea particles in the magnetosphere are subject ito gra- open and closed equipotentials is calculated by assunming that
dient curvature and to V x B drift%. The gradient curvature at a distance R, and a local time o -. ~ 3ir/2 the convection
drift depends on the charge and energy of the particle, while and corotational electric fields cancel each other. The condi-
the electric field drift does not. The electric field is a super- tion that d~OR = O at this point allows a determination of the
positien of the general dawn to dusk convective field, the co- constant A =- S2S,R "yR 5 * Following Ejiri et ai. (19781. it
rotation field, and fields due to charge separations within the is easily shown that the eqttation for the boundary is
system., Vhe latter type of field is primarily due to shielding
charges near the plasmapause IJaggi and Wolf. 19731 and to IA/d'sin (6 -- p,. +~ -- +) (R.,.iR,) - ~ 0 t

polarization charges at conductivity gradients near the teritti South wood and Kai 119791 have shown that an excellent ap-
riator in the ionosphere I Wolf. 19701. The shape and position proximation to the* solution ot'(4) is
of magnetiospheric boundaries lor low-eniergy plasma sheet
electrons under the assumption of a uniform cioss-tail electric R, - R.,11 + (2' '.sly)I 5
field has beer discussed by Kivelson 119761. The electrons drift where
earthward from the tail along equipotential surfaces and then
eventually exit the magnetosphere across the dayside magne- s Cs90 - (0 -

topausc. The tero-cniergy Alfvtn boundary delineates regions 2
of allowed aiid forbidden access. Its characteristic teardrop
s;hape is that of the last closed equipotential. On the basis of Fot y -I the solution is exact The hoiinddr hias a icaidrfop
electric field m.-asurements at ionospheric altitudes [Hepponer. shape. becoming less etcentric fur highci kaltics of Y

From the shape of the boundary illttstratd,l l-iguie 1) it i,
ot-vious that the axis of s-s mmetry for thecq eiitot al projec-
tion of the DMSI1/F2-nseasuircd oundair, is not the ~Avn
dusk meridian, that is. o., -o it. The degree oll rotation fromt the

dawn-dusk meridiatn. as well as the shapts of the boundary it,
4. -the 0:5 KPs 55 range, is given in Figure 12 For KP 0 and I

~~ use rotation is counterclockwise by 23' and 9'. respectively.
- For KP = 2, 3. and 5 the axis of synsmetr-, is rotated clockwise

(into the afternoon loc~al time sector) bs approximately 30.,
.,,..\ \ ___ *~ * * 45', and 45". respectively Teeatdgree cf tclockwise rota-

/ cion cannot be- deterninod at Nbi time becau)se of the akscnie

-. - The rotation of the boundary's axis of symnietrv into the eve

ning sector ai time, ot lo% Al' is dime to ioniospheric charge
- pileup near the day-night terminator I Wolf. '1701. Increasing

- . particle precipitation at tinmes of high Al' weakens the toni'-
-. spheric conductivity gradient near the termintator It is thu.

expected that for higher Al' the axis would rotaic back towiW

tig 11 ('imparison of the inner edge of the ptasmoishect as de the dawn-dusk meridian Calculations by Napper and (arai-h
termined by the DMSP,-F2 houndanem to the Mauk Mettwain nje lao- 119'791 show that the rotation of the axis of o5 mictli, it
iron huwundarvci for various Xl' the afternoiton sector may be due to the requirements of ionu'
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Fig. 12. VoUand-Stern injection boundaries for y - 2 and y - 3, rotated to fit the inner edge of the Plasma sheet as
determined by the DMSP/F2 auroral boundaries, for various KP. The Mauk-Mcllwain injection boundary is also shown
(dashed line).

spheric current conservations, as the ratio of region 2 to region KP, can be modeled by a y that decreases with magnetic activ-
I Birkeland currents [Iijima and Potemra, 1976] increases dur- ity. Further verification of the KP dependence of y awaits
ing time of high KP. DMSP data acquisition in the afternoon sector.

Figure 12 also shows results of fitting the zero-energy Al- Data presented in Figure 12 can also be used to provide an
fvkn boundary for y = 2 and 3 by using empirical values of 0.. empirical expression for the electrostatic potential. Equation
The method used for deriving the boundary values is as fol- (3) can be written
lows. (I) Data points marked by an encircled dot are obtained
for a given KP by using regression coefficients from Tables I 0'Z)., 0) = aBR,: I I ()
and 2. Where north and south data sets overlap in local time,

average boundary values are used. The Mead-Fairfield model where L - R/Rs and L, = R,/R,/,. It is useful to define a pa-
is then used to map points into the equatorial plane. (2) Be- rameter J l/yL. ' . Using stagnation distances derived
cause the boundary represented by (4) gives a shape but not a from Figure 12 as a function of KP, a linear relationship
distance for a given value of y, the data points closest to the
boundary minimum (i.e., opposite the duskside stagnation 1= (.6 + 2.4 KP) I) 4 cc - 0.97 (7)
point) are used to anchor' the boundary. This procedure is
justified because the radial distance of the boundary varies was found for the case y 2. In the case y = 3 the quadratic
slowly in the morning local time sector and the boundary relationship
shape is nearly the same for all values of y. Boundaries de- - (4.2 + 2.3 KP)- -0 cc - 0.99 (8)
rived for the y = I case are not shown in Figure 12 because
their stagnation points lie well outside the y - 2 values, was found. Thus for the case y = 2 the total potential is
Dashed lines representing the Mauk-Mcllwain boundaries are Ob(L. 0) - UB.R,2((1.6 + 2.4 KP)
provided for reference. The data points in Figure 12 lie close
to the y - 2 and y = 3 curves with a tendency toward slightly lO- '

L sin (0, - n) - (l/L)J (9)
lower values of y for higher values of KP. Values of y between It should be recalled that ,, is a function of KP that is not de-
2 and 3 are in agreement with a variety of equatorial observa- scribable in a simple analytic form.
tions reported by Ejiri et at. 119781, Southwood and Kaye
119791, and Hughes et al 11979). Kaye and Kivelson [19811 use SUMMARY
Heppner's 119721 electric field data to show a radical depon- By associating the equalorward boundaries of auroral elec-
dence (in the convection electric field which, when ordered by tron precipitalion as measured by the DMSP/F2 satellite with
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the inner edge of the plAinia sheet in a very large statistical Hoppnier. J P Llectric field variations during substorms Piani
sampe w fid te flloingresltsSpace Sri . .20. 1475. 1972sadpte well fincundl ine thelewening se- Hughes, W J R. L McPherron, J N Banricd. And 8 11 MauiA1.AP orders the dtwelpatclryithevngsc- compressional Pc4 pulsation observed by tiree satellites in got

tor In a given MIT sector the latitude of the equatorward tionary orbit near locail midnight. Plwuul Spate Sti. 2'. S21. 1979
edge of the precipitation decreases linearly with KP. in- hijama. T. anid T A Potamra. The amplitude dlistnibuison of hield.
dicating that the inner edge of the plasma %heet moves earth- aligned currents at northern high latitudes observed bV rriad. J
ward. Geeiphys. Res., 81, 2165, 1976.

2. Te iner dge f th plsma hee is arthardof te hti. Rt. K.. and Rt A. Wolf, Self-consistent calculation of the motion
2. he nne ede Lt te pasm shet s erthardof he of a stheet of ions in the magnetosphere, J Grop/rii Re3. 7X. 28452.

Mauk-Mcllwain injection boundary for KP im 2. 1973.
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Comment on 'Diurnal Variation of the Auroral Oval Size' by C.-I. Meng
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The position of the equatorward boundary (A0 )of the quiet of Meng's 119791 study, emissions front the oval werc below
time auroral oval has been studied by Meng 11979) using mea- the detectability levels of the l)MSP optical scanner. We have

surements from an electron spectrometer on board the DMSP assumed that during this period the oval is latitudinally nar-
(Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) satellite F:. A row and that the positions of A, can also he represented h.
diurnal variation of -4' wa.s found in the corrected geomag- offset circles. The circle in Figure 3 was chosen to fit the
netic latitudes (CGL) at which the satellite encountered this morning and evening values of A, for the first DMSP pass ol
boundary. The variation was attributed to a physically unex- the UT day. It has a radius of 18" and is centered at 6

° C6L
plained 30% increase in the size of the polar cap as the north and O(1W MLT. The circle he,( titling the entire data set, in
magnetic pole rotated from local midnight to local noon. Here the least squares sense, has a radius of 18.5' and is centered at
we suggest that most of the observed variations in auroral 86 ' CGL and 0115 MIT. The corresponding southern hemi-
boundaries simply reflect diurnal shifts in the satellite's trajec- sphere circle is of I9L' radius, centered at -87' C(A. and 0120
tory in the magnetic local time- magnetic latitude (MLT- MIT. These values are consistent with quiet time aserages re-
CGL) frame of reference. ported by Meng el al 11977) As is seen in Figure 3. the ese-

The DMSP satellite is in a nearly sun-synchronous circular ning oval boundary is very stable, lying along the chosen
orbit, with an inclination of 98.80. centered on the 0700--1900 circle. The morning oval boundary is close to the plotted
local time meridian. Owing to the offset between the earth's circle but shows much greater variability. This is consistent
spin axis and the axis of the magnetic dipole the orbit has sig- with results from a large set of DMSP measurements reported
nificant diurnal variations in magnetic frames of reference. by Gussenhoven et at. 119791, who show that (1) the morning
This is illustrated in Figures I and 2. where we have plotted equatorward boundary,, is much more variable than the eve-
the northern and southern high-latitude portions of the satel- ning boundary for a given magnetic activ\1t and 12) for ex-
lite's MLT-CGL trajectories for January 21, 1978 (the quietest tended periods of quiet magnetic activity the oval does not be-
day in Meng's study). These trajectories are representative of conte entirely stable but can fluctuate greatly in its poleward
those followed by DMSP during the 1977-1978 winter boundaries and to a lesser extent in its equatorard bounda-
months. At the beginning of the UT day the north polar orbit ries.
is roughly dawn to dusk crossing the noon-midnight meridian Predicted UT modulations of A, found by combining offset
at 83' CGL in the night hemisphere. The most poleward ex- circles and 1)MSP orbital variations for the northern and
cursions of the orbit occur between 0700 and 0800 UT; the
most equatorward nighttime excursions are found near 1700 sATELLTE O B 'S -J 6f LMGNI ,
UT The orbits in the southern hemisphere have the same COoROA5II

type of motion in the opposite direction. They move from the N0W I P) t

region of the magnetic pole toward the cusp (or noon sector).
often falling outside the oval entirely, and then return pole-
ward. Since the oval lies at higher latitudes in the noon sector
than in the midnight sector, there are fewer possible boundary o ,
determinations to be made in the south pole data. On the - - -

whole, the data after 1200 UT on a given day is unusable for .- .

this purpose, and this is reflected in the boundary data pre- j - . -

sented by Meng. a -
Figure 3 illustrates how diurnal variations of the DMSP or- ,' .--

bit give rise to systematic variations in the CGL of the equa-
torward auroral boundary. Here we have plotted the northern
hemisphere values of A, detected on January 21, 1978. Meng
et al. 119771 have shown that the poleward boundaries of the
oval (A,) during quiet times, as marked by discrete auroral Fig. I. The orbital paths of the DMSP-F 2 satellite over the north

arcs, are well represented by offset circles. During the period pole for January 21, 1978. The orbits are plotted in corrected geomag-
netic latitudes and magnetic local time The approximate universal
time for each polar crossing is given the quiet oval is represented bN,

Copyriht C) 1990 by the American Geophysical Union an offset circle.
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Fl Same as Irigure 1. but ltr -south pole ciossings

ALIRORAL EQUAT ,AWD BOUNDARIES-
NOR'H POE A

1 - ig Same 4.1 fill I kguir hat Ior the south pole

P "k I suthern hemispheres Lre givent In 1I gures 4 artd 5, respec-
tisehls he upper (towel) traces represent the afternoon-eve-
ning (mx _ning) equatorial boundaries. Observed values of A..
as determined h% Metng, are plotted as triangles. Both the af-
ternoon and morning southern hemnisphere as well as the eve-
ning. northern hemisphere observations are in remarkable
agreement with their predicted estimates. The morning, north

11F I ic 1undricf"'tfi: notner; -c A de er-e hemisphere measurements show less agreement. The over-
mine t" MI ig the tnti' o *IWe nortliaeti i .1*ne and dde, all differences would be less had we utsed the least squares

itin: tokal time totl f.,a"aN _,!. I. N Akirg w-tts :ls oiftet circle used IId as our predictor. It should also be nottJ that morning
to predt,. the dt I; il tri .n Ithe mall~ plus marks the geomag- and evening values tracked each othet better on the other
t1ints pole. (1, :1>5t :ilr ,'fler :0ii;ne tiset circle days presented by Mieng than they did in the first half of Jan-

uarv, 21. Thus on the other days the predicted and observed
values of A, would he in better agreement than in the case

"~* ~ ~presenteO here.
* ,. .We therefore Conclude that a very 'large portion if not all ot

the diurnal auroral boundary %artation reported b) Meng Lanl
-!he explained by variations in the satellite orbit across an I)%

,1 *. represented hy an offset circle. We saggest that in order ito de-
V 4i'.s termine the universal time sariation, cithef a correction for

* * -. the effect of orbit change in local time could be made or a
much greater restriction in magnetic ;ocal time could b in-
posed

IlcAno.-ledgments This work was suprwirteci by the Air F-ot~e ()t
0 lice of 'Scnitifc Research under research grant Ai-OSR-N-K)12 ansi
1: by Air lFoice Gecophysics Laborator contract H1t%28-79-C-oit3 I
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equiltlwaid boundary of the auroral lone in the northern hemi- Meng, C.-I , R H] Htlzw,,rh. and S -1. Akasofu. Auroral circle detin-
sphere for hotimorning and evening secters when the variation in the eating the poileward boundarv ol the quiet auroral belt. J (tevph)i
orbit has been taken into ascouni and when the oval has been repre- Ret. A2. 164-172. 107
tented bt, an offset circle The evening boundaries are shown in the
upper panel (lor latitude mark,; os the left), and the morning bounda-
ries in the tower panel tvIr latitude mark% on the right). The h)unidA-
ries Atl determnined hs Men# are plotted as molid (evening side) and (Retcotes ssisembet 1, 14-o).
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The geosynchronous ATS 6 env-ironmental measurements experiment was opeated during 15 evening
passes when the SCA rHA spaccaft was within 1-2 Rt and both spacecraft were very near the geomag-
nectic equator. Numerous, well-defined substorm injections were recorded at both spacecrait with varying
local time and radial separations Acei rate delay timing was possible since these esents exhibit Abrupt
and essentiatll dispersionlesa (to withtn 10 s) plasma flux changes which replace cool preexisting plasma
with hot quasi- Manwellian distributions. The hot plasma propagates earthwaid in close Association with
an equally ahrupt magnetic hield increase at velocities in the range of 10- 100 km/s. On this hasis we
idcntitt the agent of injection as the induced electric held of the earthward propagating compression
wave observed bs. Russell and McPhterron (1973). and we refer to the propagating particle structure 4,
the injection front, IThest dramatic synchronous orbit electron injection signatures itrc produced mainls
bv a bocundats motion rather than bv local acceleration of plasma. flowerer. %e find some esidencr that
the plasma sheet electrons are weakly 'heated' by the passage of each compression wave, the energy ap-
pearing maily in the high-energy tail of the distribsution. The spectral change we bsre argues ciin
vincingly that the boundary in question is a precipi tati on -flow boundary layer (Kennel. 1,469) and that
the near-earth plasma sheet is significantly degraded in average energy by the Addition of ionospheric
plasma, especially secondaryt electrons emitted by the ionosphere due to precipitating energetic electrons
The presence of significant a/ requires that a changt of mapping occur between the equatorial plane
and 'the ionosphere, the sense being such as to map the inward moving injection front to a relatively tixed
latitude in the ionosphere. Such an earthward plasma injection would not therefore require equatorward
auroral motion.

INTRODUCTION ences therein). This situation illustrates the nruniqueness ot

The term 'injection' has been defined [Kit-elson el at., 19801 conclusions drawn from a single-satellite data set and the

as an 'increase in the particle flux in a detector of finite energy need for multiple-satelli4~bservations to constrain the mod-

bandwidth-' The process by which energetic plasma is 'in eling process. This paper is an attempt to learn 14-orns the corn-
jected' into the auroral magnetosphere is of fundamental im-_ parison of plasma data sets from ATS 6 and SCATH A relat-
portance to the dynamics and energetics of magnetospheric ing to several substorm events,
substorms and storms. Changes in particle flux observed by .An example of the success of the first point of s'iesA appears
spacecraft [DeForesl and Mcllwain, 197 1, Smith and Hoffman, in the paper by Barfield et at. 119771, in which an imptilsise in-
1974: Efini, 19781 have shown that injection processes occur tet ion of plasma is observed at ATS 5 and then I I min later

impulsively in the evening to midnight local time sector and at Explorer 45, 1.2 R, earthward and at atpproximatelv the
result in drifting clouds of hot plasma electrons and ions, same local time. Assuming that art energetic plasma was

Two rather distinct schools of thought appear to exist con- created and released beyond a sharp, azimuthally extended

cterning injection processes. The firt-s postulates a lime-vary- boundary outside synchronous orbit, the authors were able ti

ing. spatially localized acceleration or heating process with build a fairly consistent picture of the subsequent flow of the

subsequent flow in a quasi-static convection pattern. The term plasma past the two spacecraft. They found that large-scale
'injection boundary' has been used for the surface in whose vi- electric fields inferred from the location of apparent con-

cinity the acceleration takes place (Mc flwait, 19741. The sec- vection boundaries, the travel time between the satellites. and

and postulates a time-varying convection pattern which de- the value of fi for which JAI -,(il - Jivxp~iil were all fairly con-

flects earthward a flowing plasma of quasi-static properties. sistent. However, the fact that the fluxes matched only at one

'Quasi-static' here means static over the injection time scale. Au imp lies that the source region was not azimuthall , uniform
Though idealized, both models have found success in describ- as assumed. Moreover, some of the detailed observations sug-

ing injection observations. In fact, for certain types of events, gest that the large-scale convection electric field was decreas-

it has been found that some aspects of the signature at geosta- ing or that the magnetic geometry was changing during the

tionary orbit can be reproduced equally well by an injection period after the event (drift echoes were observed)I.

boundary model, or a model with varying convection electric The second point of view has developed partly in response
fiel, o a hbri moel wth patallylimtedtimevaring to these difficulties and partly in recognition of the impor-
elecricandmageti filds[Ki'elsn e a!, 180.andrefr- ance and tractability of time-varying convection calculations.
eletri an manetc feld [Kvelon t a., 980 an reer-It has been used to interpret specific observations by Kave and

I.Copyright Qt 1981 by the American Cleophysical Union. Kivelson 119791 and Huliqvist et a. [19811. In this process, an
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enhancement of the convection electric field deflects the sun- The ATS 6 magnetumeter data reported here are from a pc-
ward flow of the plasma sheet to lower equatorial altitudes rinod after the failure of N-S channel Based on the marked
where it becomes observable at synchronous orbit and inter- similarity of the two operating channels to those recorded on
acts with the atmosphere and plasmasphere. Trapping of the the GOES 3 satellite 20 min east of ATS 6. we %it, at tunes
deflected flow onto closed convection orbits to form a stable take the GOES 3 field to be representative of the ATS 6 held
ring current occurs when the enhanced convection subsides. Magnetic data from SCATHA are available only after day 52
However, as pointed out by K, elson et al. 11980], such a of 1979 (February 21).
model is only adequate for a limited class of events, termed
'electric substorms' by J. R. Winckler. In particular, this 4p- General D-scription o] Fventv

proach has found success in describing events with large posi- Figure ) shows energy-time spectrograms of ATS 6 plasma
tive energy dispersion (dt/dW> 0) and little. if any, magnetic data for days 42, 43, and 50 of 1979. the oer:os which have
perturbation at the satellite. Note that this model does not in beer, chosen as representative of substorm activity for this
yoke tune-varying heating or acceleration of plasma, but study. The geieral nat-re of the datd set is familiar from data
rather assumes a steady source, the plasma sheet. Evidently, of a similar nature published rny the University ot California.
these electric field changes are not inductive in nature. San Diego (UCSD), Group and co-workers. We wish to focus

'Dynamic' injections of plasma are characterized by a mai- mainly upon the relatively abrupt and dispersionless increase
netometer signature that represents a single point observation seen in the dusk to midnight sector in association with mag-
of an inward propagating, compressional wave front. Russell netic activity at the ground and the spacecrait (see Figure 2)
and MePherron 11973) have reported clear observations of this Examples of this type of event occurred at ATS 6 at 0930 and
phenomenon from ATS I and OGO 5. They clocked the front 0945 on day 42, at 0458, 0740, and 1040 on day 43: and at
at approximately 140 kin/s, i.e, 94 s between 9 and 6.6 R, 0730 on day 50. The relative locations of ATS 6 and
and were thus able to estimate the induced electric field asso- SCATHA at itese times are shown in Figure I as MLT versus
ciated with the wave as a few millivolts per meter. Such an in- R. ALso shown are the locations of the satellites a7 times of in-
duced field i of great significance for plasma transport. creases in low-energy electrons and ions corresponoing to en-

The aam of the present study is to extend the work of Bar- try into the 'old' or preexisting plasma sheet. In general. this
field es ai. 11977 by examining plasma data of a siui!ar nture occurs a- quite different times at the two satelltes The Maui.
from the ATS 6 and SCATHA spacecralt during active peri- and Mcllwain 119"41 substorm-injected plasma boundary for
ods when the vehicles are near local time conjunction. In the the appropriate K, on day 42 is also shown.
following section we display representative data from a rather In Figures 3-6 we display ATS and SCATKtA data for s--
extensive data set. includuig many evening passes when the lected energy channels in line plot form on an expanded tune
two satellites Aere near local time conjunction but separated scale showing 12 hours per frame The data point. represent
by 1-2 R, in radii, or azmuth Both vehicles are generally 24-s and 1-min averages for ATS and SCATHA, respectiveik
within a few degrees of the geomagnetic equator at these A stnking deree of correspondence maN be seen between in.
tunes. In subsequent sections, the data are analyzed in terms of pulsive events in the two data sets As noted above, dusk sec-
energy spectral c;omparisons, relative timing of plasma tor low-energy changes occur al quite different times.
changes seen at the two locations, and energy dispersion ob- We wish to firmly establish the association between the
served in the increases at each point individually. A discussion types of events selected for study and suhs:orms Figure 2 re-
of the results obtained and conclusions regarding the nature veals significant associated negative bass in the horizontal
of this type if injection process form the final two sections. magnetic field component at International Magnetospheric

Study (IMS) magnetometers, a well-known substorm signa-
OBSERVATIONS ture. In defining the term 'substorm.' Rovtoker et al 119801
OnStrumenaom have stated that substorm onset can be :dentjied by the fCrst

appearance of si.rificant Pi 2 ictivity at the ground. %s part

The University of New Hampshire (UNH) ATS 6 plasma of this study, we nave examined data from the AFGL magne
instrument consists of four double cylindrical electrostatic an- tometer chain of five stations across the nonhern United
alyzers, each measuring electrons and ions over the approxi- States. Clear Pt 2 was found in association with most of the
mate energy range 50 eV to 20 keV in eight steps with a geo- events we wdil discuss and was associated with all of the events
metric factor of -10 -' cm2 st and an energy band pass AE/E which appeared as abrupt spectral changes The earliest time

0.10. The analyzers employ blackened, serrated, 900 sector of Pi 2 onset is to be regarded as the latest possible time of
plates and postacceleration of both electrons and ions onto substorm onset. In each case, this time coincided very nearv
channel multipliers. Energy spectra were recorded ever) 8 s in (± I min) with the appearance of the injection at ATS 6, while
two directions while eight readouts per second al a fixed en- appearance of the injection was, in general, significantly de-
ergy were recorded for the other two ditections. layed at SCATHA. An example is shown in Figure 2

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) rapid scan It should be noted that the type of event on which we arc
particle detector consists of a set of electrostatic analyzers for focusing is a very commonplace occurrence and is not patho
energies up to 60 keV and solid-state detectors for the range logical or unusual in any way, representing rather a 'tpical'
up to I MeV for electrons and several MeV for proton%. The evening substorm signature at the equatorial plane on auroral
electrostatic analyzers differed from the UNH detectors field lines. As may be seen in Figure 2, these events are ac-
mtrly in that they had a very wide energy band pass AE/E - companied by clear magnetometrr perturbations which mark
I. resultig in cuntiguous energy channels, This has the effect them as dynamic event, involving induced fields. In panticu-
of smearing energy dispersive flux changes, so that the magni- lar, the magnitude of B increases by a factor of 2 3. and thert
tude of dispersion measured by this instrument is an upper is generally a slight rotation to a more dipolar orientation with
limit. The data reported here are from detectors viewing along each injection event, as observed from locations near the geo-
the spacecraft spin axis. nominally at -90* pitch angle. magnetic equator.
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Day 42. 1979 energies were recorded some 3 hours later at SCATHA, sug-

The isolated injection event seen on day 42 (see Figure 3) gsung that a spatial boundary connecting these two points

essentially at midnight local time, together with the duskside persisted throughout the intervening period.

plasma signature prior to the event, displays most of the char- At 0930, ATS recorded the hot plasma injection consisting

acteristics we have observed in the ATS/SCATHA data set in the line plot format of increases at higher energies, simulta-

As the satellites passed dusk local time, ATS 6 recorded neous decreases at the lowest energies. and little change at in-

large enhancements of 70- and 470-eV electrons, with the 70- termediate energies. A similar signature ib also seen by

eV increases leading by -20 min. Increases at comparable SCATHA, but with a -10-min time delay.
This event exhibits another characteristic feature of injec-

tion events, namely, the substantial increases at a few keV en-
DAY 43, 1979 ergy pror to the simultaneous high- and low-energy changes

w -Iwhich we have somewhat arbitrarily defined as the injection
ISL signature. This 'precursor' is observed at both spacecraft, but

L N waih much less time delay. Moreover, considerable dispersive
structure appears in the SCATHA precursor which is not

FSM nearly as evident at ATS 6.

..- FSP A second injection event of a similar nature but without
precursor is seen -15 mm after the first, again with an appre-
ciable delay between appearance at the two spacecraft. This

*,r- ---- COL multiple-vent phenomenon is not uncommon. Following the
1O00.T doubie injection, fluxes at all energies decayed back toward

preevent levels. We shall return in the discussion section to
Von .. some of the details, such as the precursor increase at -5 keV
a 0 "4 8 12 16 z0 and the lack of dispersion between high- and low-energy

200 Hous, .T .... channels during the abrupt changes. Figure 7 gives a spectral
GOES 3 ttme series view of the ATS6 fluxes during this period. It may

g North - 50 be noted that the electron fluxes tend to Maxwellian as a re-
00C - suit of the injections.

P arh Day 43, 1979
SWest-20 This is a considerably more active period exhibiting numer-

.50
o 0 2 4 6 8 ;0 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 ous injection events resembling that of day 42. The first fen-

Hours. U T ture to note (see Figure 4) is the very early, low-energ in-
crease at ATS which actually occurred prior to dusk local

Earth , - time. Increases at -100 eV were seen by SCATHA at -0335.

S- +A comparison with day 42 suggests that the satellites are en-
t countering a low-energy boundary about 2-3 & earthward of

-that seen at dusk, early in day 42.

The first substorm injection occurred at 0458 at ATS and

-5 min later at SCATHA. The similarity to the day 42 injec-
'I " _•_,_, ___________ ..2 tion signature is striking, despite the fact that it occurred sonic

o8 12 4 16 I8 20 22 24 4 5 hours earlier in local time. The spectral change in this
.ours UT., event is also shown in Figure 7. After a period of deca) back

I kFGL Mognetometer Network toward flux levels present prior to the event, fluxes at both
spacecraft entered a period of fluctuations without a cieAr in-

,.I------------- jection signature until 0740 One might identify injections at
4nT 0530 and 0550, but they are not seen clearly at SCATHA and

do not extend to the higher energies. Note that the fluctua-
i tions at ATS are very narrow in energy bandwidth, so similar

fluctuations would have much smaller amplitude when
viewed with the wide-band SCATHA instrument. The elec-

: t_ iron drop and recovery at ATS at 0630 was accompanied b)
FL.- large increases in energetic ions at SCATHA. as will be dis-

. . . cussed below.
076 38 4() 42 44 Z 48 Another clear injection occurred at 0740 nearly simultane-

U T" ously at both satellites. Increases at SCATHA extended to the

I g. 2 Magnetic field summary for day 43 (February 12. 1979) few hundred keV channel Though ATS 6 to%, energies Ag,tin
(at IMS Nrth American magnetometer records. it Componenit. ISL, decayed upward to preevent levels, the energetic fluxes re
Island Lake; LYN, Lynn Lake; FSM. Fort Smith; FSP. Fort Simpson rnained approximately constant for a few hours before an-
NOW. Norman Welts; COL. College, and FR. Fredncksburg. (6) other event at 1020. Figure 8 shows the 0740 event at higher
GOES 3 spacecraft magnetic field (0.6 R, east of ATS 6) (coordinates time resoluton and reveals a dela) of -1.0 m.
are geographic). (c) ATS 6 spacecraft magnetic field (two components
available). (d) AFGL magnetometer network records of Pi 2 associ- The event at 1020 differs considerably in appearance front
ated with 0738 UT event on day 43. 1979. the earlier events, though it probably repiewnts the pos'
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Figure 5 shows the ion signature of these multiple sub- tially present with hot Maxwellian electrons. In Figure 9 we
storms. For each event, ion increases are seen only at energies display preinjection and postinjection spectrums at ATS 6 and
above some variable level -15-25 keV. This means that ion SCATHA for the day 43, 0500 UT injection. The phase space
increases are often out of' the 20-keV range of the ATS in- density versus energy plot illustrates the Maxwellian nature of
strument. At lower energies, decreases are seen with the larg- the injected plasma, which is essentially identical at the two
est drops at the lowest energy. The ion behavior is thus much spacecraft despite their radial separation of - IR,. Adiabatic
like the electron behavior except that (1) amplitudes are gen- heating in a steady dipolar magnetic field would have raised
erally smaller and (2) the energy of little change is somewhat the temperature at SCATHA by -50%, yet the increase ob-
higher, perhaps an order of magnitude. Note the large ener- served is at most 15%. It seems that the plasma travels inward
getic ion increases at SCATHA at -0630, which had no elec- over both vehicles from a region fairly homogenous in azi-
tron counterpart. This event may represent a substorm injec- muth, since drift of the more energetic electrons does not ap-
tion which originated abnormally far to the east at or beyond pear to alter the spectrum.
midnight. The main features of interest for the other events The lack of adiabatic heating between the spacecraft must be
are the lack of ion energy dispersion and the simultaneity with related to the temporal changes occurring in the magnetic
the electron events, configuration during injection events. As mentioned above, it

is common knowledge that the nightside magnetic field in-
Day 50, 1979 creases in magnitude and becomes closer to dipolar as part of

The comparison of plasma behavior on day 50 (Figure 6) is
dominated by the increasing local time separation of the
spacecraft, with SCATHA leading by 3-5 hours. SCATHA is UNH HOT PLASMA
able to encounter low-energy electron increases well before
ATS, despite its lesser radial distance from earth. At -0400,
SCATHA observed a weak injection event not observed at £,
ATS 6 3 hours to the west. Then at 0740, ATS recorded a 'typ- : A
ical' injection which was seen by SCATHA 4 hours to the east
only as dispersed drifting energetic electrons. Finally, an
event at - 1020 was seen as a drifting cloud by both vehicles.
The large azimuthal separation of the vehicles does not lend
itself to the study of 'injections,' as defined above, but does
show that individual injections have an azimuthal extent of a
few hours local time and are commonly observed in the dawn T .

to midnight sector. >

Selected Events at High Time Resolution L

In order to give a more detailed two-point view of the im-
pulsive injection events, we present data on an expanded time a
scale for selected events in Figures 7 and 8. Each event is de- 105picted in plasma data from ATS 6 and SCATHA together E t to iooveav]

with magnetic data from ATS 6 and GOES 3 nearby. Time 0915 0930 0945 1000 U.T

resolution in these plots is approximately 10 s. DAY 42, 1979
Figure 8 shows the clear association of the local magnetic Z

field increase and the arrival at ATS 6 of the abrupt and (to
within 10 s) dispersionless spectral change (Figure 7). It also -
demonstrates the considerable variability we observe in the tJ.

delay time between arrival at ATS 6 and SCATHA approxi- LIJ
mately I Rr closer to earth, ranging from 10 min at -0930 on
day 42 to I min at -0740 on day 43. Also evident are the
marked increases at a few keV prior to the abrupt spectral
change. These precursor increases show little, if any, delay be-
tween the two spacecraft for the first of these events and a
delay comparable to that of the spectral change for the second
and third events. The precursor increase for the first event
shows considerable energy dispersion at SCATHA. Though
such precursor increases are commonplace, it would appear
that there is more than one type of responsible physical proc- lop

00S. U5 0 0 UT

ANALYSIS 
D04 43 (UT) 5979

In this section we examine in more detail the temporal and

spectral relationships of the plasma data sets and compare Fig. 7. Detailed energy distribution time series for injection
thew details with expectations based on theories of time-de. events at (a) 0930 UT, day 42 and (b) 0458 UT day 43. Each curve

represents intensity (cm a st keV)-' versus energy on logarithmic
pendent acceleration or convection, axes with the origin (60 eV, 06/cM'2s sr keV, marked by +) aligned

As pointed out above, injection events replace plasma ini- with the time of the data and displaced upward to separate the curves.
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Fig. S. Detailed linc plots of ATS 6 and SCATHA electron plasma and GOES 3 magnetic field for three substorm injec-
non events. Time resolution is 10 s. Radial spacecraft separation is -I R:. See Figure I for orbit relationships.

the substorm. This corresponds to a redotction of the cross-tail which is small compared with the delay between radially sep-
current in the near-earth plasma sheet. Rusself and McPerron arated points. An earlier study of ATS 5 and ATS 6 data
[1973) showed clear evidence that the magnetic reconfigura- (Mcllwain, 1975] when those two satellites were separated in
tion is accomplished by an inward propagating compressional local time, but at the same radius, showed that injected plasma
wave. This compressional wave may be thought of as a thin appears simultaneously over some azimuthal range in the eve-
dawn-dusk current sheet with stronger magnetic field behind, ning sector. We conclude that the injected plasma has a nearly
propagating inward through the inner plasma sheet and repre- radial velocity of 0. 1- 1.0 R/min - 10-100 km/s near syn-
senting the collapse of field lines formerly inflated by a quasi- chronous orbit, corresponding to a convection electric field of
stationary dawndusk current. The magnetic field strength be- - I-- 10 mV/m or 7-70 kV/R,. This corresponds to a cross-tail
hind the wave front may not increase strongly with inward potential of a few hundred kilovolts to a few megavolts if this
propagation. Hence particles traveling behind the front may field is taken as representative of a large-scale potential field.
not experience much adiabatic heating. We will comment fur- These values are in excess of that of Barlield et al. [ 19771 by a
ther on this subject in later sections where we will argue that factor of 1-10, though considering the scatter of delay values
plasma tends to be swept along with these fronts and will use we have found, the numbers are essentially in agreement.
the term 'injection front' for the propagating particle struc- We may get an estimate of the preexisting convection field
ture. from the observed location of the low-energy plasma bound-

An important aspect of the data set presented here lies in ary. The boundary approximations published by Southwood
the timing and energy dispersion of the events as seen at the and Kase 11979) are particularly handy for this purpose. In
two spacecraft. The delay between injections is a measure of general, for an electric potential described by
the electric field which moves the plasma inward. Together
with the timing, the energy dispersion observed at each space- V- CL sin 0i - 91/L
craft contains information about the spatial dimensions of
-cructures moving past the spacecraft. Our observations show ts the shiciding parameter, is taken equal to 2) the electric
that injection appears abruptly at Ars 6 and subsequently at held parameter C rcquired to place the energy W electron
SCATHA with a delay of I- 10 min when the satellites are boundar) at radC- L and azimuth 0 is
near the same local time. A comparison of ATS 6 and GOES
3 magnetic signatures (Figure 8) suggests that the compression (. . - + 1(o)
wave front arrive at points separated in azimuth with a delay L
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Fig. 9. Comparison of energy distribution at ATS 6 and SCATHA for 0458 UT, day 43 injection, plotted as phase space
density versus energy to illustrate the Maxwellian character of the posttnjection plasma.

where a and 8 are tabulated by those authors. Evaluating, we field was sufficiently strong. Ejiri et al. [1980] have performed
find dawn/dusk electric fields near synchronous orbit for ob- calculations of the orbits of electrons and ions initially exhib-
served boundary locations of 0.77 kV/RE for day 42 and 1.4 iting such a sharp inner edge under the action of a strong Vol-
kV/Rs for day 43. These values are more than an order of land-Stern (K - 2) electric field. Though many of the features
magnitude below those inferred from the delay times, suggest- of their results are in general agreement with our electron ob-
ing that indeed the substorm injection was accomplished by a servations (lack of dispersion or weak positive dispersion, di/
large increase in the electric field. The K - I case (no shield- dW, in the evening sector; increasing negative dispersion cast
ing) results in field estimates approximately twice as large as of midnight), there is one aspect of our data on successive
those above but still small compared with the delay time in- events in the same evening which appears inconsistent with
ferred values. See below for an additional discussion of the their model. Inspection of Figure 4 shows a striking tendency
choice of a. for the flux at some energies to vary between two states, high

Next we consider energy dispersion. The events we have se- corresponding to postinjection and low corresponding to the
lected have very small dispersion by choice, though this is typ- period between injections, for example, the 11.8-keV electrons
ical for well-defined substorms and in a sense defines the syn- at ATS 6. If the flux remains high after one injection, e.g., 4.3-
chronous orbit substorm signature. It may be seen in Figure 8 keV electrons, it is not further increased by later injections.
that the decreases at lowest energy and the increases at highest This behavior seems to argue strongly for boundary motion
ATS 6 energy are simultaneous to within s10 s. Dispersion in rather than impulsive acceleration. Moreover, the assumption
the SCATHA data is comparable for this type of event but of sudden particle acceleration beyond an arbitrary boundary
larger in others. If we define a thickness d as tAt, where I, is is somewhat ad hoc, as Efiri et al. [ 19801 point out. They pro-
front velocity and At is the dispersion time from zero energy pose that such a sharp inner edge could be set up by a steady
to some energy E,_, we may make a first-order estimate of convective flow with a weak electric field prior to the sub-
the injection front energy dispersion thickness as *0. 1 RE storm injection, appealing to the time-dependent convection
when E_ -23 keV, corresponding to the upper limit of ATS calculation of Kave and Kivelson [1979] and to the well-known
6 observations. One may also define a thickness in terms of presence of the plasma sheet. However, Kaye and Kivelson
the rise time of the leading edge of particle changes. This rise [1979] apparently dispute this, pointing out that the inner
time is somewhat longer than the dispersion time differences, edge of the plasma sheet formed by steady convection should
Hence, by this criterion, the fronts are somewhat thicker, up be quite dispersed and that consequently, injections produced
to nearly I RE depending on how one defines the rise time. by an abrupt increase of the large-scale convection field
Since this front passes both satellites without a decrease at should produce electron increases showing considerable posi-
ATS 6, we are seeing a sharp boundary between the inner tive dispersion in the evening sector.
plasma sheet and a relatively uniform hot plasma region, the Our line of reasoning has brought us to the second model of
radial depth of which is at least I RE beyond the boundary. injection, described in the introduction, involving motion of a

Referring to the first model of injection described in the in- boundary between hot and cool plasma. It has been proposed
troduction, we find that the impulsive acceleration region, if that this boundary is the boundary between open and closed
one exists, must create hot plasma behind a thin, azimuthally large-scale convection orbits. If this is so, the energy dis-
extended boundary. Such a plasma region would be expected persion of observed plasma increases is equivalent to the
to move nearly radially inward past ATS 6 and SCATHA in radial dispersion of the convection boundaries with energy, as
the evening sector under the combined influence of con- the structure convects under an increased electric field, We
vection and corotation electric fields, provided the convection have seen that typical substorm increases exhibit very small
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dispersion even considering the speed with which they move this bounoary in an attempt to remove this ad hot assurap
past synchronous orbit. This dispersion corresponds to a tion.
radial thickness (0-20 keV) ot 50.1 R. which may be com- We have noted above tnat a cear magnetic perturbation a.,-
pared with convection boundary spacings by use of the South- companies each injection front This perturbation is doim-
wood and Kaye [19791 approximations. For initial parameters nated by an increase of the northward or H component so that
we take the electric field estimates from above and calculate it can be understood as a propagating current sheet oriented
energy Was a function of L. at 2100 MLT, displaying the re- in the cast to west direction with a magnitude sufficient to
suit in Figure 10 It can he seen that the Volland-Stern field abruptly reverse the normal radial gradient of :B. Insisting
predictions for the convection structure thickness over the 0-to that Vx E - 0 in the wave frame and then transforming back
20-keV energy range are of the order of a few earth radii, to the upstream plasma frame (nearly the sa!e as ,h- ,ateflitc
much larger than those inferred from the present observa- frame), one finds that the magnetic nel, conpis.ii n r. tt z
tions. Moreover. there is another problem in that our field es- 3) determines the relative speeds of the plasma and tric %A.,vc
timates assume the low-energy boundaries to extend well in- ahead of it:
side L =- 6. but injection changes are observed at the lowest
observed energies If we instead estimate the field to be that B ..... I .. -1 42.0
value which places the zero-energy boundary just outside syn- Evidently, the compression wave should be regarded a, mov-
chronous orbit, an even larger radial dispersion results (see tng somewhat faster than the plasma injection front observed
third curve. Figure 10). by us. In the corotatmg fiame of the satellites, we can estimate

One way to steepen the dispersion of the convection bound-
aries is to increase the shielding parameter K. However, very x E AE/d a AB'Ar
large values would be required to achieve a 0- to 20-keV with AB ; 30 nT, d/At - v ..., - 15 150 km/s. and
thickness of a traction of an :ar~h radius. Moreover, based on
the discussion of Southwood 119771 and Kaye and Kivelson AE 0.5.5. mV/m or 3-30 kV/Rj
[19811, one does not expect extreme shielding prior to a sub- Comparing with initial state convection fields estimated at
storm outside synchioncus orbit, but rather at the inner edge -0.1 mV/m or 0.6 kV/R1 . we see that such a disturbance is
of the rng current. If we adopt a postinjection electric field indeed consistent with an enhancement of plasma convection
vaiue estimated from the injection fron transit time, 14 kV/ in crossing the front.
R . we do find that the 20-keV tnickness is reduced to less Note that during a mildly active period like day 43, 1979,
than I R, (see Figure 10). However, the point made by Kale with several substorm injections occurring In a single evening
and Kivelvon J19791 is that the spatial boundary dispersion sector pass, we observe that fluxes in a given energy channel
should reflect the preinjection conditions, not the post- appear to have two stable levels, each substorm producing a
injection field. If such a large field were present initially, the fast transition and then a more gradual return to the 'quiet
inner edge of the plasma sheet would be at unreasonably low leve' This argues strongly for a large, fairly uniform body of
1.. hot plasma behind the injection front. c.ontinuous with the

We conclude, as. did Kivelson et al. 119801, that the simple body of the plasma sheet, rather than simply a thin shell-like
time-dependent convection boundary picture does not de- surce of hot plasma at the front. However, the day 43 data
scribe typica: dynamic injections. However, a boundary mo- suggest that each successive injection may raise the temper-
tion is indeed involved in the injection process. This boundary ature of this hot plasma or raise a northermal energetic tail in
is tuo thin and is i-i the wrong place to be understood as a .Thio tidicates that while the bounda motion may dorm.-

convection-drift structure. The net effect is to produce a signa- nate the sudden plasma changes observed, local acceleration
(ure inuch like that in the calculations of Ejiri et al. 119801, may pla\ a role as well Since the compression front propaga-
who assuined an arbitrary sharp boundary to exist, initially at tion time is much smaller than convection flow time scales,
L- 10. 4, the next section we discuss a qualitative model of several frorts can propagate through essentially the same

plasma sheet material, with cumulative effects on it.

. ,- Zv.w, , spor S Z xa 4 DISCUSSION

C .'s ME //D, - . I Our data indicate that the collapse, motion, and expan-
/ ' 'sion of a persistent boundary layer near synchronous orbit arci/ / aw,

S// '/ / of great importance to the dsnamics of substorms. In what
follows we offer a qualitative description of the physics of this

-- boundary laver and its motions This description is based or
the work of several other authors but leads to a som"wha.
modified view of sustorm plasma injection

-... . -. . - i Theoretical motivation for another convection-rclatee

1 boundary laver outside of the usual boundanes tbetween or-
_ _ bits with different topologies) may be found in the work o'

t .(,1i Kennel [19691 and Southwood and Wolf 1197hi. The boundar.,
is referred to hv these authors as a 'precipitation-flow bouno

Fie 1) Fletroa ,rnvectm,,n nounarv spacing for a Volland- ary' and is produced when convection time scales are corn
Stern ,shiddig eitponent of 21 electine field [Southwood and Aaye.
19'9J Each curve gi,.es ihe 1otation of the convection boundary as a parable to particle lifetimes against precipitation los Som,
fsaiction tof encray for a different zero-energy position (electric field level of pitch angle diffusion is clearly required for this to tak,
strength). place. ard t can be irgued that the strong diffusion hmit is '

• .... ' .. . * A 7 , l
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lustrative if not always accurate. Under such conditions. parti- boundary seen as an advancing and retreating injection front
cles are lost to the ionosphere fast enough so that they cannot is the precipitation-flow boundary between fresh hot plasma
penetrate beyond a boundary across the convection flow, re- sheet electrons and inner plasma sheet electrons contaminated
gardless of drift orbit geometry. The quiet precipitation-flow with ionospheric electrons by interaction along field lines.
boundary should exhibit some energy dispersion, since ener- Scale lengths for the boundary thickness may be estimated
getic particles have shorter lifetimes (t - E- ") and will be de- from inferred flow speeds and from the fact that calculations
pleted further upstream. This phenomenon is clearly exhib- yield scale times of the order of 500 quarter bounce periods of
ited in the Rice University modeling efforts [Hare et al., 1981, an electron of characteristic energy for the Maxwellian. For
and references therein]. fields corresponding to active but presubstorm conditions

Energetic electrons lost into the ionosphere tend to produce (-0.7-1.4 kV/R --, 1-2 km/s flow velocity) and scale times
copious numbers of lower-energy secondary and backscat- of the order of I hour for 2 keV-electrons, the precipitation-
tered primary electrons moving back upward along field lines flow boundary layer will be of the order of I R, thick for
[Banks et al., 1974; Evans, 1974; Stamnes, 1980; Pulliam et al., strong pitch angle diffusion and thicker still if diffusion is not
1981]. Moreover, Evans and Moore 11979] have shown evi- strong. The location of the boundary will be determined by
dence that conditions of diffuse aurora with small field- the condition that the flow time scale be of the order of the
aligned potential drops produce significant contamination of minimum particle lifetime. Thus strong flows will move the
the hot equatortally trapped plasma by these ionospheric elec- boundary inward.
trons. Lundin 11977] and Evans 11981) have performed calcu- We will now argue that a compression wave, propagating
lations in which a flux tube initially filled with hot Maxwellian inward through the above quiet situation and having an asso-
electrons is allowed to degrade in time by interaction with the ciated flow enhancement of an order of magnitude, will stee-
ionosphere. Lundin's Figure 2.2 and Evans' Figure 2 are re- pen preexisting plasma gradients and displace them further
produced here as Figure 11. It shows that energetic electrons inward from their initial locations. Again, in the frame of the
are eroded away, reducing the temperature of the Maxwellian wave front, plasma approaches rapidly from upstream and
as low-energy electrons traveling up along field lines are dif- then moves away more slowly downstream. Gradients in the
fused in pitch angle onto trapped orbits, adding to the low en- upstream material are steepened by passage through the front.
ergy flux, which tends to have a power law form. We note that In the frame of the upstream plasma, gradients are corn-
time derivatives on a fixed flux tube correspond to spatial de- pressed and subsequently moved inward at a large fraction of
rvatives in a steady convective flow. This figure therefore the wave speeds, given above, as the wave passes. This is sche-
shows the evolution of the electron distribution along the con- matically illustrated in Figure 12. The inclusion of atmo-
vective flow path through the precipitation-flow boundary spheric interactions at the feet of the field lines using a trans-
layer. Rather than a simple loss of energetic electrons, one ex- port equation approach (Stamnes, 19801 should lead to a more
pects a transition from hot quasi-Maxwellian to power law quantitative description of the interaction of the wave with
with low average energy. The assumption of a Maxwellian the inner plasma sheet and conjugate ionosphere.
source plasma is justified in view of our observations of the' As pointed out by Kennel 11969], ions have much longer
post-injection electrons. Moreover, during quite times, the minimum lifetimes due to their long bounce periods (for given
Maxwellian nature of the plasma sheet is well documented energy). If ion scattering is not much more effective than elec-
(e.g., Hones et al., 19711. tron scattering, this implies that ion depletions due to precipi-

We note further that the spectral change depicted in Figure tation have considerably longer scale length along convection
I I is exactly the reverse of the transition which occurs during paths. Hence, ion depletion in a given path length should be
substorm injections. On this basis we propose that the outer considerably smaller than electron depletion at comparable
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Fig. II. Calculated degradation of initial Maxwellian by contact with the atmosphere under strong pitch angle diffusion:

(a) L.undln 11977). and (h) Evas t 19811.
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energies. This is in accord with the relatively small amplitude not becn directly measared, there is ever-) indication that
ion responses in our data. these ubstorm injections produce a net increase in both

Finally, we would like to comment on the nature of the ob- plasma pressure and magnetic hield energy density. The most
served compressive w~ave associated with substorms. They significant Particle category not measured by the UNH in-
have many of the characteristics of shock waves. Evidence strument, the ions of energy greater than 20 keY, are known
supporting such an idfentification is its follows: from other studies to be additional contributors to this pres-

1. The magnetic field magnitude increases by a factor of sure increase. Such evidence tend& to preclude the possibility
23. and the measured plasma pressure increases as well in that the magnetic field increase is simply a cons ecting discon-

crossing through the front. tinuity.
2. Fluctuations in the magnetic field appear suddenly as The resolution of this problem may lie in the actual value of

the wave front is crossed, indicating some source of disorder, the upstream Alfv~n speed. Conditions prior to injection in-
3. Assumnints a wave front roughly normal to the radial di- clhide a depressed magnetic field and enhanced numbers of

recttou. ilie magnetic tield change ts mainly a change of mag- iow-energy electrons end ions. Moreover, the low -energy ions
nitude of the tangential component. may often have a significant component of heavy tons Si~ch as

4. The estimated front thickness OS0.l R,) corresponds to (Y from the ionosphere. These factors adJ work to reduce the
a few hot ion gyroradii and is hence quite thin with respect to local Alfv~n speed in the preinjection plasma With a typical
ion orbits. field depression to 30 nT and an 0' contribution ito number

Iis inteestuag to consider how such a wave might be density of 10111, the Alfvtn speed is reduced to observed injec-
launched. .4rnolfds and Mfoore 119801 have shown that very tion front speeds (-100 kin's) for a density of -5 cm-' Such
similar injcctio.- signatures are produced by SI and SC pulses values of these parameters are not unreasonable and have the
trapidly increasing Dst) driven by abrupt changes in the solar mnerit of reconciling the wave front observations with the con-
wind, which in turn produce rapid compressions of the whole servation laws.
magnetosphere. However, such a driving mechanism is not If the observed compression wave is a magnetosonic shock.
present for the typical substotro event, suggesting ans internal it is an extremely interesting astrophysical phenomenon.
effect. It may be that the tzil-smpporting dawn-dusk current is Propagating as it does through a 13 - ) coilisonless. plasma. it
unstable to the separation and ezrihward propagation of thin may be capable of accelerating some plasma particles to see',
c:urrent sheets from its innermost regiois. high energies in at manner analogous to shock acceleration of

In th, above discussion it has been implicitly assumed that cosmic rays JFisk, 1971fl.
the propagating magnetic held increase is in fact compres-
sional in n.Ature. i-e.. that plasma flows through the wave frontRiuiihp oLw.trdebevron
and is .otsspres.i-das at result. Trhere is a very serious problem As a check on the interpretation we have proposed. we now
with this assumption in that the observed propagation speed is compare our cbservations with the low-altitude phenome-
quite tow compared with Alfsen speeds expected near syn- nology of substorms and general auroral precipitaiion. Such
chronc%.-rt';! ',15 -150 km/s verstis 1000 kmn/s). Conservation comparisons depend upon some aszsumptions about, or model
law-; show that .hocklike disturbance% Must propagate per- of, the mapping between the auroval oval and the equatorial
petidicular to, the magnetic fild faster than (he upstream mag- p~ane While it is conceptuall) simpler to think in terms of a
ri,-osontc spe~ed. which in turn is higher than the Alfvtn time-steady mapping. we feel that it is essential to adint: tha,
speed. chinges in magnetic geometrN ire of fundamental importaiice

!t, the a,oenc:e of iect plasmna hulk flow or electric field during Substotins
ntca,t'reraenits ito ,etle thz issue, one must consider the possi- A long-standing mysser% of ,uhst. r dvr.anoc, is, the pa-i
bilit~ iha, 'he rragricsic fielu increase is actuall) a tangential do-s presented Ns the prcsalcnt polc~aid esxparsitri of %arioiis
discoriii itty. having no motion relative to the plasnss and low-altitude auroral substorm featture' dc~pite the tnal!l'
tnov~ng; ai an eithanced I b a fc'ctor of - 10), convective flow prevatlent thikng thai n~.,- plasma nia~t he :rdrisprictd ;,;
speed. lbs ever, there is at, equally serious diffculty here, all ' inward fronm the sAil. i.c . cquatorsward whci, mappe,.
since sae citoservation laws require pressure balance across :hrli1 a fiAed m~agnetic gitOnetrl 1 to 1 IIJs sude I N~ 1, Ntll
,iu h coisvcesing discontinuilies. Although all particles have known that, the optical Aurora expands polewarc; al Nubktorn:

times IqkasoiA er al, 1974, Father ei al. 19,) and 1his is, t,
seen in electron precipitation I 14-sringhan? (- .2. 19'51 and ;
the auroial electrojet signature (Ruo'rioer eral J,,17, The :If

I. waird fiitw n..:el o.^ injecsuoi has bzen tiii' ~ked bK mai%-
M~ O i- '~'~'~'"'~''vesiigat.)rs iO esplain aobstorn,. plasma Lncrease. , and wc h,.

-. ~joined Barfield el a. [19771 in1 j~oviding kk-rnfirmeu. unam
higuous iwo-point ohsersations of an inward propagating ii:

I X, '20 fi.:eeclion front with each oih.,torrn viewed In the evening sector
- - ~We feel that this paradox, ,ani L-. piai,,l -e-ol-ed h,,

* 71 5wing ior .harigc in tnagnetic field topol, , i an att .'

reocconr7 F4id ixrt of substorms. The ccncept of frozen- in. nos ing magneth
- ~r -~r,~ct c sr,,,qo~field line-. %tmid lead ,, .. senious source of confusion Vast

I i. 2Skhmate 'e-dmeniort ilusraton f :riterct ridnis 119721 has discused several equally Maid hti: rioi:
heiwren An rmilhwaird piopagating compressi,. wave And pr-exw- ' ,tnw-s.!ht'~t l~aciigm' i omge
t(tiasi-s'a~i nlas'na ',oundanes near svrnchronous orbit. fhi fiur is leld liocs WeJ adopt his tit, case, in which ield line n'otior
not hoeId on a cawcitalion. The wave front it shown at two times: first taken 1r, be just enough it) account for temrrial change%
oiiiide '.hen insidle synchronous orbit. field rfornitv I -.at .s 'feld line Motion' is Iolesitca! '0 t,
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motion of zero-energy particles due to induced electric fields each satellite and the time delay between satellites, a first-or-
only. This is in some sense the minimum field line motion, der estimate of the front thickness gives L0.l R.
and the field lines are taken to be essentially attached to fixed Spectral study of the plasma changes show that both ions
points on the earth, since fractional temporal changes are and electrons experience increases above some energy E, and
minimal there. In this view, the magnetic perturbation which decreases below E., where E, is somewhat larger for ions than
passes the satellites near the injection front represents a rapid for electrons, at times reaching the upper limit of UNH ATS 6
inward motion of field lines which were formerly stretched plasma observations. -20 keV. Moreover, the spectrum of hot
out in the tail. injected plasma is often nearly Maxweljian, especially for the

Note that a frame traveling inward with the injected plasma electrons, and suffers little energization of compression in
therefore maps to a fixed latitude location at the ionosphere, propagating from 6.6 to 5.6 R'.
thus explaining why inward motion of plasma does not pro- 3. Commonly observed magnetometer signatures for these
duce equatorward motion of precipitation at the conjugate injection events indicate that a current sheet oriented gener-
ionosphere during the transient period of the substorm. The ally east to west propagates near the injection front and has an
satellite frame of reference, meanwhile, is mapping to more associated oB/at and therefore V x E. The induced electric
poleward locations at the ionosphere, toward the polar cap field of such a current sheet represents an enhancement of the
boundary. The observation of a poleward expanding auroral inward convection and may be thought of as a motion of field
region at low altitude during substorms may not require tail- lines in the sense of a change of mapping between the equa-
ward motion of a plasma source: one at fixed radius or mov- torial plane and the ionosphere.
ing slowly earthward would suffice. However, the present ob- We have compared these observational facts with theoreti-
servations originate within the inner part of the plasma sheet cal models of injection and arrived at the following inter-
and do not permit inferences concerning the poleward bound- pretation:
ary of the auroral zone or the outer boundary of the plasma In active, but preinjection conditions, the inner part of the
sheet. plasma sheet has two important features: (I) the low-energy

convection boundary (convection boundary for near-zero en-
ergy particles, determined by the magnitude of the large-scale

CONCLUSIONS convection electric field) and (2) the precipitation-flow bound-
We believe these two-satellite observations lead to a some- ary layer between hot plasma sheet and atmospherically con-

what clarified view of substorm plasma injection, in which taminated inner plasma sheet (see Figure 12).
boundary motion plays a major role. We have focused upon a In general, boundary 2 is not a sharp boundary, having a
specific type of injection event which we have found to be highly variable structure determined by convection and par-
ubiquitous in our observations. This type of event is charac- ticle lifetimes. It may be thought of as the transition region in
terized by very abrupt dispersionless changes in electron in- which hot plasma sheet (approximately Maxwellian) and at-
tensities and a coincident magnetic perturbation consisting mospheric backscatter and secondary electrons (power law
generally of an increase in the field magnitude combined with -E ' or E-') comingle in varying proportions, hot electrons
a small rotation toward more dipola. orientation (at locations generally decreasing inward and eastward until, near bound-
near the geomagnetic equator). Comparing plasma observa- ary I above, little hot plasma is found.
tions at two points separated in radial distance from earth, we One orbit through the evening and morning sectors in the
have found the following: absence of substorm activity therefore consists of an encoun-

I. Low-energy plasma increases usually observed in the ter with boundary I and then a grazing encounter with
dusk sector prior to substorm activity confirm the presence of boundary 2 in which the amount of hot plasma seen depends
a quasi-static boundary having a shape like that of the Mauk on the large-scale convection field and on whether any small
and Mcllwain 11974] substorm-injected plasma boundary. In- disturbances of it occur.
jection events, as described above, generally occur well after One or more dispersionless injections may occur during
this boundary is encountered but can at times occur nearly si- such a pass through the evening, usually after the low-energy
multaneously with the boundary encounter, or perhaps with boundary has been crossed. Thus the Mauk and Mcllwain
little evidence of the low-energy plasma boundary. We attrib- [1974] 'substorm-injected plasma boundary' is not the site of
ute these low-energy increases to spacecraft penetration of dynamic injections but does mark the approximate inner limit
quasi-static low-energy convection boundaries [Kivelson et al., of substorm activity. Each substorm consists of the following
1980] separating closed orbits from those traceable to the deep effects on the quiet situation described above:
plasma sheet. Sometimes, for example, the day 42, 0930 event, Due to an unspecified process or instability, a partial tail
dispersive electron increases at a few keV energy are observed collapse is initiated well outside synchronous orbit. The col-
prior to the abrupt dispersionless injections. We attribute such lapse propagates earthward in the form of a compression
increases to substorm-associated inward motion of the low-en- pulse. After the pulse passes a given location, B is larger and.
ergy convection boundaries. at off-equator locations, more northward than it % as prior to

2. Injection events are observed at the two satellites with pulse passage. The V x E associated with the pulse is consis-
little dispersion and a well-defined time delay corresponding tent with a rapid intrusion of hot plasma from outside, over-
to radial propagation at a speed of 10.-100 km/s. in general taking preexisting plasma at the propagating wave front and
agreement with data reported by Bavfield el aL. 11977]. De- collapsing the boundary layer 2 to a thin structure, producing
creases are not observed at the outer satellite until well after dramatic injection signatures without any requirement for
the 'injection front' has reached the inner satellite. indicating dramatic energization.
that the front represents a moving boundary between two dif- The role of local acceleration in such a phenomenon is not
ferent plasmas, the region of hot plasma behind the front entirely clear. However, there is some indication that the hot
being at least I R, deep. Using energy dispersion measlired at plasma sheet is further 'heated' by each successive substorm
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Auroral Changes During the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries
and Their Implications for the Solar Wind and the

Long-Term Variation of Sunspot Activity
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S. M. SILVERMAN

,4tr Forte Geoph)-sics Laboratory. Hanscom Air Force Base. Massaciueiti 01'31

Both auroral and geomagnetic activity provide information from which the behavior of the magnet-
osphere and the solar wind can be inferred. Swedish auroral sightings during the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries show a remarkable pattern of changes in the latitudes at which the auroras were ob-
served Auroral reports from New England confirm that these variations were hemisphere-wide rhe
pattern of changes took place over an 106-year period and is easily distinguished from the much smaller
changes that are related to single sunspot number cycles. We infer that the pattern reflects corresponding
changes in the solar wind and the resultant magnetosphenc configuration and that these changes were
much greater than those observed since in situ measurements began. Our results show that a minimum
solar wind occurred at the beginning of the nineteenth century. It has been argued elsewhere that mnini-
mum solar winds also occurred around the beginnings of the eighteenth and twentieth centuries Since all
these periods are also the reported minimums of the '80- to 1O0'-year vanation in sunspot activity, we
conclude that both the changes in the solar wind and in the strength of the cycle in sunspot number re-
flect underlying fundamental long-term changes in the sun itself.

I. INTRODUCTION could not have simultaneously fitted into the range of veloci-

Because the solar wind drives both geomagnetic activity ties and southward fields that exist today Either the yearly

and aurora, the past history of the wind can be inferred from average velocity was less than 200 km/s, or the average south-

records of these phenomena. Other recent work has dealt with ward field was a factor of 3 lower. or both quantities changed;
the periods of the Maunder minimum in the last half of the that is, the solar wind has changed markedly during this cen-

seventeenth century. and with the twentieth century [Suess. tury.

1979- Femnman and Cr,)oker. 19781. Here we study the period These indications of significant changes in the behavior of

from the last part of tc eighteenth century until about 1870 the solar wind underscore the importance of and the need for

using auroral data, and seek for evidence of changes in the so- additional studies to clarifs the nature of this behavior over

lar wind on time scales long compared to a single solar cycle, long periods of time.

in the remainder of this introduction we review the work

that has already been done on inferences concerning seven- 2. EIGHILEINIt ,Ni) NINI IL.NTtt C.NIURY AURORAS
teenth and twentieth century solar wind. In section 2 of the The sunspot cycle from 1610 to 1975 is shown in Figure 1.
paper we discuss eighteenth and nineteenth century auroras taken from Eddr et al. 119761 The accuracy of the data is dis-

and also include a short review of the current state of knowl-
edge concerning the relationship of auroral sightings to inter- cussed at length by Eddy 119761. He rates the annual data post

1848. which was collected from a network of stations, as 're-planetary and solar parameters. Section 3 descrihes the lal. n htfo 88t 87a go h nulnm
changes in the positions of the auroras that have been ob- ibe'nthtfo 189o147ag4,d.Teanulum

bers from 1749 to 1847 are considered less teliable the earlier
served during the current epoch so that they can be compared the year. Eddy restudied !he values from the seventeenth and

to changes in earlier epochs. The final section presents our early eighteenth centuries, and although the yearly numbersconclusions.
Auroraln are not accurate, the general trend is well established. The

Arrland "C data from the Maunder minimum period Manrntnmu aperinheopaelfFgre.Tehave been considered by Suess [19791, who concluded that the Maunder mnmimum ap~pears in the top panel of Figure 1. The
ae bnd csered byd/or te [nte979anetay wo ld tht tre second panel shows three weak cycles between 1798 and 1833.

solar wind speed and/or the interplanetary field intensity werea series of weak cycles centered on

low ard not variable. The history of the solar wind from 1868 abu 9 e th ee peris of reduce cvtaron
to 1967 has been studied through the use of Mayaud's 119731 about 1900. These three periods ol reduced activity around

index, which increased markedly between 1900 and 1960 1710, 1810. and 1900 kd to the hypothesis that thereswas an
"80- to 100".year cycle in sunspot' activity, sometimes called

(Russell. 1975; Svalgaard 1977). The aa index has been re-
lated to the solar wind velocity and southward component of the 'Gleissherg cycle.' though the tern Gleissberg variation
the interplanetary magnetic field for the last solar cycle (Croo- may be more appropriate in %te - of the rediscovery of the

Maunder minimum It has been suggested [lfernmont and
ker et al., 19771. When this relationship was extrapolated to Mauner minmu t h a bncrese ge m n ad
the extreme magnetic calr, of 1901 [Feynman and Crooker, itooyer. 3978l that the gradual increase in geomagnetic actth-

1978). it yielded the result that the solar wind at that time tty at solar cycle minimums from 1901 to 1954 indicates that
the solar wind c %hibited a change with the (ilejss. -rg cycle. If

Copyright © 1980 by the American Geophysical Union this is the case, then the wind should also show .ime pattern

Paper number 80At223. 2Qs1 The oU.S. Government Is authoriied to revroduce an0 eil this -pot.
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ANNUAL MEAN SUNSPOT NUMBERS FROM 1610 TO ThE PRESENT
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Fig I The sunspot cycle 1610-1975, from Eddy et al. [19761.

of change centered on early 1800's. Auroral data can be used scriptors of the relative magnitude of this functional relation-
to examine this question, ship.

Figure 2 shows the yearly aurora) frequency data from Swe- Geomagnetic activity and auroral sightings are closely cor-
den for the years 1721- 1876. The data were collected by Ru. related. Figure 3 shows the comparison between the auroral
benson (1979, 18821, the Director of the Central Meteor- frequency in Sweden and the aa index for the years 1868-
ological Institute ot Sweden, from publications, newspapers, 1876, for which the Rubenson catalog and Mayaud tabulation
journals, and manuscript sources. Since the series was very overlap. The aa yearly average has been calculated for the
carefully collected by a single knowledgeable person and re- July to June year of the auroral data. The correlation coefli-
fers to a geographically restricted area, it forms as nearly con- cient is 0.97, indicating a remarkably good fit. Studies of au-
sistent a set of data as can be available from this period. The roral observations at specific sites iniicate that extrapolatior
auroral frequency in Figure 2 is defined as the number of of the curve to other time periods is ha2 ,rdous because of the
nights per year on which auroras were seen. If more than one changes in auroral distribution discussed below. However.
observer reported the same auroral display, it was never- even though the relationship between geomagnetic activity
theles counted as a single aurora. The year is counted from and auroral sightings may change, we may still expect the
July of one year to June of the next. Since there is little dark- number of auroral sightings, like geomagnetic activity, to de
ness in Sweden during the summer months, there are very few pend on some function of the solar wind velocity, southward
auroras reported for May, June, and July. field component, and perhaps other parameters in a secondary

We note the paucity ofauroras during the period from 1809 way. An unusually low number of auroral sightings is then al-
to 1815. In the entire period of 156 years of data. only 14 years most certain to reflect low values of some of all of these solar
had fewer than 10 auroras, but of these, 6 occurred in this pe- wind parameters.
riod of 7 years, an indication that the solar wind was in some In order to examine the period around the beginning of the
sense 'weak' around 1810. as it had been at the end of the nineteenth century more closely the geographic distribution of
1600's and would be again in 1900. The functional relation- Swedish auroras is shown in Figure 4. Rubenson has divide,.
ship between the parameters of the solar wind and the mag- Sweden into four geographic latitude regions: froni 55°N t(,
netic a.tivity and auroras which are driven by the wind is not 58'30'N, from 58*30'N to 61130'N, from 61' 30'N to 65*N
accurately known at thi time. As is noted below, however, we and from 65°N to 70'N. lic reports on the number of aurora.
can at least qualitatively use the terms weak and strong as de- seen in each region so that in contrast to the count shown in
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Fig. 2. The annual numifber of auroras seen in Sweden 1720-1876, data from Rubenson 11879, 18821.

Figure 2. if an aurora is seen over a wide enough distribution 1856 misnum. From 1 858 to the end of the series, auroras
of latitudes, at will be reported once for each district in which occurred about equally in the north and south.
it is seen. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the number of aur- From 1771 to 1876 we have then a period of 106 years, or
oras reported for the two most northerly districts taken to- about 9 / solar cycles, during which the Swedish auroras un-
gerher to the number reported for the two most southerly dis- derwent a well defined systematic change in the pattern of oc-
tricts taken together. We have plotted the ratio of the currence. first appearing only in the south, moving north, then
difference between the number of nothern and southern aur- appearing only in the south again, and finally moving to mid-
oras to the sum. Thus + I indicates that auroras occurred only Sweden.
in the north, and - I indicates that they occurred only in the It had originally been our intention to also use the entire
south. auroral catalog of Tromhow j 1902l of Norwegian auroras as a

The figure shows a remarkable pattern of auroral occur- comparison data set. A careful examination of this data, how-
rence. From 3807 to 1822. except for 2 years, the auroras were ever, revealed several problems. Almost all of Norway is geo-
seen predominately in the north. The second of the three magnetically 'north.' according to the division of Rubenson's
weak solar cycles of the Gleissberg 1800 minimum spanned Swedish data. Also, from 1787 to 1816. the ratio of the numa-
the period from 1810 to 1822, but the cycle began with a ber of auroras seen in Norway to the number seen in Sweden
broad minimum in 1807. Hence this period of predominately is typically below 0.2. suggesting some difficulty in the Norwe-
northern auroras spanned the second weak solar cycle. This gian data during that period. The small Norwegian numbers
period of extreme northerly auroras is consistent with the no- also lead to poor statistics. From 1826 to the end of the series
tion of a weak solar wind resulting in relatively weak auroras the ratio of reported auroras in Norway to Sweden typically
occurring in a contracted oval. It is interesting to note that the ranged from I to 3. Cutting the Norwegian data into northern
"4C count was anomalously high during the early decades of and southern regions at a line which is geomagnetically 20
the 1800"s IDamon eta!., 1978]. which also is consistent with a
weak solar wind. -*- . . r.. .-, ,

There are two periods before 1807 and after 1822 when au- ,¢ ALL SWEDEN ;
roral frequency was somewhat more equally distributed be- 6-876) "/
tween the north and the south in that auroras were seen about ,o r•09 c

*I tO 3 times more frequently in the north. The first of these pe- "
riods started in 1793 or 1794. This is 2 or 3 years before the 6oo0

1797 minimum, and the sunspot number at that time was
about the same as it was for the maxima of the first two weak oo

cycles. The second period went from 1823 to 1837. This is = eo-
from a solar minimum to a year after the large maximum of 14 *

1836. Thus there does not seem to be a close relationship be- so I- /

aa

tween the maximums or minimums of sunspot cycles and the

onset, ending, or changes within the period of northerly aur- o. /
oras from 1793 to 1837. "

During the 23 years before 1793 and the 20 years after 1837. -c; - ",

Figure 4 shows that almost all the aurora that were seen ap- - '

peared only in the south of Sweden. At that time the fre-0., , ,
quency of aurora in all of Sweden was within the normal ,, ,* ,(, . .I;'

range (see Figure 2). The first period of southern auroras i.3.TenmrofaorsbevdinSdevrushea

Fig. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i 2. The anulnmerouuoassemnSwdnbe-17 dt r o aurors obsre 1179 18 de82rs1.h

ended a year after the 1796 maximum of the sunspot cycle, indices of geomagnetdc activity f cr the period dunn which data were
and the second southern auroral period began a year after the avaIable foir i lth time series
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Fig 4 A comparison of the number of auroras listed by Rubnson for the two northernmost Swedish districts to the
number listed for the two southernmost districts. Note the well-marked pattern between 1770 and 1876

north of Rubenson's cut. we find that from 1826 to 1839 the cyclic as would be required to produce the observed change in
auroral ratio (N - S)/(N + S) was >0 for 10 of the 14 years, occurrence pattern; the dipole drifted in the same direction
from 1840 through 1858 it was :0.05 for 14 of 18 years, and throughout the period.
after 1858 to the end of the series in 1876 there were only 2 The nonlocal nature of the change in auroral occurrence
years when the ratio was not >0. Thus where the Norwegian frequency is confirmed by comparing the Swedish data with
data are sufficiently ample, they tend to confirm the results data from New England, collected by Loomis 11866]. who was
obtained from the Swedish data. one of the pioneers of American auroral research in the nine-

A change in the pattern of observed occurrence of auroras teenth century. His data were culled from published sources
can be due to several factors, including a change in the num- such as journal articles and observatory reports. Figure 5
ber of character of observers, a change in the earth's dipole shows the number of auroras reported per year in Boston and
field, or a change in the solar wind driving the auroras. From New Haven. We note that from about 1792 to about 1836 al-
the Swedish data in Figure 4 it appears very unlikely that the most no auroras were seen, but that before and after those
observed change of pattern can be due to either a change in times auroral sightings were very frequent. When the data
observers or in the earth's dipole field. Sweden. during the pe- from Sweden and Boston--New Haven are superposed, as in
riod covered, was a highly developed and major continental Figure 6, the agreement is remarkable. When auroras were
power, and there are no historical events which lend them- seen predominately in southern Sweden. they were also seen
selves to a change of observational patterns of the required in New England, which is at a more southerly geomagnetic
scope. A change in the earth's dipole field of the character re- latitude. When they were seen more frequently in northern
quired can be ruled out. Barraclaugh [19741 had calculated the Sweden, they were rarely observed in New England. Since the
latitudes and longitudes of the northern geomagnetic pole of change in auroral pattern took place simultaneously at two
the centered dipole field as 79.90 and 307.20 , respectively, in such widely separated locations, the cause must be in the
1750, 78.70 and 296.0' in 1850, and 78.8' and 294.8 ° in 1890. driver of the aurora, the solar wind. It should be noted that
The effect of this motion on a point in Sweden which is at the changes to and from southern auroras were remarkably
about 60°N geographic is to move it from about 60°N geo- sudden, and that therefore the changes that took place in the
magnetic in 1750 to about 610 N geomagnetic in 1850. This I" wind must also have occurred suddenly. We also note that any
or 20 shift is insufficient to cause large effects in the auroral sunspot cycle changes (Figure 4) are small in comparison with
occurrence patterns. Furthermore, the dipole motion was not the major changes in auroral frequency pattern that w- dis-

cussed.
At our present stage of knowledge it is not possible to iden-

A(,POPA'; g1ivr4SVF, '.V .1 AVEN AN, BOSTON tify unequivocally the solar wind parameters that must have
'L ,.. 0,85 changed to affect either the annual frequency or latitudinal

6(1 r , -T distribution of auroral observations. The problem can be ap-

proached either through direct studies of auroras or of the
Iclosely related geomagnetic activity. It was early suggested

that geomagnetic activity should be related to some function
fI of the solar wind velocity v and the southward component of

N the interplanetary field B, [Rostoker and Fdlthammer. 1967).
*. >"Numerous studies have found that high values of indices of

geomagnetic activity are associated with southward B. (cf

I, (. " Hirshberg and Colburn, 11969; Arnold,. 1971; Tsurutani and

Meng, 19721 and that large southward B, occurs in flare-I it produced disturbances 1cf. Hirsherg and Colburn 19691 and

" ' r] at the leading edges of fast solar wind streams [Hirshberi

0. , ated with coronol holes [Neupert and Pizzo. 19741 liow-
Pig. 5 Auroral observations in the Boston-New Haven area from ever, a recent study (Burlaga and King, 1979] found that about

1780 to 1850; data from Looms 118861. 20% of interplanetary magnetic field enhancements were not
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Fig. 6. A superposition of Figure 5 and the ratio of northern to southern auroras in Sweden showing that the auroras

disappeared from the Boston-New Haven area at the same time as they become more common in the north of Sweden

Later they reappeared in Boston -New Haven and were not seen in the north of Sweden.

related to either flares or streams. Other studies of the correla- whether the change in the solar wind was primarily expressed
tions of geomagnetic indices and interplanetary parameters in B, or in v or in both during Gleisberg variations.
show high correlations with functions of B, and v as expected,
but they also show that other interplanetary parameters such 3. AURORAL DISTRIBUTIONS IN 'THE CURRt-NI EPOcH

as the magnitude of the interplanetary field or the density may It is interesting to compare the data in Figure 2 with studies

also be involved in a secondary role [Garrett et al., 1974; of changes in the distribution of auroras that occurred be-
Maezawa, 19781. In any case, however, the matter of identi- tween the minimum and maximum of a recent solar cycle.
fying the solar wind parameter that causes geomagnetic An estimate of the ratio of northern to southern auroras for
changes is not as simple as it might first appear, since it has that cycle can be obtained from the work of Sandord 11%81,
been found that B, is the most important parameter for proc- who studied the latitudes of the auroras in the southern hemi-
esses taking place on the time scale of hours [Foster et al., sphere during the 1958-1959 IGY and the 1963 IQSY. Using
19711. whereas v is the most important parameter for changes the geomagnetic latitudes corresponding to the Swedish data,
on the time scale of the solar cycle (Crooker et al., 1977). It we find that discrete auroras appeared equatorward of 600 on
would certainly be premature to speculate if the 80- to 100- about 40% of the nights in the IGY 1958 1959. In the band
year variation is expressed in changes of B, or v or some un- between 600 and 70' , auroras were visible on 60'7 of the
known combination of both. nights. Therefore if all auroras that occurred were observed.

The studies of the relation of auroras directly to solar wind the ratio comparable to that of Figure 4 would be 0.2. For the

parameters have yielded less information. The first difficulty is IQSY, in 1963, discrete auroras occurred equatorward otf 600

that most modern studies use DMSP (Defense Meteorological on 20% of the nights and between 600 and 700 on 80% of the
Satellite Program) satellite imagery or particle precipitation to nights, giving a ratio of 0.6. Thus though the ratio was higher
determine the boundary of the auroral oval as defined by the for the IQSY than for the IGY, the change was not nearly as
diffuse auroras. The eighteenth and nineteenth century au- dramatic as that between, say, 1810 and 1850. Unfortunately,
roral sightings are of discrete auroras, of course. Although the there are no solar wind data for the IGY, so that the changes
discrete auroras are imbedded in the auroral oval, a knowl- in auroral occurrence frequency reported by Sandford can not

edge of the oval's response to solar wind gives at best only ap- be directly related to solar wind changes.
proximate information on the discrete auroras. A second diffi- Two effects of changes in the solar wind that could cause a

culty is that although it may be expected that the auroras change in auroral occurrence frequency at a particular lati-
respond to the same solar wind parameters as geomagnetic ac- tude are changes in the number of geomagnetically disturbed

tivity, the studies of oval boundaries to date use only B,. As days per year and changes in the position of auroras for the
southward B, increases, the oval boundary move equatorward same level of geomagnetic activity. Both types of changes oc-
(Kamide and Wmningham, 1977; Pike and Dandekar, 19791, curred between the IGY and IQSY.
and the probability of substorms also increases [Kamide ei al., Feldstemn and Starkov (19681 show the location of the north-

19771. Sheeley f19781 showed that for the 1973-1974 Skylab era hemisphere auroral oval edges as a function of magnetic
period, which was dominated by the recurrent geomagnetic activity as measured by the Q index for the IGY when the av-

storms typical of the descending portion of the sunspot cycle, erage aa index was 29 and for the IQSY when the average aa

the equatorward oval boundary was related to the southward was 21. During both periods the width of the oval increases
B, and hence to solar flares and coronal holes. It therefore ap- with increasing geomagnetic activity. The equatorward
pears that although we know that auroral sightings will be de- boundary expanded southward in both periods, whereas the
pendent on solar wind B, and we expect them to depend on poleward boundary moved northward with Q except for Q's
some function of v and B,, neither the work on the auroral of I or 2 during the IGY. The excursion of the southward
oval nor the work on geomagnetics allows us to speculate on boundary was about 6' during the IQSY and 10' during the
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IGY. The southward excursion was more marked than the 11 was a careful and painstaking piece of work, This paper was writen
nortwar exurson urig te IG. FldseinandStakov on the hundredth anniversary of the publication of the first part of the

atorthatd texcerntruling the oval moedsnorthward St.5o l Catalog, so that this Appears to be an appropriate time to memorialize
stat tht te ceterlin ofthe valmovd nrthwrd .5'be- his work.
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IMPLICATIONS OF SOLAR CYCLES 19 AND 20

GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY FOR MAGNETOSPI|ERIC PROCESSES

Joan Feynman

Department of Physics, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167

Abstract. The solar cycle variations of geo- occurs about 1963, when extensive space data
magnetic indices are compared for the last two was first collected for several months (Neuge-
solar cycles. It is found that the midlatitude bauer and Snyder, 1966). In contrast, only
aa index and the ring current index, Dot. exhibit a flattening occurs near maximum in 1968, and
a markedly different relationship to one another there is a small peak in <Dst> in 1972 and a
in the two cycles. large peak in <as> in 1974. The cycle 20 <aas

During solar cycle 20 the yearly averaged as peak has been discussed by Gosling et al. (1977)
has been shown to be linearly related to either and was due to long lived fast solar wind
the yearly averaged 13,1v 2 or v2

, where Bz is the streams.
north-south component of the interplanetary field The relative behavior of the two indices is
and v is the solar wind velocity. However, the also very different during solar cycles 19 and
yearly averaged Dot is well represented by a 20. The <Dot> and the <as> appear to have been
linear function of Bzv and not by a function v

2 .  
linearly related from 1957 through 1968, i.e.

A combination of regression formulas for Dat and from cycle 19 sunspot maximum to cycle 20 sun-
aa allows estimates to be made of the annual spot maximum. However, there is no apparent
average v and B, from 1957 until 1965, when in relation between <Dost

> 
and <as> from 1969 to

situ measurements of the solar wind became avail- 1975. For example, a comparison of the data for
able. Most interesting, however, is the point the years 1960 and 1974 presents a striking

that the dependence of aa and D,, on different difference. Although ,aa> was the same for both
functions of solar wind parameters implies that years <Oat> was almost -30 nT in 1960 and -12 nT
tht ring current is not directly produced by in 1974. It is thus clear that <Dot, and <aa,
substorm injections. This result is in agreement are not simply functionally related.
with models of magnetospheric processes in which
the increased ring current and substorm activity Relationship to Solar Wind Parameters
are two separate aspects of increased magneto-
spheric convection. The ring current index and mid-latitude

indices can be compared to solar wind parameters.
Soular Cycle Variation of Geomagnetic Activity Crooker et al. (1977) found that the An index

and <v
2
> were linearly correlated with a co-

The solar wind has been studied in situ for efficient of 0.9, and that there was no statis-
more than a solar cycle and a question now arises tically significant change in the correlation
as to the extent to which observations made coefficient when <1B 2 J><v

2
> was used as the

durin, the most recent cycle can be generalized independent variable in place of <v?
-
. The same

to other solar cycles. A convenient method of is of course true of the relation between <aa,
approaching this problem is through the study of and <v

2
> and <lBzl>. Approximating <v

2
> by <xv

geomagnetic indices and their relation to solar for the years 1965 to 1974 the relationships are
wind param+eters. To search for differences that
may exist among solar rycles, the ring current <as> = 12.4 x 10

- 5 
<v>

2 
- 2.2 (1)

ind,,x, Dst, has been compared to the as index
which rharacterizes the range of midlatitude or
geomagoietic variations. The as index is very
closely related to the more familiar A index <as> - 5.5 x 10

5  
IBzl><v>

2 
- 2.4 (2)

as discussed in Allen and Feynman (198t). For
both data sets, yearly averages are used to where the correlation coefficient is 0.9 in both
eliminate effects of the annual and semiannual cases and <v> is in k/sec and <1B 1> x, nT.
components of the variations. The annual The correlation coefficient of Dst with
averaged D,< for the 19 years from 1957 <v>

2 
is less than 0.2, indicating no particular

chrougt 197. are shown as solid lines in figure relationship. With <v> the correlation coeffi-
1. The Dst has not been determined for earlier cient is less than 0.4. lowever, Burton et al.
periods. The annual averaged as shown as dashed (1975) have shown that the hourly Dst is related
lines has been used because it is available from to vBs where B. is the southward interplanetary
1868 until the present and its use will facil- field component. The yearly averages of Dat and
ita,: exten.ion of this study to earlier time vBs are compared in f iure 2 where recalling that
periods. Of course, it is closely related to 1 > a <{, , <Bz1, vB > has been approxi-A mate by N iZ. <v><1 Th vau S ee>nd approx
A (see Allen and Feyiuman, 1980, for further mated by <v>< Bz1'. The values of <v> and < Bz >
discussion of geomagnetic indices). Note that are taken from Crooker et al. (1977). The corre-
in solir cycle 19 the major peak occurs in both apondence between the quantities is very satis-
-aa and .

1
Dst' three years after the 1957 Run- factory except perhaps for 1972. The linear

spot maximum and a small secondary flattening regression in given by

Copyright 1980 by the American Geophysical Union. <Dst> - 0.45 111,j><v> - 29.9 (3)
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- -the accuracy of the procedure is, expected t,,' he
SOLAN CYCLE VARIAIIONgodscetecrelt(n offintw-r
ANNUAL AVERAGESgodsnetecreaincefinR ,U

' Os 37 Igh. The mean errors In -v-calvulated from
-30* 1o'-~.' 30 express,;ons I and 2 and usinp the measured value

S of B,,' are 3. 57~ and 5, espec-rivvv Sin, e
0 6~ this dil ference Is not statistically significant,20 240-~ ~ al expression ot form I will be used since, that

,a,. choice will permit evN to he calculated without
.e per torming algebra on the regrofssion lines, whi, It

6,of Is a quest loniibl e pro.-edore. Piho regressioin
line with -v,: as thv depentdent variable is

MAX MAX 48

YEAR . xli .b-a, 041)8 .l

Fig. 1. The annual mean ring current index Dst The resulting values ut v- ar, shown, in f igure
and midlatitude disturbance index as for nine- 3. Fo r thle petriJod I rom 19 f)S t o 1974 the Its-io
teen years. The maxima of cycle 19 and 20 are error in -v, is ?. 77,. Iii is rain h- cI...mparc-i to
indicated by arrows as is the minimum which the mean dIfferen-,- betwi-ei -v dt- ti-riojined tv
marks the end of cycle 19. odtieal.i9.1u ytlelo Alm-

Scientific 1.aboratoi iost rutnt as g iven b-,
with a correlation coefficient of 01.8. The devi- Bridge (1976). For the seveni years when both[
ation of 1972 from the pattern in figure 2 may be data sets are available the mi--in difference tis
due to the effects of the great solar flares at 2.8%. rhus, the error; in the estiEsates from
the beginning of August. The actual velocity 1965 to 1974 are no lairger than the uncertainrx
of the solar wind was nor measured near earth and of the datai. Tt should also be re-called thtt
hence is not Included in the Yearly average, but interplantLary data cuvkerage was never citnipl-ti'
from other measurements it can be inferred that during these years (Hzindhausen, 19)79).
during this period it was sometimes greater than The values of the, velocity determined fri, (4)
1,000 [anfsec (Ricket, 1975, Davis and Feynman, for 1957 to 1964 are quite reasonable. The
1977). Spjeldvik and Fritz (1980) report that solar wind annual average velocity was near ')00
a very large increase of MeV helium ions was seen km/sec from 1957 through 1960 and then fell t,,
in the magnetosphere at L values as low as 2 about 440 km/sec for tltrev years and finally to
after the August 1972 storms, but not after 400 km/sec at solar wind minimum. The est init ed
three other major storms in 1972. Although no value in 19b4 agrees well with the observed
measurements are reported for the KeV energy values in 1965 and 1966.
range which makes up most of the ring current, The -'113,J can now be e-stimated from thii
it appears likely that the composition was regression between (<llJ.<v> and Drt which is
altered in August of 1972, In such a way as to written as
increase the decay time of the Ds t leading to
the unusual relationship between the interplan- <1B,1><v> -- 13.9-Ilt + 768 (i)
etary parameters and Dst. Flares of the a
intensity of August 1972 are very unusual since Since <v, Is determined from (4) and the correla-
the August flares produced the most Intense solar tion coefficient for (5) is 0.8, this procedure
proton event yet observed (Reid et al., 1976). is not expected to be as accurate as the pro-

cedure for lvs. The results are shown in the
Implic4ations for Solar Cycle 19 lower panel of figure 3. The years 1965 to 1974

The observed values of asa> and 'D) can be _____ _____ _____

used to calculate an approximate <v> and .cSz> for 54-ANNUAL AVE RAGE SOLAR WINO
all the years since 1957. For the ten years of Az -- rsmtWA
good solar wind data coverage from 1965 to 1974, '10 AVERAGt JF MEAU5EMI NTS

481)4

-46 -

400-
sV vI ui - 1 20 380i,' itOI1000- 15 A I 360'-

90 - 1
/ shw,, J~4~K+ :;ti 4

Fig.e is Thygod vaie measured vnuaalaues.shw a YA
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show an av rage error of 3.4Z using v'-, from (4) Predictions Proccedings, Vol. II, (ed. R. F.

rather than Lthe measured v .. Again, I i vst - Donnelly) U.S. Department of Commerce, 1980.

mated values of - BIt.I in sola ryclt- 19 appear Bridge, Herberc S., Solar cycle manifestations in

very reasonable. the interplanetary medium, Physics of Solar
Planetary Environments, Proceedings of the Int.

and Conclusions Symposium on Solar-Terrestrial Physics, Boulder,
CO, (ed. 0. J. Williams) published by Am.

The difference of the relative behavior of Geophys. Union, 1976.

[st ant) aa can be readily explained by noting Burton, R. K., R. L. McPherron and C. T. Russell,

that the two magnetic indices respond to An empirical relationship between interplan-

different functions of the solar wipd parameters. etary conditions and Dst, .__q29hys. Res., 80,

Use of the regression formulas to find <v> and 4204 (1975).

< Bz!" for the 19th solar cycle yield very Crooker, N. U., J. Feynman and J. T. Gosling, On

reasonable values for both parameters so that the high correlation between long-term averages

the difference in the relative behavior of ODt of solar wind speed and geomagnetic activity,

tad ;ui In the two solar cycler. can be explained J.__Le9?hy.__Res., 82, 1933 (1977).

by differences in the solar wind. Davis, W. D. and Joan Feynman, Type II emission
The method used In this study to estimate past mechanism, J. Geophys. Res., 82, 4699 (1977).
The md used fo this ad to e te Diodato, L., G. Moreno, C. Signormi, and K. W.

<v> and <iBz]> from <an> and <Dst> can be exten- 'i
ned to earlier periods through the determination Ogilvie, Long-term variations of the solar
of the Dat for those periods. The period about wind parameters, J. Geophys. Res., 79, 5095
1900 will be particularly interesting since the (1974 . ar
sqola will boue partcuarly dispaedn sinc the Feynman, J. and N. U. Crooker, The solar wind

solar wind could not have displayed <v> and at the turn of the century, Nature, 275, 626

< > SiMaUltanMously in the range they have had (1978).
since 1957 (Feynman and Crooker, 1978). e Bame, An

The physical meaning of .ai- is not immedi- Gosling, J. T., J. R. Asbridge. S..B

ately obvious. However, the midlatitude indices unusual aspect of solar wind speed variations

were designed to be a measure of the range of during solar cycle 20, J. Geophys. Res., 82,

activity having a characteristic time of less 3311 (1977).

than three hours. Thus, aa is expected to be Hundhausen, A. J., Solar activity and solar wind,

closely related to substorm activity. This Rev. of Geophys. and Space Phys. , 17, 2034,

expectation is confirmed by noring that the 1979.

ratio <a> almost constant for the years Lyons, L. R. and D. J. Williams, A source for the

when both are available, 1965 to 1974, ranging geomagnetic storm main phase ring current, 3.

only from 0.10 to 0.12. SInce AAE> Is a measure Geo_ .R., 85, 523 (1980).

of substorm activity (Rostoker, 197?) even Neugebauer, M. and W. Snyder, Mariner 2 obser-

though AE may fail to detect substorms accu- vations of the solar wind, 3. Geophys. Res.,

rately under some extreme circumstances, it 2_1, 4469 (1966).

follows that <aa> is also a measure of the Reid, G. C., I.S.A. lsaksen, T. E. Holzer, and

annual mean substorm activity. P. J. Crutzen, Influence of ancient solar-

it can be concluded then that substorms proton events on the evolution of life, Nature,

and the ring current, although closely related, .259, 177 (1976).

respond to different parameters in the solar Rickett, B. J., Disturbances in the solar wind

wind. These results do not agree with the from IPS measurements In August 1972, Solar

concept that the ring current is fed directly Phys., 43, 237 (1975).

by substorm injections. Rather they strongly Rostoker, G., Polar magnetic substorms, Rev.

spport the concept that the ring current and of Geophys. and Space Phys., 10, 157 (1972).

injections are separate aspects of increased Siscoe, G. L., A quasi-self-consistent axially

particle convection (Siscoe, 1979, Lyons and symmetric model for the growth of a ring

Williams, 1980). current through earthward motion from a pre-
storm configuration, Planet. Space Sci., 27,
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GEOMAGNITIC AND SOLAR WIND CYCLES, 1900-1975
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Abstract. Recent research has established the Introduction
reality of the 80 to 100-year cycle (long cycle)
in solar-terrestrial phenomena that for many Since the solar wind produces geomagnetic
years has been suspected to occur. This paper variations and auroras, a great deal of
investigates some of the systematic changes that information about past behavior of the wind and

took place during the most recent long cycle, the sun itself can be derived from studies of
The variations of one hundred years of data on geomagnetics and of the behavior of auroras. The
the aa index of geomagnetic activity are results of earlier studies have demonstrated
relnvestlgated. Since the solar wind drives remarkable regularities that form the background
geomagnetic activity the results of the study are for this study. Here these studies are continued
interpreted in terms of the solar wind. It is with emphasis on the systematic changes that have

shown that the 11-year solar cycle as expressed occured in solar terrestrial phenomena during the
by the number of sunspots (the sunspot cycle) is last century.
very different from the 11-year solar cycle as The variation of the solar output during the
expressed by the solar wind and geomagnetics (the eleven year solar cycle has many manifestations,
solar wind cycle). With an objective technique, including for example, sunspot number,
using only sunspot numbers and not involving any development of polar coronal holes, major solar
judgement as to the transient or recurrent nature flares and the solar wind. Hirshberg 11973]
of any geomagnetic activity, the solar wind cycle pointed out that distinctions should be made
is decomposed into the sun of two equally strong between the solar cycle variations will have the
periodic variations, each having the period of same period but may have different phases,
the sunspot cycle, but differing in phase. One relative amplitudes and/or shapes of variation.
term in the decomposition, the R component, is It has become common practice to use the
chosen to have the phase and relative amplitude variations of the sunspot number as the standard
of the sunspot cycle. The other term in the for the solar cycle and to compare the changes in
decomposition, the I component, is found to be all other relevant quantities to the sunspots,
almost, but not quite, 1800 out of the phase with but this approach is sometimes not based on
R and to have very closely related amplitudes, physical relationships. Even the shape of the
The source of the R component is shown to be corona observed from 1839 to 1945 did not have
sporadic or short-lived solar events and that of the same phase as the sunspots 1HIrshberg, 1973].
the I component is shown to be long lived solar The 'minimum' ('maximum') eclipse form occurred
features such as coronal holes. The amplitudes about 1 1/2 years before sunspot minimum
are interpreted as being due to solar wind (maximum). Hirshberg introduced the notion of a
parameters, probably IBZIV2 . The solar wind 'solar wind cycle' that is, the 11-year solar
observed at earth oscillates rhythmically between cycle as expressed in the variations of the solar
the two sources. The amplitude of both the wind, which need not have the same phase or shape
oscillations increased smoothly and steadily from as the sunspot cycle.
1900 to 1960, corresponding to the ascending Since we have now observed the solar wind for
branch of the long cycle of solar activity which more than 11-years, changes due to the solar
has been established elsewhere as occuring in the cycle should have been observed. Such changes
solar wind with an average period since the have indeed taken place in the interplanetary
Middle Ages of 87 years. From these results it field magnitude [King, 1979, 1981), in lBZ1, the
is concluded that there is a very strong absolute value of the field component
relationship between coronal conditions at the perpendicular to the ecliptic plane (Siscoe et
sites of origin of long lived stream of solar al., 19781 and in the helium abundance of the
wind and the corresponding sites of sporadic wind INeugebsuer, 1981]. In addition, stable
and/or short lived events 5 or 6 years later. high-speed streams developed during the period of
Moreover, there is a remarkable and orderly the cycle corresponding to a decreasing number of
evolution of these conditions over at least 60 sunspots [Gosling et al., 1977]. These streams
years. The interruption of the smooth evolution produced the recurrent geomagnetic storms
in 1960 suggests we are now in the declining [Neupert and Pizzo, 19741 that are so typical of
phase of the long cycle, which is to be expected that phase of the sunspot cycle INewton, 1948).
since the average cycle period is 87 years and Not surprisingly the variations in solar wind
the last minimum was in the first decade of this parameters are not necessarily in phase with the
century. solar cycle as expressed by the numbers of

sunspots. For example, the helium abundance
may lag the sunspot number by a year or so

Copyright 1982 by the American Geophysical Union. (Neugebauer, 19811. The solar cycle variation of
the int-irplanetary field intensity, showed a

Paper number 2A0578. broad p~ateau between the well marked minima in
0148-0227/82/002A-0578$05.OC about 1965 and 1976 [King, 19791. The value of
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Fig. 1. The annual number, R and the annual average as Index, (a&), from 1868
to 1975. (aa) is measured in units of nanoteslas.

the annua-l average of hourly values of Bz tracked in the early decades of the 1600's. The minim

the sunspot number fairly well [Siscoe et al., circa 1800 was noted widely by observers at the
1978). The yearly averaged solar wind velocity time and is discussed by Fritz 118811. Feynman
had 4 well arked mximm during the period of and Silvermn 119801 studied the positions at
declining sunspot number and returned to smller which aurora were observed in Sweden between 1771
values in about 1977, a year after minimum and 1858 and concluded that the solar wind in
sunspot number. 1809-1815 was in some sense weak with a mitnimum

In addition to an 1l-year cycle, for over a at the time. This conclusion is consistent with
hundred years it has been suspected that there i the observation of anomalously high levels of C

14

a longer cycle in the frequency and/or intensity during the early decades of the 1800's [Damon et
of aurora. This variation is interpreted by al., 19781. Concerning the 1900 minimum, Russell
modern workers as a solar wind change. Early 11975] noted that there was a general rise in the
workers suggested periods ranging from 50 to 100 sunspot cycle averaged value of the aa index of
years [Hansteen, 1981; Olmstead, 1856; Fritz, geomagnetic activity between 1900 and 1960.
18811. Siscoe 119801 has recently reviewed both Feynman and Crooker 11978) pointed out that there
the history of early recognition of the long was a steep rise in the level of geomagnetic
cycle and the evidence for it in the auroral activity at sunspot minimum between 1900 and 1960
record for Europe and the record for the Orient such that the annual average value of the as
since the Middle Ages. He concludes that the index, (as), at the 1905 maximum, when the
auroral record from 1090 to 1700 shows a sunspot number was 63, wes 2 nT less than the
variation of the occurrence frequency with a mean (as) at the 1954 minimum when the sunspot
period of 87 years. Glelssberg (19651 has number was 4. They suggested this rise was a
reported a period of approximately 80 years in manifestation of the long cycle since this trend
auroral frequency for 16 centuries and Link toward increasing (aa) at each minimum was In
(19621 discussed the sam period variation in sharp contrast to the behavior of the sunspot
auroral intensity since A. D. 600. Recent minima number. For sunspots, although the maximum of
of this long cycle occurred about 1700, 1810 and each succeeding cycle was stronger then the
1901. Evidence for the 1700 minimum comes from preceding one, the sunspot number returned to
the work of Eddy 11976) and Link 119641 who show near zero at each minimum. Feynman and Silverman
there was a decline in the number of auroral [19801, noted that the long cycle as seen in the
observations per decade during the latter half of gradual change in the strength of successive
the 1600s, ending in a strong upsurge of reports sunspot cycles and the long cycle as expressed by
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quantities "s another indication that the long Crooker, 1978). In the first section of this
cycle was a real effect and not merely apparent paper the relationship of (aa) to the yearly
due to a statistically random change in the average sunspot number (R) is examined and
number of sunspots at mximum. decomposed into two terms. The second section

Earlier studies of the ll-year cyclic discusses the relationship of these terms to each
variations of geomagnetic activity have also been other and to their solar sources. The results
fruitful. It has been well known for many years are discussed and summarized in the third and
that the actlivity In a given cycle has a maximum fourth sections, respectively.
of sudden commencement storms near sunspot
maximum and a second mxitmum of recurrent storms The Sunspot Number and the Decomposition of
a few years later [Newton, 1948]. Ohl [19711 Geomgnetic Variations
compared the annual average Kp with the annual
average sunspot number and discussed the distinct The study of past geomgnetice and solar wind
second mxim that were apparent during the has been aided immeasurably by the work of Mayaud
decline of the sunspot number during sowe 11-year 11973], who painstakingly studied 100 years of
cycles. These second mxim were due to data at two antlpoal stations (Melbourne and
recurrent storm . He showed that the level of Greenwich) and derived a commnsurate set of half
this activity was a good predictor of the sunspot day values for a three hour range index, as, for
number maximm in the next cycle but was not as *h e entire period. The yearly averages of &a and
closely related to the preceeding sunspot number ..,e sunspot number R are shown In Figure I
mximum. He concluded that the true beginning of adapted from from Mayaud 11975]. The broad (as)
the solar activity cycle occurred several years maximum in each sunspot cycle is evident, as to
before sunspot m.inimum and that the sources of the remarkable rise in (as) at successive sunspot
the recurrent storm developed before the minima from 1900 1960. The (&a) does not track
sunspots of a given cycle. the sunspot number. Indeed, comparing the (a)

In this paper, studies of both the long cycle with (R) suggests that almost any yearly (as)
variations and the ll-year cycle variations are would be compatible with a given yearly sunspot
carried forward by an analysis of the 100 years number. However, this to not the case, as Is
of sedata prepared by Maysud. The interprets- shown in Figure 2 where (a&) has been plotted as
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Fig. 3. The R component of activity (aa)R. This component is strictly
proportional to sunspot number.

a function of (R) for the years from 1869 to 1975 (aa)l minimum tends to occur year or so after
(see also Simon, 1979). The data points all lie sunspot maximum. Conversely, during the 20th

above a minimum value, given by the dashed line, century, the largest values of (as)l tend to
although they appear to be more or less randomly occur shortly before sunspot minimum. The
scattered in the region above the line and below (aa)1

1
s are less well organized during the 19th

an (aa) of 33 nT. The ten sunspot maximum years century. The periodicity of (as)I was not
are shown as stars in the figure. Each of the imposed on it by data handling. This can be seen
(as) for the sunspot maximum years lies less by considering what other forms the remainders
than 5 nT from the dashed line. That is, the could have taken. For example, if (as) were
geomagnetic activity dutring sunspot maximum years approximately proportional to the sunspot number,
was near the lowest levels observed or that the remainder would have been random. Hence the
sunspot number. periodicity of (aa)l represents an attribute of

In order to analyse this date further it is the way in which the driver of geomagnetic
useful to examine the amount by which each year's activity, the solar wind, changes during a solar
(a&) exceeded the minimum value appropriate for cycle. The amplitude of the oscillations
that year's sunspot number. To do this, an (aa)R  increase from 1900 to 1957. Since the minimum of
value corresponding to the minimum line is the long cycle occurred circa 1900, this growth
subtracted from each (as). The equation of the in amplitude may well be the solar wind
minimum line is given by expression of the ascending part of the long

cycle variation.
(aa)R - 0.12R + 5.38 The phase of the (as)l variation apparent in

the last five cycles shown in Figure 4 suggests

The reminder is designated (sa)I so that (as) an Interesting relationship to the phase of the
in any year is given by (aW)i plus (as)I. Since sunspot cycle. To examine this further the (as)R
(a) R is strictly proportional to the sunspot and (as)I time series were smoothed to suppress
number it will show the seme periodicity and the high frequencies. The numerical filter used
phase and an equivalent cycle magnitude, as shown had weights of 1, 2, 1 and was applied to each
in Figure 3. The reminder, (a)I shown in point in the time series. The two resultant time.
Figure 4, also has a very strong periodicity. series for the period from 1900 to 1974 are
The arrows In the figure indicate sunspot maxima compared in Figure 5, where straight lines have
and sunspot minima. A minimum in the reminder been drawn between the data points to guide the
(as) 1 occurs close to the time of sunspot maximum eye. In the upper panel the left-hand scale and
for each of the sunspot maxima in the 20th solid line refer to (a&)R and the right-hand line
century. This ia particularly well marked for scale refers to (sa)I . The only difference
the four sunspot maxima since 1932, when the between the two scales is the placing of the zero
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Fig. 4. The I component of a-tivity (as) I. This component is defined so that
(aa) is given by the sum of the R and I components. Note the periodicity of the
I component.

value, which was adjusted so that zero on the into two similar periodic components. Before
right-hand scale corresponds to f've on the discussing phase and amplitude relationships
left-hand scale. This choice of scale offset further It is convenient to Investigate the
gives a very good match for the minimum values of physical meaning of the two components. The
the two time series. A different choice of the (aa)R time series will be called thc R component
additive constant in the definition of (aa)g and the (aa)l the I component.
would lead to a different offset between the The H component was defined solely in terms of
scales to accomplish equivalent matching. The the sunspot number, and so the correlation
value of 5.38 was chosen in expression (1) coefficient with the sunspot number is 1. It
because it is the intercept of the minimal line will, therefore, have the same correlation to any
in Figure 2 with the (as) axis. It has no other time series as does the sunspot number. In
physical meaning as far as the amplitudes of the particular, Mayaud [1973) has generated a list o)t
variation of (aa)R and (aa)I are concerned. Note sudden commencements for the same period as that
that an outstanding characteristic of the data for which oe generated as, and he has found a
data from 1900 to 1960 is that the amplitudes correlation of 0.85 between sunspot number and
of the variations of the two components are the number of sudden commencements. It follows
approximately equal and increase systematically, that (aa)R has a correlation of 0.85 with sudden

The data for the pre-1900 era are not shown in commencements, which are usually caused by shocks
Figure 5 because they do not appear to be as well in the solar wind [Burlaga and Ogilvie, 19691.
ordered. This can be expected from Figure 4. Shocks in turn are often caused by solar flares.
It is not clear if this lack of order occurs Geomagnetic storms occurring at the time of
because the early geomagnetic data were not sunspot maximum show little or no tendency to
accurate or because that period was actually recur during the next solar rotation INewton,
not well ordered. The lack of order may be a 1948; Sargent, 1979). It appears then that the R
characteristic of the declining part of the 19th component is associated with solar events that
century long cycle, are short lived compared to a solar rotation.

Although Hedeman and Dodson-PrInce 119811 have
Relationship of terms to Solar Sources and shown that flares with large 'flare indices' are

ro each other usually followed by geomagnetic disturbances, it
should not be assumed that the solar events

The outstanding characteristic of Figure 5 Is causing the H component are flares alone.
the oscillatory nature of the two curves. The Joselyn and McIntosh 11981) discuss the
solar cycle variation of geomagnetics, and hence prediction of geomagnetic activity from solar
the solar wind, appears to have been decomposed observations and conclude that the sudden
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Fig. 5. The upper panel showe a comparison of the smoothed R and I components.
The oscillations of ViAc two components have closely related amplitudes and are
almost, but not quite, 180* out of phase. The lower panel shows the sum of the
smoothed Rt end I components.

disappearances of filaments known as 'disparition day of the first of the two 27 day intervals.
brusque' are often indicative of impending The correlation coefficients were then ulttplied
magnetic storms. Filament disappearances in turn by 100, and the resultant number was called the
have often been observed in connection with recurrence index. Here the annual average
coronal transients [Munro et al., 19791. It recurrence index is shown. This Is compared with
events ay also be caused by temporary coronal the annual average of the ratio of the unfiltered
holes. Sheeiley and Harvey 119811 reported that (&a), to (as), that is, the annual fraction of
during the 1979-1980 sunspot maximum holes lived geomagnetic activity caused by the I component.
only a few months. Such holes my produce The correspondence between the two quantities is
ronrecurrent activity. Considering all the very good. Although the two quantities shown in
pussible causes of interplanetary shocks at I AU Figure 6 ae calcualted from the same time
and of nonrecurrent disturbances, the R component series, the processes involved in the two
represents the geomagnetic effect of short lived calculations are so different that there is no a
events that can be observed to occur on the sun. priori reason why these two resulting functions

The physical meaning of the I component is should have any relation to one another. One
implicit in the data shown in Figure 6, where the process involves only correlations, the other
recurrence index' is compared with the involves only subtracting numbers from one

proportion of (as) that is represented by (aa)I. another and dividing one number by another. The
The recuarrence index Is defined by Sargent relationship apparent in Figure 6, then, must be
11979), who calculated the correlation of each 27 a physical one, end the I component is due to
day time series of as with the next 27 day solar wind from structures on the sun long lived
series. Each day In turn was used as the center compared to a solar rotation. The identification
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Fig. 6. A comparison between the behavior of the I component and the recurrence
index.

of polar coronal holes as the source of the minimum and corrected according to the number of
solar wind streams responsible for the 1913 peak sunspots at sunspot minimum. The function used
in the recurrence index [Neupert and Pizzo, 19741 In the prediction ot the maximum sunspot number
leads to the suggestion that the I component depends on (aa)1 + 'aa)R iust before minimum,
is do to long lived holes. This suggestion is corrected by a number proportional to (aa)R at
strengthened by the lundausen et al. [19811 study sunspot minimum. The generally rising amplitude
of the evolution of the coronal density of the I component oscillations are responsible
structures in which they find the polar coronal for the trend of (as) at sunspit minimum evident
holes were decreasing In size during 1965-1967 in Figure I and discussed by Feynman and Crooker
when (as)l/(aa) was decreasing. The polar holes [1978).
were absent in 1969-197v when (aa))/(a) was at The smooth rise in th amplitude of tihe
minimum, and polar holes were prominent features oscillations Is interrupted in 1961 by the
from 1971 to 1978 and the (aa)l/(aa) increased appearance of an I oscillation that is very much
rapidly from 1971 until its maximum in 1974, decreased In amplitude. This Is followed by an R
which was sustained until the end of the data set oscillation of the same small amplitude. Because
in 1976. 1960 is 6O years after the minimum of the long

Returning to Figure 5 the decomposition of cycle, this probably represents the onset of the
(as) Into the R and I components corresponds to declining phase. If so, all our in situ data on
the decomposition of the solar wind cycle into a the solar wind Is from the declining long cycle
compoent composed of short lived events and a phase. Although the equality of magnitude of the
component composed of slowly varying events. The I and r cycle pair beginning in 1960 suggests
figure repre-ents these two components since the that the 11 year solar cycle consists of an 1
time of the it. minimum of the long cycle, i.e., oscillation always followed by an R oscillation
during an ascending part of the long cycle of nearly the same amplitude even during the
variation and perhaps through the maximum and descending phase of the long cycle, such a
partway into the descending phase. Note that speculation would be prematue since it i; based
during the period from 1900 to 1960 the amplitude on one example. Furthermore. the data from 1870
of the variations of both the n and I components to 19010, taken during the last dusending phase
increase smoothly and together. This is In u the long thy io appe ars tl be relat ively

n-greement with the observation [ohi, 1971; unordered.
Sargent, 1978) that the level of the next sunspot The phase relation between the I and R
maximum (proportional to (aa)) can be predicted components also Is quite regular. The I
from the average level of geomagnetic activity component peaks Within a year of half way between
measured by (&a) a few years before the preceding two successive R maxima. Although the phnse of
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the R component is impressed on it by the flares or coronal transients, then the wind

definition of (aa)R as proportional to the velocity produced by such events most be closely

sunspot numbers, because this decomposition led related to that produced by the earlier long

to such an orderly result, the phase cannot be lived coronal holes. However, the physical

very far wrong. For example, decomposition process involved in these sporadic events is
according to the variation of the number of supposed to depend on geometry, or more probably.
filament disappearances or the number of major wave fluxes. It seems highly unlikely that two

flares might give a somewhat different phase to such different processes could produce such
the R component and would be based on a more closely related solar wind parameters. One
physical decomposition, since sunspots are possible explanation would be that solar wind at

certainly not the actual sources of the solar sunspot number maximum came from short lived
wind. In any case, this analysis leads to a holes. If solar wind from flares and/or
picture in which the ascending part of the long transients were rare enough, then the yearly
cycle was characterized by well ordered out of averages of v and Bz would not be seriously
phase oscillations between solar wind from long affected by wind from these sources. To evaluate
lived and short lived sources, this possibility, note that the number of sudden

commencements for a year and R equal to 100 to
Discussion 150 is about 50 [Mayaud, 1973]. If each of the

SC's were to represent a sporadic event and each

it has been shown thst the geomagnetic sporadic event dominated solar terrestrial
variations during the ascending part of the long phenomena during a two day storm, then the
cycle can be decomposed into two periodic sources of the wind would be sporadic for about
variations nearly, but not quite, 1800 out of 100 days, which appears to be often enough to
phase with one another. The amplitude of these cause the high annual averages of as. However,
two oscillations increased smoothly and together if the number of the SC's and/or the duration of
for over 60 years, and then, in about 1960, the the subsequent storm are significantly
oscillations amplitudes suddenly decreased over-estimated, wind from short lived coronal
together. The physical interpretation of the holes might predominate. In that case, the
amplitude of the R and I components in terms of theoretical problem of explaining the velocity of
solar wind parameters is open to several the wind would be very much simplified.
alternatives as discussed below. However, there The correct interpretation of the amplitude of
are attributes of the interpretation that are the R and I components in terms of specific
independent of any details. For example, the values of solar wind parameters cannot be
outstanding characteristic of the decomposed definitely decided upon at our present state of
variations is that the shapes and amplitudes of knowledge. Theories of geomagnetic variations
the R and I variations are very strongly related are still incomplete and empirical. Studies of
to one another, in spite of the fact that the the relationship between solar wind paraeters
solar sources of the solar wind causing them are and geomagnetic variations result in different
supposedly so different. This leads to two fuctional relationships, depending on the type of
interesting conclusiuns. First, since the geomagnetic activity, the quantity used to
sources are distributed over all solar latitudes, measure it, and the time scale involved
the solar wind sampled at the earths' orbit, near [Hirshberg and Colburn, 1969; Feynman, 1980;
the sun's equatorial plane, represents a Svalgaard, 1977; Garrett et al., 1974; Perreault
characteristic of the sun as a whole rather than and Akasofu, 1978; Maezawa, 1978; Holzer and
a strictly local effect. Second, since the Slavin, 1981]. The studies that are most
magnetosphere acts as a solar wind detector, the directly applicable here are those of Crooker et
data imply that although the two types of sources al. [19791 and Feynman [19801, who looked at the
have such different geometries and/or time relationships for annual averages of ap and an
histories, the parameters of the solar wind due and found a correlation coefficient of 0.8
to short lived events during a particular R cycle between (ap) or (as) and (v)

2 
or (v

2
), where v is

are very strongly related to wind parameters from the solar wind velocity. Crooker et al. [19791
long lived equatorward extensions of polar also used the term (Bz) (v

2
) where (Bz) is the

coronal holes during the preceding I cycle, annual average of the magnitude of the
However, these wind parameters change from one interplanetary magnetic field perpendicular to
11-year solar cycle to the next and, for 3/4 of a the ecliptic and should be equal to the annual
century, do so in a very orderly fashion. The average southward component. Including (Bz) did
fact ihat the amplitudes of the R and I not change the correlation with (ap) for the
oscillations are so strongly related requires available data but produced a function that was
that the values of the responsible parameters in valid on all time scales. Extrapolation of that
the solar wind cannot be due to strictly local relation, or the equivalent expression using
phenomena but must reflect stin-wide properties. (as), (Feynman, 1980), to the earlier times dealt
For example, if the responsible parameter is the with here would result in the conclusion the (Br)
solar wind velocity, which is not unlikely, we (v

2
) or more properly (Bz V

2
) at R and I maximum

must conclude that the velocity produced in the changed in an orderly fashion from 1900 to 1960,
stable coronal holes at the maximum of a during the ascending phase of the long cycle of
particular I cycle is closely related to the the sun. There is no information that permits a
velocity produced by short lived events In the choice to be made as to whether it is more likely
subsequent R cycle. This results in a curious that the change was in the velocity of the wind
problem. If it is assumed, as it often is, that or in the magnetic field because there is no
the geomagnetic activity at maximum sunspot reason to suppose that the changes occuring
number is produced by sporadic events such as during a single 11-year solar cycle are in the
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Ababst--The basic theory of solar flux attenuation by the Earth's atmosphere is reviewed and a
model of the time-varying flux observed by a satellite during eclipse passage developed. The general
model is applied to the specific problem of variations in photoelectron flux during penumbral passage
and the effects of wavelength, solar activity, and atmospheric constituents on photoelectron emission
investigated. Predictions of the photoelectron current expected from tungsten and aluminum surfaces
are then successfully compared with actual observations from the ATS-5 and Injun S satellites
confirming the validity of the model.

1. INTRODUCION veloped in Garrett (1978a) and Garrett and DeFor-

Variations in solar flux and in photoelectron cur- est (1979) is reviewed. The model is modified to

rent from surfaces in space during penumbral pas- include the effects of variations with wavelength

sage are important issues in a number of space and then used to estimate the photoelectron cur-

physics problems. They are of particular concern in rent to be expected from two common satellite

the computation of satellite potential (Whipple, materials--aluminum and tungsten. The effects of

1965; DeForest, 1972; Grard, 1973) as the poten- wavelength response, atmospheric constituents, and

tial between a satellite and the ambient plasma may solar cycle variations on the photoelectron yield

rise as high as -20 kV in seconds during passage from these materials are investigated. The paper

through the Earth's penumbra. Such potential vari- concludes with a comparison between the predicted

ations and the associated photoelectron currents penumbral variations and actual measurements

have been modeled in detail for penumbral passage from the Injun 5 and ATS-5 satellites.

by Garrett and DeForest (1979). In that paper,
however, a wavelength-independent, empirical 2. E, QUA1O3 AND GEOMETMCAL
model of the attenuation of the solar flux was CONMIDERATIONS
assumed. The intent of this paper is to develop a The geometric relationships involved in deter-
general model of the variations in solar flux ob- mining the attenuation of solar flux reaching a
served by a body passing through the Earth's satellite due to atmospheric absorption and partial
penumbra as a function of wavelength, atmospheric obscuration of the solar disk by the Earth during
attenuation, and solar cycle (scattering and diffrac- eclipse passage have been derived by Garrett
tion are ignored). This general model will then be (1978a) and Garrett and DeForest (1979). The
tested by utilizing its predictions in the study of the geometry of an eclipse as seen by a satellite is
specific problem of variations in photoelectron flux illustrated in Fig. 1. The problem of calculating the
during penumbral passage. solar attenuation for this geometry is greatly simp-

In the first section of the paper the basic theory lified if the concept of X,, the minimum ray path
of solar attenuation and photoelectron flux de- altitude, is introduced. As shown in Fig. 2, X, is

_- defined as the minimum distance from the Earth
* Previous address: Space Physics Division, Air Force that a ray of light passes in going from the center of

Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB. Bedford MA the Sun to the satellite. The problem of calculating
01731, U.S.A.
o U.S. Govt. the percentage of the solar disk that is obscured
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1-M~

SAT E

FIG. 2. l.LuSTrPATioN OP THE MEANING OF X, ITHE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SUN (S) AND THE EARTH-s (E)
cFormit. X.. TmE DisTAICE FROM THE SATaLLirm (SAT) iTo THE CENTE-R OF THE EARTH, AND X_,, ntE

MVNIMUM RAY PATH ALTrTDE.

reduces to finding the atmospheric attenuation as a where
function of X.~ rather than of the time or position =Xsn)- =miumatud abvin orbit which vary greatly for a given satellite. All th Earth' Sinac of ray toinmu aritdey pboint
observations will therefore be presented in terms of ohe Earhn (surac ofg ra1o)ritay;on
X_ on =dsn(e fmsig. tocntrofErt-

Referring to Figs. I and 2 and modifying Gar- R. =rdis ofro ateliecntroErh
rett's (1978a) equations to include the dependence X'= radis- (o Earth; si ? i Xcs )
sn atelengtgive b ota phleeto lxa hangular separation between the center of

sateliteis ivenby*the Sun and the Earth;
F = solar flux as a function of A and X (photons

A~ (X.)j = X'~'d~b [ (. K1)) per unit area per unit time per unit
wavelength per steradian);

p(Asin 8cos 9]dA (1) p ~photoemission yield of metal surface
_________________________________(electrons/photon);

Note equation (1) includes a cos 0 term for the angle XA wavelength;
of incidence of the sunlight originally neglected by Gar- 0,.S* see Fig. 1;
rett (1978a) and Garrett and DeForest (1979). a.=angular radius of Sun.
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t sage. The first model is for the unattenuated solar

x 0 flux. The second and third, for the atmospheric I
consituents and the corresponding cross-sections.

400 km account for atmospheric elfects. Fhe fourth, for the
photoelectron emission as a function of wavelength.
takes into account material properties. Each of
these models is briefly described in the following.

IThe solar flux as a function of wavelength is
plotted in Fig. 4. The flux is not constant but varies
in time due to a number of factors, one of which is
the solar cycle variability. Following Richmond
(1972), the solar cycle variability of the fluxes is
parameterized in terms of the 10t.7 cm radio flux:

FiG. 3. GEOMETaY FOR CALCULATION OF COLUMN DEN- F '(I' 7/F',7 )" (5)
SITIES OF ABSORBING SPECIES

where

The attenuated solar flux F at wavelength A and an F, 7  Fio 7 - (.01573(F1 0 7- 143)
altitude X is obtained by multiplying the unat- -(.00l273(F 0,- 14312; I

tenuated flux by the transmission coefficient F, flux for the nth band or line at F',7

T(A, X) F." = flux at reference solar activity level F0
P, = a power derived from experimental data;

F(A. X)= F(A)T(A, X) (2) F,, = 10.7 cm flux for desired conditions.

where
The atmospheric model is derived from several

T = ex]. sources. The number de,,sities of 0, 02, O,, and N,
=exp - 1 (AN(X). ;below 100 km are from Strobel (1976). The values

have been modified slightly within the 85-10(1 km
height range to merge smoothly with the U.S.

N, = d4; Standard Atmosphere (1976) above 100kn. The
a NO profile assumed is an average one based on

N = number density of jth species; data in Swider (1972). Absorption by N, and NO
a, = absorption cross-section of ith species at have little effect on the computation of satellite

wavelength A (H20, 0, 0, 0,, NO, and N, photoelectron fluxes but have been included for
were considered); possible use in other environmental problems such

= ray path through atmosphere for a ray passing as photoionization, atmospheric heating, or absorp-
from the sun to the satellite at minimum al- tion by rocket effluents.
titude X (see Fig. 3). Therefore, 4 = (R, + Z) The 0, 0, O, and N2 cross-sections adopted in
sin 0' and it is assumed that zero absorption this study have been obtained from compilations of
occurs for Z > 400 km. various experimental data representative of average

The unattenuated photoelectron flux (in elec- solar conditions. The absorption cross-sections for
trons cm -2 s- or nA cm-) is given by 2-1027 A are from Richmond (1972). 1027-

1260 A from Keneshea and Huffman (1972), and
Jr(-) = 7r sin 2 a, F®(A)p(A) dA. (3) 1260-7500 A from Strobel (1976). For solar radia-

OI • tion absorption by the 02 Schumann-Runge bands
A useful quantity for comparison purposes is (1750-2050 A), the parameterization used by

Strobel (1976) for the cross-sections in each hand i

JT(X(4) were adopted:
JT (4(,,ro, = y. + 8,N ol (6)

3. MOD L ASSUNDWlONS where y,, 8, = constants for band i from Strobel

Four models are necessary for the computation (1976); NO cross-sections are from Banks and
of the photoelectron fluxes during penumbral pas- Kockarts (1973).
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trona flux, given by:Z

PA ,F.(A)p(A) OA (7
f, F.(Ap(A) dA

is plotted as a function of wavelength for tungsten
asnd aluminum assuming F,, 150. Fifty per cent 0

lot j03104of the unattenuated photoelectron current is due to WAVELENGTH t(ANGSTROMS)

wavelengths less than 2000 A for tungsten and FIG. 5. PpR CENT OF PH01OFLFCV1RON OURRE-NT IFOR TUN(,
3000 A for aluminum. Ninety per cent can be SrF.N AND ALLV41NIIM. AssyMINr AssoRETIUN y 01 ()21
aitributed to wavelengths less than 2300 A and 01, AND N21 AND AN Flo VAL.UE GEP 150.
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3600 A, respectively. The saturation photoelectron model. As both data sources were described in
currents corresponding to aluminum and tungsten Garrett and DeForest (1979). only a short descrip-

(k - 2100 A) are 293 nA cm -2 and 1.67 nA cm - 2  tion will be given here. The first source is the Air
at solar minimum (F,,., = 50), and 305 nA cm ' Force Geophysics Laboratory spherical electrosta-
and 2.28 nA cm -2 at solar maximum (F,(,, = 250). tic analyser on the Injun 5 satellite. When the
Thus photoemission from tungsten, due to its grea- spherical tungsten collector of the ion detector was
ter dependence on shorter wavelengths, is more exposed to sunlight, the photoelectron flux was
variable than aluminum with solar activity (since found to dominate the ambient ion flux. This al-
most atmospheric absorption occurs below 150 km, lowed a direct determination of the percentage
solar cycle variations in composition have been change in photoelectron current as the satellite
neglected). passed into the Earth's shadow. The second source

The differences in wavelength dependence of was the plasma and potential measurements from

photoemission for the different materials suggest the University of California at San Diego (UCSD)
differences exist with regards to the relative impor- electrostatic analysers on the ATS-5 satellite. As
tance of absorbing species. For example, 0, 02, and these measurements are much more involved than
0, are strong absorbers in the e.u.v., u.v., and the Injun 5 measurements, they will be discussed
visible, respectively. Further, from the height de- below. Here it is important to note that the Injun 5
pendences of these constituents, it would be ex- measurements allowed estimates of the photoelec-

pected that e.u.v., u.v., and visible radiations are tron current from a known surface at an altitude of
absorbed at progressively lower heights in the at- -2500km above the Earth's surface. The ATS-5
mosphere. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 6 (the measurements allowed an estimate of the satellite
satellite was at an altitude of - 2500 kin) where it potential (and hence photoelectron current) as a
is demonstrated that 0_ absorption in the near- function of ambient conditions at geosynchronous
visible can be neglected for tungsten photoemission orbit. The attenuation profiles are substantially

and that 0 absorption in the e.u.v. can be neglected different at these altitudes allowing a cross-check
for both tungsten and aluminum photoemission. on the accuracy of the model.
Note also that the 50% and 90% levels of the In Fig. 7 the percentage of photoelectron current
saturation current are attained above 55 km and measured by the Injun 5 tungsten detector is com-

85 km for aluminum, but are above 95 km and pared with the model predictions for 5 cases: no
225 km for tungsten. atmosphere, aluminum as the surface material, and

tungsten as the surface material with X, equal to
1900 A, 2300 A, and 2700 A, Good agreement is

3. COaw~m3OWS WIflI IFeX'PIEJMVAL DATA attained for A, = 2300 A and F,0 7 = 150. The sen-
Two different sources of experimental data were sitivity of satellite photoemission yield to material

compared with the theoretical predictions of the properties in this height regime is evident in Fig. 7.
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AA AS outlined in DeForest (1972) and Garrett and
* INJIJN 5 OBSERVATIONS DeForest (1979). the Al'S-5 UCSD plasma data

3 ATNOSaK / yield information on the ambient electron and ion
AWJANUAIenvironments between 50 eV and 50 keV and on

TUGTNi ,-1MA, 11 the satellite potential. This latter information can
be used to estimate the photoelectron flux escaping
from the satellite (note: as a portion of the photo-

/ electron flux could be trapped in the sheath, this
/ flux estimate is actually a lower bound on the flux

200 leaving the surface). Briefly, a spacecraft charging
I, model (DeForest, 1972; Garrett, 1978b) is used to

and the satellite potential, the currents flowing to
the satellite. At equilibrium these currents must

* 00- balance to zero. The residual current necessary to
- - give a net current of 0 after accounting for all

ambient and ambient-induced fluxes is assumed to
be the escaping photoelectron current.

......... In Fig. 8 estimates of the residual (or photoelec-
0 .....................tron) current density necessary to balance the am-

bient currents for 21 AT'S-5 eclipse passages are
.50 plotted as functions of X.. These current densities

S PHOTOLECTRON CURREN have been computed assuming a ratio of satellite
area to solar flux cross-ection of 4.4 for ATS-5

MGa. 7. TiOFORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF % OF PI4OTO (this ratio can vary between 4.4 and 7). As the
ELECTRON CURRENT VS X FOR MODELS ASSUMING TUNGJ. composite photoelectron emission characteristics of
STEN. ALUMINUM. AND) "NO ATMOSPHOERE" AND AN Flo 7 the Al'S-5 materials are not known, the saturation

VALr O 15 COPARD T INUN OBERVTIOS. current cannot be calculated exactly. The nor-

malized profiles can, however, be used to estimate

100-4.

-00 0 0.5 0- *0.15* 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.5

0 ATS-5 OBSERVATIONS
......... NOATMOSPHERE

- ALLWINWA

FIG. 8. ThEoRF1TICAL CALkVLATIONS OF PHOTOEI. FCTRON CURRENT DFNsrTy v-. X.,, FOR MODRLs, ASSUSI.
INC TUNOSTIRS. ALLMUM.. AND "NO ATM~OSPHIERE AND AN Flo, VALUL OF ISO COMPARED To F~sTrMATES
OF THE RESIDUAL CURRENT DFNSrTIFS OUSERRvES BY THii CEOSYNL 1IRONOUS Al'S-5 SATIJi~tlT PURI4C

PENUMBRAL PASSAGE
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Solar flux eclipse attenuation )7

the shape of the attenuation profile and to approxi- To conclude, the model developed here allows a
mate the range for the actual saturation current self-consistent computation of the photoelectron
densitv corresponding to Fig. N. flux variations during penumbral passage provided

The geosvnchronous attenuation profiles (F,7 - the materials arc known. 'ht: moidel is. howcei,
150) for the five cases of no atmosphere. tungsten sufficiently gencral that it can he adapted to a
(A z 1900 A, 2300 A, and 2700 Al, and aluminum number of problems requiring informiation on at-
were normali7ed to vield a current density of 0.035 mospheric attenuation. Of partiecular interest are
nA em 2 at X_ = -50 km. Thesc are plotted in Fig. environmental problem stuch as pholoioni/alion.
8 and, as shown, bracket the observations. The atmospheric heating, and absorption by rocket
saturation currents corresponding to the nor- effluents. Finally, as the model has been indepen-
malized profiles are 1.4 nA cm (tungsten, A, = dently calibrated with the Injun 5 and ATS-5 data.
1910A), 0.43 nA cm -2 (A,=2300A). 0.318 nA it provides useful confirmation of the models (if
cm 2 (A< = 2700 A), 0.233 nA cm 2 (aluminum), solar attenuation and absorption employed in the
and 0. 11 nA cm : (no atmosphere). For compari- study.
son, Grard (1973) has computed the saturation
current density for a number of other satellite Acknowledgentents--Onc of ts J.M.F.I) would like to
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saturation current which are too low. This confirms
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Effects of High-Latitude Conductivity on Observed Convection
Electric Fields and Birkeland Currents

M. SMIDDY.' W. J. BURKE,'" M. C. KELLEY,' N. A. SAFLEK0S 2

M. S. GUSSENIIOVEN,l D. A. HARDY,' AND 1". J. R tCi14

Relationships between convective electric fields. Birkeland currents, and tonosphert.. zonductivity at
high latitudes are investigated byv using simultaneous nmeasurements of electric rind magnetic ficids and
electron fluxes from the S3-2 satellite Cases in which the Polar Cap is in sunlight and darknecss are stud-
ied to assess teimportance of ionospheric conductivity. We find that when the ionospheric conductivity
is high. as it normally is in the atiroral zones and the sunlit polar cap, Birkeland current sheets exist that
deflect the magnetic field approximately in the direction of the convection, typically antisunward in the
polar caps aind suriward ir. the auroral zones. Under wilier conditions (a dark polar ionosphere), no
large-scale antisunward deflection of magnetic field lines is found in the polar cap Magnetic field deflec-
tions in the auroral Lone are the result of the region I /region 2 current systems discussed by lijims and
Potemra (1976). In the cases studied, region I currents are not observed to extend significantly poleward
of the electric field reversal We interpret thia reault as indicating the existence of strong conducti\itry gra-
dients near the poleward boundar) of the auroral oval, even in sunlight conditions. Deflections of mag-
netic field lines in rise stimmer polar cap, first reported by McDiarmid et al. (1978), result fromn currents
which serve to link the high-latitude generator to the polar ionospheric load. Two types of linkage appear
in the data. (1) Region I currents are greater than region 2 currents, with the excess region I current flow,
ing across the polatr cap from dawn tf) dusk. (2) An extra set of field-aligned currents exist which aire
clearly detached from those of region I and are entirely pole,%ard of the convective electric field reversal
We find that the evidence for antisunward convection on closed field lines threAding the boundary layer.
cited by MuDiarmid et at 1978). is inconclusive. With out more complete data set there is Some evt-
dence it ionospheric altitudes for a boundary layer. but in such cases there is only a modest (a few kilo-
..oltsi potential drop across the layer anid there are insignifiCAnt tlirkelaiid currents.

IN rKot)Ur t ON often associated with discrete auroral arcs IAnderson and Voin-

Ilie rctatt'stshitw, between the high-latitude ionospheric drak. 19751 and are chsracterioed by quasi-equal, parallel
boundaries tit particle piccipitalion. field-aligned currents, sheets, of current isto and out of the ionosphere with latitudi-
and convec~ivs: electric fields and their magnetospheric or ex- rnal thicknesses of several tens of kilometers. Large-scale sys-

tramagnetospheric source regions have been studied exen tems, which extend for several degrees of magnetic latitude.
siveiv over the last decade. opinionss in this regard are evolv- have been described by Iijima and Potemnra 11,7fi] in terms of
ing and are n(.t withiout disagreement in ways which directly .region I' and 'regiont 2' systems. Regions I anid 2 ate located
reflec the growing detection capabilities of'ohservers. At local in the poleward and equatorward portions of the field-aligned
lime., away from the daysidc cusp. Frank and Ackerson (19711 systems, respectively. In the evening and afternoon magnetic
identified two dist~ncl types of ptecipitatton: ( 1) highly struc- local time sectors, currenst flows into the ionosphere in region
tured tiveried V events which frequently are associated with 2 and out in region 1. The currents flow in the opposite sense
discrete .suroral arc, and (2) relatively uniform precipitalior in the rsostmtdnigbt and morning local time sectors. Stnulta-
which is associated with diffuse aurorae. It is generally ac- neous measurements frons the ITriad satellite and all-sky Lam-

cepied that the l-.tter kind of precipitation originates in the eras indicate that in the even-ig sector, discrete arcs arc cm-
central plasma sheet !Lti et al., 19771. because inverted V bedded in region I and diffuse aurorae span region 2
structures are frequently found poleward of the 45-keV trap- [4rrnsfrtrn,(e el al., 1975; Kamiude and A4kasofu, 19761.
ping boundtir , rroiA 119711f speculated that inverted V elec- Near tlsc dawn-dus'k meridian aie high-latitude electric

roswrdictyaccrtdarnrpefelliefrmte fields E are configured to drive ,,in ward conveiction in the au-

magnetosheath However, a subsequent detailed analysis of coral zone. In the polar cap. el'ctric fields usually have a dais n
'he pitch angle! Jistribution of these electrons showed that in- to duisk orientation. Whether the resulting antisunward cont-
vertred Vst-ucturcs ith uoaovloccur on coe a- vection has a matximutmn near the dawn or dusk flank of the

nei il inc th Vkaar i oal, clo75)ma. polar cap depends on the sign of the interplanetary magnetic

in the atirsal ?one bioth large- and small-scale field-aligned field (IMF) component If, [Hepptier. 1972j. Gurnei: an". 'ul
current s ~rshave been obsewrved. Small-scale systems are 111) 1 have found that in the afternoon and ev'ening sector,

Inserted V, occur close to the electric field reversal. They ., -t
A~t l-<. scopysis Iahratryl'lnssimAirFore ase Mas- gese that sinc: tlc electric field reversal marks thse boUr~ar ,

sAui I-,-c6e17 isVaoaoHncmAi oc Bs.MR between sunusard and antisunward convecting plasma at low
7Physics Department. Boston College. Chestnut Hill. NMassachu- altitudes. it also marks the boundary between open and closed

sets~ 1)21(,7 magnetic field lines. Recently. Crooker (19791. expanditig on
'Cornel' lInmvcrriti'. Ithaca. New York 14853. an idea of Easinan el al. 1 19'761. postulated the existence of a

-, Regis College. Weston, Massachusetts 02193. latitudinally narrois regioin of clos.ed. anttsunas~srd cor,%c...itig
t his paper is not suhject ito U S copyright Published in 1980 by field lines that maps into the magnectosphetic bounda- la~cl.

the American fleuphystual tUnion which has a thickness of -sI R,. Crooker's work implies iia:

Paper i,umher 80iAt914 ssl I
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I' axial flux-gate magnetometer, and an electron spectrometer
(a) on the polar-orbiting satellite S3-2. Satellite orbital parame-

ters, the scientific package, and the methods of data reduction
/ f NP a re discussed in detail by Burke et a. 11980a1. Briefly, the sat-

ellite is spinning in a cartwheel mode with a nominal period
/ of 20 s. The measurements were taken during the fall months

of 1976 when the S3-2 orbit was near the dawn-dusk meri-
DUSK DAWN dian. The electric field detector is a spinning dipole with a tip

to tip length of 29.72 m. Data are presented as 5-s-averaged
values of the meridional component of E. Magnetic field mea-

/ surements were taken and are presented at a rate of 32 sam-
ples per second with a I-bit resolution of 5 nT. Data are pre-
sented as the difference between the measured and the
international geomagnetic reference field (IGRF) 1975 mod-

E els of the spin axis component of B. Fluxes of electrons were
(b) measured in 32 energy channels between 80 eV and 17 keV

USK NIP DN_ S'P DUSK with a full spectrum compiled every second.
In the following section we review briefly the assumptions

\ . "and pertinent equations of the infinite current sheet model.
Qualitative features expected in E and B measurements with

UT different ionospheric conductivity distributions are described.

Fig. I. (a) Schematic representation of high-latitude electric fields Observations from four dawn-dusk polar passes of S3-2 are
in the ionosphere. The satellite-centered coordinate system is illus- presented. Results are compared with those of McDiannid et
trated in the north and south polar regions. (b) Sketch of E, and AB, al. [ 19781 in the final section. We show that under summerlike
measurements for constant ionospheric conductivity, ionospheric conditions, high-latitude electric and magnetic

patterns have many similar features. This is not true in the
the two working definitions of the polar cap, that is, the region winter polar cap. We present evidence from the electron spec-
bounded by the last closed field line and the region bounded trometer of having detected the eveningside, ionospheric pro-
by the line of electric field reversal are not the same. In this jection of the magnetospheric boundary layer. The potential
paper we use the term 'polar cap' to mean the region poleward drop across this latitudinally narrow region is only a few kilo-
of the electric field reversal, leaving the question of open and volts, and there are no significant Birkeland currents in the re-
closed magnetic field lines temporarily aside. gion.

In order to sort out the interrelationships between flow pat-
terns, particle fluxes, and field-aligned currents, simultaneous THE INFINITE CURRENT SHEET APPROXIMATION
measurements of all three are necessary. To date, only a few Before examining data from several S3-2 high-latitude
examples of simultaneous satellite measurements of electric passes we first consider some qualitative features expected in
fields and Birkeland current systems have appeared in the lit- dawn-dusk measurements of E and B if the infinite current
erature [Mozer et al., 1979; Burke et aL, 1980, Bythrow el al, sheet approximation is valid. In the steady state the governing
1980]. McDiarmid et al. 119781 have tried to circumvent this equations are the equations of current continuity
lack of data by using simultaneous measurements of only two
quantities: the vector magnetic fields and fluxes of energetic V • J 0 (I)
electrons from Isis 2. Their procedure relies in part on etb- Maxweil's equation
lishing a magnetic field baseline for their sensor at low lati-
tudes. East-west magnetic field components depart from the V x 3 - tAJ (2)
baseline in region 2 then return toward it in region 1. They and Ohm's Law
found that often the deflection in region I overshoots the
baseline and produces transpolar traces similar to electric field j - a - E (3)
patterns seen by Heppner 11972. The results were interpreted
in terms of sunward and antisunward tilts of the magnetic where J, p. and a are the current density, the permittivity of

field lines from the unperturbed positions. By invoking the free space, and the conductivity tensor, respectively.

concept of line tying, McDwanmd etal. 119781 argue that the We adopt a system of coordinates with its origin at the sat-

tilting gives the direction of the electric field convection. On ellite center of mass (Figure la). X is positive along the satel-

this basis they maintain that the point in region I where the lite velocity, Z is positive in the downward direction, and Y

magnetic field perturbation croases the baseline marks the completes the right-hand system. For dawn-dusk passes, Y is

electric field reversal. Pitch angle distributions of electrons positive in the antisunward direction. In the infinite current

were then used to indicate whether field lines are open or sheet approximation it is assumed that no quantity has a Y de-
closed. Inverted V structures found in region I poleward of pendence and that field-aligned currents close via ionospheric

the baseline crossing wer interpreted as mapping into the Pedersen currents. For dawn-dusk passes of S3-2, far from the

magnetospheric boundary layer. dayside cusp and the Harang discontinuity the largest coin-

The purpose of this paper is to p 1sent measurements per- ponents of E are along our x axis, and the largest magnetic
taming to the relationship between electric fields, field-aligned field deflections along they axis.
currents, and electron fluxes near ionospheric boundaries and Equations (I) and (3) can be combined to give

to evaluate the hypothesis of McDiawmid t al. 11978). Mea-
surements were taken by an electric field dipole probe, a tri- c -- (E.) (4)
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S3-2 REV4917/N 17NOVEMBER,1976
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Fig. 2. S3-2 observations from north polar pas of orbit 4917 on November 17, 1976. The top panel gives the com-
ponent of the electric field along the satellite trajectory and the crow-trajectory magnetic field component (heavy curve).
The dashed line is a best uoss unperturbed value for ABR determined from its low- and mid-latitude values. 1he direc-
tional flux of electrons with energies between SO eV and 17 keY are iven in the middle panel, and their pitc angles in the
bottom panel. The data which arc evenly spaced in UT are also presented as functions of invariant latitude, mag local
tune, and altitude Tick marks along the top lint am separated in UT by 2 min.

Integrating (4) from the satellite (z - 0) to the bottom of the generated externally by a viscous interaction and/or by field
ionosphere gives line merging mechanisms. For simplicity, assume that the

electric field is of constant magnitude and directed from dawn
- 8,(X,,,E,) (5) to dusk across the polar caps [Heppner. 1972. type A] and in

the auroral ovals is directed from dusk to dawn with bell-
where X, is the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity. In shaped magnitude distributions. A schematic of a complete
our coordinate system, (2) can be written dawn-dusk orbit of S3-2 E, measurements is given in Figure

O,AB, =lb. If it is assumed that the ionospheric conductivity has a
uniform, nonzero value, then AB, would have exactly the

or same shape as E, (bottom trace of Figure lb). This is the solu-

8.(AB, -ii,,E,) - 0 (6) tion assumed by McDAwmidet aL [19781. In this came region I
currents would indeed extend poleward of the E, reversals,

In regions of constant ionospheric conductivity there should Region I currents are considered to extend over the entire re-
be a one-for-one correspondence between AD, and E,. Using gion of continuous positive (negative) slope in AB, on the
the commonly employed units for AB, (nanoteslas), E (milli- poleward edge of the auroral zone in the dawn (dusk) sector.
volts per meter), and Z, (mbos). (6) becomes Ionospheric conductivities are a complex superposition of

AB, - 1 .2562,E. - const (7) contributions from ionization produced by solar illumination,
charged particle precipitation, and plasma transport jXmaisma

We use the symbol AD, to indicate that data are presented as es aL.. 19771. This implies that the relationship between E. and
the difference between measured values of the Y component AD, will vary with season and the level of magnetic activity.
of 3 and the corresponding curl-free IORF model values. Under summerlike conditions (Le., illumination of the polar

Qualitative features of the E, and AB, measurements may cap ionosphere below 200-km altitude) the polar ionosphere
be anticipated by considering the relationship between AB,, can easily support dawn to dusk Pedersen currents, but the
;,Z and E, in (7). Assume that the electric field is primarily winter ionosphere cannot. An equivalent expression would be
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S $3-2 REV 4917/S 16 NOVEMBER,1976
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FI. 3. $3-2 observations from the south polar pass of orbit 4917 on November 16, 1976, just prior to the data set of Fig-
ure 2. The data presentation format is the same as in Figure 2.

that convection in the polar cap demands less current under be in the absence of Birkeland currents. It is based on system-
winter (darkened) than under summer (sunlit) conditions. In- atic variations in AB. found at low to middle latitudes where
verned V structures frequently have sharp boundaries, thus no Birkeland currents are expected. From (6i) it is seen that it
leading to severe latitudinal conductivity gradients even under is the slopes of AB, and E, that have physical significance. It is
summerlike conditions. Since inverted V structures are close also recognized that our baseline method contains a certain
to the electric field reversal, it is expected that the relationship level of subjectivity. However, because of the intriguing re-

between E and AR, is much more complex than the simple suits derived by McDiarmid and co-workers using she tilting

relationship suggested in Figure lb. of field lines concept, which necessarily involves baselines, the
baseline method is also used here for the sake of direct corn-

DATA PRESENTATION parisons. The integral, directional flux of electrons with

in this section, measurements from four polar passes of S3- energies between 80 eV and 17 keV is given in the middle
2 are presented. Data were chosen to be representative of win. panel. Electron pitch angles are given in the bottom panel.
ter (dark) and summer (sunlit) ionospheric conditions during The data presented in Figure 2 come from a winter north
which IMF 5, 0. Under these IMF conditions, normal re- polar pass early on November 17, 1976. The hourly averaged
gio Iregion 2 Birkeland currents are observed, and polar values of the solar magnetospheric V and Z components of

cap electric Sield patterns are similar to those reportd by Hqsp- the IMF for 0000--0100 UT were 2.8 and 0.4 nT, respectively.
net 119721. During periods of a strongly northwvard IMF, The IMF had a southward component during the previous 2
much more complex structures are observed and are discussed hours. Ground magnetometers near local midnight indicate
elsewhere I Burke et nI., 1979; 19g0b|. that the pass occurred during the growth phase of a weak (200

The data in Figures 2-5 are presented in a common format. nT) substorm.
In the top panel, E, (light curve) and AD, ar plotted as func- The evening sector electric fid rose above zero at 00371 UT
tines of UIT (equally spaced), invarint latitude A. maginetic (A - 65.1I). Approximately I man later, AR, and the electron
local time, and altitude. Gaps separated by 512 a in the E, flux rose above background levels. The region 2 current sys-
data are from times when the electric field instrument was in a tern extended to 0040 UT (A - 73.4°), the aproximate umaxi-
calibration sequence. Nearly horizontal dashed lines give mtum in 4, which is obscured by a calibration sequence. At
baselines representing our 'best guess' as to what AD, would 0041.4 UT (A - "76.5°) the direction of E. reversed, indicatin8
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S3-2 REV.4912/S I6NOVEMBER, 1976
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Fig 4 3-2 observations from another south polar pes on November 16. 1976. The data presentation romat isathe same
aa in Figure 2.

that the satellite had passed into either the ionospheric projec- ellite indicates the presence of a series of sun-aligned arcs near
zion of the boundary layer or the region of open magnetic the dawn flank of the polar cap. Be-aue of the presence of at
field tines. Simultaneously with the reversal in E,, &8, re- least some sort of discrete phenomena and the spin of the par-
turned to its baseline value, and the electron flux softened. Be- tide detector it is not possible to determine whether there istween A - 76.5 ° and 7770 a modest flux of electrons with also a soft, trapped electron population just poleward of the
peak energies of -200 eV and a trapped pitch angle distribu- morningaide E, reversal. We do note that the naorningside re-
tion was detected. Equatorward of the reversal in E, electron gion I field-aligned current appears to begin 10 a (0.50) prior
fluxes were generally more intense, had peak energies of 1 to the electric field reversal. In the morning auroral oval, E,,
keY, and were either field aligned or isotrpic over the down- AR,. and the particle flux behave in an expected fashion, all
coming hemisphere. The potential drop across the latitudi- three quantities falling to backround values at A - 680.
nally narrow flux of soft, trapped electrons poleward of the E, Darned on a survey of 10 passes over the winter polar cap the
reversal was -2.5 kY. The total cross-polar cap potential drop example given in Figure 2 as quite typical of winter situations.
was 42 k. No discemable Birkeland currents can be seen in The second example (Figure 3) cmes fronm the southern
this region, hemisphere prior to the previously studied case. Despite IMP

Particle fluxes and electrnc fields were weak and iregular in V and Z components of 2.0 and -2.1i nT between 2300 and
the central polar cap and then increased in intensity near the 2400 UT, ground-measured magnetic conditions at this time
dawn flank of the polar cap. The latter observation is conis- were quiet. The overall electric field pattern is cloest to Hepo-
ten" with the IMF B, effect reported by Heppner 119721. ner's type A. The region I/region 2 auroral zne patterns ofWithin the polar cap. AB, remained dose to its beseine' AB are again clear. Across the polar cap there as a systematic
value until 0047.5 UT (A - 77.6. hILT - 09.3). Between tis deflection of AR with a signature which is reasonably similar
tame and the morntngide reversal in E,, LB, departed from to that of the electric field. The tilt of the field lines in the au-
ad returned to its baseline value se veral times. In each in- roral zones is toward the sun and in the polar cap away fronm

stance, electron count rates increased, suggestingl that the AR, the sun. Note that in the vicinity of the electric field reversals
flutuations were due to currents associated with discrete ares on both the dawnside and the duskaide, AR, returned to and
in the polar cap I$Skos i aL., 1978. Nearly simultaneous hovered near the baseline value for more than 1 ° invariant
imagery from a Defense Meteorological Satellite Program sat- latitude. Two additional field-aligned current sheets are re-
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Fig. 5. S3-2 observations from a north polar pass on October 15, 1976. The data presentation format is the same as in
Figure 2.

quired to produce the positive deflection in AB, found in the the extra currents are largely confined to the region equa-
polar cap. The extra current sheet near the dawn flank is di- torward of the E, reversal.
rected into the ionosphere, and the one at dusk away from the Attention is directed to the particle fluxes observed near the
ionosphere. That is, they have the same sense as the respective duskside electric field reversal. Here sharp flux increases are
region I systems in the auroral oval. The data published by observed in two steps. Prior to 1542.2 UT, fluxes had polar
McDiarmid et al. 119781 were from the summer hemisphere rain values of 5 x I' (cm2 s sr)- l. Between 1542.2 and 1542.5

and thus correspond closely to those presented in Figure 3. UT, the time of the electric field reversal, the flux had local
Their conjecture that the electric field reversal corresponds to maxima of 8 and 5 x 10 (cm2 s sr) ' at pitch angles of 90'
a point where the magnetic field deflection crosses the base- with a strong minimum at 1800 (downcoming). This narrow
line fits the dawn data fairly well. The region of 'extra' current region of trapped electrons is similar to that found in the
out of the ionosphere on the duskside of the polar cap north polar pass given in Figure 2. A weak extension of region
(marked by an arrow in Figure 3), however, was encountered I field-aligned currents is found in this narrow strip. Owing to
between 2359.9 and 0000.4 UT, a full half minute before the the calibration sequence, it is not possible to calculate the po-
electric field reversal. In this region, AD, was decreasing, while tential drop across the layer. Equatorward of the E, reversal
E, was increasing. In the infinite current sheet approximation the electron flux rose abruptly to a maximum of H0 (cm2 s
(equation (6)) this can only occur if X, is sharply decreasing. s)-' at 1542.6 UT (A - 73.10). An examination of individual

A second example from the southern hemisphere under spectra (not shown) indicates that this particle event had the
summer conditions is given in Figure 4. The hourly averaged structure of an inverted V. Although the inverted V structure
values of the B, and B, components of the IMF (1500-1600 is poleward of the place where AD, crosses its baseline value, it
UT) were 1.3 and - 1.2 nT, respectively, and a moderate sub- is clearly equatorward of the electric field reversal.
storm (AN a 200 nT) was in progress. On both the dawnside Our final example (Figure 5) is a north polar pass that came
and the duskside of the auroral oval the region I/region 2 cur- at the end of the disturbed day (%K, - 34, October 15, 1976.
rent systems show the irregularities which are nearly in phase Although IMF data are not available for this day. ground
with structures in E,. In the polar cap both AD, and E, are magnetogram, near local midnight showed that the pass oc-
structurally similar to Heppner's type A pattern. The AB, curred late in the expansion phase of a 600-nT substorm. In
trace shown in Figure 4 differs from that in Figure 3 in that the polar cap, summerlike conditions prevailed. Along the
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high-latitude trajectory of the satellite the ionosphere at alti- hemisphere support their contention that sunward and anti-
tudes of >100 km was in sunlight. sunward tilts of magnetic field lines can and often do corre-

The electric field pattern in the polar cap is somewhat irreg- spond to sunward and antisunward convection. However, ow-

ular but with the strongest convection along the dawn flank. ing to the importance of particle flux induced gradients in the
The &B, traces show well-defined region I/region 2 structures conductivity, detailed conclusions about the direction of E,
in the dawnside and duskside of the auroral oval. In the polar cannot be drawn from AB, signatures.
cap. AB, increased in magnitude from dusk to dawn, but with One of the most interesting conclusions arrived at by
few of the large variations found in E,. On both the duskside McDiarmid e at. 119781 concerned the origin of inverted V
and the dawnside, AB, crossed the baseline value well equa- structures in the boundary layer. They presented a case in
torward of the reversal in E,. At the eveningside electric field which an inverted V structure was found poleward of the po-
reversal the electron flux decreases in intensity and in energy sition where AB, crossed its baseline value, that is, in a region
content. Just poleward of the reversal there is a 1.2*-wide re- of closed magnetic field lines tilting in the antisunward direc-
ion of soft (100 eV) electrons with a trapped pitch angle dis- tion. In Figure 4 we also presented an example of an inverted

tribution. The potential drop across this region is 400 V out of V structure found on field lines tilting in the antisunward di-
a total cross-polar cap drop of 78 kM. The region I current rection. However, the electric field experiment clearly shows
system extends 0.50 (out of 1.2°) into this region. Poleward of that the convective flow remains sunward.
this region, electron fluxes are erratic, often falling below the This does not imply that boundary layer signatures do not
detection capacity of the instrument. On the dawnside of the exist at ionospheric altitudes. Although they are not definitive
polar cap the electron fluxes started to increase at -2339 UT, in this regard, we have presented three cases (Figures 2, 4. and
reaching a maximum value of It) (cm 2 s sr)' at 2342.3 UT (A 5) of significant fluxes of soft electrons with trapped pitch
- 72.8*). This was coincident with a decrease in E, to -79 angle distributions. These extended -I* poleward of the elec-
mV/m and a 350-nT excursion in AB,. It appears that the tric field reversal on the duskside and could be electrons of
structure encountered by S3-2 at 2342.3 UT was a short-lived magnetosheath origin that entered the antisunward con-
local current system possibly associated with a discrete polar vecting boundary layer. The peak energies and pitch angle
cap arc rather than an extension of the region I current sys- distributions are similar to those of low-latitude boundary
tern into the polar cap. This interpretation is based on mea- layer electrons reported by Eastman and Hones [19791.
surements from the magnetometer on S3-3, which passed over Clearly, much more work must be done to identify and assess
the same place 30 min after S3-2 (C. A. Cattell. private com- the role of the boundary layer's ionospheric projection. We
munication, 1979). The same large-scale current observed by note that in the cases of possible boundary layer signatures,
S3-2 in the auroral oval was detected by S3-3. No large de- no significant field-aligned currents were found and the po-
pression in AB, was observed by S3-3 poleward of the electric tential drop across the layers was quite small (<3 kV).
held reversal. A change of 350 riT in AB, over I is easily re-
solved by the S3-3 magnetometer. The poleward boundary of Acknowledgments The authors gratefully acknowledge the patient
the region I current and the E, reversal were detected simulta- draftsmanship of A Genule of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory.
thereio at cu42renT. This work was supported in part by USAF contracts Fi%28-79-C-
neously at 2342.8 UT. 0037 with Boston College and F 19628-77-C-0122 with Regis College.
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Electric and Magnetic Field Characteristics
of Discrete Arcs in the Polar Cap

W. J. BURKE,' M. S. GUSSENHOVEN, 2 M. C. KELLEY, 3 D. A. HARDY,' AND F. J. RICH,

Simultaneous electric field, magnetic field, and electron flux measurements from three dawn-dusk
passes of S3-2 were analyzed for signatures of sun-aligned arcs in the polar cap. Two of the passes
were over the summer and one over the winter polar cap. In all three cases the IMF had a strong
northward componen, During the pass over the winter polar cap the electric fields were highly
irregular but tracked .ith nearly one-to-one correspondence to the transverse magnetic fluctuations.
Upward Birkeland currents were embedded in regions of negative space charge. The carriers for the
upward Birkeland currents were weakly field aligned fluxes of electrons with a temperature of a few
hundred eV that had been accelerated through a potential drop of - I kV. The two summer polar cap
passes differed from each other in their large-scale electric field patterns. In one pass the electric field
was irregular with the upward Birkeland currents in negative space charge regions. In the other
summer hemisphere pass, convection was sunward in the central polar cap. Small-scale Birkeland
current systems. possibly signatures of arclike structures, were found in regions of both sunward and
antisunward convection. In this pass, variations in the electric and magnetic field did not always show
the strong correlations found in the other two cases, due to the effects of electrojet activity near the
flanks of the polar cap. The measurement% are found to be consistent with a 'static' model for the
electrical coupling betweeii -he ionoshere and magnetosphere with the generator at the magnetopause.

[N rRoD);C1 ION land currents, and the precipitating particles in the polar cap.

Information concerning the visual characteristics of polar Transverse magnetic irregularities observed by Triad have

cap arcs comes from ground-based [Las.en and Danielsen, been interpreted as signatures of Birkeland currents coupling

1978! aircraft [Eather and Akasofa. 1969] and satellite-borne polar cap arcs with magnetospheric or extramagnetospheric

lBerkey et al., 976, I.smail ri al., 1977; MenX and Aka.svofu, source regions [Saflekos et al., 19781. Burch el al. [1979]
1976: Gussenhuven. this issue! spectroscopic instrumenta- have reported simultaneous measurements of accelerated

tion. This information is supplemented by direct measure- elecrons and shears in the ionospheric plasma drift velocity.

ments of electrons bombarding the polar cap [Hoffman and Electric fields associated with these velocity shears were

Evan.s. 1968; Winntingham and Iheikkila, 1974; Burch ei al., found to point toward the cores of the acceleration regions.
19791 occasionally accompanied by simultaneous measure- Simultaneous measurements of small-scale electric fields

ments of visual emmisions [ Whalen et oI., 1971: Ismail et al.. and Birkeland currents associated with polar cap arcs have

1977: Hardy el al.. this issue,. From these observations it not been available to date. It is the purpose of this paper to

can be s:,id that polar cap arcs tend to be sun aligned, appear present a set of electric field, magnetic field, and electron

most frequently during periods of magnetic quieting when flux measurements taken by means of instrumentation on the

the IMF has a northward component. and are twice as often U.S. Air Force satellite S3-2 over the polar caps during

found on the morning side as on the evening side of the polar perids when the IMF had a northward component following

cap [l.imail e al., 1977; Gu"As.%enhoven, this issuef. Visible a period of moderate magnetospheric activity. In the ab-

arcs in the polar cap are caused by precipitating electrons sence of simultaneous optical measurements, this assures us
with average energies u2 keV (Eater and Alaofts, 1969). of maximum likelihood that the phenomena observed give

Weber and Buchau [19811 have identified a class of subvisual the signatures of discrete polar cap arcs.

arcs at - region altitudes which result from the structured Burke et al. 119791 have previously reported on S3-2 large-

precipitation of electrons with average energies of a few scale electric field measurements taken at high latitudes

hundred eV. Direct [Hoffman and Evans. 1968] and indirect during periods of northward IMF. The electric field compo-

Eather and AAaro/'a, 1969) evidence suggests that the nent approximately in the dawn-dusk direction' was studied
primary electrons responsible for polar cap arcs are field during orbits which passed to invariant latitudes (A) greater
aligned owing to field-aligned accelerations. However, elec- than 80 . With IMF B, > 0.7 nT, electric fields in the polar
Iron fluxes over polar cap arcs that are nearly isotropic over cap were always highly regular in the winter polar cap and

the downconing hemisphere have also been reported occasionally irregular in the summer (sunlit) cap. More
[Bur(h. 1968; Whalen et al., 1971 1. frequently under summer conditions, regions of antisunward

[B edevelo t 3f mconvection (dawn to dusk E fields) were found near the
The development of physical models of polar cap arcs flksothplacpanreisofsnadovcin

requires knowledge of the small-scale electric fields. Birke- fanks of the polar cap and regions of sunward convection
(dusk to dawn E fields) in the auroral zones and in the central

polar cap. The latter result is consistent with polar cap
Air h-,rce Geophys cs Laboratory. Hanscom Air Force Base, convection patterns deduced by Maezaiva 11976] from

Massachusetts 01731. ground magnetogranis. Following Maezawa, Burke et al.
Boston College. Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167 [19791 interpreted the observations as indicating a four-cell
Cornell University. Ithaca. New York 14950.

high-latitude convection pattern. Crooker 139791 showed that
This paper i% not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1982 by the observations are also consistent with a three-cell pattern-

the American Geophysical Union. two crescent-shaped cells driven by a viscous interaction of

Paper number IAI812. magnetosheath plasma within the closed field line portion of
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the magnetosphere and a single cell in the polar cap driven least squares average values of E. Each point is assigned to
by magnetic merging on the poleward side of the dayside the midpoint of the appropriate 20-s interval. To resolve
cusp. The side of the polar cap on which sunward and small-scale structures such as polar cap arcs, all of the dipole
antisunward convection occurs is determined by the sign of measurements are used to infer values of E, with a I-s
the Y component of the IMF. Recently, Lassen [1979] noted resolution.
similarities between the predicted convection patterns of this The magnetic field was measured at a rate of 32 samples
model and the distribution of polar cap arcs with IMF B,. He per second, with a one-bit resolution of 5 nT. Data are
suggested that polar cap arcs are the optical signatures of presented as differences between the measured and IGRF 75
upward Birkeland currents associated with convection ye- model of the spin axis component (ABy). The spin plane
locity shears derived from electric field reversals in the polar components of the magnetic field are available for reference
cap. but are not presented explicitly.

In the following section we review, briefly, the S3-2 The electron spectrometer measures electrons with ener-
scientific package and the satellite coordinate system in gies between 80 eV and 17 keV in 32 energy channels with a
which observations are presented. The next section de- full spectrum compiled every second. The aperture of the
scribes geomagnetic conditions at the time of interest, states instrument is mounted in the spin plane of the satellite.
explicitly our criteria for determining when the satellite was Because of the small geometric factor of the instrument (4.68
in the polar cap, and anticipates the kinds of variations we x 10- 3 cm2 sr) count rates in the polar cap are frequently at
expect in the electric and magnetic fields in crossing polar or below the one count per accumulation period (1/32 s).
cap arcs at nearly normal incidence. In the observations Results from the electron spectrometer are to be taken as
section, three dawn to dusk passes, from times near the semiqualitative rather than as exact, quantitative indicators
December 1976 solstice when the IMF had a strong north- of particle flux levels. For the reader's benefit, distribution
ward component, are studied in detail. The ionosphere was function and directional, differential flux measurements are
in darkness in one of the cases and was sunlit in the referenced to the one count per sample interval level. In the
remaining two cases. Simultaneous electric and magnetic cases studied here the measurements are of sufficient clarity
field deflections are compared in all three cases. In the to bear comparison with and interpretation in the light of
winter hemisphere case, counting statistics alow a direct standard results from the ISIS (Winningham and Heikkila,
comparison of fluxes of precipitating electrons with electric 1974], AE-D [Burch et al., 1979], and DMSP [Hardy el al.,
and magnetic field measurements. The available evidence this issue] satellites.
suggests that the primary electrons responsible for arcs have
undergone a field-aligned acceleration. In most instances the BACKGROUND, CRITERIA, AND EXPECTATIONS

upward Birkeland currents and the precipitating electrons Before examining the S3-2 measurements it is useful to
are embedded in regions of negative space charge. Possible digress briefly to discuss: (I) the background conditions at
relationships between the observations and ionospherelmag- the time of the observations. (2) our criteria for determining
netosphere coupling and models for auroraL arc formation when S3-2 was in the polar cap, and (3) our general expecta-
are discussed in the final section. tions for relationships between measured quantities.

To study the characteristics of polar cap arcs, three high-
INSTRUMENTATION latitude passes of 53-2 close to the dawn-dusk magnetic

The S3-2 was launched into polar orbit during December meridian were selected for analysis. The passes, one over
1975 with an intial apogee, perigee, and inclination of 1557 the northern (rev. 523 IN) and two over the southern (revs
km. 240 km, and 96.3, respectively. It is spin stabilized with 5215S and 5231S) polar caps, occurred on December 7 and 8,
a nominal spin period of 20 s and a spin axis that Is nearly 1976, during period of northward IMF. We have examined
perpendicular to the orbital plane. The scientific package on DMSP records and found that no visible imagery is available
S3-2 includes: (I) an electric field experiment consisting of at the time of the winter polar cap pass.Auroral forms cannot
two dipoles, (2) a triaxial flux gate magnetometer, and (3) an be detected by the DMSP optical scanner under sunlit
energetic electron spectrometer. These instruments and the conditions. Based on the work of previous investigators, but
methods used to reduce data are described in detail by Burke lacking visible imagery, we believe that the IMF and orbital
et al. [1980]. The coordinate system used in this paper, characteristics are optimal for encountering sun-aligned arcs
which is the same as that described in Figure 1 of Smiddy el in the polar cap.
al. [ 19801, has its origin at the center of mass of the satellite. The E, measurements of December 7-8, 1976, have been
X is positive in the direction of the satellite velocity; Z is discussed previously by Burke et al. 119791 and are illustra-
positive in the rae .a*ly downward direction, and Y completes tive of the types of large-scale electric field patterns found in
the right-hand coordinate system. When the satellite trajec- the polar cap during periods of a northward IMF. Hourly
tory is in the dawn-dusk meridian, Y is positive in the averages of IMF conditions on December 7 and 8, 1976,
antisunward direction. One of the dipoles has a length of show that at the time of rev 5231 (5215), B, = -3.7 (3.6) nT,
29.72 m. It lies in the satellite's spin plane andcneasures the B, = 3.8 (-2.8) nT and B, = 7.4 (4. 1) nT. During both rev
electric field component along the satellite's trajectory (E,). 5231 and rev 5215 the solar wind speed was moderate (439
The second dipole has a length of 11.18 m and lies close to and 411 km/s) and the density high (10.1 and 28.4 cm - 3)
the satellite's spin axis. Because the spin-axis-aligned dipole [King, 1979]. December 8 was a disturbed day on which IKp
frequently has an unknown dc offset potential, only the spin - 26-. Rev 5231 occurred toward the end of the active
plane data are used in this study. Potential differences period with Kp = 1. December 7 was less active throughout;
between the ends of the dipoles are sampled 32 times per Kp - 2+ for the time of rev 5215.
second. Data are usualby presented (Figures 1, 8, and 9) at 5- In order to study the characteristics of polar cap arcs it is
s intervals representing 20-s (ore full satellite spin) running, first necessary to designate the polar cap boundaries. By the
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term polar cap we refer to the region of open magnetic field gradients the relationships between AB and E, can become
lines at ionospheric altitudes. Recently, Meng [19811 has rather complex. If the satellite crosses a field-aligned current
cautioned that many sun.aligned arcs, at extremely high sheet at an angle other than 90' . (I) is approximately valid
latitudes, lie in a polewardly contracted auroral oval rather but leads to underestimates of the field-aligned current
than in the polar cap. Neelis et al. 119801 suggest that a density. Deflections also appear in the spin plane component
satellite can be known to be in the polar cap if its position is that is normal to the main magnetic field.
poleward of both the convection reversal and the low- It should be noted that not all deflections in the magnetic
latitude boundary of polar rain precipitation [Winningham field are attributable to the satellite passing through quasi-
and Heikkila. 1974]. This double condition recognizes that infinite current sheets. Field-aligned currents of finite length
the ionospheric projection of the magnetospheric boundary as well as ionospheric Hall currents can produce deflections.
layer (closed field lines) convects in the antisunward direc- Langel f 1975] has shown that Hall currents flowing near the
tion. Smiddy et al.[ 19801 have shown that near the dawn- flanks of the summer polar cap produce measurable magnet-
dusk meridian both criteria are easily applied when the IMF ic signatures at altitudes below 600 km.
has a southward component but not so when it has a
northward component. Under northward IMF conditions the OBSERVATIONS

convective electric field is frequently irregular, undergoing
multiple reversals across the auroral oval and polar cap. In In Figure I. E,, AB. the directional flux of electrons (cm2

two of the three passes studied here (revs 523 IN and 5231S) s sr)-1 and electron pitch angles measured during S3-2 rev
the large-scale electric field is too irregular to designate the 5231N are plotted as functions of universal time (UT),
aurorat boundary convection reversal. For this reason we invariant latitude (A), magnetic local time (MLT), and alti-
define a structure in the high-latitude ionopshere to lie in the tude. At this time the satellite was near apogee over the
polar cap if it is embedded in a region of polar rain. northern polar cap and on rev 532 IN passed within V of the

Discrete arcs in both the auroral oval and the polar cap magnetic pole along the MLT dawn-dusk meridian. Average
result from the structured precipitation of relatively energet- values of E, at 5-s intervals are represented by a fine, solid
ic electrons. This leads us to expect that polar cap arcs, just line in the top panel of the figure. Data interruptions marked
as auroral oval arcs [Vondrak, 1975) are electrically coupled by the letter C indicate periods when the electric field
to the magnetosphere by means of extended, field-aligned experiment went through a calibration sequence. Positive
current sheets. The incoming electrons responsible for visi- values of E, in the northern hemisphere correspond to a dusk
ble emissions carry a current that is directed out of the to dawn (sunward convection) component of the electric
ionosphere. The so-called return current, probably carried field. The values of all AB. measurements are also given in
by upward drifting, cold electrons, should lie outside of the the top panel and appear as a thick line. The thickness of the
arc. In crossing a quasi-infinite current sheet at normal line corresponds to a 5-nT (I bit) uncertainty in the measure-
incidence the Maxwell and current continuity equations ments. In regions where the slope of the AB,. curve is
reduce to the form negative corresponding field-aligned currents are directed

out of the ionosphere. Eight narrow regions of current out of
-a pvlE,) = 0 (1) the ionosphere marked in the Figure I are discussed in detail
ax below.

As mentioned above, during periods of northward IMF.
where po is the permittivity of free space and Yp is the large-scale variations in E, and AB., are poor indicators of the
height-integrated Pedersen conductivity of the ionosphere. auroral oval boundary. In the case of orbit 5231N. clear
In regions of unifonn conductivity, AB, and E, should vary signatures of the region I/region 2 current system defined by
in the same way across quasi-infinite current sheets. Calcu- IUima and Potemra (19761 are absent. We note that on the
lations by Wallis and Budzinski [19811 indicate that back- evening side there are reversals of E. at 1956:06 UT (A =

ground conductivities should be -0.1 mho in the winter 760) and at 1957:48 UT (A = 820). Both reversals (events I
(darkened) and -5 mho in the summer (sunlit) polar cap. and 2) are associated with currents out of the ionosphere and

Enhanced precipitation produces conductivity gradients in locally enhanced fluxes of electrons. Event 2 appears to
the vicinity of polar cap arcs. Because the responsible mark a transition in both E, and the electron flux. Equator-
electrons have average energies of - I keV, they produce ward of event 2 electron fluxes vary between 5 x 107 and 3 x
most of their ionization at altitudes ; 140 km (Rees, 19631. 10' (cm 2 s sr- and are fairly isotropic over the downcoming
We thus expect a greater enhancement of Xp rather than YH hemisphere. Poleward of the event, the electron flux de-
(Hall ,onductivity). in polar cap arcs. This is consistent with creases abruptly to values near the lowest sensitivity of the
empirical formulas which relate the enhancement of 1p and detector, a level typical of the polar rain fWinningham and
Y, above background to the characteristics of precipitating Heitkila, 1974). On the morning side the last observations of
electrons polar rain fluxes are at 2003:30 UT (A = 81.6°). Based on the

A1pmho) = 5 2[energy fluxl (2) occurrence of polar rain we conservatively set the evening
and morning side boundaries of the polar cap at 82' and

and 81.6 °, respectively. On this basis, events 3 through 7. which

are marked by enhanced electron fluxes and currents out ofAIN(dmho) - 0..'5averge flux) A!;r 03
the ionosphere, lie entirely within the polar cap. The 5-%-

where the electron energy flux is in ergs/cml s and the averaged values of E, show that all of the events, with the
averagr energy is in keV I Harel et al., 19811. It is obvious possible exceptions of events 3 and 6. lie in regions of
too that the most severe conductivity gradients should be negative slope in E,. We now consider some of these events
found near arcs in the winter polar cap. Along conductivity on expanded time scales.
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and Z solar magnetospheric components were -3.7. 4.4. and 7.1I nT. respectively.

InFigures 2a and 2b, we have plotted the potential then returns to a value in phase with the reference signal.
measured between the ends of the spinning dipole between Similarly, we note in Figure 2h that at the time of event 6 the
t958 :00 and 200]0:30 UT (events 3 and 4) and between measured value changed at 2002:.51 UT from a high value in
2002":30 and 2005:00 UT (events 6. 7. and 8), respectively phase with the reference signal to a small value out of pha.se:
Transverse magnetic field deflections. the electron flux, and i.e., event 6 is also in a region of decreasing E.. Tlhese
electron pitch angle are provided for reference. Measure- decreases are not seen in Figure I owing to the decreases
ments from the electric field experiment have had potential ocurring on time scales significantly shorter than the 20-s
difference induced by satellite motion across magnetic field interval used for the running average. Plots of I-s average
lines and a constant dc bias removed. The dashed sine wave value of E4 based on the potentials measured near the times
is a reference that gives the phase and amplitude of the signal of events 3, 4, 6, and 7 (Figures 3a, 3h) clearly show that
that would be measured in the presence of a constant electric with the exception of a small deviation at the edge of event 6
field of 12 mV/in that is directed from dusk to dawn and has (2002:58 UT) the regions of upward Birkeland currents and
no component along 3. Thus when the reference and inea- enhanced electron fluxes are also regions of decreasing E,.
sured signals are in phase (180" out of phase), the ambient Sequences of electron spectra for event 3. 4. and 6 are
electric field has a dusk to dawn (dawn to dusk) component. given in Figures 4. 5. and 6. respectively. Dashed lines
The positive and negative signs at the top of the figure indicate the flux in electrons/cma2 s sr keV that correspo~nds
designate periods when the measured and reference signals to the I count per sampling interval sensitivity of thei are in and out of phase, respectively. We note that, despite detector. At the time of event 3 the integral flux increased
rapid variations in the ambient electric fields. the measured abruptly from background to 3 10 (cm 2 s sr)' for 2 s then

and reference signals pass through zero at the same times, returned to background. The peak directional differential
This indicates that there is no measurable electric field flux was between I and 2 x 10' (cm2 s sr keV) and appeared
component along 3 at these times. It is possible, however, in <I -keV energy channels.
that components of E along BSexist during periods away from Since optical observations show that polar cap arcs are
nodal points of the reference signal. much longer than they are wide, it seems clear that regions

An examination of small-scale variations in E, in Figure 2 of negative 8E,/6x are also regions of negative space charge.
reveals that all of the events, including 3 and 6. lie in regions If we assume that most of the electric and magnetic field
of negative slope in E,, Twelve seconds prior to the begin- variations occur along the s.atellite trajectory, then we can
ning of event 3 the measured signal changes from out of use the infinite s heet approximation to Maxwellrs equations
phase to in phase with the reference ,ignal. During event 3 to calculate the excess s pace charge densil y tp) and the field-
the potential measured along the dipole decreases to 7.ero. aligned current density I,. We use the spa cecraft velocity of
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Fig. 3. One-second average of E, deduced from potential measurements in Figure 2: ta) from peiod ol evCnt, 3 aod 4
and () from period of events 6 and 7.

7 km/s to transform into the satellite's frame of reference and charge is thus about I part in 3 to 30 million. The current
expresspinelementarychargeunits(1.6 x 10-1 9 C)percm': density calculated from (2) is 1.8 ,uA/m ,. This current

aE,(mV/in) density corresponds to an electron flux of -lO9cm %)I

p(charges/cm') - 7.9 x 10 6 EVm (4) For this to be consistent with a measured directional flux of3
at(s) x l0W (cm 2 s sr) the electrons associated with event 3 must

and he nearly isotropic in their distribution over the downcoming
hemisphere. Note that both the spectra were taken while the

oABv(nT) detector was looking close to the magnetic field direction.
j,,(A.A/m) - 0.113 - T- (5) The energy flux associated with event 3 is a few tenth% of an

at(s) erg/cm2 s sr and is probably insulficient for producing a

Note that if the satellite crosses charge/current sheets at visible, discrete arc.
angles other than 900, (4) and (5) only provide lower-bound During event 4. .R, decreased uniformly by 50 nT be-
estimates of p and j,,. tween 1959:07 and 1959:09 UT. Such a decreae corre-

Between 1958:46 and 1958:49 UT. E, and AB, decreased sponds to a current density of 2.8 p.A/mz and is consistent
by 50 mV/m and 47 nT. respectively. From (4) we calculate with the measured uniform flux of 4 x 10 (cm s ,r 1 if the
the net charge density in event 3 to be 1.3 x 10- ' el/cm'. A electron flux is weakly field aligned. The electrons in the
thermal electron probe on S3-2 IBurke, 19811 indicates that event have the characteristic% of an invertcd-V structure
at the satellite the thermal plasma density ranged between IFrank and Ackerson. 1971. The peak flux appeared in the 2-
0.3 and 3.0 x 10' el/cm3 across the polar cap. The excess keV channel at 1959:09 and in lesser energy channels at

earlier and later times. A maximum directional differential

flux of 101 (cm
2 s sr keV)

- was measured in the l-keV
Ur PITCH ANGLE channel when the detector was looking closest to 5.
9 198'4 22 Between 2002:52 and 2002:57 UT (event 6), E, and AR,

,o2 9847 5'. decreased by 160 mV/m and 127 nT indicating that p = 2.5 xi \ ' ' -  " 10 - charge/cm3 and j, =2.8 p.A/rn
2 . The latter value is

*09 10- ih/M andJ . L/" eletro of tte vau i' s
N 2 consistent with a measured electron flux of 1.2 x 10 (cm2s

,o8 -"- I - sr)'. Spectra taken at this time show peak fluxes in the I-
keV channel. We note that most of the spectra were mea-

- 27 sured while the detector was looking at relatively large
angles to 3. The energy flux during event 6 ranged between 2

041,Ut , and I ergs/cm- s Sr.
10 I0

ENERGY (vI Several important features of polar cap arcs may be

Fig. 4. Directional, differential flux measurements during event deduced from a further consideration of event 6. In Figure 7

3. The UT and pitch angle ±9* of the electron flux. The dotted tine we have plotted in electron distribution function versus
indicates the flux from one count per accumulation period. energy measured by the S3-2 detector (triangles) during
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- .. . - I TCH N,, detectors looking approximately along magnetic field lines.
0 ';Of 40- Btirc'h et al. 119791 have shown that at pitch angles of -7 °

anti M* the distribution functions of accelerated primary
I •,,, 0" 1. electrons are almost identical. They also found field-alignedL.4 ,S599 0'9 f, fluxes of e'-,trons with energies well below those of the

-.-. '. - aq59 o .16a primary distnbution. Such electrons are thought to be of

2.+ r l59 ""45* ionospheric origin and have been accelerated through a
,_ 7 1959 1 6 2" portion of the field-aligned potential drop. Examples of such

.3- electrons are probably contained in Figure 7 at the low.
o- ; -" - energy end of the DMSP/F2 distribution. Note that these

electrons would not be detected by the S3-2 spectrometer.
.-Figure 8 is a plot of E,, AB,. and the electron flux taken

during the subsequent, southern high-latitude pass (rev
- -523 IS). The data format is the same as Figure I. During this

, pass the satellite was near perigee and reached a maximum
invariant latitude of 86 on the night side of the magnetic

, -.... -pole. Due to the proximity of the pass in time to the solstice.
'C' 10

ENRG (key) the ionosphere below the trajectory was sunlit. In the
Fig 5. )irectionmal. differentalt flux measurements during event 4. southern hemisphere a positive E, is directed from dawn to

The ormat i% the same as Figure 4. dusk (antisunward convection): negative slopes in E. and
AB, again correspond to regions of negative space charge
and field-aligned currents out of the ionosphere, respective-

event 6 and another distribution measured by a zenith- ly.
looking spectrometer on the DMSP/F2 satellite (dots) as it The electric field is highly irregular throughout the pass
passed over a visible polar cap arc Ilfardv I-' at., this issue]. making it difficult to designate the boundaries between the
The dashed line gives the S3-2 detectors one count level of polar cap and oval. In this summer hemisphere case. howev-
sensitivity. In this semilogarithmic format a Maxwetlian er, a well-defined region I/region 2 current system appears in
distribution appears as a sIraight line with a negative slope, the evening but not in the morning side of the auroral oval.

For electrons with energi e -500 eV. both distributions Using arguments similar to those employed for the northern
are similar in shape having maxima near I keV. The flux hemisphere data, namely, the first and last appearance of
maximum during event 6 is a factor of S higher than that polar rain, we tentatively place the poleward boundaries for
measured over a visible arc by DMSP. This suggests that the the oval coincident with the E, reversals at 2045:54 UT (A =
flux associated with event 6 is also sufficient for producing a 82* MLT = 03.8) and 2050:06 UT (A = 78.6 °. MLT = 19.4).
visible arc. 'The fact that the distributions have maxima Poleward of these invariant latitudes. E. is irregular but
indicate% that they are made up of two populations. Elec- basically dawn to dusk in its orientation. Like the winter
trons with energies at or greater than the maximum are polar cap data discussed above, E, varies in an almost one-
primaries that have undergone a field-aligned acceleration to-one fashion with AB, with the regions of negative slope in
IBurcn 't .1.. 19791. Those with energies below the maxi- AB, in the polar cap corresponding to negative slopes to E,.
munt are secondaries or degraded primaries (Evans, 19741. The maximum excursions of E. in the summer polar cap are.
Ifardv et al. (this isstel have shown that the primary however, from +30 to -40 mV/im, a factor of 5 smaller than
population in the DMSP event has a temperature of 350 eV
and has fallen through a field-aligned potential drop of -750 ,- UT PITCH ANGLE
V. A leait squares fit of the four data points at and beyond o16 , 200253 122 s
the maximum in the event 6 distribution function is given as 20. 0 4
a dash-dot line in Figure 7. The Jata are consistent with a 3 200255 OW

primary population that has a temperttre of -220eV and has ot- 4 2002.56 6 '

been accelerated through a potential of -I kV All of the ; 60 "
primary distributions measured during events 4. 6, and 7 (not 1 io 2 Z 02 32-

shown) have similar temperatures and accelerations. 10-
Having established that primary electrons associated with 6 , -

events 4. 6, :id 7 have been accelerated along field lines. C 0-
two thcr characteristics immediately follow: E 6-

From Figure 3 we note that at the edges of these 1 '- ..

events the electric field intensifies. Across the events, E, o
reverse% direction. Consistent with observations reported by z - - 6-

L'urh ei ol. 119791. the electric field points toward the core 'o0
of the acce!leration region.

. )epie a field-aligned acceleration the primary elec- W too
tron d:tribution does not appear to deviate significantly '°+L , _ ._ ,, ,
Itom isotropy ever the downcoming hemisphere at iono- ,
spheric altitudes. Ilhe distribution function for primary elec- ENLRGV th.V)
tron.s from event 6 Ilixure 7). which are locally trapped, is Fig. 6. Directional. differential flux measurements dunng event 6.
similar to others measured in event 4 and by DMSP with The format is the same as Figure 4.
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t' i are taken as the boundaries between the polar cap and
auroral oval. Poleward of these boundaries, convection is in

£ 53-2 S De.75 204m,4 the antisunward direction. Between 1803:40 UT (A 8 81.7.

DMsP 12 DEC 7 0156,10 MLT = 08.4) and 1806:00 UT (A = 83.3. MLT = 14.3) in the

center of the polar cap E, is directed from dusk to dawn
'o 21 (sunward convection). In the region of antisunward convec-

tion along the morning flank of the polar cap AB,~ exhibit%
variations at frequencies close to the 5-s resolution in E,.
These variations terminate at the reversal in E, (1803:40 UT)

fi onwhere a negative slope in .B, indicates that a current densityE Io8 of =1.5 u.A/m is flowing out of the ionosphere. Such a

current was predicted by La.s.sen 119791 for the central polar
cap reversal in /-,. Unfortunately. the electron detector waslooking toward local nadir. so it is not possible to determine

\. 3 20.V whether the current-carrying electrons were sufficiently en-
029- \ \ergetic to create an arc. Two events marked I (A 84.0.

MLT = 10.1) and 2 (A 8 94.5. MLT = 11.7) in Figure 9

appear in the region of sunward convection and carry
currents of 1.1 and 2.0 jaA/m 2 out of the ionosphere.
Electron fluxes during these events had maximum values of

103 0'\'-. - 8 x I0' and 2 x 10" (cm 2 s sr ', respectively. with

1. 350. maximum counting rates in the 0.8-keV channels. In both
instances the detectors were looking -90r to the magnetic
field lines. The appearance of E, remaining nearly constant
across these Birkeland current structures is an artifact of the

, 203 averaging process.
Along the dusk flank of the polar cap. /, was directed

ENERGY (keV) from dawn to dusk and had a maximum value of 35 mV/m.
Between 1806:50 UT and 1807:12 UT. AB, decreased by

Fig. 7. Distribution functions versus energy of locally trapped -3(X) nT accompanied by no large change in E,. This change
electrons measured during event 6 (triangles) and of field-aligned
electrons observed by means of a spectrometer on t)MSP/F2 above in AB, cannot be due to the satellite crossing a quasi-infinite
a visible polar cap arc (dots). The dashed line gives the S3-2 current sheet. An examination of the up-down and north-
detector's one-count level of sensitivity. The dash-dot Jhne is a least south components of the magnetic field (not shown) reveals
squares fit of primary electrons during event 6 to a Maxwellian significant changes simultaneous with the AB,. decrease.
distribution. These variations in the magnetic field, in the presence of a

strong, nearly uniform electric field. are consistent with the
the largest excursions in the winter polar cap. Conversely, satellite having passed over an electro.iet flowing along the
the transverse magnetic variations are larger than their flanks of the sunlit polar cap. Recall that the satellite was
northern hemisphere counterparts. For example, the two near perigee at this time. Electrojet effects have been
prominant negative slope deflections in A11 centered at observed under similar circumstances at satellite altitudes by
2047:55 (A = 85.5 °) and 2048:54 (A = 82.9) are of - 100-nT means of instrumentation on OGO 6 1I.ang.e, 19751.
magnitude. The accompanying. relatively small variations in The magnetic deflections marked event 3 appear only in
E, during this pass reflect the basically higher Pedersen the AB: component and are probably due to two parallel.
conductivity of the sunlit polar cap. latitudinally narrow Birkeland current systems. High-time-

A further significant difference between this pass and the resolution electric field measurements (not shown) exactly
north polar pass is in the measured electron fluxes. For the track the AB, variations. The regions of strong negative
south pole pass the variations in the electron flux levels slope during event 3 were accompanied by bursts of ele-
measured across the polar cap were always <108/(cm2 s trons with peak fluxes near 0.5 keV. The detector was
sr) 1. During the events at 2047:55 and 2049:00 UT the looking at pitch angles near 90 at this time. The fluxes then
detector was looking earthward. The absence of variations in decreased to background as the detector turned toward
the particle flux may be attributed to bad luck in the look nadir.
direction of the detector, degradation of the primary beam
between 1300 and 250 km, or a real change in particle SUMMARY AND DisCUSSiON

admittance to the cap possibly due to the sign of the Observations presented in the previous section represent
component of the IMF [Burch et al.. 19791. the first report of simultaneous measurements of small-scale

During rev 5215S (Figure 9) the satellite was near perigee electric and magnetic field variations and electron fluxes in
and reached a maximum invariant latitude of 84.50 on the the polar cap. In the three cases studied the IMF had a
dayside of the magnetic pole. Measurements from this pass significant northward component and the magnetosphere
are different in several respects from those found during rev was moderately active. The satellite trajectory was close to
5231S. Attention is directed to four reversals of E, designat- the dawn-dusk meridian and passed to invariant latitudes
ed by dot-dash lines. The E, reversals at 18(1:30 UT (A = >84°. These conditions are ideal for detecting the electro-
77.1, MLT -- 07.3) and 1808:00 UT(A = 16.3) coincide with magnetic and particle characteristics of sun-aligned, polar
the termination of region I currents ISmiddy er al.. 19801 and cap arcs.
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During the winter polar cap pass (rev 5231N) the dawn- 1l9681. Whalen et al. 119711, and Burch et al. 119791. This
dusk component of the electric field was highly irregular. implies that the potential drop responsible for the field-
Five events in the polar cap with characteristics of field- aligned acceleration of primary electrons either results from
aligned currents were identified from variations of the trans- a double layer at great altitudes or is spread out over great
verse magnetic field component. A comparison with electric distances along magnetic field lines. The magnetic mirror
field measurements showed that the regions of upward force could not bring the primary beam to isotropy if there
Birkeland currents were embedded ip regions of negative were a narrow double layer at altitudes close to that of the
space charge. The local charge imbalat e was approximate- satellite. Note that despite many reversals in the dawn to
ly one part in three to thirty million. D ring several of these dusk electric field component there was no direct evidence
events the particle detector was looking upward so that for a component of E along B in the cases studied here
individual spectra could be examined. The electron spectra (Figures 2a, 2b).
were similar to those previously reported over polar cap arcs During periods of IMF B > 0. large-scale electric fields in
[Whalen et al.. 1971: Meng and Akasoft. 1976: Ismail el al.. the summer hemisphere can either be irregular (rev 5231S) or
1977. Hardy et al., this issuel. The primary electrons came have dusk to dawn components in the central polar cap (rev
from a population with a temperature of a few hundred eV 5215S). Transverse deflections of the magnetic field (AB,)
that had been accelerated through a potential drop of - I kV. were obseved in both situations. E, and AB, correlated
We are thus led to believe that the electromagnetic charac- during rev 523 1S as they had during the north polar cap pass.
teristics of the events reported here are the same as those of Observations from rev 5215S did not show such high correla-
polar cap arcs. Comparisons of the electron flux with the tions between E, and AB,. There were instances of varia-
measured Birkeland current densities (event 3) and with tions in AB, with little or no shift in E,, possibly indicating
each other as a function of pitch angle (events 4 and 6) the influence of ionospheric electrojets. Finally, it should be
suggest that the primary electrons are nearly isotropic or noted that regions of small-scale Birkeland currents were
only weakly field aligned over the downcoming hemisphere. found in all three sections of the polar cap. i.e., embedded in
This result is in agreement with the observations of Butch regions of both sunward and antisunward convection.

S3-2 REV 5231/S 8 DECEMBER,1976
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Pig. 8. Electric field, magnetic field, electron flux. and pitch angle measurements during S3-2 rev 523 IS. The format is
the ame as for Figure I. Hourly averaged IMF component% were -3.7. .8., and 7.4 nT.
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Fig. 9. Electric field. magnetic field, electron flux, and pitch angle measurements during S3-2 rev 5215S. The formal is
the same as for Figure I. Hourly averaged IMF component% were 3.6, --2.8. and 4.1 nT.

Electron fluxes measured during the perigee passes were rents. Two classes of models are found in the literature
not as distinctive as those measured during rev 523 IN. This which we call *static' and 'dynamic.' In the static models.
may reflect an IMF B, effect as suggested by Sajiekos et at. field-aligned currents close via Pedersen currents in the
[1978] and Burch et al. [19791. This seems unlikely to be the ionosphere [Botrom. 1964; (oroniti and Kennel. 1972:
only explanation, since B, had opposite polarities during the Lyons, 1980. 1981: Kan and Lee. 19801. Dynamic models
two south polar passes but the polar cap electron flux levels emphasize the effects of lime-varying electric fields seen by
were comparable. The difference may also be due to an the plasma as it convects across a strip of enhanced conduc-
unlucky coincidence: whenever the satellite was passing tivity [Sato and Iolzer. 1973; Maltset' et al., 1977; Mallinck-
through an upward Birkeland current, the spectrometer was rodt and Carlson, 19781. The static model predicts that the
looking earthward. The difference may also reflect apogee- ratio of variations of the electric field. BF,, to those of the
perigee or summer-winter effects. Since the energy of the magnetic field, BAB,. is the height-integrated Pedersen resis-
primary beam is frequently s I keV. serious degradation of tivity, lp'. In the dynamic model, 8E,1&, is equal to the
current-carrying electrons can occur between 1350 and 250 local intrinsic impedance of the medium (1) (cf. equation (12)
km. It is also possible that the radical differences in the of Mallinckrodt and Carlson 119781). For the four events in
ionospheric thermal plasma and conductivity between the Figure 3 (events 3. 4, 6. and 7) in the regions of upward
two hemispheres affect the ionosphere-magnetosphere elec- currents the ratios give 1.34 11, 1.05 01, 1.77 f. and 2.94 01.
trical coupling in an as yet not understood way. For exam- These correspond to conductivities ranging between 0.34
pie, conditions for weak field-aligned potential drops may be and I mho. This is a reasonable estimate of the Pedersen
present when the ionosphere is almost nonconducting but conductivity in the winter polar ionosphere with soft precipi-
not when it is highly conducting. Convection shears, evi- tation. On the other hand, the local value of T1 = t/B /p ) '1-

denced by rapid variations in E,, were stronger during rev is in the range 3.3 to 7.4 fl. The mass density p, was
5231N than on either of the summer hemisphere passes. estimated from the plasma density (0.3 to 3 x l03 cm 3) and
Strong E, reversals are considered to be concomitant to by assuming a dominant species of 0'. These calculations
field-aligned potential drops. show that the S3-2 measurements are more consistent with

A detailed discussion of auroral arc theory is beyond the the 'static' rather than the 'dynamic' models for the electri-
scope of this observational paper. However, the electric and cat coupling in polar cap arcs.
magnetic field measurements from the polar cap do allow In the summer polar cap with irregular electric fields
some comments concerning ionosphere/magnetosphere cou- (Figure 8) the ralio of E., to 8tA,) is much smaller, 0. 1 to
pling and the theory of auroral arc formation. 0.3 fl. This corresponds to a Xe between 3 and 10 mho. The

It is generally conceded that the ionosphere and the sunlit ionosphere provided most of this conductivity without
magnetosphere are electrically coupled by field-aligned cur- need for large precipitation fluxes.
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Currently, there are two major theoretical concepts mod- 2003:10 UT the slope of &AB versus UT curve was zero and
cis for arc formation which invoke either an ionospheric the values of &By - 100 nT (Figure 3b), indicating that across
IMiura and Sato, 19801 or a magnetospheric [Lyons, 1980, the event the net current into the ionosphere is zero. To
1981: Kan and Lee, 1980J generator. Both models are highly satisfy the requirements of current continuity the upward
developed and each, granting its initial assumptions, predicts Birkeland current divides into two branches, labeledjaw, in
the growth of arclike structures. There does not appear to be the magnetopause layer. At the ionospheric ends of the flux
anything specific to these theories that makes them inappli- tubes, current continuity is maintained by means of converg-
cable to the polar cap arc situation. These theories have ing Pedersen currents. ip.
diametrically opposite predictions concerning the relation- In both Figure 3b and our simplified representation, E,
ship between ciectric field and Hirkeland current structures rises to a maximum value of + 120 mV/m (dusk to dawn) at
above auroral arcs. The 'ionospheric generator' mechanism 2002:50 UT. It reverses direction at 2002:54 UT and falls to
(cf. Figure I of Miura and Saut [19801) requires that arcs a minimum of -125 mV/m (dawn to dusk) at 2003:00 UT.
develop in regions of positive space charge (V - E > 0). Within the central portion of the arc, E, had an average value
Magnetospheric generator theory makes the opposite predic- of -25 mV/m. A numerical integration of -Edx shows that
tion. i.e.. arcs should appear in regions of negative space the potential drop on the dusk side of the electric field
charge (V .E < 0). The winter polar cap observations, with reversal is -6.4 kV and +8.4 kV on the dawn side of the
their clear particle signatures, show that polar cap arcs reversal. A net potential drop of 2.4 kV across the region is
appear in regions of negative space charge. in agreement the same as would be given by a uniform dawn to dusk E, =
with the requirements of the magnetospheric generator mod- - 12 mV/m. We have already pointed out that the electrons
el. Recently, Miura (private communication. 1982) has found responsible for the event 6 arc were accelerated through a
that by including the effects of anomalous dissipation at potential drop of -I kV. Thus the potential drops on both
attitudes of - I Rl. the feedhack model predicts the phase sides of the reversal in E, greatly exceed that along the field
relationship between arcs and space charge observed by S3- lines. This means that E, can be mapped, albeit imperfectly.
2.

A further argument for a magnelospheric generator may
be deduced from the direction ol the Poynting flux. From the MAGNETOPAUSE

cases presented in Figure 3 it is clear that the direction of the 1, E..- . :
Ptntling flux SE., x (AB) i% downward into the iono- P' * B
sphere. This en'rgy would he dissipated as heat in the lower
ionosphere. In the model of Mura Ind Sat, ( 190, cf. Figure
II the Poynting flux is upward. Mullinckrodt and Carl.-on
[19781 found an upward Poynting flux if the Alfvdn waves 9

were of ionospheric origin but downward if they were sin
generated in the magnetospherc. In the latter case, an , , . / /

upward Poynting flux, associated with partially reflected A
wave, would he found downstream of the arc. Our analysis
of the ratio 6E,/JAB,) seems to preclude this MHD wave
effect in the polar cap. However, it may be very important in
the auroral oval, especially near the local midnight where
large 7onal electric fields allow strong convection normal to
cast-west aligned arcs. owa k 00,

Due to their radically different magnetic topologies the , "> =
term 'magnetospheric generator' has different meaning when IONOSPHERE

applied to arcs in the auroral oval and in the polar cap. Polar
cap arcs arc electrically connected to the magnetopause by ,00 -
means of Birkeand currents flowing along open field lines
rather than to the magnetospheric equatorial region. For the so
remainder of this paper we develop a semi-qualitative pic-
ture relating polar cap arcs to the magnetopause. The picture
is based on a simplified representation of E, and AB,io -,
measurements taken in the vicinity of event 6. The infinitc
current sheet approximation is used. -0' - -

Figure I0 gives a projection into the solar-magnetospheric
Y-Z plane of a cross section of magnetic field lines connect- -100 - 4 -

ing the polar ionosphere in the vicinity of event 6 to the J
magnetopause. The intersection of the field lines is assumed .,?
t) take plce at some unspecified distance down the magne- 2002:40 02!55 oslo
totail. The magnetopause is represented by a current-carry-
ing layer of finite thickness. The current density in the UT
magnetopause layer is j, and flows dusk to dawn. The Fig. 10. A two-dimensional representation of the currents and

electric fields coupling a polar cap arc to a possible magnetopause
ionospheric structure encountered between 2002:40 and generator. The plots of E, and AB, shown in the lower portion of the
2003:10 UT is electrically connected to the magnCtopakuse by figure approximate the fields measured in the vicinity of event 6
Birkeland currents labeled ii. and i,.. At 2002:4) and (Figure 3b).
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to the magnetopause. Within the magnetopause, E,,. also of 2-3 ergs/cm2 s estimated from the electron spectrometer
undergoes a reversal. Because of the field-aligned potential measurements. Explaining this discrepancy is beyond the
drop the magnitude of E., is slightly greater than would be scope of this report.given under perfect mapping (E • B = 0) conditions. Note The picture that we have developed in Figure 10 is not a

that E, and jaM are oppositely directed, consistent with the physical model of polar cap arcs. Since. to the best of our
requirements of a magnetospheric generator. knowledge, no distinctive model of polar cap arcs exists in
In our emerging picture the Birkeland current system the literature, the picture may provide a useful first step. The

associated with polar cap arcs can be thought of as a partial fact that S3-2 cannot measure the sun-aligned component vf
diversion of the magnetopause current through the iono- the electric field is a serious impediment to developing such
sphere. The diversion requirements can be estimatd from the a model. Obviously, the conductivity of the winter iono-
S3-2 measurements in the ionosphere and the requirements sphere has severe gradient in the vicinity of polar cap arcs.
of pressure balance at the magnetopause. The magnetic field The electric field component along an arc produces polariza-
in the high-latitude lobes of the magnetotail at lunar distance tion fields Ide la Betaujrdiert, el id., 19771. Polarizations
has a strength of - 10 nT. Since the magnetosheath plasma may partially explain values of E,. which are very intense at
flows parallel to the magnetopause. the tail field is confined the edges of arcs and very weak inside. It should also be
by thermal pressure. To balance a ItO-nT field a pressure of 4 recognized that in Figure I0 we have made the most naive
x 10-" Jim 3 is required. Assuming a magnetopause thick- magnetic mapping between the ionosphere and the magneto-
ness of 100 km (the gyroradius of a 40-eV proton in a 10-n pause. In future work the consequences of tangential electric
field), we calculate a magnetopause current density of 4 x field components in the magnetopause layer must be exam-
10-8 A/m2. From the conservation of current and magnetic ined. Perhaps then we may begin to understand the means by
flux we know that j,/B = const. The magnetic field strength which plasma is admitted in a structured way to the polar
in the polar ionosphere is -40,000 nT. During event 6 the S3- magnetosphere.
2 magnetometer measured an upward Birkeland current of 2
,LA/m 2. In a 10-nT magnetic field, jvm = 5 x 10-  Aim
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ABSTRACT

DUAL SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS OF POLAR MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE

DAWN SECTOR

S3-2 and Triad, two nearly coplanar polar orbiting satellites of similar

periods, carried into orbit two sensitive fluxgate magnetometers with high

spatial and temporal resolution. The two triaxial sensors frequently assumed

the mother-daughter experiment configuration. Occasional close encounters

inside regions of disturbance allow cross-calibration of the sensors. Random

choices of varying time delays between the spacecraft in the range from 9 to 16

minutes over the dawn auroral sector show that the large scale transverse mag-

netic field variations are spatial in nature, extend up to a few hours in local

time parallel to the auroral oval, and exhibit small motion in the north-south

direction while preserving their latitudinal widths. The field-aligned current

densities do not show pronounced gradients either with altitude or with

longitude. The convective electric field-reversal is located at the poleward

termination of regions 1 field-aligned current system or equatorward of this

boundary, not deviating by more than one and a half degrees from it. Simul-

t! e, ;- 11 scale magnetic and electric field variations superimposed on the

region I disturbance and observed at widely separated local tines may corres-

pond to discrete auroral arcs on closed as well as on open magnetic field lines.

To our knowledge, except for statistical studies, these are the first reported

setsof measurements suitable for making the distinction between the spatial and

the temporal nature of transverse magnetic field variations.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, a large number of observations made in the earth's

polar regions with balloons, rockets and high altitude spacecraft have confirmed

the presence of a global field-aligned current system which is closely connected

with a variety of phenomena including the orientation of the IMF (interplanetary

magnetic field). The field-aligned current systems surround the polar cap and

are divided primarily into two regions: (a) region 1, with direction into the

ionosphere on the poleward dawn-side and out of the ionosphere on the poleward

dusk-side, and (b) region 2, with direction away from the ionosphere on the

low-latitude dawn-side and into the ionosphere on the low-latitude dusk-side,

(Iijima and Potemra, 1976a, b). The global morphology of the field-

aligned currents (FAC) was first delineated by Armstrong and Zmuda, 1974.

Additional FAC in the cusp region were identified with the Triad satellite (Iijima

and Potemra, 1976b; Iijima et al., 1978). Relationships between cusp currents

and the IMF have been presented by several authors (Potemra and Saflekos, 1979;

McDiarmid et al., 1978a; McDiarmid et al., 1978b). A comprehensive review of

large-scale FAC has been presented by Potemra et al., 1979.

Observations with particle detectors and electric field probes have confirmed

that small scale variations in the measured quantities are associated with auroral

arcs (Anderson and Vondrak, 1975). The Triad and other satellites see small

scale variations in the transverse magnetic disturbances which may also be

associated with polar cap auroral arcs (Saflekos et al., 1978).

In this paper we intend to study the variability of FAC using dual space-

craft observations in the configuration of the mother-daughter experiment concept.

Such observations can also be used as tracers of magnetic field lines thus

providing test points in validating some time varying magnetic field models

(Olson and Pfitzer, 1974).

The region 1 field-aligned currents are assumed to support the electric
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field reversal separating the sunward from the antisunward convection regime.

The region 2 currents flow in the sunward convection regime, consistent with

gradients in the electric field (Saflekos et al., 1979).

An opportunity to examine convective electric fields and field-aligned

currents in relation to region and 1 region 2 current systems presented itself

to the AE-C data base with the revival of an attitude magnetometer on that

spacecraft (Bythrow et al., 1979). They have calculated current densities

electric fields and ionospheric conductivities. They pointed out that dis-

continuities in the magnetic disturbance gradients dxB) associated with
dx

discontinuities in the convective electric field gradients d(E) may indicatedx

gradients in conductivity at the base of the magnetic field lines threading

the ionosphere and passing through the spacecraft observation points. Simul-

taneous energetic particle data are needed to confirm the positions,

magnitudes and gradients of the Pedersen conductivities that they obtained.

The AE-C and the S3-2 spacecraft are ideally suited for studies of the iono-

spheric currents causing disturbances on the ground. The height integrated

Pedersen conductivities (Ep) calculated by Bythrow et al., 1979 ranged from

2 to 16 mhos,comparable to the Zp's obtained by Brekke et al., 1974, and used by

Yasuhara et al., 1975 in their current system modeling. Further simultaneous observa-

tions of ground disturbances, particles, currents, electric fields, and auroral light

are required to continue progress in this area (Fairfield, 1977; Greenwald et al.,

1979). The field-aligned currents increase in importance as more and more plasma

phenomena become closely associated with them, the latest being auroral kilometric

radiation (Green et al., 1979). It is widely believed that the FAC may be the

"driving mechanism" for a variety of instabilities in the auroral regions and

the front side boundary layer of the magnetosphere (Haerendel et al., 1978).

The precise source location of the FAC and the nature of the particle charges whose

motion In responsible for these currents remain as unanswered questions at the

present time.
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INSTRUMENTATION

The Air Force S3-2 scientific satellite was launched into a polar orbit

in December, 1975, with initial perigee of 240 kin, apogee 1557 km, and

0inclination 96.3 . The satellite was spin stabilized with its axis maintained

to within 5 of the normal to the orbit plane. Vector measurements of the

real magnetic field were made using a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer mounted at

the end of a 20 foot Astromast boom. The sampling rate was 32 samples/axis/sec

and the digitization resolution was 5nT. The difference of the real field from

the IGRF (1975) model field was found, and the transverse magnetic field

perturbations were measured and transformed into the geomagnetic coordinate system

(F. Rich, private communication). Other details can be found in Burke et al.

(1980), and Smiddy et al. (1980).

The second set of magnetic field measurements was obtained with

the triaxial magnetometer on Triad, a U.S. Navy/APL satellite. This

instrument has been described, in Armstrong and Zmuda (1974). Its principal

features are brieflv summarized below. Triad was launched in September, 1972,

into a circular polar orbit of 800 km altitude. Vector magnetic measurements

were made at the rate of 2.25 samples/axis/sec with resolution of 12-y.

The differences of the real field from the IGRF (1965) model, extrapolated to

the pertinent epoch, were found and on that signal new baselines were established

through filtering. From these baselines, the transverse magnetic field pertur-

bations were measured and transformed into the geomagnetic coordinate system.

Other details can be found in Saflekos and Potemra (1979).

The electric field experiment on the S3-2 satellite consisted of three orthogonal

electrostatic dipoles with one along the spin axis and two in the spin plane.

Of these three, the spin axis oriented dipole was subject to time varying contact

potentials and of the other two in the spin plane, one failed to deploy. Thus,
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the measurements were reduced to single axis components. The properly functioning

dipole consisted of two spheres with 3.81 cm radii placed at the ends of insulated

cable booms extending 13.72 meters out from the spacecraft surface. The duty cycle

of this experiment was 512 sec beginning with a 10 sec calibration sequence. The

probe was shorted to satellite ground for 1 second beginning at 128, 256, and 384

seconds into the duty cycle. In its highest sampling rate, 64 electric field com-

ponents were obtained in one second. For the purposes of the present analysis, the

32 vectors per second rate was used. These were corrected for V x B effects of

satellite motion and for different contact potentials on the spheres to obtain

the component of ambient electric field in the spin plane. This was projected

along the satellite trajectory and averaged over one spin period with successive

averages shifted by five second intervais to obtain the electric field component

along the satellite trajectory. A detailed account of the method of analysis of

this experiment can be found in Burke et al., 1980.

N
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OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 1 shows the Triad observations of transverse magnetic disturbances

on day 267, 1976,versus UT (Universal Time). Figure 1A depicts the magnetic

measurements in the magnetometer frame of reference versus geographic coordinates

and Figure 1B shows the transformed data in geomagnetic coordinates. An

important fact to note is that the disturbances are oriented in the east-west

direction. If one assumes that these are effects due to field-aligned current

sheets, then one distinguishes three current sheets: a very intense downward

current equatorward of 76.20 magnetic latitude (MLAT) identified as the region

1 current of lijima and Potemra, 1976a, and two other currents of opposite

polarity one on either side of region 1.

Figure 2A shows the Triad and the S3-2 satellite subtracks for the same

day around 1555 UT, As the two spacecraft moved equatorward over the north auroral

oval in the dawn sector, each encountered the region 1 current system. First,

the S3-2 satellite crossed the poleward boundary of region 1 at 75.4 MLAT and

0600 magnetic local time (MLT). The convection electric field reversal as

observed by the S3-2 satellite was located at 74.7 0 LAT near 0600 TiLT. Second,

the Triad satellite (14 minutes later) crossed the region 1 poleward boundary at

76.20 MLAT and 0820 MLT. The thicknesses of the current sheets were 2.30 as

deduced from the Triad measurements and 1.90 as deduced, from the S3-2 measurements.

These facts imply that the current sheet thicknesses do not differ by more than

17% as they extend up to at least 2.5 hours in the east-west direction. The

poleward displacement (0.8 ) of the region 1 boundary at later local times is

consistent with the auroral oval shape in the dawn to noon local time sector.

Figure 2B and the upper panel of Figure 2C show the transverse magnetic

disturbances of Triad and S3-2 respectively, plotted to the same scale but time
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shifted to match the poleward boundary of the region 1 currents. There is a

remarkable similarity between the two magnetic signatures. Apparently the region 1

currents are stable for periods of up to 15 minutes. Spatially they extend 520 km

upwards from 280 to 800 km altitude and eastward they extend up to 1100 kL. s

roughly lying on the same magnetic shell surface.

In order to determine the current density distribution accurately one

must know the curl of the magneic field. Here both spacecraft show that in

the geomagnetic spherical coordinate system the meridional and the radial

components of the transverse magnetic field variations are very much smaller

than the azimuthal components therefore, we consider them to be zero. Next, we

examine the spatial dependence of the azimuthal component (positive in the

eastward direction). Figure 2B and the upper panel of Figure 2C show that ABy

(positive eastward) is strongly dependent on the x (positive southward) coordinate

and weakly dependent on the y (positive eastward) and the z (positive radially

outward) coordinates. The current density then is given by the equations

j _ 1 3(By) and
x az

0

1 3(t6By)
z W ax

0

in the space between the two spacecraft.

neridional component of the current density Jx (positive in the southward

direction) was found to be -0.04 uA/m2 flowing northward. This value resulted

from using ABy - 22nT (InT - 10- 5 gauss) and Az = 500 km. The parallel currents

J (positive radially outward) were also calculated and found to be -1.77 pA/m 2

z

at the S3-2 altitude of 280 km using magnetic deflection AB - 480 nT and -1.41 VA/m 2

at the Triad altitude of 800 km using AP- 512 nT. By comparison, the meridional

current density is 2% of the parallel current density and it can easily be ignored.
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If we assume uniform density in the east-vest as well as the north-south

direction, we find that the total parallel current sheet intensities at the two

altitudes are nearly equal. In fact, the total current sheet intensity at

the Triad altitude is 407 mA/m and at the S3-2 altitude is 390 mA/m. The dif-

ference is a small loss of 4% before the current reaches the lower altitude,

which can also be ignored. Next we investigate the altitude dependence of the

current density. It increases by 26% over a 500 km altitude decrease. This

is to be compared with the magnetic flux density increase of 25% from 40000 nI

to 50000 nT over the same altitude difference. The last two percentages are

practically equal and they imply that there were no significant current losses

between the two different sites. Thus, these results confirm the idea that the

field-aligned current densities are focused by the convergence of the magnetic

field lines.

The region 2 currents at the Triad altitude show greater variation than

the region 2 currents at S3-2 altitude. The integrated current sheet intensity at

800 km altitude was 267 mA/m and at 280 km altitude 358 mA/m, a change of 34%. In

this case, the focusing accounts for only 25% of the observed 34% increase, so it is

possible that in 14 minutes the region 2 current densities changed by 9%.

By now it is well known that region 2 is more variable than region I. Poleward

of region 1 in the Triad data there is yet a third currjent with integrated current

sheet intensity of 141 mA/m. What is interesting about this current intensity is

that is constitutes the supplemental return current to region 2 needed to exactly

balance the current in region 1. Thus while at S3-2 altitude the region I closes

through southward flow in the ionosphere and back up into region 2, at Triad

altitude 14 min later the region 1 closes partly via southward ionospheric current

flow into region 2 and partly via northward ionospheric current flow into field

lines poleward of region 1,
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With regard to small scale variations (Saflekos et al., 1978), there is

a V-shaped feature embedded in region 2. The midpoint of the feature is located

at 69.60 MAT as seen by S3-2 and at 72.20 MLAT as seen by Triad but 14 minutes

later. If these small disturbances are due to currents associated with a dis-

crete auroral arc, then this arc has moved 2.60 poleward in 14 minutes. The

Pedersen conductivity corresponding to the downward current leg is 23.2 mhos and

to the upward current leg is 34.8 mhos. The high values of the conductivity

imply intense heating in the region of the discrete arc. Other small scale

features at Triad altitudes did not show up at S3-2 altitudes either because

they are localized or because they vary rapidly in time.

Figure 2Cbottom panel, shows the forward convective electric field. At 750

MLAT in the dawn sector, it is within 50 of being southward (positive). Thus,

even though we do not have the complete vector of the convective electric field,

the measured electric field is nearly perpendicular to the well-established east-

west current sheets measured simultaneously. We believe that there has been no

other satellite capable of making simultaneous electric and magentic field measure-

ments with as high a temporal resolution. With this data set, we can resolve small

features. For instance, at the 69.60 MAT of S3-2, we find a sudden increase of the

electric field that lasts 15 sec followed by a slower return to the baseline. This

electric field variation correlates well with an opposite variation of the magnetic

field. In fact, the increase of the electric field in the southward direction is

consistent with the closure of these two narrow antiparallel current sheets via

ionospheric Pedersen currents. As stated earlier this structure may correspond to

a discrete visual auroral arc embedded in the diffuse aurora.

The dashed vertical line in Figure 2 represents the electric field reversal

from northward to southward along decreasing MLAT around 0600 MLT. For the S3-2
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data it is interesting to compare the height integrated Pedersen conductivity (Ep)
p

of region 1 poleward of the electric field reversal to that of region 1 equatorward

of the reversal and to that of region 2. We find them to be 3.0, 3.8 and 6.1 =hos

in that order. (The evaluation of E from the S3-2 magnetic and electric field
P

data has been discussed previously by Shuman et al., 1981.) This probably indicates

that the particle spectra responsible for the presence of the conductivity become

softer with increasing latitude. The third poleward upward current in the Triad

data is similar to cusp currents but it most likely corresponds to some sun-

aligned auroral arc, a class of auroral phenomena often seen in this sector.

On the dawn side, the electric field reversal is 0.70 to the equatorward side

of the high latitude boundary of the region 1 currents. Thus a poleward portion

of the region 1 currents flow on open field lines. The magnetic conditions during

this event were moderately quiet with planetary magnetic index Kp equal to 2. The

interplanetary magentic field (IMF) in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) co-

ordinates was (-0.6, 1.8, -0.7) nT. As usual, the positive IMF By component is

associated with a stronger dawn-side region 1 current in comparison to a weaker

dusk-side region 1 current. This is not surprising as the expression

(-- 'ABy-uoWp Ex) = 0 implies a linear relationship between ABy and AEx for a well-
ox0p x

behaved integrated Pedersen conductivity Z , and as is well known, AEx depends on

the By-component of the IMF, thus making ABy dependent on the IMF as well.

On the dusk side the boundaries of the poleward termination of the region 1

current and the electric field reversal do not coincide. However, the portion of

region 1 flowing poleward of the electric field reversal and equatorward of the

vertical line at 56560 sec GMT is much smaller than the portion of region 1 equator-

ward of the electric field reversal. By inspection one finds that the extension of

the region I current into the polar cap (open magnetic field lines) carried higher

current density on the dawn side in comparison to the dusk side, during this event

in the northern hemisphere when the By component of the IMF was positive.
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The dusk side signature of the electric and magnetic fields of Figure 2

give us the opportunity to study a phenomenon which occurs frequently in the

Triad data base. That is the region 1 and region 2 currents are not adjacent

to each other;instead, they are separated by a relatively broad region carrying

very weak currents.

As the S3-2 satellite moves poleward, it first encounters a steep electric

field gradient between 60.40 and 61.90 MLAT. The integrated Pedersen conductivity

in this region is only 0.75 mhos. Between 61.90 and 64.70 HLAT we identify the

dusk-side region 2 current. In it the Pedersen conductivity is 21.9 mhos. Further

poleward, in the interval 64.70 to 68.60 14LAT, the electric and magnetic field plots

are nearly flat. Here the Pedersen conductivity goes down to 3.3 mhos and rises

again in region 1 to 4.9 mhos. The electric field around 1930 MLT is pointing to

within 50 of magnetic north. At the same time the transverse magnetic field

decreases in the eastward direction in region 2, and increases in region 1.

Obviously there is convection in this region as the electric field remains at high

values, but the slope of the electric field has flattened so much that it can no

longer support a large closing Pedersen current in the ionosphere,

Figure 3 is similar to Figure 2 only for day 305, 1976 around 1200 UT.

Figure 3A is a MLT-lLAT polar plot showing the satellite subtracks. The lag

between the two spacecraft was nine minutes. The two tracks crossed at 800 MAT

just two degrees poleward of the region I currents. Both satellites crossed the

current sheets at an altitude of about 850 km, separated from each other by a

short angular distance of 100 (40 minutes in magnetic local time).

Figures 3B and 3C show that the poleward boundary of region 1 was first

encountered by Triad at 78.1 0 .AT and nine minutes later by S3-2 at 77.40 LAT.
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If it is assumed that the current sheet moved uniformly, its average southward

velocity was 0.16 km/sec which is small in comparison to the satellite velocity

of 7.5 km/sec. In calculating current sheet thicknesses one always assumes

a stationary current sheet. Here using two spacecraft, we remove this assumption

in a reasonable manner as was shown in the previous event. The thickness of the

region 1 current increased from 4.30 to 5.50 MlAT in nine minutes as it moved

equatorward. The integrated current sheet intensities of region 1 were 400 mA/m

and 296 mA/m for Triad and S3-2 respectively. In region 1 the current density

was 0.42 1A/m 2 and the corresponding Pedersen conductivity was 4.7 mhos as

determined by S3-2. The integrated current sheet intensities differed by 26%.

All the differences between the S3-2 and Triad measurements here should be

explained only by temporal variations as the two spacecraft cruised on nearly

identical trajectories. It is assumed that the spacecraft measure magnetic field

gradients accurately. In the short time of nine minutes the region 1 current

density changed by 40% because the beam spread out and got weaker. For the

purpose of studying steady state large-scale field-aligned currents in this

paper,we can consider the measurements at about 1200 UT as reference points for

crosscalibration of the sensitivities of the two magnetometers. Of course we

assume that both instruments measure rapid changes of the magnetic field with an

accuracy better than 12.5 nT.

Referring to the position of the convective electric field reversal, it

was found to be 1.10 equatorward of the high latitude boundary of region 1.

The counterpart difference on the dusk side was 0.7° . The planetary magnetic index

Kp during this event was 4+. The IMF vector was (-4.7, 4.4, 2.2) nT. The positive

By component is consistent with the dawn-dusk asymmetry observed in the magnetic
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and electric field measurements and the positive Bz component is consistent

with the structured polar cap convection electric field, Burke et al., 1979.

On this day the Triad satellite happened to cross the same local time

sector six times in a row. Figure 4 shows the triaxial fluxgate magnetometer

records at about 1.5 hour intervals. One can clearly see that the transverse

disturbances from the A and B sensors grow and decay in a time scale of five

hours. During this time period the locations of the current sheets exhibit

excursions reaching from a low invariant latitude of 69.40 to a high invariant

latitude of 78.10. The Kp index was near 4+ in this time interval. These temporal

variations of the location and extent of the current sheets make correlative studies

difficult and only quasisimultaneous observations should be used for such purposes

as we are following in this paper.

In order to check the hypothesis that the current sheets execute latitudinal

motion, we assumed uniform sheet velocity from one pass to the next. The most

probable latitudinal velocity was 0.1 km/sec, consistent with the dual spacecraft

observations described for this day. The next two examples, for a quieter period,

are presented in order of increasing Kp.

Figure 5 is a third example similar to Figure 1 only for day 267, 1976, around

2240 UT. This is another good local time coincidence with a UT lag of 12.5 minutes.

Figures 5B and 5C show that the poleward boundaries of region 1 were displaced by

0.8° MLAT. The trailing Triad satellite located the poleward boundary of region I

at 73.40 MLAT. The satellite altitudes differed by about 500 km so that all of the

latitudinal separation can be accounted for by the geometry of the magnetic field

lines.
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The measured widths of the region 1 current sheets were 2.25° for the

high altitude and 2.40 for the low altitude. The Triad density was 2.0 UA/m2

2and the lower altitude S3-2 density was l.5wA/m . Apparently a 25% difference

expected from current focusing due to the convergence of the polar magnetic

field did not materialize. In fact the higher altitude spacecraft measured

a larger current density. Thus some of the FAC is shorted out by Pedersen

currents flowing in the region between the high- and the low-altitude space-

craft. Here the electric field reversal was 0.80 MAT equatorward of the

poleward boundary of the region 1 current. The current's high latitude location

is consistent with quiet magnetic cdnditions at kp - 1+. The healthy magnetic

disturbance of 500 nT on the dawn side is consistent with positive IMF By-component

of 1.8 nT and negative Bz-component of -0.4 nT. It is interesting to note that the

Pedersen conductivity in region 2 is 7.2 mhos whereas, in region I it is 9.8 mhos.

Poleward of the electric field reversal we see small-scale transverse magnetic

field variations. Inside the region from 75.60 to 73.40 MLAT the average Pedersen

conductivity is only 2.7 mhos. Thus in this case there is a strong latitudinal

conductivity gradient that inhibits the horizontal flow of current into the

polar cap.

Figure 6 shows the last coincidence between Triad and S3-2 satellites to be

presented. It occurred 101 minutes before the coincidence described in Figure 5.

As shown in Figure 6A the two spacecraft were moving equatorward when they crossed

paths at about 820 MLAT. They encountered the poleward boundary of region 1 at

almost the same latitude but different altitudes and magnetic local times.

Though the signatures in this and the preceding event are remarkably similar

they do show variations in fine structure, location and extent. During this
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event of September 23, 1976 around 1736 UT the magnetic conditions were slightly

more disturbed (Kp - 2) in comparison to the event just described, and the IP

vector was (-1.3, 2.3, -0.1) nT in GSM coordinates.

Figures 6B and 6C upper panel show the magnetic field measurements with a

time delay of 14 minutes. The 53-2 satellite encountered the region 1 poleward

boundary at 750 MLAT, the electric field reversal at 740 MLAT, the demarcation

line between region 1 and region 2 at 71.1 MLAT, and the equatorward boundary of

region 2 at 66.10 MLAT, all around 0554 MLT and 277 km altitude. The portion of

region 1 that extended poleward of the electric field reversal was 1.00 of latitude.

The average integrated Pedersen conductivities in region I and region 2 were 2.9

and 5.4 mhos respectively. Equatorward of the electric field reversal S3-2

encountered a rapid decrease of the convection electric field,which is associated

with a roughly corresponding increase of the magnetic field. This antieorxelation

type of event, seen once before in a previous pass, may be the signature of a

discrete auroral arc close to the electric field reversal.

The Triad satellite encountered the poleward boundary of region 1 at 76.00

MLAT, the demarcation line between region 1 and region 2 at 73.00 MLAT, and the

equatorward boundary of region 2 at 69.00 MLAT. The average region 1 current

sheet densities at Triad and S3-2 altitudes were 0.61 iA/m2 and 0.50 A/m2

respectively. Again we see that the higher altitude current densities are greater

by 20', an effect contrary to what magnetic focusing of the current would produce.

On the other hand the region 2 current densities are 0.27 and 0.34 uA/m2 for the alti-

tudes of Triad and S3-2 respectively. In this region the lower altitude current

density is greater by 21% as expected of magnetic convergence of the beam.
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On the dusk-side the S3-2 satellite observed two weaker currents separated

by a nearly zero current carrying disturbance region. In this same interval

from 70.40 to 72.4 0 MLAT, not only the bottom of the magnetic disturbance signal

is flat but the top of the electric field signal approaches a zero slope as well.

Since the quantity A2 (ABy) is approximately zero, the assumed constant

Pedersen conductivity must be nearly zero in that interval. Thus the two indepen-

dent current sheets, one in the interval between 69.30 and 70.40 LAT, and the

other in the interval from 72.40 to 74.30 MLAT must close in the ionosphere via

stronger heating Pedersen currents as they flow in a larger ionospheric volume

with spatially varying conductivity. From what we have presented so far

we see that only regions with gradients in the electric field can support field-

aligned currents. The regions of zero field-aligned current embedded between

region 1 and region 2 currents are probably associated with isotropic auroral

particle precipitation across the diffuse aurora, or they are associated with

auroral particle dropouts separating the diffuse from the discrete aurora.
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DISCUSSION

1. Spatial and Temporal Variations of Birkeland Currents.

From coordinated observations between the Triad and the S3-2 satellites

we found that the dawn Birkeland currents can move poleward as well as equator-

ward at an average speed less than .15 km/sec. The mother-daughter satellite

configuration has allowed us for the first time to conclude that the Birkeland

currents are spatial structures observed with a temporal resolution of nine to

sixteen minutes (the satellite lag time). Previously it was known that currents

persisted for at least two minutes (the satellite transit time through a

current carrying region) or for as long as multiples of the satellite orbital

period. From continuous coverage of a single local time sector with Triad

satellite we have determined that the Birkeland currents can vanish after a

period of the order of five hours. For an example of this type, see our Figure 4.

On the other end of the spectrum, magnetic variations of the order of tens of

seconds were observed on Triad but not as clearly on S3-2, and vice versa.

2. Spatial Extent of Birkeland Current Sheets.

This study has shown that the current sheets can extend at least up to 350

in the east-west direction and at least up to 500 km in altitude. From the two-

point measurements, we determined that the current sheets do not move with

latitudinal average velocities greater than 0.15 km/sec. Thus, the thicknesses

previously determined by single spacecraft are reasonable approximations of the

true values.
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3. Current Density Gradients.

A search for large gradients in current density along longitude and

altitude did not materialize. If the current continuity equation is applied,

a decrease of current density with altitude is expected amounting to about 25%

for an increase of altitude from 300 to 800 km. Further verification of this

result is needed,as this fact is fundamental to the questions of: where are the

sources and what are the sources and the charge carriers of the field-aligned

currents. Many of the current models of global field-aligned currents and

electric fields use the current continuity equation and the ionospheric Ohm's

law to describe relationships between currents and electric fields.

4. Relationships Between Birkeland Currents Convection Electric Fields and

the IMF.

Simultaneous observations inside and outside the magnetosphere have helped

us to better understand the auroral phenomena described in this paper. The

Triad and 3-2 magnetic disturbance measurements acquired during positive IMF B
Y

components were nearly identical. From the S3-2 DC electric and magnetic field

measurements it was determined that during an away IMF sector (B > 0), regard-

less of IMF B direction, the dusk side currents and electric fields were weaker.
z

In two out of three cases the currents terminated very close to the convective

electric field reversal. Or the dawn-side for the same IMF conditions the

convective electric field reversal was about 1.50 equatorward of the poleward

termination of the field-aligned currents. From this we conclude that the

greater portion of the Birkeland current regions carry current that flows on

closed magnetic field lines. The small part that flows on open field

lines must have its sources near the magnetopause or the mantle

and the boundary layer. In the dawn sector the stronger region 1

current is downward. If it is carried by protons, these particles must come from

the mantle or boundary layer having reversed their flow velocities. Furthermore,
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this plasma must have passed through an electric field that separated the charges.

Field-aligned downward currents flowing in limited regions in the cusp on open

field lines have been observed by the high altitude Hawkeye 1 satellite (Safleenv

et al., 1979). The only difference is that the cusp current for IMF B > 0 wasy

directed upward and therefore it is different than the region 1 current flowing

poleward of the electric field reversal in the dawn sector. Our present results

are consistent with the correlations between the sign of IMF B and the mantleY

occurrence as well as between the sign of IMF B and the mantle thickness re-Y

ported by Hardy et al., 1976.

5. Orientation of Birkeland Current Sheets.

The dual satellite observations have shown for the first time that, for the

four cases presented here in detail, the Birkland current sheets were oriented

strictly in the magnetic east-west direction, with deviations from zero to less

than one degree. It is obvious that the magnetic disturbances due to current

sheets lie nearly on lines parallel to convection velocity lines (Saflekos and

Potemra, 1979). The S3-2 electric field measurement is effectively a one-axis

measurement so it cannot contribute to the direct comparison of convective

velocity direction and Birkeland current sheet orientation. One interesting

observation borne out in the electric field data however, is that the extent of

the convective velocity gradients, particularly on the poleward side, is wider

than the extent of the magnetic disturbance gradients (for more examples see

for instance Potemra et al., 1979, their Figure 14). The implications of

this observation are that one cannot infer the entire convective velocity re-

gion from the magnetic disturbances. This means that there are regions with

convective velocity gradients which are not associated with magnetic disturbances.

Perhaps then the magnetic disturbances are not caused by altitude dependent

differential corvection of geomagnetic field lines producing a tilt relative to
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model magnetic field lines. Rather,. they are caused solely by the presence of

currents flowing along magnetic field lines. At the present time the baselines

of the magnetometer sensors on Triad and S3-2 are known to an accuracy of

the order of 100 nT so it is possible to make statements comparable to those

of McDiarmid et al., 1978a, 1978b, concerning the polar cap boundary identification

using region 1 magnetic signatures alone.
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COHCLUSIONS

The following are our principal findings from an analysis of four near

coincident S3-2 and Triad magnetic observations in the northern polar

region in the dawn sector.

1. The large scale Birkeland current sleots have features which

persist for multiples of satellite periods.

2. The Birkeland current sheets move slowly with velocities

less than .15 km/sec in the north-south direction.

3. The Birkeland current sheets are oriented strictly in the

magnetic east-west direction.

4. The Birkeland current sheets are a few degrees thick and they

extend at least up to 1100 km in longitude and at least up to

500 km in altitude.

5. The Birkeland current densities do not show systematic pronounced

gradients either with altitude or with longitude. But in at least

one of these cases the current was stronger at higher altitudes.

6. The convective electric field-reversal is located at the poleward

termination of the Region I field-aligned current system or equator-

ward of this boundary, not deviating by more than one and a half.

degrees from it.

7. There are additional extended weaker current sheets, poleward of region

1, having reverse flow polarities in the dawn-side of the polar cap.

8. The portion of region 1 currents poleward of the electric field

reversal and the antiparallel large scale polar cap currents most

likely have their sources near the outer magnetospheric boundaries.

9. The portion of region 1 current equatorward of the electric field

reversal and all of region 2 current which flow on closed field lines

probably have their sources in the plasma sheet.
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10. Simultaneous small scale magnetic and electric field variations

superimposed on the region 1 disturbance and observed at

widely separated local times on both sides of the electric field

reversal may correspond to discrete auroral arcs on closed as

well as on open magnetic field lines.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 A. Magnetic deflections observed on Day 267 of 1976 around 1600 UT.

The figure shows the measured minus the model magnetic field

residuals in the magnetometer frame of reference. Sensor Z points

upwards, sensor A points 1350 away from the velocity vector in the

clockwise direction as seen from the positive Z-axis and sensor B

completes the right-handed triaxial orthogonal system.

1 B. Shows polar plots of the magnitude and direction of the magnetic

disturbance vectors measured by the Triad satellite over the northern

polar region. Universal times (UT; hours, minutes) are marked along

the satellite track. The vectors resulted from smoothing of the

Figure IA data with a three minute high-pass filter and then trans-

forming to geomagnetic coordinates. Figure IB shows that the field-

aligned current sheets are oriented along the east-west direction.

Figure 2 A. Polar plot of the Triad and S3-2 satellite tracks in geomagnetic

coordinates. Observations made on September 23, 1976 around 1600 UT.

Indicated are the observed region 1 current boundaries and the

simultaneously observed electric field reversal.

2 B. Represents the magnetic field disturbance due to field-aligned

currents. The top trace is the magnetic north-south component and

the bottom trace is the magnetic east-west component, both in geo-

magnetic coordinates. The data are the same as those presented in

Figure lB. The vertical lines in the figure mark the boundaries

of region 1 currents and theposition of the convection electric field

reversal as determined by the S3-2 D.C. electric field probe.
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Figure 2 C. Upper panel shows the east-west component of the transformed

difference of the real minus the model magnetic field vectors.

Lower panel shows the component of the convective electric field

along the satellite velocity vector. Positive values below 750

MIAT on the dawn side are pointing to within twenty degrees of

true magnetic south.

Figure 3. The same as Figure 2 only for day 305, 1976 around 1200 UT.

Figure 4. A sequence of successive Triad polar passes over the northern

polar region showing the latitudinal displacement of the region 1

current at dawn as a function of satellite rise tie. If it is

assumed that the current sheets move uniformly, their average

velocities are about 0.1 km/sec. The currents are observed to

vanish in time scales of the order of five hours. The data were

acquired on day 305, 1976 by the Triad satellite.

Figure 5. The same as Figure 2 only for day 267, 1976 around 2240 UT.

Figure 6. The same as Figure 2 only for day 267, 1976 around 1740 UT.
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RESOLUTE YRDAY 1976-267 9/23/76
RISE 1555:50 UT

760 - I

A (nT)

-750
750

B Wn) ,.,=,,,, /

-750
750

Z (nT)

-750

UT 5770 5790 5710 5730 5750
LONG 26.88 286.03 26.30 264.71 264.16
LRT 87.25 80.01 72.75 65.50 58.25

Figure 1A
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Field-Aligned Current, Convective Electric Field, and Auroral Particle
Measurements During a Major Magnetic Storm

B. M. SHUMAN. R. P. VANCOUR, AND M. SMIDDY

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory. Hisicom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

N. A. SAFLEKOS

Physics Department. Boston Colege. Chestnul Hill. Massachusetts 02167

F. J. RICH

Research Center. Rep College. Weison. Mausachuse.. 02193

The S3-2 polar-orbiting satellite hus pro' ided simultaneous menaurements of the transverse com-
ponent of the ambient magnetic field, the trajectory component of the electric field, and the aurora) elec-
tron flux dunng the very intense subetorm period of March 26. 1976. Using orbits that traversed the mid-
night. dawn. and noon local ume sectors of the low-alttude polar magnetosphere during extremely active
umes. we have calculated field-aligned current densities, compared them with precipitating auroral elec-
tron fuxes, and by utilizing the direction (forward or backward) of the clectric field component, identified
the regions to which they map down Our principal results from two such orbits, subject to the limitations
of single-axis measurements, include the followsw (1) The observed direction of the electric field com-
ponent indicated closure of the major field-aligned curre- pattern by Pedersen current Bow in the iono-
sphere, consistent with a maginetosphenc current ource. (2) Values of the height-integrated Pedersen
conductivity, calculated from the gradients of the -lectnc and magnetic field components, were typically
in the range 10-30 Q 'in the current-carrytng regions during active times At such times, particle precipi-
tation on the nightside became the major factor in controlling the magnitude of the ionospheric con-
ductivity, outweighing the influence that sunlight has in quiet times (3) In regions of increased fluxes of
precipitating electrons in the nightside aurora oval, current densities calculated from electron fluxes in
the energy range 0.08- to 17-keV accounted foe up to 50% of the upward currents, increasing to better
than 70% during the most intense subetonm period (4) In each of the three auroral oval crossings on the
nightside, an intense upward current sheet was observcd at the equatorward side of the westward elec-
trojet, just poleward of the electric field reversal associated with the Harang discontinuity. (5) During the
most intense current penod, the region of field-aligned currents was compressed down to L shell values
2.2 to 5. 1. within the trapping region, indicating that the equatorial source of these currents was the inner
magnetospheric plasma inside the outer Van Allen radiation zone rather than the distant plasma sheet or
the boundary layer.

INTRODUCTION tor at latitudes above the regson I currents, with a flow pattern

The concept of currents flowing along the lines of force of out of the ionosphere in the prenoon sector and into the iono-

the earth's magnetic field connecting to the auroral zone was sphere potnoon. Sugiura and Potenra 119761 showed from

first proposed by Birkeland 11908) and was resurrected n its the Triad data that the poleward region I current generally

present form by Bosrtrom (1964] when it became apparent that exceeded its equatorward region 2 counterpart. leading to a

dynamo winds in the ionosphere were not strong enough to net field-aligned current flow directed into the ionosphere in

power the auroral electrojets during storm times. Since then, the morning sectoi and away from it in the afternoon sector.

using magnetometer data from the Triad satellite over the The polar-orbitini Isis 2 satellite measured electrons and pox-

northern hemisphere. Zmuda and Armstrong (19741 deter- itive ions in the enrgy range 5 eV to I5 keV as well as the

mined the basic pattern of field-aligned current flow in mag- east-west magnetic field component IKlwwj'ar eta., 19761. In
netic local time (MLT) coordinates, observing current den- the morning sector, 2400-0600 MLT, the equatorward up-

sities that varied typically from 0.3 to 4 #A/m'. This work, ward-flowing current was observed to coincide with nearly

from which evolved a pattern of region I currents (poleward) isotropic fluxes of precipitating kilovolt electrons. Further Isis

that are into the ionosphere cn the postmidnight and morning 2 results have been reported by McDianmid e al. 11978a, b].

side and out of the ionosphere on the afternoon and evening More recently, li/ima and Potenra 11978) showed, on the basis

side, was continued by ijmna and Potemra (1976a, bj. For the of many Triad passes, that the large-wale pattern of field-

region 2 currents, equatorward of the region I, the current aligned current flow derived from magnetically quiet times
flow pattern is reversed. Further. the downward region I cur- Peris throughout active substorm periods. In the nighttime
rents of the morning sector were found to extend around into sector, though, and particularly in the region 2000-2400 MLT.

the 2200-2400 MLT region overlapping along the poleward the pattern may be complicated by the superposition of fine-

boundary of the evening region I upward currents. Also, cusp structured variations.

region field-aligned currents were observed in the midday sc- The S3-2 satellite was equipped to measure electric and
magnetic fields and particle fluxes simultaneously. Some of

Copyright 0 1981 by the American Geophysical Union. these results are already in the literature. Smiddy et al. [19771
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5562 SHUMAN ET AL.. FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS IN A MAGNETIC STORM

have reported on intense iocalized poleward-dureted electric Reference Field (IGRF) 1975 model field, suitably updated to
fields in the premidnight sector near the ionospheric projec- the epoch of data acquisition, was calculated for the position
tion of the plasmapause. Burke et al. 119801 correlated S3-2 of each data point and rotated into the magnetometer coordi-
observations in the late evening auroral oval with a nearly nate frame. The determination of spacecraft attitude used
coincident auroral image from a Defense Meteorological Sat- here was baaed on a combination of solar aspect angle and in-
ellite Program (DMSP) satellite. We report here on S3-2 data frared horizon scanner measurements and was considered to
taken during a major magnetic storm. Simultaneous observa- be good to 0.5*. The quantity AB, was then calculated by sub-
tions of field-aligned currents, auroral particle precipitation, tracting the model field component along the transverse mag-
and convective electric fields have been reported in the litera- netometer axis from the corresponding measured field com-
ture only rarely and to date are totally missing for periods that ponent. Since the transverse magnetometer was positive to the
are extremely active magnetically. The events described right of the velocity vector, as seen from above, positive
herein were obtained in the midnight, dawn, and noon local changes in AB, indicated passage through a downward cur-
time sectors of the low-altitude polar magnetosphere. The na- rent sheet and negative changes indicated an upward current
ture of the measurements allows us to study current closure, sheet.
Pedersen conductivity, Joule heating of the atmosphere, cur- Using the model of field-aligned currents flowing up and
rent charge carriers, magnetospheric topology, and accelera- down in parallel infinite sheets oriented in the east-west direc-
tion mechanisms. tion, the current density j, may be calculated from the ob-

served changes in the transverse magnetic field residual AB, as
SATELLITE INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ANALYSIS the satellite traverses the current sheet in the north-south di-

The Air Force S3-2 scientific satellite was launched into a rection x. Thus
near polar orbit in December 1975 with perigee at 240-km al-
titude and apogee at 1557 km. Inclination was 96.28* and the 4 ir)- ( /i)

orbit period 103 min. The orbit plane was nearly sun synchro- 10 k)

nous. precessing in a local time coordinate frame only - I/40  where the x, y, z directions are positive north, east, and down,
per day. The spin rate was nominally 3 rpm, and the spin axis respectively. (For simplicity, the earth's magnetic field has
orientation was maintained to within 50 of the normal to the been assumed to be vertical in the auroral and polar regions;
orbit plane. and also the magnetic field residual along the transverse mag-

Magnewumeter. Magnetic field components were measured netometer axis (AB,) has been approximated to be in the east-
with a triaxial flux gate magnetometer at a data rate of 32 west direction. This latter assumption breaks down near the
points per second per axis. Full scale range on each axis was pole when the transverse axis actually points north-south;
set at ±600 y, so that the 8-bit telemetry words would allow a when the transverse axis is 450 from the east-west direction,
resolution of 5 y in each of the field components. In order to the current density may be underestimated by a factor of two.)
keep the magnetometer from saturating in near-earth fields an Also, by integrating along the north-south track, we obtain a
automatic ranging current source, or range switch, was used. measure of the current sheet intensity simply in terms of the
When necessary, this automatically provided fixed current in- measue of the crnsee i nent
crements, each equivalent to a 1000-y offset field, to a separate
neutralization winding about each axis of the magnetometer. 10
One hundred twenty-eight such steps were available for eachJi. dx(A/km) -. A(AB)(y) (2)
axis, allowing for a dynamic range of +63,600 to -64,600 -y in

all components. The magnetometer sensor was mounted at DC electric field probe. The electric field experiment was
the tip of an Astromast boom that extended it 20 feet out from designed to measure the three orthogonal components simul-
the spacecraft, perpendicular to the spin axis. The boom con- taneously by determining potential differences between pairs
sisted mainly of three fiberglass longerons that were stowed in of 3-inch diameter carbon-coated spheres mounted at the ends
the form of a tightly coiled spring tactually a triple helix). De- of extendable booms. Two dipoles, each 90 feet long, were to
ployment was provided by the stored strain energy in the be extended in the satellite spin plane at right angles to each
mast. other, and a third dipole, 36 feet long, was to be extended

The two magnetometer components in the spin plane, along the spin axis direction. Unfortunately, one set of the
which was approximately the geographic meridional plane, spin plane booms failed to deploy. Also, the spin axis data are
were subjected to a very high rate of range switching, occur- not considered fully reliable since they exhibit the effects of
ring sometimes faster than 15 times per second. This resulted tuwe-varying contact potentials. The potential differences
in 'noisy' signals for the spin plane components. The trans- from the spinning electric dipole were measured at the rate of
verse component, on the other hand, lying approximately in 64 times per second outside of the calibration sequences.
the east-west direction, changed at a much slower rate and These were corrected for the P x A effects of satellite motion
produced a near noise free measurement. This was the com- and for different contact potentials on the spheres to obtain
ponent that was primarily used in detecting field-aligned cur- the component of ambient electric field in the spin plane. This
rents. was projected along the satellite trajectory and averaged over

The magnetometer coordinate frame was nearly identical to one spin period, with successive averages shifted by 5-s inter-
the spacecraft coordinate system, the essential difference vals, to obtain the electric field component E,-
being a 3.6' rotation about the Astromast boom axis. The Electron detector. A parallel plate electrostatic analyzer
magnetometer orientation varied in time as a result of a slow (ESA) was used to detect electrom over the approximate en-
twisting of the boom through ±*J about its long axis owing ergy range 0.08-17 keV, with a complete spectrum through 32
to the alternating thermal effects of passing through sunlight/ energy bins swept out in I a. The geometric factor was 4.68 X
earth shadow conditions. The International Geomagnetic 10' cm' sr, and the fractional energy resolution AE/E was
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0.0419. The instrument had a single aperture of full width 6* EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
that was mounted in the spin plane of the spacecraft. Since
the nominal spin period of the satellite was 20 s., only a limited The data to be presented here were acquired on March 26,
range of pitch angles could be sampled while traversing spa- 1976, during two successive orbits, 1567 and 1568, near the
tially narrow features. Count rates from the ESA were directly peak of magnetic Storm activity. The 1(p values corresponding
translated to incident differential electron fluxes (el/cm2 s sr to these orbits were 8- and 7+, respectively. The passes tra-
keV), which were further integrated through the 32 energy versed the entire auroral oval and the polar cap, with orbit
bins to obtain number fluxes and energy fluxes. For selected 1567 providing data for both the north and south hemi-
events such as an inverted V or a possible electrostatic shock, spheres and orbit 1568 for just the north. For comparison we
individual spectra were obtained. Also, when a combination include an example of quiet time data from the northern hemi-
of conditions was favorable, such that the sensor sampled sphere, orbit 1546, which occurred 2 days earlier at a time
through the precipitation loss cone while the magnetometer when Kp was lo. The satellite subtracks, three north and one
indicated passage through an extended sheet of uniform cur- south, are shown in Figure I where they are plotted in a polar
rent density, calculations of current density were made based coordinate frame of magnetic dipole latitude (MLAT) and
on precipitating minus backscattered electron fluxes. Such es- MLT. The annotations along the track are Greenwich Mean
timates, of course, were dependent on there being no changes Time (GMT) in hours and minutes. The experimental results
in the electron flux in space or time over the interval used to are shown in Figures 2, 3, 5, and 6, plotted versus GMT, in-
integrate through the different pitch ange bands. A more de- variant latitude A, altitude, and MLT. In each of these fig-
tailed description of the S3-2 instrumentation and data analy- ures, panel (a) shows the residual AB, in gammas, where posi-
sis has been given by Burke et al. (1979]. tive slope indicates a downward field-aligned current

1200 MLT

19
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Fig. Satellite trajectory over auroral and polar regions in the coordinate frame of magnetic dipole latitude (MLAT)
nd magnetic local time (MLT) for orbits 1546 (north), 1567 (north and south), and 1568 (north). The solid line alongside

the trajectory path indicates the regions where predominately east-west field-aligned currents were detected. The x line
alongside 1567S indicates a region of meridional field-aligned curreits.
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direction, panel (b) shows E., the trajectory component of the S3-2 heading equatorward near 0830 MLT. the central feature
electric field, in mV/m, positive in the forward direction, and of the Af, plot indicates a downward then upward current
panel (c) shows the field-aligned current density in AA/m, typical of a region I-region 2 dawnside encounter. In this case
calculated by applying (I) to the plot of AB, in panel (a). Up- though, there are additional antiparallel currents bordering on
ward current flow is plotted in the positive direction. The hor- both sides, as well as a pair of smaller Scale currents in the
izontal line at the top of panel (c) indicates the region of en- middle. The shift in levels in passing through the current-car-
hanced electron fluxes as determined by the ESA. The arrows rying region indicates a net downward current at the poleward
at the bottom of panel (c) indicate the forward or reverse di- side, such as was discussed by Sugiwa and Potewra 119761.
rection of the trajectory component of electric field E,. The electric field reversal from poleward to equatorward at

The data for the quiet time pass 1546 in the northern hemi- 1943:48 GMT is interpreted as being due to the satellite ex-
sphere on March 24, 1976 are given in Figure 2. With the sat- iting the polar cap and entering the dawnside region of sun-
ellite heading poleward on the nightside near 2300 MLT, the ward convective flow. The equatorward electric field is also of
major features in the AB, plot, +230 y and -280 y, indicate a the correct polarity to close the major region I-region 2 cur-
downward then upward current typical of regions 2 and I, re- rent pair in the ionosphere. The region of enhanced electron
spectively. The electric field component E, is in the forward precipitation is shown with a dashed line in this case since it
(poleward) direction, indicating passage through the pre- was not as well-defined'in the dayside as in the aightside. A
midnight region of eastward Hail current. The direction of the local peak in the precipitating flux (2.9 x 10' el/cm2 s sr near
electric field is also such as to provide closure of the Birkeland 00 pitch angle) was clearly observed though at 1944:16 GMT,
currents via Pedersen currents in the ionosphere. As shown in which coincided with a narrow included band of relatively in-
panel (c), enhanced electron fluxes were observed essentially tense upward current.
over the region of upward current flow. In the dayside, with Orbit 1567 occurred during the magnetic storm of March

"00 R. NC? r54F4 3 ?4/76

%1 2 'LL,)X4 TE MA4WTOMET(R I0,

500,

300'

60.

40

20 -

4 'N

40

2 0-

10i

40,

GM 2 91 '3 935 -97 3 9, 943 1945 194? '949 '95 15 .5

All (-1 64i3 72? 901 879 956 I030 0 ,''F 'C1.) 1296 535 , 5?7 4,4 1445

r- -o' 500 53 643 7, ? 1777 840 679 628 66 1a70 649 59? 536 496

M1 T 2234 2241 22M0 2."9 2336 00%6 051? 0(W9 0MI C523 03 0944 0649 C%94

Fig. 2. S3-2 results for orbit 1346N, above 45* invariant latitude, on March 24, 1976. Panel (a) is the nominal east-west
magnetic field residual, with positive slope indicating downward field-aligned current. Panel (b) is the trajectory com-
ponent of the electric field, given as positive in the forward direction. Panel (c) is the field-aligned current density, with
upward flow given in the positive direction, as determined from the plot in panel (a). The line above indicates the region of
enhanced electron fluxes: the arrow below indicates the direction of the trajectory component of the electric field.
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26. 1976, in an interval when Kp was 8-. The data for the the narrower. higher density currents would presumably con-
northern hemisphere portion of this orbit are shown in Figure nect to the westward electrojet region. The strongest current
3. The nightside plot of &B,, where the satellite was heading density is observed just poleward of the electric field reversal
poleward, is morphologically similar to the nightside portion at the equatorward side of the westward electrojet. In each of
of the quiet time pass 1546, but the excursion in AD, is much the electrojet regions, the direction of the electric field corn-
larger approaching 1000 y in the invariant latitude range 550 ponent is such as to close the basic current flow pattern in the
to 690. Also, the poleward nightside portion of orbit 1567 ionosphere. The region where the fluxes of precipitating elec-
shows a considerable amount of structure, with a number of irons are greatly enhanced, by more than an order of magni-
sheets of high density upward current. At the equatorward tude, corresponds closely to the region of upward field-aligned
side the dominant current pattern is as before, a pair of anti- currents.
parallel current sheets, downward then upward. The electric The auroral electroject indices for this date, taken from Al-
field component E, shows a reversal from poleward to equa- len et at. 119771, are shown in Figure 4. These were compiled
torward at 0716:13 GMT. We interpret this to indicate the from seven northern hemisphere auroral zone observatories
crossing of the Harang discontinuity, even though the MLT that are approximately evenly spaced in longitude. At the
was near 2000, two hours westward of the usual position. Thus time the S3-2 satellite traversed the northern* nightside oval
the broad lower density, down-up sheets of current toward the during orbit 1567, at about 0715 GMT, the AE index, while
equator would connect to the eastward electrojet region, and still greater than 300 y, was down sharply from its peak values

90

4 , .

'too,

Fill 3. $3-2 results for orbit I56?N, on March 26, t976. Panels, are the same as for Figure 2.
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during the storm. This may be simply a consequence of the 0600 appear to be oriented menidionally rather than cut-west.
extended equatorward movement of the auroral oval during The southern hemisphere nightide data are shown in the
active times. The S3-2 satellite was then close to the longitude right side of Figure 5 as the satellite crossed the auroral oval
of Barrow, one of the seven stations used in deriving the AE in the 2330-0100 MLT region heading equatorward. E. was
index, and the observed poleward field-aligned-current forward (equatorward) until 0828:42 GMT, indicating pa
boundary near A - 690 indicates that the current-carrying re- sage over a westward electrojet region until then. The large-
gions were predominantly to the south of that observatory, scale current pattern observed in AB, was down then up, with
which is located at A - 69.70. intense narrow current pairs superimposed. Again, this pat-

The northern hemisphere dayside crossing of the auroral tern, with the equatorward direction of E, is consistent with
oval during orbit 1567, which occurred in the 1200-1300 MLT closure by Pedersen current tow in the ionosphere. The larg-
period, is shown on the right side of Figure 3. The AB, plot est excursion in AB, was approximately 1200 y occurring in
shows a basic current pattern upward at the poleward edge the upward current region. Also, as was noted in the northern
and downward at the equatorward boundary, with a series of hemisphere nightside of this orbit, the strongest current den-
rapid variations in between. The excursions in AB, were less sities are found at the equatorward edge of the westward elec-
than on the nightside, approximately 600 y at the poleward trojet region. Beyond 0828:42 GMT where E, is pre-
side and 700 -, at the equatorward side. The electric field com- dominantly poleward, the satellite encountered the eastward
ponent observed in this interval reached almost 100 mV/m. It electrojet region. Increased fluxes of precipitating electrons
was in :he poleward direction, as required in order to close the are present across the auroral oval, encompassing all of the re-
major current pattern in the ionosphere. The region of en- gions of upward current flow.
hanced precipitating electron flux, not as sharply defined as Orbit 1568 followed a track similar to orbit 1567. Heading
on the nightside. is showu toward the equatorward side of the poleward on the nightside, it crossed the northern auroral oval
oval. in the MLT region 1950-2050. The experimental results are

Continuing on to the Wuthern hemisphere, the S3-2 track shown in Figure 6. The electric field component was poleward
crossed the auroral oval on the dawnside, heading poleward. at first, reversing to equatorward at 0857 :30 GMT. This is in-
The data are shown in Figure 5. The electric field component terpreted as marking the region of the Harang discontinuity,
was initially equatorward indicating a region of sunward con- with the field-aligned currents observed before that time con-
vective flow. It reversed to poleward at 0815:50 GMT, in- necting to an eastward electrojet region in the ionosphere, and
dicating entry from the auroral oval into the polar cap at that those encountered after that time connecting to a westward
time. The large-scale pattern of field-aligned current flow en- electrojet. A further reversal of E, at 0859:24 GMT is consid-
countered in crossing the oval in the 0700-0830 MLT range ered to mark the satellite's exit from the auroral oval into the
can be seen from the AB, plot as up-down-up-down. This pat- polar cap. (Unfortunately, the complete electric field vector is
tern, combined with the equatorward direction of E, is again not known in these observations.) In the 103 min since the
consistent with closure by Pedersen current flow in the iono- previous pass, the auroral oval has moved equatorward, and
sphere. The integrated current sheet intensity is quite strong, the strength of the field-aligned current has increased
as indicated by several excursions of AB, in the range of 1000 markedly. The AB,. plot bears the signature of five distinct
y to 1300 y. As shown in panel (c), increased fluxes of precipi- current sheets. The largest of these, the upward sheet that
tating electrons coincide with the region of upward current spans both electrojet regions, has an excursion in AB, of
flow in the auroral oval. A secondary increase in electron flux nearly 2100 y. with two of the others reaching 1600 y and 1700
was also observed to coincide with the upward currents in the y. The largest upward current sheet is structured with intense
polar cap, but of lesser intensity than over the oval. These current pairs superimposed, but the other sheets are notice-
field-aligned currents in the polar cap at MLT values near ably clear of such structure. The initial downward current and

a portion of the following upward current connect to the east-
ward electrojet region where the poleward electric field has

AURORAL ELECTROJET MAG INDICES AE(7) the proper direction to provide closure by Pedersen current
'- T- 0T- flow in the ionosphere. The same is true for the remaining

AU
500 .-+ ,1-- . +- current sheets, which connect to the westward electrojet re-

gion where the electric field is equatorward. As was also noted

A in two previous cases in orbit 1567, the strongest current den-
5'- . .sity occurs near the equatorward edge of the westward elec-
AL- trojet. Increased precipitating electron fluxes, by more than

-,0+o two orders of magnitude, were observed to coincide with the

.5006 . 602 ... . ...... 2 4 entire region of upward current flow. Plots of integrated elec-
2000 ' T - T- tron flux and integrated energy flux, along with pitch angle,, , I ! , i : I,5o -' '-- - +*- ... ._ ._, are shown for this period in Figure 7. The peak value of the

A_ electron flux, 5.4 x 10' el/cm' s sr. was observed near 00 pitch
1000, angle at 0859:02 GMT. This was in the midst of an invertedI( A '+ LL ievent where the peak energy reached 9.5 keV. An array of
500 -. successive I-s differential energy spectra depicting the event is

0 1 Tshown in Figure 8. This event coincided with the intense up-
A 0 _jiJ ward current flow toward the poleward edge of the westward

0 6 12 U, 11 24 electrojet on closed field lines. At the time of this event, the

Fig. 4 Auroral electrojet indices for March 26, 1976. from Allen et subsatellite position was approximately 360 km from Cape
al 119771. Wellen on a true bearing of 247*. Magnetograms from Sitka,
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College, an* Cape Wellen indicated the presence of a strong boundary between the upward current sheet and the intense
westward electrojet equatorward of aU three stations in that downward current. The enhanced flux and the intense upward
period, current sheet coincided with a steep gradient in the electric

Continuing over the polar cap, orbit 1568 encountered the field component Ex. The electron spectra at this time exhib-
dayside oval in the postnoon MLT region 1210 to 1350, head- ited a fine structure at the higher energy levels. as shown in
ing equatorward. The electric field component was poleward Figure 9. This, combined with the other factors noted, may in-
and reached almost 90 mV/m. The major field-aligned current dicate the presence of an electrostatic shock.
pattern was upward then downward. This. combined with the
poleward electric held, was again consistent with closure in DISCUSSION

the ionosphere by Pedersen currents. An additional narrow Before we draw any conclusions, we would like to caution
intense upward current sheet was observed near the equa- the reader about the limitations of three of the experiments
torward boundary just before the very intense downward aboard the S3-2 satellite. The magnetometer and the dc elec-
flow. An enhanced level in the electron flux was observed at trc field probe data utilized in this study were effectively
the equatorward side of the oval, coinciding with the upward single-axis measurements, as described in the instrumentation
current spike and overlapping a portion of the general upward sectiv- Similarly, the pitch angle information with regard to
current. A local peak in the precipitating electron flux, 7 X 10 precipitating and backscattered auroral particles was obtained
el/cm2 s sr, was observed at 0913: 11 GMT just near the by a single spinning electrostatic analyzer. Thus assumptions

0oi

9.00

'*C

II...... .... ' n. be. GAO P5 ". no . "-... So
9l 09'? 5 004? 0&25 n" 0.5 136 4 0 1 C" 49 l0o0 0010 234, 2tw0 0303

Fig. S. S3-2 results for orbit 1567S on March 26, 1976 Panel18 are the Same as for Figure 2.
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Fig. 6. S3-2 results for orbit 1568N on March 26, 1976. Panels are the same as for Figure 2.

had to be made pertaining to the orientation of the magnetic locity is mainly perpendicular to L shells. On the other hand,
and electric vectors, as well as to the stability of particle distri- the orientation of the single-axis observations obtained in the
butions during a loss cone scan. However, we do not believe regions of the cusp and the Harang discontinuity can be de-
they affect the validity of our results in a significant way. fended as follows. These observations are thought to consti-

Statistical studies have shown that the transverse magnetic tute the major components of the magnetic disturbances and
disturbance vectors due to field-aligned currents are mainly convective electric fields because they have magnitudes corn-
oriented in the east-west direction except in the regions of the parable to the largest seen by comprehensive surveys carried
polar cusp and the Harang discontinuity where they may also out by the Triad and Injun 5 satellites.
assume significant meridional components [$aflekos and Po.- In the following, we will (I) calculate the Pedersen con-
temra, 1980]. Similarly, studies of the dc electric field vector ductivity associated with the closure currents in the iono-
orientation have shown that it is oriented in the north-south sphere by using the observations of AB, and E.. (2) compare
direction in the auroral oval except in the regions of the polar the field-aligned current densities calculated from the ESA
cusp and the Haran discontinuity where it also assumes sig- particle measurements with those determined from the gradi-
nificant components along the east-west direction [Cauffman ent of AB, (3) define the location of the observed field-aligned
and GuntIe. 1971, 1972; Maynard. 19741. currents relative to magnetospheric structural features, and (4)

The observations we report in the dawn sector have no dif- discuss briefly the fine scale variations apparent in the data.
ficulty with the single-axis limitation provided the satellite ve- Pedersen conductivity and currnt clossre. The similarity
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Eta. 7. Integrated electron flux and energy flux, with pitch angle. in the nighttime sector of orbit 1568N

between the 4B, plots and the concurrent plots of E, is sarik- whereby field-aligned current measurements from the Triad

ing, and suggests that a definite correlation exists between satellite were used in conjunction with electric field measure-
these two quantities. The height-integrated Pedersen con- ments from the ground-based Stare auroral radar system to
ductivity in the auroral ionosphere, Z, can be calculated from obtain values for the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity
the E, and AB, measurements assuming linearity between E, as well as the ionospheric Joule heating rate. Also, Bythrow et
and AB, as well as a number of other simplifying assumptions. a. (19801 calculated values of 2, in similar fashion using mea-
Following the method of Kamide and Horwitz 11978]. which surements of drift velocities and magnetic fields from the AE-
was used to relate the Chatanika radar measurements to a cal- C satellite. This effort is extended further here.
culation of field-aligned current density, the divergence of the The calculation of 1, was carried out only when AE,/Ax
height-tntegrated horizontal current density may be taken to and j, were simultaneously matched as required by (5). It
be balanced by the field-aligned current density. Assuming should also be noted that, owing to the averaging process in
that variations in the east-west direction are small, consistent obtaining a value of E. once every 5 s, it is not possible for
with the fact that the longitudinal extent of the auroral elec- AEJAx to track fast variations in j, which were obtained
trcjet is much greater than its latitudinal dimension, this rela- from AB, data taken at the rate of 32 points per second. For
tion may be approximated as this reason an additional requirement, in general was that the

current density hold for at least 10 s. In some cases where j,
dj, 2(3) changed in amplitude but maintained the same direction, a
dx weighted average density was used. No attempt was made to

where the coordinates x, y, z are north, east, and down, re- extrapolate j, or E, down to E region altitudes. Since j, would

spectively. In the northern hemisphere the height-integrated be expected to vary with altitude roughly as [(& + 110 km)/

poleward current density is given by (k + h)1, and AEx/Ax as IRe + 110 km)/(X, + h))', where
R0 and h are thelearth radius and the satellite altitude, respec-

J, - I-, E, - 2, E, (4) tively, such a correction would affect the calculated value of
where , and 1, are the height -integrated Pedersen And Hall , by less than 20%. Calculated values of lp in W' are listed
cowductivities respectively, and nE, are the northward in Table I. with the less reliable values flagged with a question
cndueastwadlctiiciiediesonents respectively, and andhwd mark. Following Greenwald et at (19801, we may approximate
and eastward electric field components, respectively. If we the Joule heating rate in the ionosphere Q, in mW/m due to
take the east-west component of electric field to be much less clsrofiedagndurntbyeesncretss

than the north-south component within the auroral oval re- closure of field-aligned currents by Pedrsen currents as

gion [Caufman and Gurnen, 1971, 1972; Maynard, 1974], then Q. 1 , E.' (6)
tiie last term on the right may be dropped. Combining (3) and These results are also given in Table I at those times for which
(4), and assuming that the conductivity gradient is small Z. was calculated. During the magnetic substorm period val-
within an 'infinite sheet' of uniform current density, leads to ues of Z, in the range 20-30 Q-' were not unusual, and one
the approximate relation questionable value reached as high as 73 R-'. For the quiet

AE, time orbit 1546, the averaged dayside conductivity was more
E, A(5) than twice that on the nightside; whereas for the disturbed

times, orbits 1567 and 1568, the averaged dayside conductivity
which can be used to determine the height-integrated Ped- was only 90% of that on the nightside. These results are n
ersen conductivity directly from the north-south gradient of agreement with current ideas that in quiet times sunlight is the
the measured quantities A , (see (I)) and E,. This technique controlling factor in ionospheric conductivity, but in ex-
is similar to the one described by Greenwald at at. (1980] tremely disturbed times particle precipitation on the nightside
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Fig. 8. Differential energy spectra obtained fromn the ESA in the nighttime sector of orbit 1568N. An inverted V event.
with peak energy of 9.5 keV, is centered at 0859:02.

becomes the dominant factor. High values of Q., were found much greater than the energy, deposited by electron precipi-
mostly in the postnoon (MLT) sector where E. was strongest. tation in the loss cone. Howeveir, in the regson of strongest up-
The highest value of QA, 164.7 mnW/rnl, was found at 0913 -14 ward current density (presumably auroral arc), which were
GMT in the dayside of orbit 1568, in the region previously too limnited in time to permit a calculation of Z^ the in-
characterized by the likely preence of an electrostatic shock. tegrated energy Alux obtained from the ESA was greater than
However, the value of Z, used in this case was considered the values of Q, obtained nearby. This can be seen from the
questionablesncethe hig value ofJ lastedlIes thanl10 sand energy Alux plot in Figur 7. partitcularly at 0957:-45 and
the gradient in E. may not be valid due to smoothing. Never- 0839:02, and is consistent with the results of Evmxt ei a.
theless, if!,p were taken at only half its value this would still 119771 and Oveein tet aL 119801.
be the peak 'observation' of Q,. The integrated energy flux We have observed in all the auforal oval crossings shownino
was obtained from the ESA data for the time periods corre- the data figures that the direction of the trajectory component
sponding to each value of Q,. Comparison showned that, of the electric field was such as to dlose the major field-aligned
away from the regions of electric field reversal the Joule heat- current pattern by Pedersen current flow in the ionosphere
Ing due to Pedersen closure currents in t ionosphere was (i.e., the ionosphere acts as a load). Also, we have observed a
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Fig 9 Differentil energy spectra observed on the datyside of orbit 1568N. The fine structure evident in the higher en-
ergy leveb may indicate the presence of an electrostatic shock.

number of instances where the excursion im AR,. was greater clearly support the model for a magnetospherc current
than 1000 y/. and one even greater than 2000 y, which would source.
equate (se" (2)) to integrated sheet current densities of 0.8 A/ Our observations have not ruled out the possibility that
m and 1.6 A/rn, respectively. Further, by taking the ratio of j, some current sheet pairs close by polarization currents, parnic-
to AE./&x. which is comparable to the ratio of the integrated ularty the current sheets associated with small-scale varia-
sheet current density to the ionospheric electric field, we have tions. For instance, interruption of a downward field-aligned
,)btained reasvonable values of the height-integrated Pederson current may lead to polarization charges in the electrojets that
conducti' itieS. All of these serve to confirm the results of the would be neutralized by field-aligned currents driven by the
model of Mallrnckrodi and Carlson 119781 for a magneto- ionosphere. Partial choking of the downward field-aligned
spheric rather than an ionospheric source for the observed current can occur when the current density exceeds some criti-
fields and currents. For an ionospheric source their model pre- cal limit causing current-driven instabilities such as anoma-
dicts I ) integrated sheet current to ionospheric field ratios on Ious resistivity {Klndel and Kennel 19711.
the order of 0 2-0.5 fZr ', independent of ionospheric con- Currern charge carriers. As noted earlier, current densities
ductivity. (2) electric fields above the ionosphere to be essen- were calculated from the electron differential fluxes by deter-
iially mapped versions of those within the ionosphere, and (3) mining the integrated fluxes over each second (one full spec-
ionospheric electric fields opposed to the direction of field- trum) and using these values with their corresponding pitch
aligned current closure. For a magnetospheric source their angle rnges. In general, the values of current densities calcu-
model predicts an integrated sheet current to ionospheric elec- lated from electron fluxes and from d(A87)/dx agreed reason-
tric field ratio equal to Z,. large-magnitude oppositely di- ably weli. (For the purposes of these comparisons with the
retted pain of electric fields in the maglnetosphere above au- ESA data, the current density values calculated from the meg-
roral arcs, and an ionospheric electric field in the direction to netometer have been corrected (upward) to account for the
close the field-aligned currents. Alo, the model limits in- likely underestimate due to the transverse axis being offset
tegrated field-aligned sheet current densities to 0.1 A/rn for from the magnetic east-west direction.) The electrons ac-
ionospheric polarization sources, but allows for more than I counted for up to 50% of the upward currents in those cases
A/rn for magnetospheric sources. Except for the large-magni- where electron precipitation occurred in the nighttime aurorl
tude oppositely directed pairs of electric fields in the magnet- zone with a broad energy distribution and with increaseud
osphere, which the S3-2 satellite did not observe in these fluxes, Whenever the fluxes were quite low, or when low enl-
pass(but which were found hy Mote at ol. [19771 in the at- orgy values were below the ESA's capability to measure them.
utid range 2000--4000 km with the $3-3 satellite), our results the values agr'eed in direction but were far apart in amplitude
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TABLE 1. Height-Integrated Pedersen Conductivities and Joule Heating Rates Due to Ionospheric
Closure Current Flow

Haill
Current

Orbit Position Time 1., Q1- , mV/m Qj, mW/m 2  
Direction

1546 north-night 1934:20 3.3 9 0.3 east
1546 north-night 1934:48 1.8 20 0.7 east
1546 north-day 1943:52 2.9 4 -- west
1546 north-day 1944:30 8.5 15 1.9 west
1546 north-day 1945:00 7.1 3.5 0.1 west
1546 north-day 1945:30 6.5 3 0.1 west
1567 north-night 0713:12 26.1 22 12.6 east
1567 north-night 0714:10 25.0 20 10.0 east
1567 north-night 0715:15 34.1? 17 9.9 east
1567 north-night 0715:30 13.3 15 3.0 east
1567 north-night 0716:36 3.3? 7 0.2 west
1567 north-night 0717:36 32.3 13 5.5 west
1567 north-night 0718:12 9.6 17 2.8 west
1567 north-day 0728:30 5.6 38 8.1 east
1567 north-day 0729:15 7.8 75 43.9 east
1567 north-day 0731:06 30.0? 48 69.1 east
1567 north-day 0731:36 19.5? 7 1.0 east
1567 south-day 0810:30 20.6 21 9.1 west
1567 south-day 0811:12 17.8 23 9.4 west
1567 south-day 0811:30 33.2 30 29.9 west
1567 south-day 0813:42 18.4 26 12.4 west
1567 south-day 0814:00 25.0 25 15.6 west
1567 south-day 0815:15 22.7 12 3.3 west
1567 south-night 0824:44 7.6 25 4.8 west
1567 south-night 0825:00 18.1 26 12.2 west
1567 south-night 0825:45 10.2 22 4.9 west
1567 south-night 0826:40 30.1 40 48.2 west
1567 south-night 0827:54 16.8 30 15.1 west
1567 south-night 0828:35 29.7 16 7.6 west
1567 south-night 0829:00 73.4? 3 0.7 east
1567 south-night 0829:30 5.1 8 0.3 east
1567 south-night 0830:00 2.4 9 0.2 east
1568 north-night 0856:00 38.0? 23 20.1 east
1568 north-night 0856:50 14.5 15 3.3 east
1568 north-night 0857:40 23.5 5 0.6 west
1568 north-night 0858:06 10.7 39 16.3 west
1568 north-night 085&:30 17.7 31 17.0 west
1568 north-night 0859:20 11.7 12 1.7 west
1568 nort%-day 0910:40 4.3 26 2.9 east
1568 north-day 0911:40 7.1 68 32.8 east
1568 north-day 0913:14 41.5? 63 164.7 east
1568 north-day 0914:00 6.3 8 0.4 east

During the intense substorm in the nightside northern au- ing ground-based magnetometer data in conjunction with the
roral zone, orbit 1568, the energy spectra shifted to higher Triad measurements, have also reported the same configura-
levels and the agreement between the precipitating electron tion in the evening sector-intense upward field-aligned cur-
current density values and those determined by the rents immediately poleward of the eastward electrojet, pre-
magnetometer was very good. In the two cases of upward cur- sumed to coincide with the extension of the westward
rent flow that could be compared in this event, at 0858:20 and electrojet from the morningside. This was not as clearly ob-
0859:02 GMT, the agreement was better than 70%, indicating served for the quiet time orbit, 1546, where the electric field
that, at least for the most intense upward Birkeland currents, was weak inside what would be the westward electrojet re-
the precipitating energetic electrons constituted the major gion. On the ground the Harang discontinuity manifests itself
portion of the current carriers. as a line separating the negative from the positive horizontal

Location of field-aligned currents. For the eight crossings magnetic perturbations. Kamide and Akasofu 119761 reported
of the auroral oval presented here, it was true in every case an absence of upward current in this narrow region.
that the region I and region 2 currents, as identified by lijima Other types of currents, some with reverse polarities and
and Potemra [19

7 6a, b], were located almost entirely below some with smaller than usual amplitudes, were observed in-

the electric field reversal that marked the polar cap boundary. side the polar cap (see dayside of Figure 5). If the polar cap
The other reversal was taken to mark the Harang discontinu- 'field lines are open, then currents can flow on open as well as
ity. Heppner et al 119711 proposed that a narrow upward cur- on closed magnetic field lines. Thus our combined observa-
rent sheet originates from that discontinuity. We have noted tions indicate that the distribution of sources of currents can

intense current sheets poleward of the electric field reversal at extend from the ionosphere to the boundary layer including
the equatorward side of the westward electrojet in the three the inner magnetosphere and the plasma sheet. The regions
substorm cases studied here. Kamide and Rostoker 119771, us- with electric fields are usually broader than the regions car-
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Fig. 10. Dvi plot showing the main phase decrease in the magnetic storm of March 26, 1976. Superimposed arrows

indicate the time of passage of the S3-2 satellite through the nightside auroral oval. Successive L shell boundaries of the
nightside oval are summarized.

rying field-aligned currents. This implies that convective mo- ULF-ELF magnetic noise and broadband electrostatic noise
tion of magnetic field lines does not always produce field- near structured field-aligned currents. In orbit 1568. both the
aligned currents. magnetometer and the dc electrostatic probe observed fast

A plot of Dst, which includes the period of the March 26, variations. We present this as evidence in favor of the idea
1976 magnetic storm, is shown in Figure 10. The superim- that the currents are responsible for such variations. Inter-
posed arrow% indicate the times of passage of the S3-2 satellite pretng particle measurements iaken by the S3-2 satellite dur-
through the auroral oval on the nightside. These occurred to- ing the nightside crossing -0 the auroral oval in orbi. 1568.
ward the end of the main phase decrease, with orbit 1568 Scholer et al. 119791 postulated sun cyclotron waves tn ,'rePr to
crossing the nightside oval just at the time of the maximum explain strong pitch angle scattering of energetic ions : L 1p

diecrease (Dsi = -229 y). The L shell boundaries of the field- pears that the electrostati. )cm cyclotron waves were genisated
aligned crrcni region observed in the northern nightside of and amplified by current-driven instabilities [Temerm et al.,
orbit 13 67 were 2.8 and 8.4. whereas the current distributions 1979).
tn the ;outhern nightside of orbit 1567 were confined inside Furthermore, we have studied some narrow regions of up-
the region 1. = 2.7 to L - 5.8. The following pass, 1568N, had ward current characterized by steep electric and magnetic
the currents further compressed to a region of L - 2.2 to L - field gradients with simultaneous enhanced electron precipi-
5.1 These results are summarized in Figure 10. As Dst de- tation in orbit 1568. We interpret the enhanced precipitation
creased by 72 y in 102 min. the outer L shell boundary of the as due to parallel electnc fields ibove the satellite. In fact. one
curren:-carrying region moved earthward by an amount AL - case is a classic example of an Inverted V, as shown in Figure
3.3 and the inner boundary by AL - 0.6. Thus assuming an 8. Such parallel electric fields are usually attributed to double
approximately dipolar configuration of the field, which may layers or oblique double layers [Shawhan e al., 19781. An in-
we!l not be applicable during this disturbed period, the outer teresting feature of some electron spectra associated with
boundary would appear to have moved earthward five times strong upward currents is the fine structure shown in Figure 9.
faster than the inner boundary during the ring current This may be the signature of rapidly varying parallel electric
buildip. Further, these observational results from the S3-2 fields, which can be interpreted as being due to a regenerative
satellite during extremely disturbed magnetic conditions sup- electrostatic shock or a rapidly firing double layer. This phe-
port the idea that the equatorial source of these field-aligned nomenon, if truly observed. is of great geophysical interest
currents i. the inner magnetospheric plasma inside the outer IBostrom. 1974].
Van Allen radiation zone and that the dawn or the dusk
boundary layer and the distant plasma sheet do not play a pri- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

mary role in driving these particular currents. The outer The S3-2 polar-orbiting satellite has provided measure-
boundary of the radiation zone may be defined empirically by ments of ambient magnetic field, electric field, and auroral
the trapping limit of energetic electrons. For orbit 1568, an electron flux during a very inte~se substorm period. We have
on-board energetic electron spectrometer measurement (A. used one quiet time orbit and two orbits in extremely active
Vampola. private communication, 1980) showed that bound- times ;o calculate field-aligned current densities, compare
ary to be at L - 4.8 for electrons of E, > 36 keV. them with precipitating auroral electron fluxes, and by utiliz-

Fine-.scale variations,. Superimposed on the large-scale ing the direction of the electric field component, identify the
field-aligned ;uffents, we found fine structure corresponding particular regions to which they map down (i.e.. eastward
to large cunent densities. Saflekos et at [19791 have observed electrojet, westward electrojet, or pola: cap). We have been
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Electrodynamic Structure of the Late Evening
Sector of the Auroral Zonc

W. J. BURKE,' D. A. HARDY,' F. J. RICH,' M. C. KELLEY,' M. SMIDDY.' B. SHUMAN,

R. C. SAGALYN,1 R. P. VANCOUR,2 P. J. L. WIDMAN,'AND S. T. LAI'

Detailed observations from a late evening sector pass of S3-2 over the northern auroral zone are pre-
sented and compared with nearly simultaneous DMSP imagery. High time resolution measurements are
presented from electric field, magnetic field, energetic electron (80 eV s F : 17 keV), and thermal
plasma detectors. The region of diffuse aurorae was characterized by nearly isotropic electron fluxes and
slowly varying (! 20 mV/m) electric fields. The Birkeland currents in this region were predominantly
into the ionosphere with embedded, narrow sheets of upward currents. Simultaneous magnetometer and
satellite potential fluctuations show that the upward current sheets are real and that these upward cur-
rents are probably carried by precipitating, low-energy plasma sheet electrons. Poleward of the diffuse
aurorae, the covective electric field varied rapidly in magnitude, antionlating with the intensity of pre,
cipitating electrons. An inverted-V structure was observed above a visible arc. An intense downward cur-
rent sheet (>10 pA/m 2) was found near the equatorward edge of the arc. At this place the ionospheric
thermal plasma was near marginal stability for the onset of 0 ion cyclotron turbulence. An electric field
component parallel to B of - 10 mV/in was measured in this region of strong downward current. The
plasma and electric field distributions in the vicinity of the arc suggest that the auroral clectrojet was dis-
tributed over the region of diffuse auroral but was most intense near the equatorward boundary of the
auroral arc.

INTRODUCTION arcs appear to be associated with so called 'inverted -V events'

Significant progress has been made over the last decade to- [Ackerson and Frank, 1972]. Electron fluxes within inverted-V

ward an understanding of the relationship between the mag- events have field-aligned components [Craven et al., 19761 and

netosphere and the auroral ionosphere. A self-consistent, the- spectra that are marked by double peaks. Measurable proton

oretical solution of the problem is beyond present capabilities, fluxes are either weak or absent [Frank and Ackerson, 197 11 in

Thus much effort has been expended on experimental deter- the vicinity of inverted-V structures.

mination of various facets of the problem. This paper extends The diffuse aurorae are characterized by electrons whose

the experimental analysis by presenting a comprehensive set pitch angle distributions are nearly isotropic. Their energy

of measurement taken by means of instruments on board the spectra either decrease monotonically with increasing energy

polar-orbiting satellite S3-2. The instruments were designed to or have thermal, Maxwellian shapes. Proton fluxes in this re-

measure the ambient electric E and magnetic B fields, the gion are significant. Near the equatorward boundary of this

thermal ion N, and electron N, densities, the thermal ion drift region the energy fluxes of protons and electrons are of con-

velocity V,, the thermal electron temperature 7, and the direc- parable magnitude [Lui el al., 19771.

tional differential flux of electrons with energies between 80 Within the auroral oval there is a complex system of electri-

eV and 17 keV. One pass of S3-2 over the northern auroral cal currents flowing both perpendicular and parallel to B. The

zone in the late evening local time sector is studied in great perpendicular currents constitute the auroral electrojet and

detail. The particular pass (S3-2 orbit 517) was chosen for are primarily responsible for ground-based magnetometer de-

analysis because of the availability of nearly simultaneous im- flections. They are driven by ionospheric electric fields and

agery data from a Defense Meteorological Satellite Program are strongest in the vicinity of discrete arcs. Broad regions of

(DMSP) satellite. Emphasis is placed on the high time resolu- field-aligned currents into and out of the auroral oval have

tion of the measurements. This allows the identification of been identified in magnetometer measurements from polar-

small-scale auroral zone features that are frequently missed orbiting satellites [Zmuda et al., 19701.

by satellite-borne instruments. To describe this large scale system, the nomenclature 're-

Aurorae are confined to a band of relatively high geomag- gion I' and 'region 2' has been introduced [lijima and Po-

netic latitudes whose instantaneous position is called the au- teara, 19761. Regions I and 2 are located in the poleward and

roral oval. The dayside of the auroral oval maps into the day- equatorward portions of the field-aligned current region, re-

side cusp, while the remainder of the oval maps into the spectively. In the evening and afternoon sectors, current flows

plasma sheet portion of the magnetosphere. Within the oval, into the ionosphere in region 2 and out of the ionosphere in

aurorae are categorized as either discrete or diffuse. Discrete region I. The opposite current polarities are found in the post-

auroral arcs are embedded within the diffuse aurora, generally midnight and morning local time sectors. Prior to midnight

in the poleward portion of the oval [Lui et al., 19771. These the morningside region I current is frequently found poleward
of the evening sector region I current out of the ionosphere.

Small-scale, field-aligned current systems are embedded
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167. within the large-scale system detected by satellites. Numerous

2 Air Force Geophysical Laboratory. lanscom Air Force Bas, rocket experiments [Anderson and Vondrak, 1975, and refer-
Massachusetts 01731. ences therein] have measured currents into and out of the ion-

Regis College, Weston, Massachusetts 02193.
'Cornell University Ithaca. New York 14853. osphere with scale lengths of 10-20 km. Current out of the

ionosphere is carried by energetic electrons precipitating to
Copyrght 0) 1980 by the American Geophysical Union. form discrete arcs. Significant return currents (into the iono-
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sphere) are found at the equatorward boundaries of the arcs, spin plane failed to deploy. The dipole in the spin plane con-
Simultaneous measurements by the Triad satellite and by all- sists of two carbon-coated spheres of 3.81-cm radius placed at
sky cameras indicate that in the evening sector, discrete arcs the ends of 13.72-m insulated cable booms. The spin-axis-
are found in region I and difluse aurora in region 2 [Arm- aligned dipole also consists of two spheres held at the ends of
strong et al.. 1975; Kamide and A kasofu, 1976]. lI-m tip to tip rigid booms. It has been found that the spin-

A synoptic picture of large-scale electric field structures in axis-aligned dipole is subject to time-varying contact poten-
the auroral oval has begun to develop from the measurements tials, which in this orientation cannot be separated from dc
of polar-orbiting satellites Injun 5 [Gurnett and Frank, 19731 electric fields. For this reason the measurements are usually
and Ogo 6 IHeppner. 1973; Maynard, 19741 and balloon data limited to those of a single spinning dipole with which these
(Mozer and Lucht. 19741. In the evening (morning) sector, E is voltage sources are distinguishable.
principally in the poleward (equatorward) direction [cf. Hepp- The potential differences between the ends of the dipole arc
ner, 1973. Figure 31. In the midnight sector, E rotates from measured 64 times a second and are interpreted as discussed
poleward through westward to equatorward. by Fahieson 11967). A detailed description of how data from

The detailed relationship between electric fields and dis- the spinning dipole are reduced is given in Appendix A. To
crete auroral arcs appears ambiguous at this time. Similar ex- summarize the potential differences between the ends of the
periments flown on rockets through auroral arcs have pro- dipole due to satellite motion across magnetic field lines (V, x
duced conflicting results. In one case the magnitude of E 3) and to different contact potentials (which appear as dc off-
strongly anticorrelated with increasing fluxes of electrons sets) are subtracted from the measured potential differences to
IMaynard et al., 19771, while in another case both positive and determine that due to the ambient electric field 0,. This signal
negative correlations were found in multiple arc crossings is then fitted to a sinusoidal function using 5 s of data. If we
ICarson and Kelley, 19771. The complexity of electric field assume E • 8 - 0, this measurement yields the component of
coupling between the ionosphere and magnetosphere has electric field in the direction of a vector in the B x (V, x B)y
been further underscored by recent observations of abrupt JV,B 2 direction. Differences between OE and the fitted func-
discontinuities in E at altitudes between 4000 and 8000 km tion are examined to identify periods when E varies in space-
and high magnetic latitudes [Mozer et al., 19771. These discon- craft coordinates on time scales <5 s. These differences, in
tinuities are associated with current-driven ion cyclotron tur- conjunction with other measurements, are also used to iden-
bulence IKinter et al., 19781, which may alter the particle dis- tify periods when the E • B - 0 assumption is not valid.
tribution functions and ease the development of electrostatic The magnetic field is measured by a triaxial, flux gate
shocks above the ionosphere [Hudson and Mozer, 1978]. Large magnetometer mounted at the end of a 6.1-m boom in the
parallel to B components of E exist within the shocks and spacecraft spin plane. The axes of the magnetometer are ap-
have been interpreted as the source of discrete auroral arcs proximately aligned with axes of the spacecraft body. The
|Torbert and Mozer, 1971], as theoretically predicted by Swift spin-aligned magnetometer axis has been determined to be
119751. approximately 3.50 from the true spacecraft spin axis. The ac-

In the following section the S3-2 instrumentation and data tual alignment of the magnetometer axis is determined from
reduction techniques are described. A detailed analysis of the in-flight calibration to an accuracy of 0.0P1 [Burke et al..
electric field data reduction measurements from a single pass 19791. The magnetic field along each axis is measured 32 times
of S3-2 over the late evening auroral oval is presented in the per second with an accuracy of 5 y (y - n7). Each measure-
third section. Nearly simultaneous imagery from a DMSP sat- ment is made in a range of :t 600 y. There are 128 range steps
ellite indicates that S3-2 passed over a bright auroral arc. In set at 1000-y intervals for a total dynamic range of * 64,000 y
the final section the measurements are discussed with relation along each axis. Each time the range step is changed, two or
to (I) previously reported Birkeland current measurements three data points are lost; this loss occasionally limits the mea-
(2) conditions required for anomalous resistivity along mag- surement of the components of the magnetic field in the spin
netic field lines, (3) relative positions of the auroral arc and plane, but it has no noticeable effect on the spin-axis-aligned
the auroral elecirojet. and (4) simultaneous variations in the component. Owing to the orientation of the satellite the spin-
electric fields and electron fluxes. axis-aligned component of the magnetic field is approximately

the east-west field component, which is the one of greatest
THE SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS geophysical interest.

The Air Force scientific satellite S3-2 was launched into po- The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)
lar orbit in December 1975 with an initial apogee, perigee. 1975, updated to the epoch of the measurement, is subtracted
and inclination of 157 km, 240 km. and 96.30, respectively. It from the measured values of the magnetic field in the magne-
is spin-stabilized with a nominal spin period of 20 s and a spin tometer's coordinate system Uncertainties in IGRF do ,ot af-
axis that is nearly perpendicular to the orbital plane in a fect the analysis of the magnetic field deflections, since the er-
cartwheel sense. The scientific package carried by S3-2 in- ror from the model is only a few times 100 .y and changes vary
cludes (I) a dc clectric field experiment. (2) a triaxial flux gate slowly along the path of the satellite. When the difference vec-
magnetometer ,(3) an energetic electron spectrometer, (4) an tor between the measured and model field is rotated out of the
ion drift meter, and (5) a thermal electron probe, The various magnetometer coordinate system, errors are introduced be-
instruments and the method- by which measurements are re- cause the three magnetometers are not perfectly cross cald-
duced to give geophysically significant quantities are de- brated and because of data losses owing to range changes,
scribed in detail by Burke ei al. 11979). Here only a brief de- The electron spectrometer, which has been described by
scription of the experiments is given. Morel et al. [19751, measures electrons with energies between

The eleenc field experiment on S3-2 was designed to con- 8( eV and 17 keV by means ofa parallel plate electrostatic an-
sut J1 !hree orthogonal dipoles: two in the spin plane and one alyzer. This instrument produces a 32 point spectrum once pet
along the spin axis Unfortunately, one of the dipoles in the second with AE/E - 0.0419. The geometric factor is 4.68 x
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0- ' cm 2 sr. The aperture of the instrument is mounted in the lated from the electron currents using the electron temper-
spin plane of the satellite. Since the satellite spin period is 20 ature and satellite potential measured during the previous
s, each spectrum corresponds to approximately an 180 sample swept voltage mode period. This method of normalizing fixed
in electron pitch angle. In their reduced form, data are avail- voltage mode data assumes that the electron temperature and
able as number flux, energy flux, and average energy in the satellite potential are unchanged for the duration of the fixed
range 80 eV s- E S 17 keV as functions of universal time, voltage model. This assumption breaks down in the auroral
pitch angle, and other standard geophysical coordinates. Indi- zone, where energetic charged particles cause frequent and
vidual spectra are also available for detailed analysis of partic- rapid fluctuations of the satellite potential. Changes in the
ular auroial events. electron current due to satellite potential fluctuations may be

The ion drift meter experiment consists of two arrays of distinguished from those due to density fluctuations by refer-
four passive thermal ion sensors each with a circular aperture ring to simultaneous measurements by the ion drift meter.
of 6.8-cm2 area. The external configurations of the two arrays Changes in the plasma density produce similar variations in
are identical. They are embedded in the surface of the vehicle the electron and ion sensor currents. Negative excursions of
at diametrically opposite positions. The internal geometry of the satellite potentials reduce the currents to the thermal elec-
sensors 1, 2, 3, and 4 is planar. To minimize their response to tron sensor but leave the ion sensor measurements virtually
solar UV, the internal geometry of sensors 5, 6, 7, and 8 are unchanged.
nonplanar I Wdman, 19771. Normal vectors to the apertures of
sensors 2 (6) and 4 (8) lie in the spin plane of the satellite at
relative look angles at 400. Sensors I (5) and 3 (7) are copla- In this section, data from S3-2 are presented from a single
nar with 2 (6) but look out of the spin plane by angles of 400 pass of the late evening sector of the northern auroral zone.
toward and away from the spin axis, respectively. Using pre- As stated above, this pass (orbit 517) was chosen for analysis
cise satellite attitude information, the currents measured by because of the availability of nearly simultaneous imagery
sensors 2 (6) and 4 (8) can, in principle, be used to calculate from a DMSP satellite. Structurally, this section consists of
the component of plasma drift in the spin plane, that is, the three parts. An overview of S3-2/DMSP observations is pre-
up-down component of plasma motion normal to the satellite sented in the first subsection. The measurements are given as
velocity V. Currents measured by sensors I (5) and 3 (7) give functions of universal time in seconds of the day. Observa-
the components along the satellite spin axis. Since the satellite tions from regions 2 and I tliima and Potemra. 19761 are
motion is primarily north-south, the drift component is nearly studied in detail in the following subsections. Region 2 is sub-
east-west. divided according to whether the Birkeland currents are in the

In addition to the plasma drift motion which requires the region of diffuse aurorae or constitute strong return currents
analysis of currents to two sensors, information about the for discrete arcs. The order for data presentation is chronolog-
plasma density and the dominant ion species may be gained ical for a poleward moving satellite.
from the measurements made by individual sensors. The lat-
ter, semiquantitative measurement, makes use of the fact that Overview

for typical ionic temperatures of - 1000°K the Mach number DMSP imagery taken at northern high latitudes on January
of the satellite is - I in a region of H' and -5 in an 0* region. Ii, 1976. is given in Figure 1. The superimposed grid gives the
Although the currents measured by a sensor, say, sensor 2. corrected geomagnetic longitude and latitude projected to an
when facing toward the satellite velocity (ram direction) are altitude of 100 km. The trajectory ofS3-2 orbit, also projected
comparable for H * or 0" at a given density, the currents mea- in corrected geomagnetic longitude and latitude to 100 km, is
sured in the antiram direction are very different. The ratio of represented by the lighter dashed line. The temporal separa-
currents measured in the ram and antiram directions is much tion between the DMSP and S3-2 trajectory crossover in this
greater in the O than in H + regions. coordinate system was 14 min with S3-2 measurements taken

The thermal electron sensor is a gridded, spherical Lang- after those of DMSP. During quiet conditions, auroral forms
muir probe mounted at the end of a 1.2-m boom projecting tend to be stationery in magnetic latitude and magnetic local
parallel to the satellite's spin axis. The probe itself consists of time. In the 14 min between the DMSP and S3-2 crossover the
a solid collector of 2.54-cm radius surrounded by a concentric earth rotated under the arc -3,50 in longitude. Thus relative
wire mesh grid of 3.30-cm radius and 66.4% transparency. The to the arc, the S3-2 orbit should be moved 3.5 ° to the east,
experiment operates in a two-mode, repetitive cycle of 32- or that is, away from the folded arc and well into the straight line
16-s duration, depending on command from ground. In the arc segment. This arc is tilted by -15 away from the mag-
first mode the grid is held for 29.5 or 13.5 s at + 1.5 V relative netic east-west direction. As represented in the heavier dashed
to the satellite ground potential. The purpose of the + 1.5 V line, the S3-2 trajectory crossed the arc at an angle of -301
bias is to offset anticipated negative satellite potentials relative away from normal incidence.
to the ambient plasma. In the second mode of operation the Two independent sets of measurements indicate that the
grid is swept from +8 to -8 V in 2.5 s. The collector is always auroral form remained relatively stationary during the 14 min
held at +50 V relative to the applied grid potential. Thus any between the DMSP and S3-2 crossovers. First, the ground-
thermal electrons passing through the wire mesh grid are ac- based magnetic measurements (not shown) from Dixon Is-
celerated to the collector, and thermal ions are repelled. The land, which is marked by the symbol X in Figure I, show that
density and temperature of the ambient electrons as well as a weak AH - -200 y) substorm was in progress. This agrees
the potential of the spacecraft ground relative to the plasma with the DMSP imagery, which shows a disordered region to
are determined from the measured electron current versus ap- the east of the S3-2 track near local midnight. Although such
plied voltage relationship. The analysis is based on standard periods normally involve large temporal variations in auroral
Langmuir probe theory. behavior, the S3-2 orbit lies to the west of the active region.

Durng the fixed voltage mode. electron densities are calcu. The Dixon Island magnetogram is constant in all three com-
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Fig. 1. DMSP imagery for an auroral form taken -14 min prior to S3-2 overpass (dished line). The superimposed gad
gives the geomAgnetic latitude and longitude at an altitude of 100 km The position of Dixon Island is marked by the sym-
ho! X.

ponents 1± 10 y) during the 14-min period between DMSI' creased from -l('cm- 1 at A - 51" toatrough minimum of3
and S3-2 overpasses. Since Dixon Island is magnetically due X 102 cm 'at A - 55.5'. In the evening sector the trough min-
north of where S3-2 crossed the auroral oval, the constant 'mum is close to the ionospheric projection of the plasma-
magnetic held at this station is consistent with no violent pause. Third, a local density maximum at A - 57.S

° is fol-
changes in the auroral features. Second, as discussed below, lowed by a significant density increase as the satellite moved
an inverted-V structure was observed in the energetic electron poleward into the region of 0* dominance. A second, high-
measurement beginning at 60653 UT. Tracing magnetic field latitude trough is found at - 60700 UT as the satellite passed
lines from the altitude of S3-2 to 100 km allowing for earth from the auroral oval to the polar cap.
rotational effects, we find that this coincides (± 0.10) with the The electric field measurments given in Figure 2c are 5-s
equatorward boundary of the discrete auroral arc shown in averages based on the fitted potentials given in the bottom
Figure i. panel of Figure 8 (cf. Appendix A). Smaller time scale varia-

A summary of plasma and field conditions encountered tions are, for the time being, ignored. E is the magnitude of
during orbit 517 is given in Figures 2-4. Going from the top to the projection of the total electric field into the spin plane of
bottom panels of Figure 2. we have plotted as funcions el the satellite. The sign of E was positive prior to 060710 UT
universal time, altitude. invariant latitude A. and magnetic lo- and negative thereafter. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, E
cal time: Figure 2a. 1, is the current measured by the ion drift is assumed to be perpendicular to B. At this time the satellite
meter sensor 2; Figure 2b. N, the total ion density; Figure 2c, was moving - 15' to the west of magnetic north. Since the
E is the magnitude of the spin plane component of the electric meridional electric field component is on the average larger
field; and Figure 2d gives the directional electron flux. than the zonal. the initial positive value of the component

In the ion drift meter data (Figures 2a and 2h,) we note sev along the trajectory indicates that E has a meridional corn-
eral significant points. First, there is a latitudinal transition ponent in the magnetic northward direction which agrees with
from a region of H' to 0* dominance starting at A - 59.21 a variety of previous electric field measurements in this local
(60590 UT). This is seen as a dramatic change in the ratio o time sector. The plasma drift caused by this component is ap-
the current measured as the sensor faces the ram and antiram proximately in the magnetic westward direction. The electric
directions, as discussed above Second, the ion density de- field rose from a level of < 2 mv 'in (roughly the sensitivity
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,o-. aligned current into the ionosphere with an intensity <0.1
+ o A #A/M'.

.1 9 "The magnetomater data naturally divide into three periods.. ,o' E of contrasting behavior. In the first period, between 60570 and
60646 UT. the slope ofAB, is generally positive with brief pe-

0 riods of negative slope interspersed. In this time interval the
U)z alternating periods of negative and positive slope do not cur-
- relate with the satellite spin period. This suggests that they re-

60 C suIt from currents into and out of the ionosphere. In the sec-
so ond period, between 60646 and 60653 UT. AB, increased
40 rapidly to a maximum of 670 y. This is 310 y higher than the

E 3o value at 60570 UT. The third period, alter 60653 UT, is char-
2r0 acterized by a negative slope with brief periods of positive
,0 slope embedded.
0 0 In Figure 3b the differences between the three measured

-to D 10o and model field components in geomagnetic coordinates are

- given as north-south (NS), east-west (EW), and down-up

10 
9 

j(13U). The deflections are positive toward north, east, and
down, respectively. There is an - 80-y oscillation in the NS

0,o
e  

- ~ and DU components and a 40-y oscillation in the EW com-
ponent. These derive from uncertainties concerning the mag-

107 U . netometer calibration and its precise orientation in the spin

plane. The increased amplitude of the EW signal results from
0.. , 0 folding spin plane information into the spin axis measure-

UT.60300 650 60700 ments. The main features of AB, are reproduced in AB,.
ALT. 1450 1382 1290INVLAT. 460 1.2 20 However, the maximum deflection at 60653 UT is - 470 y

M.LT. 23.24 2sJS 23.03 above the component's value at 60570 UT. The mean value of
Fig. 2. Simultaneous measurements of (a) the current to ion sen- the vertical component maintained, which has been displaced

sor 2, (b) the ion density, (c) the 5-s-averaged values of the electric by 100 y for the sake of clarity, increased at a constant rate
field, and (d) the directional electron flux (80 eV < E s 17 keV). The throughout the period of study. The NS component had a
arrows at the bottom of the plot indicate times when the energetit
electron spectrometer was looking upward along magnetic field lines.
Data are plotted as functions of universal time in seconds of the day. ORBIT NO.517 DATE 1/11/76

Soo A

threshold) at A - 540 to a first maximum of + 20 mV/im at
570 . It decreased to 14 mV/m before rising to a maximum of 600

+66 mV/m at A - 61.9*. As the satellite crossed the position E
of the discrete arc. E decreased to an average value of 0.5 CD 400

mV/m. It showed rapid variations and then reversed sign (de-
veloped a southward component) as the satellite crossed the 0.a 200

Harang discontinuity and later passed into the polar cap.
The energetic electron flux rose above the instrument back-

ground level at approximately the same time that the electric 0 B
field began to increase. This flux reached a maximum value of
8 x 10' (cm2 s st) ' at 60560 UT then decreased abruptly. The
satellite then passed through a series of rapid flux variations 600

between 7 x 10' (cm2 s sr)-' and the instrument background
level. These fluctuations are due to satellite-induced spin 400 ASEW

modulations and spatial-temporial variations of the electron
flux. At 60653 UT the flux increased abruptly to 3 x 10 (cm2 s 200

sr) '. Several local maxima were measured up to 60720 UT, E a 183

when the flux fell below the instrument background level. o
Components of the magnetic field after subtraction of the - 0

model field are plotted as functions of universal time in Fig- X
ures 3a and 3b in magnetometer and geomagnetic coordi- a BDU
nates, respectively. The spin axis component is AB, in the
magnetometer coordinate system. At the beginning of the -400

data stream in Figure 3a there is a 10-y amplitude periodic UT eoao o ,Coao 60700 60800
signal due to an imperfect transformation of the model field LAT 509 65.00 9.70 640 68.

into magnetometer coordinates. Prior to 60570 UT there is a

steadily increasing difference between the measured and Fig. 3. Differences between measured magnetic field components
and the corresponding IGRF values: (a) the spin axis component in

model spin axis component. This is attributed partially to t magnetometer coordinates and (b) the north-south, east-west, and
systematic error in the model field and partially to a field- down-up components in geomagnetic coordinates.
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10 est latitudes) are directed into the ionosphere. From Figure 3a
iis seen that 48, was predominantly increasing, which in-

5 dicates that currents were predominantly into the ionosphere
Funtil 60653 UT. For the sake of clarity we subdivide this re-

on into that of diftse aurorae and the strong return current
0 o Isassociated with the visible arc in region i.

iRegion of diffuse aurorae. The region is encountered be-
tween A - 54.8* (60490 UT) and A - 61.7* (60646 UT). It ex-
tends from the ionospheric projection of the plasmapause a-
cross the region of the diffuse aurorae. The plasmapause

-. , . projection and the ionospheric trough are at latitudes that are

ut s0600 6 60700 equatorward of their quiet time values (A - 0). This equa-
I LAT 59.7 619 64.1 torward displacement was probably not due to the ongoing

Fig. 4. Current densities calculated from variations of A0 (see minor substorm but was the result of the severe magnetic ac-
Figure 9a). Positive currents are parallel to B. In the northern hemi- tivity that marked that last 6 hours of January 10. 1976, and
sphere they are into the ionosphere, the first 3 hours of January II, 1976. During these periods, K,

mean value of - 25 y to 60640 UT, when it decreased by had values of 7, 7. and 7 +. Under such conditions it is well

about -50 v. This component then slowly returned to its ini- known that the ionospheric projection of the plasmapause and

tial value. These variations suggest that deflections prior to the trough move equatorward.

60640 UT were mainly in the magnetic east-west directions. The region of the diffuse aurorae maps into the central pot-

In the region of the auroral arc the magnetic deflection was tion of the plasma sheet. At ionospheric altitudes it is charac-

toward south of east. This measurement is consistent with the terized by relatively uniform fluxes of protons and electrons

DMSP imagery, which shows that the arc was tilted by - 15° that are of comparable intensity [Lui et al., 1977). In the eve-

away from the magnetic east-west direction. If the current ning sector this region is one of field-aligned currents into the

sheets were parallel to the arc, a south of east total magnetic ionosphere IIiima and Potemra, 1976]. Data presented in Fig-

deflection should be observed. ure 3a show that in this region, AB, generally has positive

In order to avoid ambiguities resulting from the spin-in- slope, indicating the presence of field-aligned currents into the

duced oscillation in the geodetic EW component we have used ionosphere. There are, however, brief periods in which the

the spin axis data to calculate values of j, given in Figure 4. slope of AB, was negative. In the remainder of this subsection,

The currents are positive if they are directed into (along B) high time resolution data are examined to show that these re-
the ionosphere. The current density calculations are done us-
ing the infinite current sheet approximation to Maxwell's
equation, assuming that the sheets are stationary with respect -
to the earth and are aligned perpendicular to the satellite ve- E
locity vector. 400,

uueof1= aBl (1) 300/" V)at ,-
zq

Our u m of magnetometer coordinates implies that the cal- .
culated j, magnitudes, at least near the auroral arc, are lower I
bounds on the true values. This can be seen from the fact that
the deflections between 60570 and 60653 UT were AB, - 320 Ew 1
y and A 8, 500 y in spacecrafi and geomagnetic coordi-
nates, respectively. Current densities are also underestimated,
owing to the fact that the satellite trajectory is at an angle t' I.. .

away from normal incidence to the current sheets. For an in- D lo I I
finite current sheet j. - paAB~w/ax. The measured quantity
is 8aB~was -ijcos , the variations of the Y component AI' f
DMSP imagery shows that 0- In' . Thus the current densities I

reported here may be too small by as much as a factor or 2 in ,"
the vicinity of the auroral arc. However. the sign, location,

and relative magnitudes of the current sheets are accurate. _ 0."

The net integrated downward currents in Figure 4 are within o0 , -
1% of the net upward currents. -os I

In the following three subs..ctions we consider, in detail, the 0 -. ,,
reivnns of predominantly downward and upward Birkeland
currents. Special emphasis is placed on comparisons between tT. s0 oU ,.0040

the high time resolution measurements of the various in- I LAT s? 60.s 61.5

st laments Fig. S. High ime resolution measurements of AB,. the current
measured by the thermal electron probe and the energetic electron di-

Observalions in Region 2 rectional flux. Attention is directed to four events during which AB,
decreased, indicating a current out of the ionosphere. Tl, bottom

As defined by lijima and Potemr[a 19761, in the evening sec- panel gives the polantia) measured by the spinning dipole (solid line)
tor. region 2 Dirkeland currents (those which flow at the low- and the funtrion t which it was fitted (dotted line)
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suit from the satellite passing through several pairs of field- steady state, - J)- 0 thus requires increased downward J ,in
aligned current sheets rather than from random fluctuations the same region, as observed.
of the data. Attention is directed to the most intense current measured

Expanded plots of AB, the current measured by the ther- between 60646 and 60648 (Figure 3a). Using (I). a lower
mal electron probe and the energetic e!ectron flux and the po- bound on j, has been set at 10 IjA/m2 . The ion density was
tential measured by the spinning dipole, are given in Figure 5. -3 x 10 cm '. The drift meter was looking close to the ram
Arrows at the bottom of the figure indicate times when the direction and, as discussed in Appendix B, indicated that the
electron spectrometer was looking up or down magnetic field plasma had a westward drift component but no measurable
lines. Currents into (out of) the ionosphere are characterized ion velocity up or down the field line. The thermal electron
by increasing (decreasing) AB,. There are at least four periods, temperature, measured at 60628 UT was -3150°K. The par-
marked at the top of the figure, during which AB, decreased. tide spectrometer measured a local maximum flux of 9 x 10'
During each of these events the thermal electron current de- (cm 2 s sr)- ' at pitch angles near 900 (60646 UT). The electron
creased by approximately I order of magnitude. Since the ion flux fell below the instrument's sensitivity level (10' cm ' s '
densities showed no similar fluctuations, we conclude that the sr ') for pitch angles near 00 before rising to a value of 3 x 10,
thermal electron current decreased because of negative excur- (cm2 s sr)-I as the satellite passed over the auroral form. A
sions of the satellite potential. Negative satellite potential fluc- current of 10 pA/m 2 corresponds to a charged particle flux of
tuations indicate a local enhancement of electron fluxes with 6 x 10' (cm2 s) '. For the most part this current must be car-
energies above a few electron volts. The upward current in- tied by low-energy, ionospheric electrons, since the energetic
dicated by the negative slope of AB could be carried by ener- (E > 80 eV) electron flux measured in the region of the return
getic electrons, as occurs in discrete arcs (see below). If the en- current was <It)' (cm2 s sr) '. The thermal protons showed no
ergy is above 100 eV or below 17 keV, it is thus expected that measurable field-aligned drift motion. Precipitating protons
the electron spectrometer would observe increased (decreased) are generally not detected in the vicinity of inverted-V Ftruc-
fluxes while looking up (down) magnetic field lines. During tures IAckerson and Frank, 19721. Also, plasma sheet proton
events I and 3 the spectrometer measured slightly increased fluxes are typically <10" (cm2 s)-'. This leaves ionospheric
fluxes but was a pitch angle near 900. At the time of event 4 electrons as the only viable candidates. This conclusion is con-
the flux dropped to instrument background at pitch angles sistent with the fact that no large shift in the satellite potential
near 180 . These results are consistent with the magnetometer was observed at this time.
and thermal probe measurements. However, during event 2 We now consider the effects of such a strong current on the
the spectrometer measured fluxes between approximately 0°  stability of the ionospheric plasma. If the thermal electrons
and 900. Here, the measured electron flux was decreasing. are considered to be the main current carriers, it is possible to
This result is contrary to expectations. It can be reconciled estimate the component of their drift velocity along the mag-
with the magnetometer and thermal proble data if the current netic field via the relationship
carrying electrons had energies below the spectrometer energy
threshold. V, - j,/^ (2)

In Figure 5 we have plotted 0,' (solid line) and 0,, (dotted For j, 10 1tA/m 2 and N, = 3 x 10. m', V, > 20 km/s. The
line). For the 27.44-m dipole a I-V potential difference core- thermal speed of the electrons is -300 km/s. The ratio V,.,/a,
sponds to an electric field component of 36.4 mV/m. If I0. < > 0.07 is approximately equal to the critical value for the on-
04,',, the instantaneous electric field has been overestimated set of the O cyclotron turbulence with T,/T, - 3 (Kindel and

in the 5-s averaging procedure. Throughout the 60600-60645 Kennel, 19711 and is well above threshold for lower T/T,.
UT period, the fitted and measured values of 4 are very close This turbulence may change the effective collision frequency
with the largest deviations of 0, and 0, found at the bounda- vc, of drifting electrons. The resistivity parallel to the field
ties of the current sheets. At 60605 UT, which corresponds to lines is then given by
the equatorward boundary of the first current sheet, the actual
electric field was 6 mV/m greater than the estimated value. = (3)
Deviations corresponding to electric field decreases of -3 and
- 10 mV/m are found at the poleward boundaries of the sec- where w is the electron plasma frequency. In anamolously
ond and fourth current sheets, respectively. The electric field resistive plasmas, experimentally observed values of ',5 1,,

is consistently less than the fitted value by -3 mV/m across range betwen 3.3 X 10-' and 2.5 x 10- [Shawhan et al., 19781.
the third current sheet. No consistent pattern can be found be- Thus 71 should lie between 200 and 900 ohms/m. Substitution
tween J and E,,,. suggesting that their relationship is not a into Ohm's law. E, - ni, shows that E, should fall between 2
simple one. Note that the common mode rejection of the elec- and 9 mV/m. It should be noted that insofar as our calculation
tric field electronics was I bit per 8 V. Thus vehicle potential, of j, is a lower limit, so t,-o is the possible range for E,,.
fluctuations are suppressed in the E field measurements. There is evidence in the electric field measurements for the

Region of intense downward current equatorward of the dis- existence of a component of E parallel to B near 60647 UT. A
crete arc. The region encountered between 60646 UT (A - detailed calculation is given in Appendix B. The arguments in
61.70) and 60653 UT (A - 62.0*) is characterized by intense support of this conclusion can be outlined briefly. At 60645
currents into the ionosphere. The position and orientation of UT the measured potential indicates that the ambient electric
the current sheet suggest that it constitutes the return current was -30 mV/m. Between 60647 and 60648 UT the measured
of the auroral arc [Cloutier et al., 19731. As shown in Figure 2, potential across the dipole approached the value of the poten-
this is also a region of rapidly increasing poleward electric tial due to the motion of the satellite across magnetic field
field component. Since the particle fluxes are relatively steady lines. This implied that either E went to zero or it was per-
and the plasma density was increasing in the poleward direc- pendicular to the instantaneous orientations of the dipole.
tion, at least at 1400 km, it seems likely that in the E region, The first hypothesis is not consistent with measurements from
Mlax > 0, where J, is the poleward horizontal current. In a the ion drift meter, which indicate that the north-south electric
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A 'calculated above. However, ifj,, has been underestimated by a
factor of 2, Ell lies in the middle of the calculated range.

I Observations in Region I
In the evening sector, region I is characterized by currents

., Iout of the ionosphere [I(ina and Pot emra, 19761. It also corr-
sponds to that of the auroral form, as noted in the DMSP im-

agery and in the electron flux dectector output beginning at
I B 60653 UT. As mentioned above, magnetic field lines were

-I ]traced from the altitude of the satellite to that of the arc. Al-

lowing for the earth's rotation, it was found that the S3-2 posi.
tion at 60653 UT agreed with that of equatorward boundary

o of the auroral arc.
100 -- Data relevant to an understanding of the electrodynamic

. c of the arc are presented in Figures 6 and 7. In Figure 6 we
1 09 1 have plotted as functions of universal time and A as follows:

" KV' Figure 6a gives the potentials measured by the spinning di-
H pole and the quarter-wave sine functions to which they have

108 J~' been fit, Figure 6b gives the spin axis component of the mag-
t netic field, and Figure 6c gives the electron directional flux,

U T 60o50 60700 using arrows to indicate times when the sensor was closest to
ILAT 6,19 6 looking up and down magnetic field lines. The electron

Fig. 6. Measurements in region I as functions of universal time spectra that were measured approximately every other second
and A, (a) gives the potential and the fitted function (dotted lines). (b) are given in Figure 7. The range of pitch angles scanned dur-
gives B,. and (c) gives the electron directional flux. ing the I s of measurements is indicated for reference. The

dotted lines indicate the one count per accumulation period
field component decreased from 29.8 to 8.9 mV/m and then flux level. An electron flux at or above this level is indicated
returned to 30 mV/m. Since E 0 0. it must be oriented per- by a solid line. Because the satellite potential was severly de-
pendicularly to the dipole. Using satellite attitude information pressed throughout the 60653-606700 UT time period, no in-
and the IGRF magnetic field, a value El, - 10.2 mV/m was formation could be gained from the thermal electron probe.
calculated. This is slightly higher than the upper range of E, Electric field values given in Figure 2c were quite variable

oe -41- . 75--4 ga 3-9* 159-141"

60603.t" to

tOS 82. -70- " "". 4 ' 37-55- 13-10e-

* . . . 605

,10-4 655, 60604 "0"6O .
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0
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0 10 6065? 60606 1 0~ 6067 ~
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Fig 7. Electron spectra measured in region I. The range of pitch angles and the universal time of the measurements are
indicated.
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in region I. However, these values were calculated using '1,. E. The spectrometer was looking down the magnetic field linc
Variations on time scales less than 5 s are smoothed by this but did not detect any backscattered flux. In one case the E
procedure. Finer time scale resolution is gained by comparing field increased (60675 UT) when the measured electron flux
values of Ox and 0,. The electric field has been under- was increasing, which appears to contradict the other ex-
estimated (overestimated) at times when J0.J >(<) 10a,J. Thus amples. However, the spectra at this time indicate that most of
the value of E just prior to entering the arc was -1/3 greater the electrons had energies less than I keV. Note that most of
than the calculated value of 66 mV/v. The electric field the ionization produced by these electrons is at altitudes
strength decreased rapidly to an average value of 0.5 mV '-. greater than 150 km tRees, 19631 and will not affect the in-
By Poisson's equation this indicates a negative charge sheet at tegrated conductivity of the ionosphere as much as the higher-
the equatorward edge of the arc and a large velocity shear, as energy particles.
also observed in a rocket experiment under similar conditions The S3-2 observations suggest a more complex situation
[Carlson and Kelley. 1977). At 60665 UT the field increased than might be assumed from the DMSP image, which showed
abruptly to its prearc value. Note that the detector is spinning, a single auroral arc. There are several explanations of this ap-
so that the sign changes do not indicate rotations of the am- parent difference.
bient field. Between 60671 and 60676 UT the field weakened, I. Two new arcs developed in the 14 min between the
then increased relative to *,,. A third weakening-strength- DMSP and S3-2 overpasses.
ening cycle is again found between 60682 and 60687 UT. Af- 2. Owing to their finite extents in altitude and latitude
ter this time the north-south electric field component weak- along slanted magnetic lines, several arcs overlapped in the

ened rapidly and reversed sign at 60710 UT. The electric field DMSP image.
sign reversal is evidenced by phase shift of 1800 in the Olt, 3. Only in cycle I was the precipitation sufficiently ener-
signal. This reversal is interpreted as the signature either of getic and intense to produce a visual luminosity greater than
the satellite crossing the Harang discontinuity or passing from the 2 kR DMSP lower limit of sensitivity.
the auroral oval to the polar cap. The constancy of the Dixon Island magnetogram makes the

The three weakening-strengthening E field cycles encoun- first hypothesis seem unlikely. The low energy of the electron
tered in the period immediately following 60653 UT are set flux observed during the third cycle suggests that the third hy-
off in Figure 6 by dashed lines. The first was of large enough pothesis may explain the third-cycle data but is a less likely
scale to be detected in the 5-s setting routine and was roughly explanation of the second cycle. It seems likely that S3-2
100 km in extent. The others were of the order of 40 km in di- passed over these parallel auroral arcs. The most poleward
mensions. When compared with the magnetometer measure- may have been subvisual. Owing to the slant of the magnetic
ments, it is found that the weakening or low E field portions field lines the other two parallel arcs could not be resolved in
of the cycles correspond to periods of relatively steep de- the DMSP image.
creases in AD,. Conversely, the strong E field portions of the
cycles correspond to periods when A, was decreasing very SUMMARY AND DiscussioN
slowly. During the strong E portion of the first cycle, B, was In the previous section we have presented a comprehensive
actually increasing. That is, weak E fields occur in regions of set of measurements taken in the late evening sector of the au-
strong currents out of the ionosphere, and strong E fields oc- roral zone. The S3-2 energetic electron fluxes showed a region
cur in the region of j, Z 0. of relatively constant isotropic fluxes (diffuse aurorae) fol-

The energetic electron flux began to increase at 60652 UT lowed by a region of low fluxes and an inverted-V structure
and reached a measured maximum value at 60655 UT, while on magnetic field lines above an auroral form. These observa-
the sensor was detecting particles with pitch angels between tions are in agreement with previously reported results [Li et
520 and 700. The electron energy distribution appears to be at., 1977; Ackerson and Frank, 19721. The unique capability of
that of an inverted-V event. The peak energy of the spectrum S3-2 instrumentation comes from simultaneous, high time res-
shifis to higher values between 60659 and 60664 UT, while the olution measurements of magnetic and electric fields in con-
sensor was looking down the field lines at mirroring and back- junction with thermal and energetic plasma observations. In
scattered electrons. The observation of backscattered kilo- this section we first compare S3-2 with previously reported
electron volt electrons in a region of decreasing A8, indicates magnetic and electric field measurements. Some consequences
that the precipitating electrons were of the same or greater of the current-field relationship in the vicinity of the visible
energies. These electrons are capable of producing visible au- arc are considered, and problems for future theoretical and
roral luminosity and enhanced conductivity. At 60666 UT the observational study are pointed out.
electron flux abruptly fell below the level of detectability and
remained at a low level until 60671 UT. During the period, Field-Aligned Currents

aAB,/a > 0. and E briefly went to its highest value. In the evening sector, lijima and Potemra 119761 have de-
As the slope of the AD, curve became negative at 60671 UT, scribed region 2 as a region of currents into the ionosphere.

E began to decrease, and the electron flux increased. The The S3-2 measurements from orbit 517 show that although
spectrum measured at 60672 UT is narrowly distributed in en- the net current is into the ionosphere, there are also embedded
ergy around 4 keV. As the detector moved away from looking parallel sheets of current out of the ionosphere. The positive
up the field line, the measured flux decreased. The fact that correlation between AD,. and satellite potential fluctuations in-
AD, and E continued to decrease until 60675 UT suggests that dicates that the current sheets are real and are carried by su-
the current was carried by a highly monoenergetic, field- perthermal electrons. S3-2 passed through these current sheets
aligned benm i electron% thai were perhaps accelerated by a on time scales .e- 7s. The sampling rates and re.olutions of the
double layet, parallel electric fields at altitudes well above 13(X. 53-2 and Triad magnetometers are 32 and 2.25 s ' and 5 and
km ITorbert and Mozer, 1971t. 1The beginning of the third 12 y, respectively. Some narrow current sheets could be re-
cycle is marked by a sudden decrease in Ai, and a decrease in jected in Triad measurements as being due to instrumental
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noise. A late evening pass of Triad studied by Armstrong et al. as highly field-aligned beams. In this regard we note that
119751 showed a similarly structured system of current sheets field-aligned fluxes of electrons are regularly observed at geo-
into and out of the ionosphere. Lacking corroborative cvi- synchronous orbit, L - 6.5. The electrons have energies be-
dence showing that the east-west magnetic fluctuations did tween several hundred and several thousand electron volts
not result from remote sources, the small-scale currents were and last for periods of between I and 20 min Vogl et al.,
smoothed to give an average current into the ionosphere cf. 19761. It is interesting to speculate that these electrons may be
Armsrong et al., 1975, Figures 7 and 8]. The vehicle potential of ionospheric origin and have been accelerated by an E, sim-
fluctuations measured by S3-2 show that a remote source for ilar to that measured by S3-2.
AB, fluctuations is not required. The full implications of these Unfortunately, no wave observations were performed on
measurements for an understanding of the coupling between the S3-2 satellite. However, clear evidence exists for the exis-
the central plasma sheet and the ionosphere are left for future tence of ion cyclotron waves associated with field-aligned cur-
study. It is important to note that the measured total currents rents in the upper ionosphere. Kinter et al. 11978, 19791 have
into and out of the ionosphere were equal, provided that the shown numerous examples of hydrogen ion cyclotron waves
transient upward currents at low latitudes are included. Thus in the altitude range from 4-8000 km studied by the S3-3 sat-
equatorward convection of localized regions of electron pre- ellite. For a given field-aligned current density the electron
cipitation may be occurring with these regions originating in drift velocity increases and will be unstahle to hydrogen waves
the region I sector. Another possibility is that the current at high altitudes. In a rocket experiment, Bering et al. (19751
sheets are due to Alfvtn waves formed in the discrete arc re- and Kelley et al. 119751 reported observations of intense oxy-
gion, as described by Mallinckrodt and Carlson [19781, which gen ion cyclotron waves just equatorward of an auroral arc.
have convected equatorward and been reflected from the con- The electrodynamic configuration of the arc in that experi-
jugate ionosphere. This is consistent with the observed E field ment, as reported by Carlson and Kelley 119771, was nearly
fluctuations associated with the current sheets and the fact identical to the present case. A northward electric field de-
that low-energy electrons carry the current. creased to near zero just at the arc boundary, as defined by

One of the outstanding differences between previously re- particle detectors and all-sky cameras, and the 0* cyclotron
ported measurements from rocket versus satellite-borne in- waves were observed simultaneously (- 400-km altitude).
struments concerns the Birkeland currerit structure in the vi- Reed et al. 11978] have also reported radar observations of ion
cinity of auroral arcs. Rocket measurements by the Rice c)clotron waves at even lower altitudes at the poleward edge
Unixersity group [Anderson and Vondrak. 1975, and refer- of the diffuse radar echoes, which usually trace the eastward
ences thereini show intense currents carried by down-coming electrojet prior to midnight. Taken together, these data make
kilo electron volt electrons over visible arcs with strong return it seem likely that the region of intense downward j, had asso-
currents always found in the region contiguous with the arc. ciated 0* cyclotron turbulence. Lysak and Hudson 119791
Scale lengths for these structures are typically several tens of have performed calculations based on the H* cyclotron wave
kilometers. Such small-.cale structures do not appear in pub- amplitudes detected on the S3-3 satellite and concluded that
lished satellite mpisurements. The difference is usually attrib- parallel electric fields of several millivolts per meter could Lt
uted to: the high sped of satellites in crossing over arcs. The maintained by the anomalous resistivity owing to these waves.
upward and downward currents centered at 60653 UT in Fig- However, a serious drawback exists in this or any ex-
ure 2 appear as an intense structure superimposed on the planation for parallel electric fields due to the magnitude of
large-scale region I -region 2 current system. Thus S3-2 data the Joule heating involved. For 10 MiA/m 2 and 10 mV/m the
arree with noth rocket and satellite measurements when heating rate is 10-' W/m'. Partitioned equally into ions and
proper spatial scales are taken into consideration. electrons at the observed density, this amounts to about 50 eV

per particle second. Including the neutrals at 1400-kin altitude
Anomalous Re.sxivsraty and only reduces this by I order of magnitude. Thus considerable
Parallel Electric Fields theoretical work is necessary to explain the energy balance be-

Between 60647 and 60648 U r, S3-2 passed through a por- tween thermal plasma, neutrals, and accelerated particles in
tion of the downward current sheet in which j, > 10 LA/m. regions where J and E have components parallel to A.
Simultaneous thermal plasma measurements indicate that the
ionospheri plasma was at marginal stability to the onset of Co.nparison with Los-Altiude
0' ion cyclotron turbulence. Also at this time, there is evi- Ionospheric Current.
dence that the electric field had a significant component paral- The electric field and particle results presented here are in
lel to B (Ap:cndix B1. Kindel and Kennel 1197 11 suggested that excellent agreement with the rocket measurements of Carlson
if the ionospheric current exceeds a certain threshold, the elec- and Kelley 119771. They observed a rapid decrease and even
mcal resistance oi the plasma increases dramatically. The reversal of the northward electric field at the equatorward
threshold current value depends on the plasma density, tern- edge of a discrete arc and concluded that the arc boundary
pcr;,ture. and ionic composition. At the critical current, elec- separated eastward from westward electrojets. In the case pre-
trostatic turbulence develops. The large amplitude waves act sented here the reversal of the north-south electric field was
as scattering enters on current-carrying electrons. To main- measured at 60710 UT (A - 64.20) near the poleward bound-
tam a constant current acrc s the anomalously resistive re- ary of the arc system. It would thus appear that the arc system
gun, an electc field develops along B. Bekti 119661 has again marks the transition between eastward and westward
shown that collective mode-individual particle interactions electrojets. This is consistent with the Dixon Island magne-
play . role analogous to Coulomb collisions in classical runs- tometer measurements, which showed negative deflections in
way theory Iflreieer, 19591. Thus E,, accelerates only electrons the horizontal components. This indicates that Dixon Island.
in the high-energy tail of the ionospheric thermal distribution. on the poleward side of the arc, was closest to a westward
The accelerated electrons would appear in the manetosphere electrojet.
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A comparison of particle and electric field measurements of discrete auroral arcs the perpendicular electric fields are
(Figure 2) suggests that the eastward electrojet was distributed largest in the altitude range of several thousand kilometers
throughout the diffuse auroral region and was most intense and have very large fluctuations in the north-south com-
near the equatorward boundary of the southern-most arc. The ponent. Thus the simple concept of constant electric potentials
eastward electrojet is mainly a Hall current flowing in the E along magnetic field lines throughout the magnetosphere is
region not valid, and the clectrodynamic structure near discrete arcs

may be determined by these high-altitude processes not by the
, - --- ,(ENs x3)/B (4) ionospheric conductivity.

where ,, is the height integrated Hall conductivity. The pres- Furthermore. Malfinckrodt and Carlson 119781 have shown
ence of precipitation and significant electric fields in the dif- that plasma convecting through these regions of varying men-
fuse auroral region indicates that the electrojet is widely dis- dional electric fields, via the zonal electric field component,
tributed. That this current is strongest near the equatorward will be subject to time-varying electric fields. These, in turn,
edge of the arc rather than in its center is consistent with the will have associated perpendicular and parallel currents,
demands of current continuity. At 60653 UT the electric field which cannot be described by any steady state hypothesis.
experiment measured the strongest field (-90 mV/m), and j, These currents will, of course, be detected by rocket and satel-
went through zero. Ionospheric Pedersen currents should have lite magnetometers with specific relationships to the auroral
their maximum values at this point. If the ratio of height-in- arcs and interpreted as steady current systems.
tegrated Pedersen and Hall currents remains constant within a
factor of 10 across the arc 1H should also maximize at this
point. Within the arc, ENs rapidly decreased to 0.5 mV/m. CONCLUSIONS

For I,, to have the same value in the arc as it had at its equa- In this paper we have presented a set of high time resolu-
torward boundary, In in the arc must exceed its value at the tion measurements from electric field, magnetic field, ener-
boundary by a factor of 180. This implies the existence of se- getic electron, and thermal plasma detectors aboard the S3-2
vere thermal density gradients in the E region. Cross field line satellite. The particular late evening sector pass chosen for de-
diffusion and equatorward convection due to a westward elec- tailed analysis was nearly coincident in time with a DMSP
tric field component would make it difficult for such gradients satellite overpass. Optical frequency imagery from DMSP
to be maintained in the collision-dominated E region. The showed that S3-2 passoved over a region diffuse aurorae and a
steady state continuity equation for thermal plasma is bright discrete arc. The major conclusions of this study are as

VnV-P- L (5) follows:
1. The S3-2 magnetometer results showed the gross fea-

where P is the number of electrons produced per cubic cen- tures of the region I-region 2 field-aligned current system [lij-
timeter per second owing to ionizing collisions between neu- ima and Potemra, 19761. An intense arc-related pair of current
trals and energetic primary or secondary electrons. L is the sheets was imbedded in the large scale current system.
loss rate due to recombination processes. The left-hand side of 2. Within region 2, where the Birkeland currents were
(5) represents the transport of plasma away from the source predominantly into the ionosphere, latitudinally narrow re-
region. The plasma drift velocity V has components along and gions of negative slope in AD, were found. Simultaneous mea-
across B. The enhanced plasma density at 1300 km, relative to surements of the satellite potential and energetic electron
the trough background, is due to field-aligned transport, as re- fluxes indicate that the changes in AB,v were due to local field-
quired for pressure balance. If there were no cross field line aligned currents out of the ionosphere. These currents were
transport, the observed density enhancement would be not probably carried by precipitating, low-energy (_100 eV)
found equatorward of the arc region. The cross field line coin- plasma sheet electrons.
ponent of V is primarily due to E x B drifts. This result agrees 3. An intense downward return current sheet was found
with rocket measurements reported by Maynard et al. 11977]. just equatorward of the visible arc with the current carried
who found that although 1,, had a maximum value in the mostly by upmoving thermal electrons. The ionospheric
center of an evening sector, arc 1,, was largest at the arc's plasma at this time was near marginal stability for the onset of
equatorward boundary. 0* ion cyclotron turbulence. A component of E parallel to B

was measured at this time.
Relationship Between Electric Field 4. Particle and electric field measurements indicate that
and Electron Precipitation Changes the eastward electrojet was distributed throughout the region

If the currents out of the ionosphere are carried by precipi- of diffuse aurorae and was most intense near the equatorward
tating. energetic (keV) electrons, then enhanced Pedersen boundary of the arc system.
,;onductivities are expected in the lower ionosphere. In a
steady state condition, polarization electric fields should de-
velop across the regions of enhanced conductivity to reduce APPENDIX A: ELECTRIC FIELD CALCULATIONS

the cross-arc electric field component. In regions of j, > 0, The method used to calculate the projection of the ambient
electron precipitation and ionospheric conductivity are re- electric field into the spin plane of the satellite is illustrated in
duced. Here the full strength of the convective electric field is Figure 8. Here we have plotted the measured potential be-
observed. This could be called a steady state ionospheric feed- tween the ends of the spinning dipole 40. (Figure Ba), the po-
back mechanism. This seems to be in agreement with the ob- . ential due to the cross magnetic field motion of the satellite
servations summarized earlier, in that the regions of rapid de- 0, (Figure 8b). the potential due to the ambient electric field
crease in &B,. J, upward) corresponded to decreased 0, (Figure Bc), and the function to which *,. is fitted, to,. and
.meridional electric field values. However, Mozer et al. 119771 its residues 0. - On, (Figure 8d as functions of universal time
and Torbert and Mozer 119781 have shown that in the region in seconds of day and invariant latitude A. The data were
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ORUT N0517 DATE 1/11/76 is defined as the direction of the projection of the satellite ve-
+1] l locity into the spin plane V, The Z axis is in the direction of.1

m 4 x P. Thus if the orbit were circular with a 900 inclination and
the spin axis were perpendicular to the orbital plane, X. Y.
and Z would be positive toward north, west, and up during

+1 a the portion of orbit 517 under consideration. In this appendix
+1 we use the subscript P to indicate the projection of a vector

*VXlr 0 ".into the spin plane. This projection of an arbitrary vector A is
defined by

1A, - -9 x (U x A)

OE o 'The projections of the electric field, magnetic field, and
(V, x B) near 60600 UT (arbitrary lengis) are also indicated

. in Figure 9.
+1 In the spacecraft coordinate system the magnetic field can

*Ft 0 be represented as
-I '

= B - B(sin 0 cos 01 + sin O sin o + cos O) (A3)

29 .3. , W ,111 , where the azimuth and colatitude angles are defined by -
ILAT 507" , , 2 , G. M) tan- ' (B7 /B,) and 0 - cos-'(B,/B), respectively. In order to

Fig. 8. Example of the way in which data from the spinning di- study the properties of a vector perpendicular to B we define a
pole are reduced: (a) gives the measured potential difference between set of orthonomal vectors i,. it, and 1,, such that B = N-3.
the ends of the dipole. (b) gives the potential due to the V x B motion This transformation is effected by two rotations. It can easily
of the satellite. (c) gives the difference between the measured and the be shown that
V x B motion, and (d) gives the faction to which o has been fit and
its residues. The data were taken during S3-2 orbit 517 and are plotted 0, - Cos 8 cos 0 + cos a sin .y - sin 92
as functions of universal time (seconds of the day), altitude, invariant
latitude, magnetic local time, geographic latitude, and longitude. 9, - -sin 0 + cos Of (A4)

0, - sin 8 cos ,g + sin 9 stn *9 + cos 92

taken during S3-2 orbit 517 as the satellite was moving pole- Since E. B - 0. E can be represented by
ward over the late evening sector (-2250 LT) of the northern
auroral zone. The measured potential across the dipole is of
the form Transforming to spacecraft coordinates.

t., - 4b. + 4., + 0,. (A l) E - (a, cos 8 cos - asan #x

where Q,,, is the contribution due to different contact poten- + (a, os 8 :in 4 + a, cos a) - a, sin 9
tials of the two spheres. The 0., is easily rejected by consid-
ering the amplitudes of the sine waves and not their dc level. In regions of slowly changiun electric fields. E, and E, are

The 1, is calculated from the International Geomagnetic Ref- measured directly at times of maximum or minmum values of

erence Field (IGRF) 1975 model updated to the epoch of #,*. These measured values may be used to compute a, and a,

measurements and precisely determined (<0.50 error) space- a, - -E, csc 9
craft attitude information. The 0, is then subtracted from 0. (A6)

to obtain 40., the potential due to the ambient electric field. In a. - -(E, cot 9 cot # + E, cec *)
regions where the electric field varies slowly over a satellite
spin period (e.g., prior to 60630 UT, Figure 2), data are fit to a
function of the form

Or.. - 0 Cos (t - )(A2)

where U, is the satellite's angular speed and 4 and ' are the
amplitude and phase angle determined in the fitting proce-
dure In nvinnciple, both 4 and i, are functions of time. We
must now ask o what degree is it possible to interpret S3-2 p ,
measurements if the electric field is varying in magnitude and g
direction on time scales shorter than the satellite spin period? X
At the altitudes of the S3-2 orbit the classical conductivity VP i B}
along magnetic field lines is high. It is assumed that in the ab-
sence of contradictory information from other instruments.
.- s - 0. ep

In order to examine the consequences of the E • B - 0 as-
sumption for the potential difference measurements of a rotat-ing ipoe w adpt sysem f cordnats wih oigi atthe Fig. .9. Satellite coordinate system used in this paper. Vector
ins dipole we adopt a system of coordinates with origin t quantities (arbitrary scale) marked with subscript P represent projec.
atellite's cewite: of mass (Figure 9). The spin axis of the satel- tions into the spin plane of the satellite. The - Y avis corresponds to

lite i, along the - Y axis of the coordinate system. The X axis the satellite spin axis.
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We note that unleass - 00 or 1800. (I) E, and , are not or- tween the auroral oval and the polar cap. In the period 60645-
thogonal vectors and (2) The y component of the electric field 60690 UT we assumed that *I, had the same value that it had
can be computed: before and after this interval. Although, in principle, the am-

E, - -(E, cos # + E, cot 0) csc, (A7) plitude could be fit to arbitrarily small portions of the sine
waves, 5-s periods were chosen to insure that 40, would be

Rearranaing terms in (A7), we obtain near its maximum or minimum value during a portion of each
fit period. Variations of E on time scales s5 s are obtained

E, - -(E, cot 0 sec + E, tan *) (A8) from an examination of the residues (4pA - O,,) given in Fig-

It is useful to define an angle * - tan-' (E,/E) such that at ure 8d.
the angle , 0. has a maximum value. Since

- tan-' - cot 0 sec 4 -(EIE,) tan (A9) APPENDIX B: ELECTRIC FIELD COMPONENTSAT 60647 LIT

we can examine its sensitivity to variations tn the ratio E/E,. In this appendix we calculate the ,omponents of the electric
A plot of 4 as a function of E,/E, is given in Figure 10. Mag- field at 60647 UT by using measurements by the ion drift me-
netic conditions are those of 60600 UJT on orbit 517. Therp are te, to determine the component in the spin plane, that is par-
two families of solutions, depending on the sign of E,. whi.' . alle to B. A schematic of sensors I, 2, and 3 (Figure II) shows
for a given E,/E, ratio, are separated by 1800. To a zero-order that at this time sensor 2 was pointing close to the direction of
approxiaiation the satellite is moving in the magnetic north- the satellite's velocity vector. The currents to sensors I and 3
south direction, and the spin axis is in the magnetic east-west are
direction. Because auroral forms tend to be aligned in the
magnetic east-west direction, variations of physical quantities i, - -NqV, (B1)
along the trajectory should be much greater than their varia- 1, -)
tions in the Y direction, i.e., a/ay - 0. Since 7 x E - 0 for I, = -NqV.
quasi dc fields, it follows that (Elax) - 0. i.e., the Y com- where N is the plasma density, V, is the total plasma velocity
ponent of the electric field should be relatively constant. In in the rest frame of the satellite, and , and ,1, are unit vectors
the evening sector of the northern auroral zone the electric normal to the apertures of sensors I and 3:
field is generally toward the magnetic north (E. > 0) and west
(E, > 0). From the inclination of magnetic field lines and the n, = cos 40' i - sin 400 .0 (B2)
condition E • B - 0 it can be shown that E, > 0. We note that h3 - cos 400  + sin 400 P
along the E, > 0 curve, *' only changes from 720 to 81* as the
ratio E,/E, varies from zero to 20. This implies that over a In the satellite's frame of reference the plasma bulk motion

wide range of (E,/E,) ratios * - const. Thus variations in the has three terms.
electric field perpendicular to B can only produce a change in I. The satellite motion relative to an earth-centered iner-
magnitude of 0, cr a jump of - 180 if E. and, necessarily, E, tial system. At 60647 UT
reverse sign. V, - 7.05i + 0.15.P km/s (13)

The main features of this analysis are verified in the data
given in Figure 8. The time separation between maxima and 2. The cor6tational plasma drift
minima in 0, are approximately constan prior to 60645 UT. V, - -Ap r sin A.P - -0.5 . km/s (114)
The maximum at -60690 UT is at the appropriate time for '
- const. There is an abrupt shift of 1800 in the phase of the where Us - 7.3 x 10-' s' is the earth angular speed, r - 7.7 X
measured signal at 60710 UT, indicating that the ambient I0' km is the satellite's distance from the earth's center, and A
electric field changed directions. A calibrate sequence began - 65.5 ° is the geographic latitude of the subsatelite point on
at 60720 UT. When the data collection resumed, the measured the earth's surface.
signal indicated that the electric field had a southward com- 3. The cross spin plane drift due to the component of E in
ponent. The reversal at 60710 UT marks the boundary be- the spin plane that is perpendicular to B(E,,).

-= (E -B) (B)

____o-~ Substituting (B2)-(B5) into (B I) and forming the ratio I/, -

J give

Ez'O 90.

- 0o 20

-90o A

40, ~'2 /40'

Fig. 10. Phan angle as a function of E,/E, near 6600 UT. The
projectiov of the V x 8 field is indicated for comparison with Figure Fig. II. Schematic representation of the S3-2 ion dftmewer orienta-
9 tion at 60647 UT
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Observations of Field-Aligned Currents in Association With Strong
Convection Electric Fields at Subauroral Latitudes

FREDERICK J. RICH,' WILLIAM J. BURKE,2 MICHAEL C. KELLEY,' AND MICHAEl. SMIDDY 4

An examination ot regions of strong convection electric fields (E > 50 mV/m) equatorward ol the au-
roral zone has been made on the basis of data from the S3-2 satellite in 1976. Only seven examples were
found, which indicates a low occurrence rate even after accounting for the gaps in data coverage. While
this phenomenon did not correlate with the magnitude of Ap or AE. it is always substorm related. The
electric field and magnetic field data indicate that the electric field is generated by plasma sheet ions
being driven closer to the earth than plasma sheet electrons by magnetospheric convection in the evening
sector. rhe existence of a net field.aligned current into the ionosphere through the region indicates the
presence of latitudinal conductivity gradient. The depletions of ionospheric particles near regions of
strong tield-aligned currents (>1 pA/mlt into the ionosphere indicate that upward moving ionospheric
electrons are carrying the current The evacuation of the E region approximately I min after the onset of
the electric field as suggested by Banks and Yasuhara (1978) is not supported by the data, but it may oc-
cur on a time scale of -30 min. If both the F region and E region are depleted in the strong convection
region, the result may be a naturally occurring 'hole' in the ionosphere.

IN IRODItrC'TsN large poleward e fields on the E region ionosphere and its con-

Considerable interest has recently been directed toward the ductivity.

electrodynanmics of the region near the inner edge of the ring The purpose of this work is to extend the study of large sub-
auroral electric fields by using the S3.2 satellite experiments..

current. In the prrmidnight local time period, very large pole-

ward directed electric fields IStaddt" et al., 1977; Maynard, In addition to the electric field, we also plot the field-aligned

19781 and corresponding large azimuthal drifts [Heeis ei al., current pattern, topside electron density, and energetic elec-

19761 have been reported. Ir one case the electric field at 15(X) Iron fluxes. Taken together, these data may shed further light

km was 245. mV/m. which corresponds to a drift velocity of on the physical processes occurring in this region of space.

4 8 knsis The two events detected ,n the S3-2 satellite and
.studied by Smiddy et al. were limited to a latitude range less
than IV wide and occurred during substorm activity. The tran- The data used for this report were obtained with the U.S.

sition from a h~drogen plasma environment to an oxygen Air Force satellite S3-2. which was placed into a polar orbit

plasma also occurred quite close to the large electric field re- with an initial apogee and perigee of 1556 km and 240 km. re-

gion spectively. The satellite was spin stabilized in a cartwheel

In recaut theoretical work, Vouthwood and Wol. [19781. mode with a spin rate of -3 rpm. The instruments used here

uildng on a number of other studies referenced therein, are an electric field dipole, a triaxial flux gate magnetometer,

showed that if ring current ions penetrate closer to the earth a spherical langmuir probe that collects thermal electrons,

than do preciptating plasma sheet electrons and if the separa- and an energetic electron (5.) eV to 17 keV) spectrometer. The

lion distance b.tween these two boundaries is not too great, electric field experiment consists of a dipole probe in the spin

then a large meridional directed electric field will be created plane of the satellite across which the electrostatic potential is

between themt The enhanced conductivity in the ionosphere measured 16 times/s. The electric field is determined from fit-

creatcd by these electron fluxes. which also create the diffuse ting 5 s of data to determine the component of the electric

aurorra, plays an essenttal role in their analytic model. A com- field that is perpendicular to Band is approximately in the di-

puter simulation by liare! ei al. [19801 also addresses the elec- rection of the satellite velocity. Magnetic field is measured 32
trod) nanics of the local time sector. They found an enhanced times/s with a resolution of 5 ye (y = 10 ' T). The component
poleward e field at subairoral latitudes in direct association of the current density parallel to the magnetic field (i,) is cal-
with an intense downw,;rd related current. culated with the use of the infinite current sheet approxima-

Two other tbeoretical works have relevance to these phe- tion to Maxwell's equations A detailed description of the in-
nomona fth,A and .alihammor I 1%81 discussed the effect of striments and the means by which data are reduced is given
hIcld flikncd sirrent on topside plasma density when those by Burke et al. 1197)j.
cirrctits trc catiicd by thermal parlicles. as seems to be the The data selected were limes when the convection electric
case herc Itn.ks and Ya.uhara [197.j discussed the effect of field in the subauroral zone was significantly greater than the

component of the induction electric field in the satellite spin
plane. Thus subauroral electric fields with maximum in-
tensities of 50 mV/ns or less are not included. The result is a

e,,cd,,h .enit,. Regis College, Weston. Massachusetts 021 I3 total of only seven examples of intense subauroral canvection
Pls-.tcs tepartment. Boston College. Chestnut Hill, Massachu-

'elts 02167 electric fields in 1976. This low number indicates that this fea-
'S.h,l .t Inxinerig. ('oinrl I Inverxity. Ithaca, New York ture is not a steady state feature, but the low number of ober-

148N1 vations is also caused by the satellite's data acquisition sched-
' - wce o,€ptivsi.s Lahtrator,. Ilanscmi Air Force Base. Mas- :le. The S3-2 satellite collected data only - 15% of the time.

,hi,,er, (1171 and occasionally the subauroral passages were excluded in

Copyrght ( 19P4) by the American (jeophysical Union. preference to auroral and polar cap passages. The recent re-

Paper number YA1736 2335
t14-w27/0/0)QA- 1736$01 () The U.S. Government Is authorized to reproduce and ill this report.176 Permission for further reproduction by others must t', obtained from

the eopyrglt owner.
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S3-2 REV. 2087 2MAY 76 less than the true values. As is presented here, regions of posi-
270 -- tive (negative) slope in the magnetic deflection correspond to

field-aligned current into (out of) the ionosphere and are
> noted by arrows pointing down (up). The magnitude of J,5 is
W , determined by the deflections from a base line established in

0 0 + \ the equatorward portion of the data set.

' The fourth trace in Figure I gives the density of thermal
o electrons. This trace is broken at times when the bias voltage

on the sensor grids are swept in order to measure the thermal
... 0o electron temperature (7). When possible, measurements of the

c- electron temperature are shown in the broken portion of the
3o.) < trace.

The shaded area below the fourth trace represents the tran-
:. 0, - '6 ." sition zone from a hydrogen-ion-dominated region equa-

> torward of the transition to an oxygen-ion-dominated region

,,leward of the zone. The average ion mass is determined
from the spin modulation of ions into an ion trap. Thus the

o 0 "' 'W III fl j,, am,/m? transition cannot be resolved more precisely than one spin pe-

:~ n;!rod as in Figure 1. There arc also times when the transition

r zone is much wider than the distanced traveled by the satellite
'cl-'~- AY in one spin period.

The fifth trace gives the integrated directional flux of ener-
getic electrons sampled at a rate of one spectrum per second.
This trace is broken when the flux levels fall below the in-

,: S3-2 REV.1591 28MARCH76

20•

612

"M t0Y3o6W4) 20 40 00 03:10:20 -- o 1
ML. 204 43 2041 2039 037 2034 v'

M, ' " 14.6 59.4 60.2 61.0 61.8 62.6 ,
46t 146- 1464 1463 1462 1460 .

4 4.5 45.5 46.4 47.4 48,4 3 2

I g. I Electric field, magnetic field, thermal electron, and ener- . o - '
getic electron data obtained by S3-2 near the intense convection dice- .-

trio field for revolution 2087 on May 2, 1976. The potential drop 2 oo. 4 o

across the region is -30 kV. The transition from H to O (shaded re- -
gion) is coincident with the strong electric field. The calculated field- c oo ,.06 Oj I,np-
aligned current (Ji,,) is displayed under the magnetometer trace with 04 . o
arrows indicating current into (downward arrow) or out of (upward
arrowi the ionosphere. The region over which the calculation of' J,, 1 [ I0"

was made is denoted by vertical bars under the magnetometer trace

port of Spiro el al. 119791 includes a larger quantity of sub- 109 -- -103

auroral convection observations due to their ability to identify I
events easily with a maximum strength of <50 mV/m. t

lated electric field in the poleward direction. The smoothness >
Figure I shows the data set that was shown in preliminary ,u'

of this trace is somewhat artificial because of the processing o I "

technique that eliminates variations with scales less than 5 s. E •
The second trace gives the potential difference between the ,"

spherical electrodes after subtracting the effects of induction 3' '"

electric fields due to satellite motion. The result is a spin-mod- I E .
ulated signal with amplitude proportional to the field in an , -
earth-fixed frame. GMT.oo02:IO 30 50 10 30 O0DOT.5O

ML T. 22,6 2216 22.1 2217 221? 2218
The third trace in Figure I is the omponent of the meg- I LAT. 54'1 5%1 36.6 33 59.1 60.3

netic deflection vector (measured minus model field) along the L T. 70 ? P5 28 ?41 754

spin axis. Since the spin axis is approximately in the east-west L AT . 4.0 43 49.4 dat r ro i .0
d i r e ti o . t e f e l d a li n e d c u r e n t c a n b e a l c l a t d f o m h i s se n t e d in t h e s am e fo r m a t a s F i gfu r e 1. T h e p o t e n t i a l d ro p a c r o s s t h esingle component of the magnetic deflection vector. As a re- region is -20 kV. Note that the atellite was in an ('-doninated re-

still of this ippriximation. the vnltics of" he Ileld-aligned cur- gin throughout this data set hetsatib- of the low altitude ol the satel-
rents 1J,, shown below the magnetometer trace are slightly tie.
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S3-2 REV.1594 28 MAR. 76 sphere at 0.88 !A/m 2 . The net effect is a magnetic deflection
of 60 y. which corresponds to a net line current into the region

350 of -48 mA/m. A region approximately 0.5° wide in latitude

,0 was devoid of ficld-aligned current, but after 0309:50 the ef-

250 . feet of the ordinary region 2 current system lijima and Po-
06. - temra, 19761 became clear.

0 200- •.0 The thermal electron density had a nearly constant value of
, 5.0 8 x 10' cm until 0309:30 UT. It rose to a local maximum of

U, , 3 x 10' cm 'at the same place that the strong electric field
0o -4.0 o was observed. A 'bite-out" in the electron densit\ ,tcuired

o - 3no where the field-aligned current maximized. Except at 0309:37,
,- __ --/ _ ' when an upward current was detected, the energetic electron

S 0 2.0 0
-- 2.0 U flux was close to or below the detector background level. After

W 1.0 4 0309:45 UT. flux levels of'- 10' (cm' s sr) 'were measured that

•0 indicate that the satellite had entered the region of the diffuse
' - aurorae. As was mentioned by Smiddy et al., the strong elec-

2 " . -Lrz, tric field region marked the boundary between light (H*) and
-2.0 0 heavy (0') ions in the plasma as deduced from the ratio of

, ram to wake currents to a spinning ion sensor.
,001 "In Figures 2 and 3 we show examples of intense electric

Ifields that were located in a latitude range even narrower than
the case shown in Figure 1. The electric field again was quite

0, 10
4  intense with values of nearly 200 mV/m for rev 1591 and al-

SJ-2 EV ,o 2101 3MAY 1 '

C.[ ,00 - - " -

': . 50o -- A .,

10
2  

Cr 1/ "

"-0l|
I  

- r, Q I--.

,' I 'D

.J 200 -

0~ 4 05.0:5C

kt T r720 5' (148 2044 20402038 r j4
IL 1 6 5el.7 5%71 60.8 61.3 iC

I '", 718 731 747 753
,~ 1,4 CP 410 51X2 51.4 52.0

F, I S3-2 data for revolution 1594 on March 28. 197 6. pre- . ,, .

sented in the same iormat as Figure i The potential drop across thet "

region is -2 kV rhis was the itrongest and ihe narrowest region oh-
served in C 6

strument background level for a I-S period. Circles with up-
ward pointing arrows mark times when the spectrometer was , e

cotllecting clectrons with pitch angles near zero degrees. 0 ' ° zC
As is %hown w the figure. the poleward component of the I , l'

convection electric field rose from a background level at . , r , ? ,
01309:15 L T to a peak value at 0309:25. The magnetic field de- C ~ -

flection was con tant with a base line value of 40 7 until '- eJ p* |- [

0309"28 U T. when it began to increase corresponding to a cur- 4 E I
rent into the ionosphere of 0.35 PiA/ml. Between 0309:30 and , -!

030 34. whilc the electric field was beginning to decrease, the4' - - 
2. 4 00 04:37: -G M T.,3 4 : 5:,A cj 20 4 0 O O 0 4: 71:20

magnetic deflection increased at its most rapid rate, indicating ML7. :036 2034 2052 2029 2027 2025

a curreni of I 51 uA/m' into the ionosphere. Between 0309:37 I L AT. 15,.6 52.4 53.2 54.0 56.0 55.6
At T 1464 1464 '464 14A 1462 1461

and 0309-45 the slope of the magnetic deflection alternated L ,i. 38.8 39.8 40.8 41.e 42.8 438

sign with a decrease. then an increase, and then a decrease, in- Fg 4. S3-2 data for revolution 2101 on May 3, I'76. presencd in

dicating currents of 0.64 AA/ml out of the ionosphere, 0.83 the same format as Figure I. The potential drop across the region is
ItA/m' into the ionosphere, and then again out of the ioro- -11 kV
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S3-2 REV. 40798 ,9 SE Pr. 76 period of the oscillation is within 0.2 s of the satellite spin pe-
, T- --- nod, which is too close to rule out an unknown satellite-in-

00 duced effect.
,0 /'\ Examples of intense fields more extended in latitude are

presented in Figures 4 7. With one exception there was a gen-
° ' -. -. eral positive trend to the slope of the magnetic field, in-

404 dicating region 2 downward currents. The exception is in F;g-
20 ' 20 ure 7. in which there is no general trend.

S// , 0 Rev 4079B (Figure 5) is an interesting case for several rea-
. . I / sons. (As is discussed below. this orbit has been used in a com-

, ' " purer simulation by Harel et al. 11980).) Precipitating electrons

0 were observed quite close to the e field peak as well as pole-
- ward of the e field spike. A possible local maximum in iono-
- spheric density is also indicated in Figure 5 Just poleward of

F00 this. and in a region of decreasing electric field, an intense
-400 downward current of 1.7 IAA/m 2 was detected, as was a de-

o -o100' crease of electron density by an order of magnitude.
The poleward wall of the plasma trough is quite clear in

200 I 7 0 Figures 6 and 7 and. slightly less evidently, in Figures 2. 3.
_'. and 4. The peak in electric field falls within the ion transition

- . / '\ region in five of the six observations of the transition.
•Figures 6 and 7 show data in both hemispheres obtained

_, J( K", during the same orbit separated by 30 min in universal time
and about I hour in magnetic local time. The invariant lati-

4. ,.,t5

% 465 o0

. .... -"F-.- "

GYT. : 5' :ce( 4.D 20 00 40 II:49:?0 . . l,

04

4.' . 5',8 59,B 60.8 61.8 62.8 65.8

., ,\. 42.4 4.4 44 -45.4 -46.4 -474 4 . ">

Fig. 5. $3-2 data for revolution 4079B on September 19, 1976, 'a,.
presented in che same format as Figure 1. The time scale and mag- 200,
netic deflect ion scale have been inverted to make it easier to compare "
these data with the northern hemisphere data sets. Thus the poleward 0
direction is to the left, and downward field-aligned currents are in- ., , I .. .- * ., .-
dicated by upward magnetic deflections. The potential drop across the a -' ~~ " .
region is -27 kV. FFI

most 350 mV/rn for rev 1594. Note that the latter was the ,'
most intense event studied as well as the one with the smallest I
spatial scale in latitude.

In Figure 2 the slope of the magnetic field deflection is basi- >.

cally positive (the signature of the downward region 2 cur- ._- I
rents in this local time sector) with occasional upward currents g 0° ... I '.1 '

_j F 0

imbedded. Note the most intense downward current (~I #tA/ o_ :
in

2 ) associated with the large electric field was colocated with -= il ~i' ,/ '

a deep bite-out in electron density but offset poleward from × ' .
the peak in the electric field. Electron flux data were sketchy g  o
on rev 1591 but indicate precipitation only poleward of the in- .. j Wl ""

tense electric field. On rev 1591. no light/heavy ion transition 2 ) ) " :

# r-

was observed because of the low altitude of the satellite. On '- -,- 4(5 _, IF . 4- ,.Fl.F
rev 1594. the light/heavy ion transition (shaded bar) was ob- Gur4?o;'S4o 9 , 0 . ,

served near and slightly equatorward of the electric field ILAT. ','); 59. 50,'.'. 6FF, ,4F.7 ,.2
spike. The field-aligned current associated with these data is ALt. ,'.;.U 15,f 54 5,,0 ,,,), ,'us

L A T 54.7 5 . 98 6 18, "1., 5 158 6 .9 . Znot given because the magnetometer trace has an ocillatory Fig. 6. S32 data for revolution 4Y in the uther hemisphere.
nature between the strong convection region and the auroral Like Figure 5 the time and magnetic deflection scales have been in
zone. Since care has been taken to remove satellite spin ef- vered to aid i compariso of the data. The potential drop cros the
fedes, this osillation sems to be geophysical. However, the region ,s -20 kV
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,P AN. , Smiddy e al. mentioned that precipitating energetic electrons
, ' '' - typical of the plasma sheet and diffuse aurora were seen IP

poleward of the intense electric field. While Figure I shows
this boundary of precipitating electrons, it also shows a broad
and complex boundary of all energetic electrons.

The computer simulation by Harel et al. 119801 was specifi-
" , cally designed to model self-consistently conditions during

.- September 19, 1976, which includes S3-2 rev 4079 B, which is
partly presented in Figure 5. Using the polar cap electric fields
detected by the S3-2 and the position of the plasmapause,

u) they predicted that a strong electric field should occur at sub-
auroral latitudes with a peak magnitude of 95 mV/m. In this
model, which included electron precipitation and enhanced

A X conductivity. poleward of the subauroral field, all hield-
aligned currents below 670 latitude were downward in the
evening local time sector. Because of their latitudinal step size.

S',it was unclear whether upward currents should exist. We find
that their model results are in agreement with the data pre-
sented here. since most cases show that the net currents are

, into the ionosphere. Such a current direction is consistent with
the generally positive poleward gradient in the electric field
and the resultant divergence of perpendicular current in the
ionosphere (for a low-particle precipitation it seems reason-

- ,, able to expect only a weak gradient in conductivity). On the

poleward edge of the intense convection region the electric
field decreases rapidly. and one might expect an outward

'I ,field-aligned current ISmiddi et al.. 1977). This is not gener-
ally the case, however, and only in Figures I and 6 is there

S '., . , even the suggestion of a symmesial pair of current sheets.
. " ,This implies that precipitating electrons create a poleward di-

rected conductivity gradient such that the total divergence of

,i,,E is positive. This perhaps is not surprising, since the plasma
w, T I, Y , sheet precipitation is an important component of the clec-

, T , , , .trodynamic- of the ion and electron fluids that lead to the
f, 7. ""large poleward directed electric field.
j AT I.. ,. . ,.These observations of net downward directed currents are

Fig. 7. S3-2 data for revolution 801 in the northern hemisphere 37 in good agreement with the result: of Klumpar 119791. who
min after the data shown in Figure 6. The position and magnitude of
the etcqtric field are comparable to Figure 6, but the field-aligned cur- showed that on the average downward currents extend 2.4'

rent has decreased significantly. equatorward of the electron precipitation zone As was also
discussed by Klumpar. a close comparison was found between

tude of the peak was within I* of conjiugacy. The magnitude intense field-aligned currents and topside density depletions.

of the electric field was down only 75% at the later universal Figures I. 2, 3. and 5 are particularly good examples of th ., ef-

time. but the field-aligned current was considerably less. fect. The currents associated with these bite-outs of density

All of these observations of intense subauroral e fields were were downward and in the range of 1-2 jA/m. Block and
assoiated with strong substorm activity, but they do no par- Falthammar 110681 showed that currents of this magnitude

could indeed cause topside density depletions for either direc-
ticularly correlate with the magnitude of activity indices such tion ot parallel current, provided that ionosphere particles
as AE or Kp. However, all of the ob~qrvaiions were made inthas y recoever all ofthe bsto n wcarried the current, as seems to be the case here. Smiddi' et al.

119771 suggested that the large electric fields may create top-

)ISCUSSION side density depletions via conversion of O to NO' in the en-
erg:, dependent reaction

The simple model of magnetospheric convection of South-
wood and Wq l19"781 provides an excellent source for the po- N., + 0 -- NO' + N
tential drop across subauroral L shells that is reported here.
In their model the field is created by the penetration of partial and subsequent dissociative recombination of NO4 (Schunk el
ring current ion., to a lower L shell than the plasma sheet elec- al.. 1976J. This indeed should occur in the region but is in-
trons. They predict tl-at the electric field will be significant for efficient for densities much below 10' cm '. This fact coupled
,:mall separation (less than 3" of invariant latitude) and its with the close correlation with strong field-aligned currents re-
magnitude will be inversely related to the latitudinal size of ported here argues for the Block and Falthammar process for
the region This result is in good agreement with the present the deep depletions observed.
data They also predicted that the intense convection region It is interesting to note t,at as the density decreases the dif-
will be on the equatorward boundary of the plasma sheet. The ferential drift velocity between ions and electrons that sup-
observations here are approximately in agreement but do not ports the current must increase. Eventually, the criterion for
provide a clear-cut test of this prediction. For example. instability of electrostatic ion cyclotron waves will ,e ex-
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ceeded, and wave-particle interactions will occur. This thresh- ported in part by Air Force contract F19628.77-C-0122. Some of the
old drift is lower in an oxygen plasm., than in hydrogen ard data presented here were made available by P J L Wildman. It
hence may be located on the poleward side of the large sub- Vancour, and B. Shuman of the Air Force Geophysics l.a oratory

auroral electric field region. REI F l.rc:L&S
Bank.s and Yasuhara 119781 suggested another magnet-ksp r a-ond shaintraci a suggeated anoh ther ageu- Banks. P. M.. and F. Yasuhara. Electric fields and conductivity in The

osphere-ionosphere interaction associated with the large sub- nighttime E-region: A new magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere
aurorai electric fields. They pointed out that the poleward coupling effect, Geophvs. R s. Iet, 5. 1047- 1050. 1478.
electric field would drive E region ionization poleward, creat- Block. L. P.. and C. G. Falthammar, Eff'ects ofield-aligned currents
ing gradients in ionization that tend to cancel the gradients in on the structure of the ionosphere. J. (;esqihrv Re.,. 7.. 4907 4XI2.
the electric field and to lower the net divergence of per- 1968.

Burke. W.I, , IA lardy. I I. Rich. M ( Kelley. M SniddN. Bpendicular current. They predict a reduction of the field- Shuman. R. C. Sagalyn. R P. Vancour. R I L. Wilknian. S 1
aligned current pair to 0.01 juA/m' upward within I min of Lai. and J. Bass. A case study of S3-2 observations in the laite ee-
creation of the large electric field. The present data do no- ning auroral oval. R-v 'R.7-IJ.ll, Air Force (eophvs t ah. Bed-
support this prediction. However, it should be noted that par- ford, Mass. 1979.
ticde precipitation was not included in Banks and Yasuhara's Harel. M. R A Wolf'. R. W. Spiro, P If. Reiff. C K Chen. W I

Burke. F J Rich, and M. Smiddy. Quantitative model of a magne-model. Thus the effect may indeed be operating and may play tospheric substorm. 2. Comparison with observations. submitted to
an important role in the coupled electrodynamic system if the J Geophv Rev.. 1980
time scale is hanged from I min to -30 min. During rev 801 Heelis. R. A.. R. W. Spiro. W. B. Hanson, and J. t. Burch. Magneto-
(Figure 6 and 7) the field-aligned current decreased signifi- spheric ionospheric coupling in the mid-latitude trough (abstract).

! os Trans. AGU . . 99). 1976.cantly in 37 min, which implies a decrease in the height-in- lijima, T., and T. A. Potemra. The amplitude of field-aligned currents
tegrated Pedersen conductivity. To be complete, computer at northern high latitude observed by Triad. J (ieophi-s. Res.. X/.
simulations of the interaction of the intense subauroral con- 2165--2174. 1976.
vection electric field with the E layer should be done to assess Klumpar. I). M., Relationships between partit.le distributions and
the total meridional density gradients. magnetic field perturbations associated with field-aligned currents.

J. Geophi-s. Re.A.. 84. 6524-0,532. 1979.With the depletion of both the E layer as described by Maynard, N. C., On large poleward-directed electric fields at sub-au-
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sented here, there may t . an ionization 'hole' through the ion- Schunk. R. W., P. M Banks. and W. J. Raitt. Effects of electric fields
osphere, a region of anomalously low ionization per unit area. and other processes upon the nighttime high-latitude I layer. J
This hole can be useful in two ways. First, when density sur- Geophis. Re. .. .13271 3282. 1976.

Smiddy. M.. M. C Kelley, W Burke. Rt Rich. R. Sagalyn, B. Shu-veys of the auroral and subauroral ionosphere are made by man. Rh, ad lie nse purkewardic e eleti B.sman. R Itays, and S tLai. intense poleward-directed electric fields
ground-based incoherent radar, the intense convection region near the ionospheric projection of the plasmapause. Gi'oph.s. Res
can be located and tracked as a column of depleted plasma. Lett. 4. 543 546, 1977
Second, the hole will allow lower-frequency radio frequencies Southwood. D. J., and R A. Wolf. An assessment of the role of pre-
to penetrate the ionosphere. Thus astrophysical radio signals cipitation in niagnetospheric convection, J. (;eop5.. Res.. 3. 5227
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Postsunrise Refilling of the Low-Latitude Topside Ionosphere

W. J. BuKi, ,i R. C. SAGAI YN,' R. G. RASTssl,2 M. AFIMhi), F. J. Ricti,' D. F. DoNAlIl I.I, AN) P. J. .. WII MlsAN

Plasma density measurements from a polar-orbiting Defense Meteorological Satellite Program satellite
at B40 kin have shown the existence of significant plasma depletions near the magnetic equator in the
postsunrise hours. The phenomenon is observed regularly during magnetically quiet times near the
equinoxes. The magnitude of the depletion depends upon longitude and the time elapsed since sunrise il
the lower r region, It is significantly less pronounced or absent near the solstices. During magnetically
active periods the low-latitude topside ionosphere is modified due to vertical E x B plasma drifts in the
predawn sector. The quiet time equinox observations are interpreted in terms of a diurnal flux tube filling
model It is sulgested that the observed equatorial depletions result from a pair of plasma fronts that are
moving upward from conjugate ionospheres and that are associated with the early stages of the post-
sunrise reilling process

I irRot)t.cliion spheres near the times of the solstices. Different periods of

Characteristics of plasmas in the low-latitude topside iono- exposure to sunlight result in more plasma being produced in

sphere are subject to many variations. The most important and more heat being added to the summer hemisphere. This

diurnal and seasonal variations result from changes in the leads to a considerable transfer of energy and particles along

aspect angle of the sun. The plasmas are affected directly magnetic field lines from the summer to the winter ionosphere

through local time-varying production rates and indirectly [Rishbethetal.. 1977: Bailer et al.. 1978]. Near the times ofthe

through d.snaitso coupling with neutral winds [Tarpley. 1970, equinox the energy inputs to the conjugate ionospheres should

and references therein]. Further. longitudinal variations arise be comparable. Thus there should be little net transfer of

because the plasma is confined by a magnetic field that is energy and/or particles at the equinoxes. The seasonal varia-

misaligned in relation to the geographic spin axis and offset tions of net energy transfer between the conjugate ionospheres

from the center of the earth. Finally, the motions of equatorial can he expected to produce different plasma density distribu-

plasmas are affected by latitudinally remote auroral substorms tions in the low-latitude topside ionosphere near the solstices

through the requirements of ionospheric current closure [Nop- and equinoxes.

per and (armllano. 1978, Rastogi. 1977] and temporal varia- Models have been developed for diurnal variations of the

tions in the magnetospheric electric held [Kelley et al., 1979]. quiet time equatorial ionosphere that include ExB drifts

During the hours of sunlight, plasma is produced by solar [Han.son and Moffett. 1966], coupling with neutral winds [Ster-

radiations, mo)stly in the lower ionosphere. To satisfy the ling et al., 1969], and a realistic magnetic field [Anderson,

requirement% of pressure balance, some of this plasma diffuses 1973a, b]. In agreement with observations these models suc-

along magi;ettc field lines into the topside ionosphere and cessfully describe such F2 region properties as the day to night

proton(osphere [Banks ef al.. 1976j. I he low-latitude plasma density differences and the so-called equatorial anomaly. This

moves actoss magnetic field lines under the influence of dy- anomaly appears as higher plasma densities near the F, peak

.i.tino and other electric fields. In the quiet time equatorial at ± 161 dip latitude than at the magnetic equator [Appleton,

ionosphere the electric field E is directed eastward during the 1946). In local time it extends from -0900 through the after-

d.) and westward at night [ Woodman. 1970]. During magneti- noon hours. Recently, a great deal of effort has also been spent

cally disturbed times. E may be reversed in direction [Fejer el in developing models to describe the dynamic coupling be-

a,'.. 197(,: Ra.tt~gi and Woodnman, 1976]. In the pestsunset tween the ionosphere and protonosphere [Marubashi and

seLtor, rcsomhination processes deplete the E and bottomside Grebowisky, 1976; Bailey et al.. 1977a, b, 1978; Murphy et al,

I' layers. Plasma moves earthward from the plasmasphere to 1976]. The model calculations were made for the L = 3 flux
maintain the nighttime ionesphere. Equatorial plasma also tube. Although many of the physical processes for the L = 3

drifts earthward across magnetic field lines under the influence and L = .I (the concern of this paper) flux tubes are com-
sl westward E fields [ &oodman. 1970]. This leads to a further parable, the time icales for filling the flux tubes are not. The L

= 3 tube takes several days to refill, while the L = 1.1 tube
depletion of the low-latitude ionosphere as plasma is con-

ected down to altitudes of significant recombination. Con- refills in a few hours.
'erel,. during periods of magnetic activity the eastward E The purpose of this paper is to present a set of ion density
held duiing the predawn hours should lead to enhanced night- measurements taken by means of a planar probe on board the
time densities in the equatorial topside ionosphere. Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite

Because the topside ionosphere is mostly made up of plasma F2. The satellite is in a nearly sun synchronous circular orbit at
produced at other locations, its instantaneous structure de- an altitude of 840 km. At the time of the 1977 autumnal
pends critically on the prehistory of its source regions. Signia- equinox the orbit centered on the 0700-1900 LT meridian and
,antly different prehistories are experienced in the two hemi- was slowly prcessing toward later local times. The ion detec-

tor is a gridded circular aperture (2.54-cm diameter) planar
sensor that is mounted on a 1.5-m boom. The sensor mounting
is such that the aperture always faces the direction of satellite

sPhls. Department, Boton College. Chestut Hill. Massachu- motion ISmiddy et al., 1978]. The primary function of this
seti.. i21t'i.

Sp ice Physic% D)ivision. Air Force (eophysical Laboratory. Han- sensor is to provide plasma densities and scale heights on a
toin Air Force Base. Massachusetts 01731. continuous basis at a constant altitude near the dawn-dusk

8 Regis (.ollege Research Center, Weston, Massachusetts 02193. meridian.

Cop)right 0 1979 by the American Geophysical Union. In the following section, high-timL resolution (7 measure-
P:per number 9AO33g. 4201
nl 4a-0227/-9/00A.05i38O1.00 The U.S. Government is authorized to reproduce and sell this report.
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ments/s) ion density measurements are presented from the 2. in all instances there is a sharp density decrease near the
dawn sector low-latitude ionosphere. Large density gradients, magnetic equator.
reported here for the first time, are regularly encountered in 3. If the amplitude of depletion is taken as the ratio of the
the vicinit) of the magnetic equator during magnetically quiet interpolated density to the minimum density inside the deplc-
periods at the times of the equinoxes. Modulations of this tion, then (a) for a given longitude bin the depiction amplitude
feature are found during magnetically active periods. In the is nearly constant, (b) for the longitude range 210'-325' the
discussion section it is argued, on the basis of their longitudi- depletion amplitude is < 2, and (c) for other longitudes the
nal characteristics, that the equatorial plasma gradients result depletion amplitude is between 3 and 5.
from the satellite's passing through a diffusion front associated An cnlaiged plot of density measurements hcls ccn 1 25'
with dayside flux tube refilling. This process is modulated geographic latitude during orbit 1344 is given in Figure 2. This
during active periods by predawn eastward electric fields that is the last orbit of September 7 (Figure I). The data are plotted
raise the height of the F layer peak and give rise to occasional as functions of geographic latitude, geographic longitude.
spread F irregularities, magnetic latitude, and magnetic local time. The density de-

creased slowly from 7 X 10' cm I at 25°S to 4 X 10Y cm ' at
E\PFRI5WNTAI OBSRvA1IONS 8*S and then more rapidly to 9 X 10' cm 3 at 4'N. It rose

The data used in this section are presented in Figures I, 3. quickly to 3 x I0' at 25°N. The lower terminal density in the
and 4 and consist of ion density measurements taken within 10 northern hemisphere reflects the satellite's motion to earlier
min of the satellite's crossing of the magnetic equator in the local times.
dawn sector. Because the orbital period is 1.7 hours (- 103 It is important to note that despite phenomenological simi-
min). observations are divided into 14 universal time elements. larities the equatorial depletions are not examples of the equa-
Due to the sun synchronous nature of the orbit, this defines 14 torial anomaly [Appleton. 1946]. The depletions presented here
longitudinal bins with widths between 10° and 15'. were found near 0700 LT, while the Appleton anomaly ik

To establish a quiet time base for the postsunrise lowlatitude found at later local times,
topside ionosphere, we have plotted ion density measurements The density decreases near the magnetic equator are season-
as functions of universal time from 42 consecutive crossings of ally dependent phenomena. This is illustrated in Figure 3,
the magnetic equator in Figure I. Depending on the longitude where we have plotted measurements taken during magneti-
the 10-min intervals correspond to between 300 and 400 mag- cally quiet periods near the December 1977 solstice and the
netic latitude, The data were taken on September 4, 6, and 7, March 1978 equinox. No large-amplitude depletions were
1977, which had ,Kp = 6-. 7, and II, respectively. Th,: found near the magnetic equator in the solstice data. They
universal time longitude bins were assigned according to their were observed again with similar morphology in the March
values as the satellite crossed the magnetic equator. The satel- equinox data. The largest depletion amplitudes were found to
lite was moving northward and toward earlier local times in all occur in the same longitude bins as they did in September.
cases. However. the amplitudes were significantly smaller than the)

There are three aspects of the data in Figure I to which had been in September. It is important to note that between
attention is directed. September and March the orbit precessed 24 min toward later

I. Within any given longitude bin there is a high degree of local times. These data suggest that the phenomenon is re-
repeatability in the macrostructure of the plasma density dis- stricted in both season and local time, and this limited occur-
trihution. rence probably explains why the phenomenon has not been

reported previously.
5SPfI977 6SEPT.g9F 7SEPT.1977 00ME) UT(ME) The effects of severe magnetic activity on the low-latitude5 Mt ME ~ME5 M ME E- 7.-W 00-17 topside ionosphere are illustrated in Figure 4. The measure-
4 -- 50-65' 17- 4 ments come from two extremely disturbed days and one quiet-

" 4 25'-4o" 34-51 ing day. A magnetic storm began at about midday on Septem-
net 19, when Kp rose frpm I to 4 to 6. In the previous IS hours,,, ' • /._ 0"-15

°  
-68

E 1 0' 5168 Ap < I +. _Kp for the days of September19 through 25, 1977,
S4 5340-355 6e-85 were 30, 38+, 41 +, 42+, 25+, 21+. and 19. Extremely quiet

4 conditions did not return until September 29 and 30. Unfortu-

4 285*L300' 102-19 nately, DMSP data were not available for these days.
S" 260-275 119-136 Data from the disturbed days of September 21 and 22 show

L 4 2 13s-153 none of the repeating patterns found in the September 5-7

o 4 - , 2 -- _5,._7. period (Figure I). Some examples of near-equatorial density
5 I 2 • 4 53-119decreases can be found on these days, but with little con-

S .7-18? sistency. In the 13.6-18.7 UT period of September 21 theJ ' 1 ,6 187205 plasma density had a highly irregular macrostructure. Most
4 1 50 

"
140* 205-222 likely, these are examples of storm time spread F plasma

4 105'- 115* 222-240 bubbles [Fejer et al., 1976] that have moved into the topside
layer [Burke et al.. 1979; Burke. 1979]. As the storm abated,

KP.6- EK,.? U,,- 4 the density depletions reappeared as a consistent feature of thc

Fig. t. Ion density as a function of universal time for three con. low-latitude observations. The longitudinal distribution of de-
secutive quiet days in September 1977. Twenty minutes of data en- pletion amplitudes on September 25 (Figure 4) was quite simi-
tered on the dawn sector crossing of the magnetic equator (ME) are lar to that found during the quiet period (Figure I). It is
given in each instance. Each day is divided into 14 elements of 1.7-
hour duration according to the universal time at which the satellite interesting to note that at the latitudes of the plasma deple-
crossed the MF. Iongitude bins for the ME crossing are also listed. tions (September 5. 6. 7, and 25) the densities were generally
Y"Ap for each day is given at the bottom of the figure. higher during the storm (September 21 and 22). This is prob-
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DMSP REV. 1344 7 SEPTt19?7 UTr(ME)- 23:05.2

1los

I '

Z 104 -

G. LAT. -21.7 -14.6 -7.6 -0.4 6.7 117 20.8
G.LONG. 122.8 121.0 119.3 117.6 116.0 114.3 112.6
M. LAT. -32.2 -24.1 -18.2 -8.5 0.7 7.1 14.9
MLT. 7.27 7.18 7.09 7.01 6.92 6.83 6.75

Fig. 2. Ion density as a function of geographic latitude, geographic longitude, magnetic latitude, and magnetic local
time for DMSP orbit I.44. The range of geographic latitudes is 250 S to 25*N. This orbit is the last example given for Sep-
tember 7 in Figure I.

ably an effect of the predawn eastward electric field, observed nator the ionosphere will be in transition from a nighttime to a
during magnetically disturbed periods [Fejer et al. 1976). caus- daytime configuration. Some of the plasma produced in the
ing the equatorial F layer to rise. Since the density decreases postsunrise lower ionosphere moves along magnetic field lines
with altitude in the topside layer, a rising motion would in- into the low-density nighttime ionosphere. For reasons dis-
crease the observed local density. At latitudes away from those cussed below, we treat cross-field plasma transport as being a
of the depletions, no consistent pattern could be found. much slower process than that along field lines. The motion of

the jth ionic plasma species is governed by the continuity
DiscussoN equation

Despite the fact that the large density decreases observed by
DLMSP at low latitudes have not been reported previously, n + I ? = P, - L, (I)
their occurrence is not totally unexpected. That they have not al A as
been observed before reflects their limited range of occurrence and the momentum conservation equation
in season, local time, and possibly altitude. Their existence and
patial-tcmporal characteristics are quite consistent with our aI + v -V, + I aP, + 9,

current understanding of the dynamical nature of the iono- as 8s nsmj as
, phere-protonosphere system (Banks et al.. 1976]. In the pres- eE
ent case. field lines crossing the magnetic equator at high -E i(V .- ) (2)
altitudes in the topside ionosphere are analogous to those m,
closing in the protonosphere. where nj, V1, m, p , P, and L, are the density, the bulk velocity

The d)namical model of the ionosphere outlined in the along the magnetic field B, the mass, the thermal pressure, the
introduction to this paper suggests that near the dawn termi- production, and the loss rate for thejth ionic species, respec-

IOOLC.i977 4MAR.19?8 -,!MAR.1978 *iME) UT(ME) 21SEPT.1977 22 SEPT.19? 25SEPT.19?7 O(ME) UTiME)
,M I NI. 5 ME r ME ME 0-7

4 . 0'- as'5 07-34 4 50-6W 17-34
5 4 25*-40* 34- 1 p- 4 25"-401 34-51

5
,4 2810' 102-119 t -'-<4 28Y-300'o 102"-11-q

• 26'530-2,'" 115-1o2 o ;5, 260275 11 13

5 .5
4 210-22Y 15 3-170 0 4" 21(r-225 153-170

'4 IWO-190' '70-iS?1119M10-8
155.6 5725 ~L~ -r j VV.I e-o 7-

to~~ ?_ 05 J 155- -165* I7-205
4 i30.-!40' 205-222 '4- '1( 5"14 20 5?22i , 5

4 ' 105'.115 222-240 4 W IO?115' 222-240

Fig. 4. Ion density measurements for two extremely disturbed day'
fig 3. Ion density measurements for quiet days near the solstice and and one quieting day during a magnetic storm at the time of the
the spriag equinJs. The same format as that of Figure I it used. autumnal equinox. The same format as that of Figure I is used
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tiely. A is the cross-sectional area of the magnetic flux tube: respectively. How refilling is actually accomplished can only
g and E are the components of the gravitational acceleration be determined on the basis of empirical measurements. The
and of the electric fi:Id along 3. respectively: s is an element of observed depletions are most easily explained by model B in
length along 0; j., is the collision frequency of thejth species the early stages of the refilling process and by model A in the
with particles of the kth species and V, is the bulk velocity of later stages.
the kth species along B. The momentum cc'iservation for Model B predicts that 'or some postsunrise local times
electrons is large-amplitude depletion should be observed by a satellite

with a circular polar orbit in the topside ionosphere. Plasma
I . + CE = 0 (3) conditions at 840 km depend on the length of time that the

n' a s source region has been in sunlight. For simplicity we assume
where n, and p, are the electron density and thermal pressure, equinox conditions and that sunrise occurs along all field lines
respectively. This equation can be used to eliminate E from at a given longitude at approximately the same time. That is.
(2). to a first-order approximation we ignore the effects of mag-

rhe two most important ionic species are O and H*. O is netic declination. This is justified empirically by noting that
mostly produced by photo-ionization, and H" by the charge ion density signatures (Figure I ) do not show a radical transi-
exchange process 0* + H -" 0 + H'. At an altitude of 840 tion near a longitude of -300" , where declination changes
kin, production and recombination processes are negligible, from east to west. We also assume that at some time t. after
Plasma observed at this altitude has been transported from sunrise a sufficient amount of plasma has been produced in the
below. The rate at which plasma can be transported from one F region for a front to form at some altitude ho and move
region to another is limited by the finite rate at which the upward with some mean velocity V-.
source region can replenish itself. The limiting flux F ofO + out Figure 5 is a sketch of a plasma front moving along two
of the ionosphere is 2 x 10 cm s-', and that of H is 10' straight magnetic field lines which intersect the earth at lati-
cm I s ' [Bunks and Kockarts, 1973]. tudesX, and X,. where X, < X2. Also shown are the inclinations

Before this model is compared with the data, several reflec- of the field lines at I, and 12, with /2 > /,. The distance travelled
tions on the meaning of the satellite measurements are in along the field lines in a time element di after t is VF dr. Since
order. The rate of change of plasma density measured along ds = V, dt = dh sec I,, the altitude of the front near field line 2
the satellite trajectory is is greater than that along line I. For a limited period of time

dn +n after sunrise a constant altitude orbit such as that of DMSP
- = - + V.Vn (4) would be entirely above the front. Conversely, at much laterT at local times the orbit would be entirely beneath the front. No

where V. is the satellite velocity and n n,. The first term steep gradients at the magnetic equator should be observed in
represents changes due to time variations in the local plasma either case. For some period of time after sunrise, however, the
density. The second term represents variations due to the orbit would be below the front at high latitudes but above the
satellite's motion across spatial gradients in the plasma den- front at low latitudes. In these cases the satellite would pass
sity. Both terms contribute to the measured value of dn'dt, but from a daytime to a nighttime and then to a daytime iono-
the high degree of repeatability found in the data of Figure I sphere as it moved across plasma fronts. Steep density gradi-
indicates that the second term contributes more than the first. ents similar to those measured during September 1977 would
That is. the local plasma density is changing on a time scal. nen he observed.
that is long in comparison with the I to 2 min required for t The longitudinal distribution ofdepletion amplitudes shown
satellite to cross the depleted region, in Figure I can be explained in terms ofa moving front and the

The density gradients crossed by DMSP are three-dimen- different lengths of field lines at different longitudes. Magnetic
sional quantities. The fact that they appear at or near the field lines crossing the magnetic equator at 840 km correspond
magnetic equator indicates that the gradients have significant to an invariant latitude A of 20*. The loci of A = 200 field lines
components along 0. Because of the circular orbit of DMSP, are plotted in Figure 6 as functions of geographic longitude
in the magnetic latitude range + 10 the angle between V, and B and latitude. The solid lines represent the feet of the field lines
is < 20°. If there were no large density gradients along B, dn/dt on the surface of the earth, and the dashed lines represent the
would not be large in this region. Except in the extremely field lines at an altitude of 300 km IEans et al., 1969]. Since
unlikely case that there are compensating gradients in the the source region for the topside ionosphere is the region at or
plasma temperature, this analysis leads to the conclusion that below the F peak. 300 km roughly corresponds to the value of
plbs 0, wherep = p, + pp Inaregionwhereg Oand h0 in Figure 5. We note that magnetic field lines near 120*E are

t,,. is small, such a situation is not stable, significantly longer than those near 300=E. Plasma fronts mov-
The equations ((I) and (2)) governing the refilling process ing up magnetic field lines from the northern and southern

are highly time dependent, and it is beyond the scope of this source regions would therefore meet each other much earlier
paper to provide their solutions. In solving these coupled near .00E than they would near 120"E. The greatest deple-
equations, physical assumptions must be made about the way tions would be observed at longitudes of the longest field i ines
that refilling is effected. One possible simplifying assumption is where interpenetration of the two fronts is least.
that the entire field lines are close to diffusive equilibrium at all Model B also explains why smaller depletion amplitudes
times. Diffusion speeds and density distributions for this case, were measured at the 1978 spring equinox. In March 1978 the
which we refer to as model A. have been calculated by lanks DMSP orbit had precessed 24 min toward later local times
and Kodikart 119731. A second possibility, model B, is that than in September 1977. If it is assumed that other conditions
refilling is accomplished by means of a conjugate pair of in September and March were similar, then the fronts would
'plasma fronts' of finite width moving upward along magnetic have an additional 24 min to move closer together. This results
field lines. On the downstream and upstream sides of the front, in greater interpenetration of the plasma fronts moving from
conditions would be near dayside and nightside equilibrium, the northern and southern ends of the field lines. As the fronts
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overlap more and more near the magnetic equator, conditions ow

close to diffusive equilibrium would exist all along the field ow
lines. Further changes in density structure along the field lines I III
would take place at a much slower pace than was true in the s
early postsunrise period. This corresponds to the conditionsof -- - \ .:"
model A. 2 o W

z
At the solstices the periods of time spent in sunlight at the ""

northern and the southern end of a field line are very different.
Particles and energy are transported along B from the summer o 6o,
to the winter hemisphere. This condition is very different from
that of the equinoxes. In the local time sector sampled by IaO 24CW 300. o* 60 120' S O-

DMSP the model A description seems most apt. Detailed GEOGRAPHIC LONGITUDE

calculations of equatorial flux tube refilling lie well beyond the
Fig. 6. Plot of loci of invariant latitude 20* field lines at altitudesscope of this paper. The observations reported here could be of 0 km (solid line) and 30( km (dashed lines). The magnetic equator

compared with the predictions of models such as that devel- (ME) projected to the surface of the earth is given for reference.
oped by Bailey and co-workers if the model were changed
from L = 3 to L = 1.1 conditions.

It is possible to set limits on the velocity of the plasma front, effect on the density. There are two reasons for this: (1) The
Several arguments may be adduced. From the repeatability of number of particles moving along the field lines with speeds
the plasma variations shown in Figure I it was argued that the significantly greater than the thermal speed is small. (2) Due to
density changes occur on time scales less than the I to 2 min the conjugate nature of the fronts, the total net flux across the
required for DMSP to pass through the depleted regions. fronts is very small. For every particle crossing the front in the
From the continuity equation it can be argued that Vs >> IF. upward direction a particle of slightly less energy from the
That is. ', is significantly less than 7.55 km/s. A second conjugate ionosphere crosses it in the downward direction.
estimate can be made by assuming that near the magnetic
equator the plasma is expanding freely. At altitudes < 1000 km SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

this expansion is subsonic [Banks and Kockarts. 19731. If the In this paper we have reported on ion density measurements
main ionic species is O' and has a temperature of 1000-K, by the DMSP satellite in the postsunrise local time sector. At
then Vy <_ I km/s. A third argument can be based on the the time of the September 1977 equinox, significant plasma
concept of a limiting flux. With O as the main species, nVi < depletions were regularly observed near the magnetic equator
F = 2 X 10' cm I s 1. The measured ion densities outside the during magnetically quiet periods. The amplitudes of the
depleted regions are several times 10' cm ". This again places plasma depletions were longitude dependent. At the time of
an upper limit of - I km 's on , These velocities are much the March 1978 equinox the depletions were again observed
greater than the 20- to 50-m/s cross-field line drifts reported but were of lesser amplitude. This was attributed to a 24-min
b% Woodmnan '11701 in the postsunrise period. It was for thisdprecession of the orbit toward later local times. The equatorial
reason that c-oss-field line filling was ignored in this analysis. depletions were not observed at the time of the solstice. During

Finally, it should be noted that fast particles in the Max- magnetically active periods the depletions were not regularly
%ellian tails of' the plasma distributions on the downstream observed. This was attributed to the effects of an eastward
sides of the fronts can move akng magnetic field lines at predawn electric field raising the altitude of the F layer and
speeds significantly greater than the speed of the front. in occasionally inducing spread F irregularities in the topside
crossing the 'nighttime' portion of the field lines, they would ionosphere.
lose some energy and raise the temperature of the plasma on The quiet time equatorial depletions are interpreted in terms
the upward sides of the front. However, they would have little of the diurnal refilling of the topside ionosphere [Banks et al..

19761. It is assumed that in the early stages of the refilling
p,.%cess. plasma recently produced in the lower ionosphere

20moves as a 'plasma front' into the depleted topside region.
0 Due to different inclinations of field lines, the front reaches an

altitude of 840 km at mid-latitudes before it does at the equa-
tor. The plasma depletions result from th, satellite's crossing

w fronts that are moving upward from the northern and south-
ern ends of the field line. The velocity of the front is estimated
to be <1 km/s. The longitudinal d;sribution of depletion
amplitudes results from the different lengths that the fronts

9 k must travel to reach the magnetic equator.
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The Longitudinal Distribution of Equatorial Spread F Plasma Bubbles
in the Topside Ionosphere
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Observations from a thermal ion probe on board a Defense Meteorological Satellite Program satellite
have been used to study the longitudinal distribution of equatorial spread F occurrence in the topside
ionosphere. The data were taken in the poetaunnae local time sector during the September 1977 magnetic
storm. In agreement with previous studies of the longitudinal variability of evening sector spread F, a
higher frequency of occurrence was found in the American than in the Asian sector. No example of
spread F was observed in the Atlantic-African sector. The results were interpreted using a quasi-three-
dimensional model of the collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability. It is shown that for the same initial ion-
ospheric conditions and the same initial depletion at the magnetic equator, large plasma bubbles are
more apt to reach the topside at longitudes of the American sector than at longitudes of the Asian sector.

INTRODUCTION straight line or dipolar magnetic geometry, they fail to model

Recently, interest has focused on plasma density irregulari- actual physical situations. For example, none of these models,
ties in the nighttime equatorial F layer. The irregularities have without further assumptions. could predict that bubbles would

been studied using remote sensing and in situ measuring tech- be found in the topside much more frequently in one longitu-
niques. The remote measurements use radar backscatter dinal sector than in another.
[Woodman and La Hoz. 19761 and scintillations in radio sig- The longitudinal variability of equatorial F region irregu-
nals. Direct measurements have been of plasma density 'bi- larities at altitudes of a400 km were studied systematically by
teouts" that have been found in the bottomside of the F layer Basu eti al. (19761, using measurements from the Ogo 6 satel-
tKelley el al.. 19761, near the peak of the F layer [McClure et lite. Their study showed that a >60% occurrence frequency
al., 1977; Rasu el al., 19761, and in the topside region (Dyson for irregularities capable for producing 4.5-dB scintillations
and Berson, 1978; Burke et al., 1979a]. The hiteouts have been was confined to the 95'W to 200E longitude sector. A second-
shown to have average vertical drift speeds of 150 m/s. These ary maximum with >40% occurrence frequency was found
plasma biteouts which are also referred to as spread F or over the central Pacific Ocean. That is, large-amplitude irreg-
plasma bubbles. are capable of producing observed radio scin- ularities are much more apt to be found in the American-At-
tillations IBasru e al. 1976). It is not clear that spread F is the lantic and the central Pacific longitude sectors than in the
only sourLe of nighttime scintillation. Asian sector. A similar longitudinal distribution of spread F

There is a growing consensus that equatorial spread F be- plasma bubbles was observed by means of Isis I instrumenta-
gins on the boitomside of the F layer as a collisional, tion in the topside ionosphere [Burke ei al., 1979al. Simultane-
Rayleigh-Taylor type instability [Balsley et al, 19721. The fact ous measurements by the topside sounder on Isis confirmed
that spread F bubbles are found well above the peak of the F that the plasma depletions extended along entire tubes of
layer cannot be explained by the linear growth. Rayleigh- magnetic flux [Dyson and Benson, 19781. Both the Ogo 6 and

Taylor mechanism. For this reason the evolution of two-di- the Isis results were obtained in the evening sector under rela-
mensional plasma depletions in the nonlinear regime have lively quiet magnetic conditions, during November 1969 to

been investigated using numerical (Scannapleco and Ossakow. January 1970. The distribution of quiet time F region irregu-
19!6; Oisakow el al., 19791 and analytical 1Ott. 1978] methods. larities has a seasonal dependence that has been reviewed re-
A quasi-three-dimensional model for the linear growth of cently by Aarons 119771. At Huancayo, Peru. the percentage
Rayleigh-Taylor waves has been developed by G. Haerendel occurrence for 137-MHz scintillation indices of >60 has a
(unpublished manuscript. 1974) using earth-centered dipolar broad maximum during the summer (southern hemisphere)
magnetic geometrv. Recent calculations by Anderson and months. The percentage occurrence during the winter months
liaerendel 11979] and Ossakow et al. 119791 have stressed the was near zero. A similar seasonal distribution was found at
iolei of the ambient electric field and the height of the F peak. Kwajalein in the central Pacific. In the Indian sector, hot-
respectively, in determining whether a botltniside depletion tomside spread F has been found to be largely independent of
can rise into the topside layer. Each of these models offers season (R. G. Rastogi. private communication, 1979).
valuable physical insights into various aspects of spread F. In this brief report we present a series of measurements
Yet insofar as they rely on simplifying assumptions such as taken by means of a planar ion sensor on a Defense Meteor-

ological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite in the postsunrise
Copyright 0 IVstO by the American Geophysical Union. local time sector at low latitudes during a magnetic storm. It is
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recognized that while evening section spread F is a quiet time before a general recovery began late on September 23. The in-
phenomenon. morning sector spread F appears during dis- tensity and duration of the magnetic activity suggest that con-
turbed periods [Bowman, 1978). However, both varieties are ditions required for the reversal of the predawn, low-latitude
associated with sharp density gradients on the bottomside of electric field ant the onset of postmidnight equatorial spread
the F layer and with eastward directed electric fields in the F [Gonzales et al., 19791 were probably fulfilled during much
equatorial ionosphere [Fejer et al., 1976; Rastogi and Wood- of the September 20-23 period. The asterisks at the top of Fig-
man. 1978; Kelley et al., 1979). Theoretical calculations by ure I indicate times when large-amplitude irregularities were
Burke [1979] suggest that spread F plasma bubbles that are detected in the DMSP measurements.
generated in the presunrise hours and pass into the topside Before considering an example of topside spread F irregu-
ionosphere should be observable for several hours after the larities some comments on selection criteria are in order.
tube of flux or. which they occur passes into sunlight. Quiet time DMSP observations at low latitude and near 0700

The satellite is described and the measurements are pre- LT under equinox conditions have been discussed by Burke et
sented in the following section. The theory of spread F ir- al. [ 1979b]. Plasma depletions with highly repeatable variation
regularities is reviewed briefly in the discussion section. Vise characteristics were regularly found at or near the magnetic
three-dimensional theory of Rayleigh-Taylor turbulence [G. equator. In the Asian-Pacific longitude sector the depletions
Haerendel, 1979] is extended, in a semiquantitative way, to re- were by factors of between 3 and 5 relative to the unperturbed
alistic magnetic field conditions. In agreement with observa- density. In the American-Atlantic longitude sector the deple-
tions the model predicts that topside spread F is more apt to tion fractions were less than 2. These quiet time depletions are
be observed at longitudes of the American sector than at Ion- not due to spread F. Rather, they have been interpreted as re-
gitudes of the Asian sector. suiting from the satellite passing through plasma fronts mov-

ing up magnetic field lines from the conjugate ionospheres.
EXPERIMENT AND OBSERVATIONS These fronts are associated with the diurnal process of flux

loo density measurements were taken by means of a planar tube refilling [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. The different deple-
probe on board a DMSP satellite. The satellite is in a nearly tion amplitudes at different longitudes reflected the varying
sun-synchronous circular orbit at an altitude at 840 km with degree to which flux tubes were refilled. Refilling was most
an orbital inclination of 98.70 . At the time of the 1977 autum- complete at longitudes of the American sector and least com-
nal equinox the orbit centered on the 0700-1900 local time plete in the Asian sector. This diurnal process is operative to
meridian. The ion detector is a gridded, circular aperture some degree independently of geomagnetic conditions and
(2.54-cm diameter) planar sensor that is mounted on a 0.75-m must be accounted for in looking for spread F irregularities.
boom. The sensor is mounted so that it always faces in the di- Thus an event was classified as a topside spread F irregularity
rection of the satellite velocity. Ion density measurements are only if several rapid amplitude fluctuations greater than a fac-
taken at a rate of 7 per second. A complete description of the tor of 2 were observed in various longitude bins near the mag-
instrument and the method by which the data are reduced is netic equator and at latitudes different from those of the quiet
given by Smiddy et al. 119781. time depletions.

Ion densily measurements taken near the magnetic equator, An example of topside irregularities satisfying these criteria
in the postsunrise sector, during 91 consecutive orbits of is given in Figure 2, where ion density is plotted as a function
DMSP between September 19 and 25, 1977, have been exam- of geographic latitude and longitude, magnetic latitude, and
ined for evidence of topside spread F irregularities. At this magnetic local time. During DMSP revolution 1523 the satel-
time the satellite was near the 0700 local time meridian. A plot lite crossed the magnetic equator (ME) at 1425.5 UT on Sep-
of the hourly average of Dst presented in Figure 1 shows that tember 20 at a longitude of 251 0. Between 30 0 S and 120S the
the period was marked by a magnetic storm. Although Dst is a density was smoothly varying with a mean value of 6 x 10'
measure of the intensity of the symmetric ring current, it is the cm -i. At 12°S the density decreased abruptly. A region of sig-
only presently available world wide index of magnetic activity nificant turbulence extended to 6*N, where the ion density
other than Kp. The storm had a sudden. commencement at again varied smoothly. During the period September 19-25
1140 UT on September 19. Several ring current injections there were 10 cases that satisfied our selecticn criteria:
(negative slope) and recovery (positive slope) cycles are found four, four, and two cases on September 20, 21. and 22. respec-

20 * 5*

0-

-20

E -40
E
a

-too

8I9EPT tOKPT 2181" 22 SEPT 23KPT 24S1PT 25KPT

Fig. 1. Dzt for the period September 19-25. The beginning of the storm is marked SC. Asterisks at the top of the figure
indicate times when spread F irregularities were observed by the DMSP satellite.
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DMSP REV. 1523 20SEPT1977 UT(ME). 14:2 5.4

u-
-to$

z

Z 10
4

0

Q.LAT -30.0 -18.0 -4.0 6.0 16.0 30.0
6.LONG. 2574 2543 251.4 246.9 245.7 242.5
M.LAT. -22.1 -11.a -0.6 11.4 23.8 3.1
MLT. 7.75 7.41 7.13 6.67 69 6.24

Fig. 2. An example of equatoral spread Fobserved near 0700 LT at 840 km. Ion density is plotted as a function of gee-
graphic latitude and longitude, magnetic latitude, and magnetic local time.

tively. In all of the orbits between the beginning of the main where p,, p,, V, and V, are the ion and electron pressures and
phase of the storm through September 23 the measured den- drift velocities, respectively. E and B are the electric and mag-
sities. at the latitude at the quiet time depletion.s, were raised netic fields; a, is the ion-neutral collision frequency and g is the
in relation to their quiet time values jcf. Burke es al., 1979b, acceleration due to gravity. The effects of neutral winds are ig-
Figure 41. This is consistent with an eastward electric field at nored. The solutions of these equations are subject to the con-
low latitudes during the predawn hours which causes the F straint that all currents are divergence free. The electric field
layer to drift upwards. Since the density decreases with alti- can be expressed as
tude in the topside ionosphere, an upward drift causes the E -

density to increase at 840 km. E 0 + E,
The longitudinal distribution of the 10 cases of topside ir- where E. is the ionospheric electric field due to E and F layer

regulazities is given in Figure 3. Here we have plotted the po- dynamos or to equatorial closure currents from high latitudes
sition of the magnetic equator and the longitudes at which [Nopper and Carovillano, 1978). El is the perturbation electric
topside spread F was observed by DMSP (crosses). Six cases field. Ott 11978) has shown that (I) is invariant in form under
come from the American sector, three from the central Pa- the transformation
cilic, and one from central Asia. The American and central Pa-
citic sector results agree with results from Ogo 6 (Bamuet al., g' - g - P(E x B)/B'

19761. The DMSP observations by themselves do not provide and
a statistical basis for demonstrating longitudinal differences in
the occurrence of topside spread F. Insofar as evening and V' = V - (Eo x B)/B 2

morning sector spread F arise from common physical proc- Because spread F depletion are found to be field aligned and
esses. they confirm the general correctness of the previously the mathematics are more tractable, two-dimensional solu-
reported di.tribution. There is, however, one significant dif- tions to the transformed equation (i) are generally sought.
ference from previous results. In both the Ogo 6 and Isis ob- Following standard procedures, perturbed quantities are rep-
servations. evening sector, large-amplitude irregularities were resented as being proportional to e - '+'. The linear growth
frequently observed in the Atlantic-African sector. During the rate for what we will refer to as a generalized, collisional
September 1977 magnetic storm they were not observed in Rayleigh-Taylor instability is
this longitude sector. Since there were 12 crossings of the mag-
netic equator between +400 and -40* longitude between Sep- F..' c E x B
tember 20 and 23, the lack of observations of topside spread F VK • - 3)
does not appear to be due merely to statistical fluctuations.
We return to this point in the following section.

DISCUSSION

The theom- of the development and nonlinear evolution of n
spread F irregularities has been studied by many investigators 3o.

usmng analytic and numerical techniques. The current con- o
.nsu is that bottomside equatorial spread F results from a

collisional Rayleigh-Taylor type instability along sharp den- - 3o-
sity gradients in the bottonmide F layer [Kelley, 19791. The c

equations of motion for ions and electrons in the F layer are 6 6o
0

-Vp, -n-(E + V x B) + nm4 - nmr .V 0 (I) D 'o,. P40. 300 . 60" IPo. ,'.
And GEOGRAPHIC LONGITUDE

Fig. 3. The longitudes at the magnetic equator of spread Fobserved
-Vp, - #e(E + V, B 3) - 0 (2) . 840 km during the September 1977 storm.
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where K - (I/n)Vn. The word 'generalized' has been added to K' - (L(NR.)' 4)
allow for the inclusion of the E x B drift. On the bottomside aL
of the nighttime F layer Vn and g are oppositely directed and
waves can grow. A zero-order electric field can also cause the where RA is the radius of the earth and L is the magnetic shel
growth of irregularities via the E x B instability. This may be parameter. The L' terms are required for the conservation of
the most important source of irregularity structure just after magnetic flux as flux tubes interchange. Recently, Anderson
sunset when the F region rises most rapidly [Anderson and and Haerendel 11979] have numerically solved the three-di-
Haerendel, 19791. If E, has an eastward (westward) com- mensional equations. The velocities and integrated densities
ponent it assists (inhibits) the growth of bottomside irregulari- of plasma bubbles were calculated as functions of time after
ties. Thus the change of the zonal component of E, from west the initial perturbation. Cases involving different initial alti-
to east in the predawn local time sector during magnetically tudes and values of E, were studied. A simplified representa-
disturbed times [Fejer e( al., 1976; Rastogi and Woodman. tion of the current conservation equation gave the per-
1978; Kelle' et al., 19791 is believed to be responsible for turbation electric held as
spread F at these times. If the effects of ion-neutral recombi- 14& egL
nations are included in the continuity equation, then the lin- E + (No - N)(5)
ear growth rate becomes

V g &,,x B Subscripts 0 and I on 2: and N are used to represent unper-
y K- • B. _, turbed and perturbed flux tubes, respectively. Here, g and 12

are the gravitational acceleration and ion cyclotron frequency
where P, is the ion-neutral recombination rate [Ossakow et al., at the equator on the surface of the earth.
19791. The negative sign of PR indicates that recombinations The calculations of Anderson and Haerendel 119791 used an
tend to damp linear wave growth. The dependence of the earth-centered magnetic dipole. Thus the possible effects of
growth of bottomside disturbances on the height of the F layer longitudinal variation in B were suppressed. The dipole center
peak reflects the exponential decrease of ,, with altitude (Os- is at a radial distance of 436 km from the center of the earth
sakow et al., 1979, Figure 21. and at 15.6*N and 150.9*E [Parkinson and Cleary. 19581. At a

It is not entirely clear that topside spread F evolves directly given altitude along the magnetic equator, B is stronger in the
from bottomside spread F. Rotuger 119731 and Klostermeyer Asian than in the American sector. The intensity of B as a
119781 have presented experimental and theoretical evidence function of longitude at an altitude of 350 km on the magnetic
for the important role of gravity waves in the development of equator is given in Figure 4. The calculations used the Bar-
equatorial spread F. In a recent review of current research, raclough internal magnetic field model. B varies between
Kelley 11979 has concluded that even if gravity waves play an 0.342 G at 1000 E and 0.216 G at 310 0E. The longitudes at
important part in seeding spread F, the topside structures de- which topside spread F was observed by DMSP (crosses) and
velop their internal electric fields through the nonlinear (gen- Isis I (circles) are given for reference. Twenty-five (86%) of
eralized) Rayleigh-Taylor process. In the remainder of this the 29 examples are found at longitudes where B < 0.29 G at
brief report we are primarily concerned with the development an altitude of 350 km. Note that B < 0.29 G in only 62% of
of finite perturbations independent of their origin. It should the possible 3600 of longitude.
be noted, however, that some of the seasonal effects may be The possible effects of the longitudinal variation of B on the
explained by variations in the tropospheric and stratospheric evolution of plasma bubbles can be understood by consid-
sources of the seeding gravity waves. Also, the ionospheric dy- ering an initial depletion in N0 and Z, that is independent of
namo-driven, quiet time postsunset eastward electric field has longitude. After a time increment At the depleted flux tube
been found to be weakest at Jicamarca during the winter sol- will have risen a vertical distance EAt/B. At the new position
stice period I Woodman, 19701, when spread F is most infre- N,, I,, N, and M0 must be recalculated to determine the new
quently observed, value of E,. The growth rate of the disturbance depends lin-

The validity of the two-dimensional analysis as a first-order early on the value of v at the new position. However, vj de-
approximation is confirmed by direct observation of topside creases exponentially with altitude. As is seen from Figure 4, a
plasma bubbles as being field aligned [Dyson and Benson, disturbance beginning at 350 km with the same initial E, rises
19781. The observed, nonuniform longitudinal distribution of a distance EAtI/B at 310 0 E that is 1.57 times the correspond-
topside plasma bubbles indicates that conditions for the ing distance at 100°E. Bubbles thus should grow at a faster
growth of bottomside irregularities are more easily satisfied at rate in the American than in the Asian sector. We do not ar-
some longitudes than at others. Within the context of present gue that no Asian sector or all American sector disturbances
theory this could be explained by systematic longitudinal varia- reach the topside ionosphere. This has been shown to depend
tions in (I) the bottomside density gradient. (2) the strength of on the altitudes of the initial disturbance and the peak of the
the east-west electric field, or (3) the altitude of the F peak. F layer. It also depends on the time available before the eve-
Another possibility is that the longitudinal 'difference of top- ning sector reversal of E, or the time before dawn in the
side bubble occurrence frequency is due to the offset of the morning sector [Burke. 1979a, b]. Rather, for the same initial
earth's magnetic dipole. disturbance and available time, plasma bubbles are more apt

G. Haerendel (unpublished manuscript, 1974) pointed out to reach the topside in the American than in the Asian sector.
that spread F involves the interchange of entire magnetic The main features of the Ogo 6, Isis 1. and DMSP observa-
tubes of flux. Thus a three-dimensional analysis must include tions appear to be in agreement with the model outlined
field line integrated densities (IV) and Pedersen conductivities above. The lack of observations of topside spread F irregulanri-
(1) rather than the values of these quantities at the magnetic ties by DMSP in the Atlantic-African longitude sector is at
equator. Equations were derived using earth-centered dipolar variance with the Ogo 6 and Isis I results. It is in agreement
geometry. The growth rate is analogous to (3), with K re- with results reported by Koster 119721, who found that iono-
placed by spheric scintillations anticorrelated with magnetic activity in
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Fig. 4. Strength of the magnetic field at the magnetic equator at 350-km altitude. Crosses and circles give the longitudes
at the magnetic equator of topside spread F as observed by DMSP and Isis I, respectively.

the African sector. This was at variance with measurements the nondevelopment of strong E0 reversals in the African sec-
taken during the same period at Huancayo, where a positive tor during substorms or by declination efects.
correlation was found jAarons, 19771. Since morningside Longitudinal variations in frequency of occurrence of top-
spread F is associated with an eastward electric field in the side spread F could be explained by invoking longitudinally
predawn hours [Fejer et al., 19761, it may be that strong re- systematic variation in bottomside gradients, east-west electric
versals in E. do not occur easily in the African sector. If this fields, or the altitudes of the F peak. Here we have examined
were so, the height of the F peak would be lower and ionic re- the possible effects of the offset of the earth's magnetic dipole
combination would tend to slow Rayleigh-Taylor growth (Os- on the linear development of equatorial spread F. For the
sakow et a.. 1979]. same initial plasma conditions and perturbation electric field

The longitudinal distribution of DMSP observations (Fig- (E,), plasma depletions rise more quickly in regions of weak-
ure 3) considered according to the declination at the magnetic est magnetic field. The cumulative damping effects of ionic re-
equator suggests an explanation for the lack of topside spread combination, which decreases exponentially with altitude,
F in the Atlantic sector. All of the irregularities were detected should be less in the American (weak field) than in the Asian
at longitudes where the declination is eastward or slightly (strong field) sector. There is a finite amount of time available
westward. The declination over the Atlantic is -200. At an al- for bubbles to reach the topside before the evening reversal of
titude of 100 km the northern ends of these field lines cross the zonal electric field or the dawn increase of ionospheric
into sunlight about 20 minutes before the southern ends in the conductivity. Thus plasma bubbles are more likely to be
equinox period. At sunrise the conductivity of the E region found in the topside ionosphere of the American sector than
rises dramatically. This would cause E, to discharge through in that of the Asian sector.
the northern ionosphere. In this case the bubble would main-ranitself but would cease to rise in altitude. Bubbles formed Acknowledgmenjs. The authors gratefully acknowledge the sup-
tain iport of S. C. Bredesen and L. A. Whalen in processing the satellitein this longitude sector would have significantly less time to data, of V. Patterson and T. Tascione, U.S. Air Force. in making the
reach an altitude of 840 km than similar bubbles in the Amer. data available, and of M. Smiddy, W. P. Sullivan, P. Anderson, and
ican sector. Also, a seed mechanism, such as gravity waves, is D. Girouard in the testing and development of the planar ion detec-
nectssary to initiate the process, and the spatial resonance tor. Thanks are also extended to M. C. Kelley. S. Basu. and R. G.

Rastogi for helpful comments on the text and to N. Saflekos and .!mechanism for gravit.y waves depends on magnetic declina- Klobushar for help in making magnetic field calculations. This work
lion. was supported in part by Air Force contracts FI9628-76-C-0255 with

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Regis College and F1%28-79-C-0037 with Boston College.
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COMPARISON OF SC2-3; SC5; AND SC9

FOR TWO TIME iNTEPVALS ON MARCH 30, 1979 (89.4)

The time intervals chosen for comparison are:

1) the five minute interval 14:45*14:49UT (53100-53340) with special

emphasis on the one minute interval 53194-53255;

2) the five minute interval 16:40-16:45UT (60000-60300) with special

emphasis on the one minute interval 59965-60022.

A variety of electron beam operations (SC4) was performed in and out of

eclipse on this day. The first time interval, (1), is in sunlight prior to

beam operations. The second, (2), is in sunlight after beam operations.

For both time intervals the satellite was in the plasma sheet. However,

for the first time interval, Alfven layers for electrons Sreater than 3 keV

were in the process of being crossed, or had not yet been crossed.

In the three sets of instruments we compare the distribution function, f,

as a function of energy, E. The energy range, position on the satellite,

energy pass bands and pitch angles differ for the three instruments. The

energy ranges are summarized in Table 1. The pass bands, AE/E are: SC2-3,

.09 for electrons, and 0.14 for ions; SC5, -1; SC9, 0.2.

SC2-3 and SC5 are mounted on the belly band (central portion) of the

satellite, approximately 700 apart, with look directions radial outward

from the satellite. Thus, they sample the same pitch angle distribution

but with a phase difference for a given time. A complete spectrum is taken

every 3 seconds by SC2-3, and every second by SC5. A second SC5 instrument

is mounted to look parallel to the satellite spin axis out the forward end of

the satellite. Sincefor the data discussed here, the two SC5 instruments

agree in spectra when they sample the same pitch angle, the parallel detector

will nct be explicitly discussed. SC9 is mounted on the forward end of the
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satellite and can be rotated independently of the satellite motion. For the

data presented here, no pitch angle information was available for SC9. A

full spectrum is obtained in a minimum of 16 sec. by SC9.

The SC2-3 and SC9 detectors are electrostatic analyzers; the SC5 Rapid

Scan Particle Detector uses electrostatic analyzers to ~60 keV and solid

state detectors for the higher energies.

The energy range covered by the three sets of particle detectors is

greater than seven orders of magnitude; and the corresponding range of the

distribution function, f, for a given species, is twice as great. Therefore,

initial comparisons are made with a log-log plot, even though discrepancies

are less obvious in this format. Figures I and 2 are comparisons of the

distribution functions in two common time intervals, each of approximately

one minute in duration (one satellite spin period), and separated by nearly

two hours.

For SC9 one complete spectrum for each head (high energy and low energy)

is shown for each interval. No pitch angle information was available. For

SC2-3 and SC5, the range of spectra is designated for each by cross-hatching.

The range of spectra is obtained by plotting the -20 (-60) spectra of SC2-3

(SC5), which are obtained for one satellite spin period. The range results

both from fluctuations and from anisotropy in pitch angle. For Figure 1,

the instruments looked to within -18° of the magnetic field direction, and

in Figure 2, to within -60.

IONS

The Ion distribution function will be discussed in two parts: A high

energy range, > 1.5 keV; and, A low energy range, < 1.5 keY.
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High energy distribution function: Comparison of the ion measurements shows

good agreement for the high energies: > 1.5 keV, by all three instruments.

A detailed study shows that the ion distribution function over the entire high

energy range is well-approximated by a Maxwellian. Over the common high energy

range (1.5 - 20 keV) the three instruments agree on the temperature of the

Maxwellian up to 20"., and on the density, by a factor of 2, with SC5 having

the higher values for both. Comparison over the entire high energy range of

SC5 and SC9, and averaging over a 5-minute interval increases agreement bet -en

the two. The results are shown in Table 2. The SC5 values for temperatur

and density are still consistently higher than those for SC9, as are the sT lard

deviations. The temperatures and densities differ by 14. and 40% respecti

which is more than twice the largest standard deviation in each case.

Low energy distribution function: SC2-3 and SC9 are in good agreement for

values of f over their common low energy range, and both disagree up to an

order of magnitude with SC5. The SC5 counts in the four energy channels up

to 1.8 keV are very near those in the background channel at these times, and

all have large fluctuations. Since only positive differences between counts

in the energy channels and the background can be used to construct the

distribution function, the plasma may be over estimated under these conditions.

It is unclear whether a combination of fluctuating and subtracting background

is sufficient to account for the differences between SC5 and SC2-3, SC9.

For the ccinon low energy range ( -0.07 - 1.5 keV) the distribution function

can be only reasonable well-modelled by a laxvellian. The temperature and

density of the Maxwellian obtained with SC2-3 and SC9 data are 180 eV and

-30.05 cm , respective4y. For this range, SC5 gives a temperature twice as

high and a density higher by an order of magnitude. if the distribution
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function for the low energies is nodelled over the entire low energy range,

the principal source of data is SC9.

From Figures 1 and 2, it appears that the SC9 data is better fit by a power

law than by a Maxwellian, although care must be taken to distinguish the

geometric factor effect which for energy-independent efficiencies gives

a power law spectrum for single count (background) response with power equal

to -2. To show this effect log f for a single count in each SC9 channel is

drawn (straight line) for low energies in Figures I and 2. The instrument

is recording near background for energies below 10 eV, for the times shcwn.

Thus, the validity of the power law is questionable below this energy. For

a proton distribution function varying as E-Mand having a value of f , at

E the number density from E to E2 is given by:

2a +ie by:+3

n =5.31 10-~+ 3 2 E~ 7 3/2 -n3  ()

law fit is made to the data. (Corrections for the high energy Haxwellian

of Table 2 were made prior to fitting the data). Also shown are the calculated

values of the partial density for various energy ranges. The variation in

density is -207. for SC9 and -40% for SC5 when densities for individual spectra

are averaged. As in the case of fitting to a Maxwellian distribution the

partial densities from the two instruments differ by an order of magnitude

over their comnon energy range. Additional evidence that the SC5 is

essentially at background is that the power of the distribution function is

very near -2.
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ELECTRONS

No correction for photoelectron background is made for low energies.

Since photoelectrons can be a significant contribution to the measured plasma

up to 20 eV, we only consider the energy range greater than about 50 eV in

our comparison. The electron distribution function for energies greater than

50 eV appear in Figures I and 2 to be well-described in a piecewise manner

by power laws, with one negative power applicable from -50 eV to

- 5 keV, and a second, larger negative power for energies greater than 5 keV.

This gives the appearance of a knee in the distribution between 3 - 6 keV.

The distribution functions from each of the three instruments show the

same general behavior. However, all three differ in numerical value.

Generally, SC9 is about a factor of 6 higher than SC2-3 (except at the

highest energies, where SC9 is more than an order of magnitude greater than SC2-3),

and SC5 values lie between the values for the other two instruments, tending

toward better agreement with SC2-3 for the lower range of energies; and

SC9, for the higher range. Unlike the low energy ions, the electron counts

for all energies considered are well above background. Therefore, the

discrepancies between instruments cannot be explained by fluctuations close

to background. Figure 3 shows more clearly'how great the variations between

instruments are. Here the log f is plotted as a function of E (linear scale).

This plot also indicates how poorly a single, or even a double, axwellian

approximates the data even over the limited energy range shown.

Low Energy distribution function

Because the differences in distribution functions for the three instruments

are large and do not vary consistently with energy a detailed analysis of the

data over a five minute period was not performed. Instead, we approximate
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the distribution function over the low energy range with the same power law

for all instruments. This, then clearly shows what viii be the difference

in densities between instruments, since for a given power the density is

directly proportional to the value of the distribution function at the

reference energy, here taken to be I keY. (See Eq I which applies to

electrons when multiplied by (m pme)312.) Assming the same slope for all

three instruments is poorest in the "knee" region, particularly for SC2-3

in the first time interval since the entire knee region occurf below the cut

off energy of 5 keY. Table 4 shows the slopes, reference distribution

function values and densities for the three instruments. The densities vary,

as expected from the above comments, by a factor of 4, with SC9 having the

greatest values and SC2-3 the smallest. Very little change takes place

in the density in this energy range in the two hour time interval.

High Energy distribution function

The powers appropriate to describing the distribution functions over the

high energy range > 5 keV are considerably greater than those for the low

energy range, and because of this and the limits of integration the

contribution to the density over this range is considerably less than

over the low energy range. Again, for the sake of comparison we attempt to

choose the same power for all three instruments for a given time. This works

well for the first time interval, but for the second, SC2-3 values fall off

much more rapidly than for SC5 and SC9, so an additional determination was

made. for the high energy range the densities differ by less than a factor

of 3. The difference in slope obscures the relationship of density values

betweeie instruments. While the densities in the low energy regime remained

fairly constant over the 2 hour interval, for the high energy range the density

incxipets by factors of 3 to 5 in SC9 and SC2-3 respectively, but stays

essentially constant for SC5.
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HIGH ENERGY ION DISTRIBUTION FU CTIOI
MAXWELLIAN

Range PA ' kT
(keY) _(cu-

3  (keV)
14:45-50T

SC9 1.5-81.6 NI .37 + .02 14.2 + 0.6

SC5 1.8-188 18;1620 .62 + .09 16.3 + 1.1
90;1800 .59 T .11 16.2 + 1.3

16:40-44 UT
SC9 1.5-81.6 1I .25 + .01 12.3 + 0.3

SC5 1.8-188 6;1740 .22 + .04 14.5 + 1.4
90;180a .35 4- .07 14.0 + 1.0

TABLE 2
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LOW ENERGY ION DISTRIBUTION FUNMO14

f "f 0 (E/E 0)"- ("ec/kw6 )

Eo  1 key

CL fQ n 2  n3

14:45-50 UT -
SC9 1.6 + .1 4.38 + .13 .03 .07 .13 (cm) 3

SC5 -2.0 + .4 5.15 + .32 .32 (cm)- 3

16:40-44 UT
SC9 -1.7 + .1 4.18 + .15 .02 .06 .11 (cm)- 3

SC5 -2.6 + .6 4.91 + .50 .20 (cm) - 3

Limits of integration for n:

nl: .1< E < lkeV

n2: .01 < E < lkeV

D3 : .001 < E < lkeV

TABLE 3
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ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

f 0f(E/E )- (sec 3/keV )

E 1 keV0

Low Energy Range: .05 - 5 keV

14:47 0 a

SC9 1.25 4.37 0.75 (cm)- 3

SC5 1.25 2.40 0.41

SC2-3 1.25 1.20 0.21

16:40

SC9 1.3 4.57 0.80

SC5 1.3 2.24 0.39

SC2-3 1.3 1.20 0.20

High Energy Range: >5 keV

14:47

SC9 3.2 4.95 .008 (cm)-3

SC5 3.2 4.95 , .008.

SC2-3 3.2 1.95 .003

i6:40

SC9 3.6 3.16.102 .021

SC5 3.6 1.41*10 2  .0096

SC2-3 6.25 3.98"103 .017

TABLE 4
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